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BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed 
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deter-
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw 
any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn 
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to 
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed 
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest 
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including 
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, 
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether 
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall 
be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer 
to the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened 
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids. 
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but 
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and 
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by 
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been 
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security 
interest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a 
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of 
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior 
to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as 
follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require, 
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal  or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be 
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. 
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) 
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment 
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed 
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the 
advised address shall constitute delivery.  This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
or credit card.  Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with 
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained 
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of 
$20.00 will be made for same.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents 
for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may 
be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per 
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid 
conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying 
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in 
its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by 
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and 
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and 
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including 
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all 
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot 
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty 
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris-
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property 
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a 
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with 
respect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it 
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing 
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting pur-
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment, 
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this para-
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its 
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank 
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card 
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made 
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of 
CT, COVID-19 compliant business.  As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV 

or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the auc-
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video 
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the 
sale date.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified 
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined 
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its 
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by 
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kelle-
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually ac-
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by 
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can-
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes 
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser 
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser 
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the 
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is 
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (un-
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: 
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; 
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots 
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized 
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the 
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds 
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a 
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is 
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp 
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or 
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society 
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other 
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), 
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be 
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned 
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to 
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being 
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation 
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall 
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes 
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut 
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration 
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitra-
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be 
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the 
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territori-
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without 
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation 
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such 
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such ju-
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that 
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt 
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to 
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not 
accepted.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the respon-
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of 
reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) 
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both 
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to 
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.

CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
 THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
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Bidding Increments:
Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule: 

       

Grading and Condition
Covers
Minor imperfections are normal for 19th-century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. These include, but are not limited to, 
nicks, edge or flap tears, or slight reductions; folded letters will often have at least one file fold. Further, covers may have an ordinary 
stamp with a minor defect. Acceptable forms of conservation include light cleaning and edge mending. These conditions, even if not 
described, are not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available (2022 edition) Scott Catalogue values are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the 
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.

Collection Lots
Please note that all collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been made 
to provide an accurate description, and extensive imaging is available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps and/or 
covers with varying imperfections or faults. We strongly suggest that all lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.

Bidders Information

Bid Live
www.stampauctionnetwork.com

For Phone Bidding call us at 203.830.2500

Up to $200;  ..........................................................................increase by $10
Over $200 to $500; .............................................................. increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000;  ..........................................................increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000;  .......................................................increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500;  .......................................................increase by $250
Over $7,500 to $15,000;  .....................................................increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000;  ...................................................increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000;  ...................................................increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000;  .................................................increase by $5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Please note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

Kelleher website featuring these sections:
Read Auction Rules for sale types

View Price Realized for past sales



ALFRED SOL LIPPMAN
Alfred Sol Lippman, unexpectedly passed at age 78, on October 17, 2016, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
Mr. Lippman was born on June 12, 1938 in New Orleans, Louisiana and was a lifelong resident of 
Berwick/Morgan City, until moving to Lafayette, several years before passing.  His family describes 
him as an amazing man: slow to anger and quick to forgive.  Al, a most accomplished man both 
professionally and personally, would undoubtedly consider his 60 years of marriage to his wife Gail 
to be his greatest accomplishment. He was a 1956 graduate of St. Stanislaus College Prep, in Bay 
St. Louis, Mississippi and was Valedictorian of his class. Mr. Lippman attained his Undergraduate 
at the University of Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette, La. (B.A.with Honors) - 1960 and his Juris 
Doctorate from Tulane University School of Law (recipient of full merit/academic scholarship) - 
1962.
A world traveler who fancied exotic and exciting destinations, Mr. Lippman most loved his fishing 
and hunting with family and friends. He relished the thrill of the hunt and the catch. This perhaps 
was the reason behind his great passion as a collector, always searching, seeking, hunting out the 
very finest acquisition for his many collections.  His renowned knowledge and recall of history 
were encyclopedic. He was that one friend of a lifetime who respected others, lead with honor, and 
treated others with mercy and fairness. This dapper dresser was legendary in the behind-the-scenes 
world of politics and has left a lasting positive impression upon all whose paths he touched. 

Featured Biographies

Harold Schachter DMD 
Harold Schachter DMD was born in Yonkers, NY in 1936, and grew up in Trenton NJ with his 
sister Marilyn and mother Dorothy.  He took much pride in the fact that his father, Julius Schachter, 
played solo violin for luminaries including Barbra Streisand and Frank Sinatra, among others.   
Harold met his wife Davida (Ivker), in anthropology class at the University of Pennsylvania, and 
they were married in 1959, while he was in dental school.  He went on to serve in the US Air Force 
Dental Corps, and to attend the University of Illinois orthodontics program, before returning to NJ 
to practice.
Stamps were a passion of many decades for Harold, and he brought his usual attention to detail 
to amassing and cataloging his extensive collection.  Harold pursued other interests with similar 
intensity, including playing and teaching bridge; a Sapphire Life Master, he and Davida served in 
retirement as bridge instructors for major cruise lines, enabling them to travel the world. Harold 
also had a lifelong love of music, performing in dozens of community musical theater shows over 
roughly 40 years, before transitioned to directing, which enabled him to revel in coaching and 
encouraging other performers. 

William F. “Bill” Csolkovits 
Of Elmhurst, IL, was Born September 21, 1937 in Chicago and passed at age 84 on June 28, 
2022. He attended Colorado State University where he was a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity and 
graduated from Roosevelt University with a B.S. in Chemistry and Mathematics. He was a Veteran 
of the US Army reserves, and was retired after serving his entire career at Stepan Company. Bill 
was a golfer, fisherman, avid stamp collector, world traveler, and an avid fan of the Chicago Bears.  
He was well-known in the Chicago philatelic scene and amassed a multi-hundred volume collection 
of Worldwide stamps.  His specialty in Argentine stamps, postal history and revenues will be 
auctioned in early 2023.  
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General Collections

2001   Carefully Curated Powerful Certified Collection, 1846-1930s, carefully mounted into four Scott National albums, although the 
collector only occasionally used these National pages. It should be noted, many (if not most) of the stamps have certificates, the vast 
majority of which (including most of the Washington / Franklin coils) are from Weiss, with the remaining mixed between Crowe, PSE 
and the PF. Instead of collecting in the normal Scott National or even the old-time collector style of quadrille pages, this collector used 
a unique style where he took a photocopy of the certificate and then mounted each stamp over the image part of the certificate to both 
identify each stamp as well as show the condition of the stamp. Several of these items have at one time been individual lots in prestigious 
auctions, but we have elected to offer this completely intact, so there are some great individual items that are not normally left in 
collections. Due to the massive concentration of value here, we are going to need to deviate from our typical wall of numbers approach 
to descriptions and instead go with a more holistic approach to not overwhelm the catalog with an exceedingly long description. We 
will write a holistic description to give you an idea of what is in the collection and then list highlights, which may have also been 
mentioned in the holistic description for those of you who are just scanning for certain numbers. We will touch on certain areas, but we 
are not going to list everything we see, instead relying on the work of our excellent photography department to show videos of every 
page which can be viewed at our website. Believe it or not, it is really a struggle to keep the description as short as it is. There are plenty 
of items we are not mentioning, such as the many duplicates of some issues as well as the occasional less expensive or dubious item. 
The collection starts with several early Provisionals and a couple locals used on covers including #1a with 15L17, classic 1851/1857 
issues, with some better types including better perforated 10¢ types (I and IV) each with Weiss certificates, continuing to strong 1861 
issues and occasional better 1867 grills, banknote grills are mostly complete (only missing 24¢), National banknote mint set appears 
complete, Continental banknotes mint to 12c, scattered used after, American banknotes complete mostly mint with occasional scattered 
used, Columbians mint to $1 and used $2, eleven Columbian expo tickets, 1894 Bureau issues to 5c with $2 used, 1895 Bureau to $1 
mint, $2-$5 used, 1898 UPU color change complete mint set, Trans-Mississippi complete with mint to $1 and used $2, complete mint 
Pan-American, 1902 mint to $2, 319 shades, 319 booklet panes, 320 private vending, Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown, complete perf 
12 Washington / Franklins, Perf 12/10 Pan Pacific sets, Perf 10 Watermark set to 50c, Perf 10 unwatermark set to 20c, decent section of 
Washington / Franklin coil waste issues, offset issues complete (including a used 534B Schermack), perf 11 Bureau set complete, Kans. 
Nebr. set. Specific highlights include - mint: 9 (3 mint, 2 of which are NH), 26 with partial imprint capture, 30 error with defective 
transfer in the facial area of bust, 30 (2 both with no gum), 40, 63b (3), 65-E15h, 68, 69, 71, 76, 77, 92, 112-17, 119, 129, 133a, 138 
split grill, 159, 160, 206-11, 212-18, 219-229, 219D pair, 229, 255c pair, 260, 273 double transfer, 275a, 279B plate block of 6, 279Bc, 
279Bj (2), 295 flying and grounded trains, 296 flying high car, 300b, 301c (2 panes), 320 International Vending Machine Co. coil pair 
with 1951 PF certificate, 320 Brinkerhoff type II private vending machine coil strip of four, 314 with vertical misperf type I Schermack 
pair, 320b US Automatic Vending type III pair, 319f plate block, 319g (5 panes), 319q, 319fq position E, 367-73, 368 Schermack type 
I (7 holes) pair, USAV pocket type 3-1A pair, 332 plate block, 332a (2), 343 Schermack type II pair, 347 USAV type I pair, 349 (2 2 
pairs and line pair), 350 (single and pair), 351 (single, pair and line pair), 352 (single and pair), 353 (single and pair), 354 line pair, 
355 (single and 2 pairs), 357, 358, 375a, 386 (single and pair), 391 (pair and line pair), 392 (2 line pairs), 394 line pair, 395 paste up 
pair, 396 paste up pair, 405b, 409 block of four with plate number Kansas City roulette, 410-13 (pair and / or line pair set), 414-21, 
416a, 423, 441-47 (pair and/or line pair set), 463 lake with PF certificate, 463a, 478, 480, 498d double impression, 499a pair, 499c, 500 
NH, 501b, 501d, 502b position d, 501c pair, 502c vertical strip of 3, 505, 509 plate block, 510 deep shade of golden yellow, 519, 524, 
525c (3 pairs, imperf between), 525d (7), 528 (3 plate blocks, 1 with monogram), 528B plate block, 528c (3 singles and block of four), 
528Be, 529a (2 singles), 530a (2 singles), 530c, 532 Wilson roulette pair, 537a, 538 plate block, 538A block of four, 540 plate block, 
540 (S30 plate block), 540a imperf between pair with star and plate number, 541 block with hollow star, 546, 546 varnish ink variety, 
547, 554a pair, 579, 581-91, 583a (2), 595, 599A (single and line pair), 599b line pair, 606a (single and pair), 630, 634A (2), 634e, 672 
no period, 677 plate block, 681 carmine lake, 740a, 741b, 834A, 1488a, 2567b, recalled Legends of the West error, C1-6, C13, C25b, 
PR2, PR7, PR8, PR57, PR77, PR84, 143L4, R654a, Canal Zone 81, 84a Canal only, Guam 10- 12 and used: 1, 8A pair/13/26a on 
cover which the collector claims this is the only 8A pair used on cover to a foreign destination which the PF has certified, 9 pair used 
on printed letter to Trieste, Austria, 11 strip of seven to pay rare 21c British packet rate via Havre line, 11A on leap year cover, 13, 17 
pair on cover to Ireland, 18, 20 position 3L4 curl in hair, 20 (3), 22, 23, 24/26 strip on cover to Canada West, 28, 29, 29 vertical strip 
of three on cover to Paris, 30, 32/33 (3) on cover to Honolulu, Sandwich Islands, 36 pair on cover to Ireland, 63b (2 covers), 65/68/73 
for 15¢ rate usage via Bremen - Hamburg mail line with correct markings, 65 strip of 3 and strip of eight paying 8x rate, 67, 68/71/75 
combo cover to Bordeaux, 72a (2), 72b (2), 73 strip of five on very rare cover to Canada West, 89, 95-97, 95 with revenue cancel, 100, 
113 with preprint paper fold, 114 with imprint capture, 114 strip of 5 and pair on cover to Cornell, founder of Cornell University and 
Western Union, 116 paying direct rate to Paris, France, 121, 128 with PF certificate, 137-41, 143-44, 148 on cover to England from de 
Forest correspondence which Weiss describes as either TR-G15 or the very rare G17 cancel, 189 strip of five, 210 kicking mule and 
fancy U.S. mail fancy cancellations, 230-36 / U351 on registered cover with New York exchange label, 242, 255 with captured plate 
number, 272a, 279B on multicolor Winchester Rifles ad cover, 279B on multicolor Pierce Cycles ad cover, 332a, 349 pair, 350 pair, 
353 (single and pair), 354 (single and pair), 355 pair, 374a, 386 strip of four on 1933 century of progress cover, 391 line pair, 394 pair, 
394 line pair, 406b, 406c, 408 pair Kansas City roulette, 449, 491, 523, 525ad, 528 CRNTS variety, 528Be, 530a, 534B Schermack 
single, 554d, 557c, 557 strip of three with missing design from fold over, 579, 639a, C3 fast plane, 143L3, Confederate States 1, Hawaii 
53-60, 74-75 Provisional used on registered cover to Massachusetts. Condition and centering are both mixed. Of course, our amazing 
photography department will provide a video showing every stamp (along with images of certificates) in this high-powered collection 
for viewing in the comfort of your own home-, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 43.8 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $50,000 - 75,000

United States General Collections
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2002   Valuable and Well-Filled Collection 1847-1970, carefully mounted in Scott hingeless National album, many of which have 
been certified by the late William Weiss, with a few APS, PF or PSE certificates. The concentration of value here should not 
be understated, as there is plenty of duplication of better early issues as well as occasionally duplicated better key values. Most 
of the mint stamps mentioned in the highlights section below have accompanying certificates of authenticity. Due to the sheer 
volume of better stamps here, our existing bidders should note that this description follows a newer format, where we are writing a 
holistic general description, followed by some highlights (which may or may not overlap the general description). In addition, our 
imaging department is working hard to provide a complete video of the collection available on our website for those of you who 
cannot make it here for viewing. Collection contains a great section of early classics with several examples of early 1847 issues 
in quantity with several 5c shades, nice imperf 1c 1851 issue, complete imperf 10c types, useful selection of 1c perforated 1857 
issue types, several nice 5c shades, mostly complete 10c types with nice type I, mostly complete 1861 issues with several better 
mint and a few better shades, decent grills with a few of the more difficult grills as well as mostly complete E and F grills, 1869 
pictorials are mostly complete, strong banknote grills including some better middle as well as high values, National banknote set 
mostly complete with mixed mint and used, Continental set mostly complete, of course missing 24c, with mint 90c, first American 
set complete with several mint, American re-engraved mostly mint and mostly complete, 1887 American banknotes mint and 
complete, 1890 issue mint complete (except 1c is faulty), complete mint Columbians with several dollar values with o.g., 1894 
issue mint and mostly complete to $1, 1895 issue mint complete, 1897 UPU color change set complete mint, Trans-Mississippi 
complete, mint to 50c, used dollar values, Pan-American complete mint with some plate number single duplicates, 1902 issue 
complete mint, Louisiana Purchase mint, Jamestown mint, 1908 Washingtons mint to 50c, some better early coils, single line 
Washington mint set, Pan-Pacific complete mint sets (perf 12 and 10), perf 10 Washington / Franklin mint sets appear complete 
to 50c, complete mint perf 11 Washington / Franklins with extra 505 in 2c block of 9, complete mint perforated offsets, some coil 
waste issues, mostly complete 1922 flat plate (except a few rotary snuck in), 1923 perf 10 set, Kans. Nebr. mint set, 1931 high 
denominations mint set, Presidential and Liberty mint sets, C1-6 mint, mostly complete mint Special Delivery to E12 (missing E8), 
F1, scattered mint and used banknote postage dues, a couple better mint BEP postage dues, parcel post to 75c, parcel post postage 
due complete, ducks mint to 1963. Highlights include mint: 9, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 30, 30A, 35, 36B, 37, 39, 65-E15h, 68a, 71, 73, 
87, 94, 101, 102, 114, 123, 133, 145, 148, 153, 166, 178, 208, 209, 210 block of four, 336 block of four, 349 pair, 351 pair, 358, 
367-73, 414-21, 459 (single and pair), 467, 479-80, 523, 524, 546, 547, 579, 595, 599A (single and pair), 630, 634A, J27, J43, J44 
and used: 1 (6), 2 (4), 8A, 9 (2 singles and pair), 12, 13-16, 20, 21, 27, 28 (2), 29, 29 vertical pair, 31, 33, 36B, 38, 67, 67b, 70 (3 
in shades), 70d, 77, 78 (3 in shades), 79, 85C, 89-91, 96-98, 100, 122, 134, 135, 137A, 141, 143 and 144. As is typically the case, 
centering and condition are mixed, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ....................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $40,000 - 60,000

United States General Collections
2003   Clean Collection, 1847-1934, in two Scott Platinum hingeless albums, starting strong with 1847 issue, early classics with decent 

5c 1857 issue shades, very well represented 1861 issue along with E and F grills which appear complete with some higher value 
extras, 1869 pictorials complete with higher value extras, good banknote grill issues, with several middle to higher values including 
138 with APS certificate and 141 with PF certificate, National, Continental and American banknote sets mostly complete with 
duplication of many of the higher denominations, Columbians complete with higher denominions mostly used, 1894/1895 Bureau 
issues appear mostly complete mint to $1, with used values from 50c-$5 (but need to be checked for watermark), complete Trans-
Mississippi set, mint to 10c, used after, complete mint Pan Americans, complete 1902 issue mint to 50c, used to $5, Louisiana 
Purchase complete, Jamestown complete, 367-73 complete with extra bluish papers and blocks, perf 12 Washington Franklin’s 
complete, mint to 15c, used after, 343-47, various coils from earlier to rotary coils, 414-21 mostly complete, perf 10 Washington 
Franklins mostly complete, 30c and up are used, perf 11 Washington Franklins set complete (#500 is used, all others mint, including 
505 in block of 9), mint offsets mostly complete, special delivery mostly complete to E13 with earlier issues used, decent amount of 
early dues used with a few mint with 1879 and 1884 banknotes dues mostly complete, bright claret mint to 10c, useful newspapers, 
with several early large issues, good selection of Continental specimens, 1895 newspapers mostly complete with several used, 
ducks complete and mostly mint to 1966, decent Confederates with nice selection of earlier issues. Highlights include used: 1 (2), 
7 strip of 3, 12, 14, 15 (2), 17 (3), 20, 22, 28, 29 (2), 30, 30A, 32, 33, 36, 36B, 37 (2), 38 (2), 67 (2), 64B, 70, 70a, 71 (2), 72 (2), 
75, 76 (4 in various shades), 77 (3), 78 (3), 83, 101 with PSE certificate, 116 with Yokohama cancel, 138, 141, 217 (2), 218 (2), 
229 (2), 239-40, 241, 242 (2), 244, 245, 523, 524 block of 12, C2 block of four, C13-15, K1-18 and mint: 212-16, 219-26, 228, 
220a block of four, 230-41, 243, 283, 357-58, 397-400A, 403, 459 NH with PF cert, 480, 480 block of four, 524, 547 (2), 551-73, 
579 block of four, 581-91, 599A with PSE cert, 630, 692-701, 658-79, C1-6 (2 sets), C4 block of four, C13-15, C18 block of 4 with 
plate number, E6 PF cert, E7-10, E11-13, F1 (2), Q1-12, JQ1-5 and J57. Condition and centering are mixed, so we suggest you 
take a look at the video we prepared on our website or take advantage of our viewing time before the auction to properly evaluate, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

United States General Collections
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2004   Exorbitant Collection, 1847-1930s, carefully mounted onto loose Scott National pages, when we say exorbitant, we mean both 
exorbitant value and the sheer number of stamps. It wasn’t unusual for the collector to collect 2 or 3 of some of these issues 
(especially among the early issues) as well as a few usages on cover of the earliest issues. Several of the better stamps have 
certificates (30 in total from PF, PSE, APS or Weiss) and there is a tremendous amount of meat here for the U.S. specialist or 
dealer. Highlights abound here, but rather than go into our normal list format, we are going to touch on the larger highlights to not 
overwhelm the description with a wall of numbers. There is some high value among the early classic mint, although we didn’t have 
time to carefully check each one. Despite this deviation from our normal style, please be assured that all of the normal stamps you 
would expect to see are likely here and we encourage you to check out on our website for a complete video of the entire collection, 
or if you have a chance to visit us, we would love to show you this collection for you to carefully browse. Better highlights include, 
used: 1 (3 singles, plus 2 covers), 2 on cover, 8A/7/8A vertical strip on cover, 13, 1857 perforated issues have lovely 1¢ and 10¢ 
type sections and lovely shades of 5¢, 18, 22 (2), 23, 24 type Va, 31, 64B, 67, 70/78 several shades including 70b with Weiss cert, 
83 and 85 both with Weiss certificate, E and F grills appear complete with APS certificate for 95, complete pictorials, National, 
Continental and American banknotes mostly complete, missing some high denominations, includes a few early grills and some nice 
mint stamps, 218 and mint: 40, 189, 208, 212-17, 219-29 with 2c caps, 230-40 with duplicates of several denominations, 1894-95 
Bureau issues appear complete to $1 (just need a little spot checking), 278, 279-84, 285-91, 293, 294-99, 300-10, 312-13, 319-20 
shades and multiples, 323-27, 367-73 plus imperforate pairs, 331-42, 374-82, 343-47, strong early Washington / Franklin coils with 
350 pair with Weiss mini cert, 353-54 pairs with APS certificates, blue papers: 357-59, 366, 397-400A, 403 (2), 404, 414-21, 422-
23, perf 10 Washington / Franklins mostly complete except 5c error and a couple higher denominations, 519 PSE certificate, some 
coil waste issues, 523, 524 (2), 547, offsets mostly complete, 551-73 (with duplicates of shades), 581-91, 595 with PF certificate, 
599A single and pair, 630, 634A, 634 long ear, 658-79, multiples of C1-6 and C18, special deliveries complete with a couple 
denominations used in place of expensive mint issues (ie: E4 used) E11-13 multiples for shades, Q1-12 with duplicates including 
Q11, F1, a few early banknote dues. Typical mixed condition and centering, overall quality appears higher than typical specialty 
collections with nice emphasis on shades and fresh appearing stamps, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

United States General Collections
2005   Valuable and Extensive Collection, 1847-1960s, an appealing collection of mint and used issues, neatly presented in a Scott 

National album, formed by an old-timer who had to give it up, better used includes #1, 2, 12, 17(appears unused), 18, 20, 23, 
27, 32, 33, 36, 62B, 64, 67, 70, 71, 72, 75, 78, 83; 85; 89-91, “F” grills complete to the 30¢, 112-17, 119-22 (1¢, 2¢, 6¢ & 24¢ 
appear unused) Banknotes include 137, 153, 154, 166, 218, 261, 261A, 277, 278, E1-E7, better mint includes #29, 35, 37, 38, 56, 
5¢ premier gravure (proof ?), 69, 73, 123, 133, 135-6, 138, 148, 150-2, 155, 160-2, 211B, 215-7, 227-229, Columbian Expo 230-
243, 262, 276, Trans Miss Expo complete (50¢ used), 311-312, 323-327, 328-330, useful Washington Franklins with pairs and 
private perfs, 397-400A, 404, 630, Kansas Nebraska complete, excellent Farleys, airmails include C1-C6, C13-C15, C18, rest of 
the BOB is sparse but a few scattered here and there and ends with some CSA, overall a worthwhile collection affording a variety 
of potentials, while some typical mixed condition is to be expected condition is generally Fine to Very Fine appearing or better, 
adding to the appeal, with an overall high catalog value into six figures, viewing is suggested for full appreciation, o.g., hinged or 
never hinged. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................  Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

United States General Collections
2006   Advanced Collection of Mint & Used with Key Stamps, 1847-1974.  A very comprehensive collection of hundreds of mint & 

used stamps loaded with many key issues all neatly housed in a hingeless Lighthouse album. A superior collection well worth your 
attention as the value is readily apparent from the scans or in person viewing. Highlights begin with Scott 1 and 2 both used with 
four margins, from that point on the 19th century is very complete with a plethora of scarce stamps including many of the 1867 
grilled issues, 1869 issue is complete used, nice showing of 1870-1871 stamps, Columbian Mint to the $2.00 and used with another 
$2.00, 1984 issue boasts 261-261A and 263 used. The 1895 issue is complete mixed mint & used, Trans-Mississippi is complete 
used, 1902 issue is complete used from 1904 up the collection is primarily mint with some used, Washington-Franklin are solid 
with excellent coils Pan-Pacific issue complete mint from 397-404. We note a mint 5¢ error Scott 505, Dollar values 523-524 & 
547 are all mint, as are 479 and 480, 1922 series 551-573 complete mint, 630 White Plains sheet, 658-679 all mint, 1938 series 
803-834 mint, C1-C6 mint, Zeppelins C13-C15 mint, Parcel Post complete mint, Special Delivery mostly mint, Postage Dues J1-
J7, J15-J28 are present used. Altogether a great collection with a huge Scott value. Quality is mainly Fine to Very Fine with some 
faults or no gum but well above the norm. Huge Scott value! (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

United States General Collections
2007   Impressive Holding of Stamps and Blocks, 1846-1938, seventy-one items on original auction and dealer pages from around the 

world dating back over 60 years, some of the many better items include unused 10X2 with certificate, 115 with certificate, 151 
unused with certificate, complete set of Columbians, 242, 244, complete Trans-Mississippi, 313, 326-327 never hinged blocks, 
Jamestown set in blocks of six, 505 double error in block of twelve never hinged, 560 never hinged plate block, Zepp set, E4, 
J9 and J11 with certificates, J52 wide top plate never hinged, and O112 with certificate, used include several first issue singles 
and a pair of #1, 122, 143 with certificate and 544 with certificate, loads of other useful and attractive items included, condition 
is somewhat mixed but excellent stamps abound, many never hinged items and numerous certificates are included, valuable and 
useful group sure please; some faults are to be expected, mostly Fine to Very Fine or better, catalogue value over $90,000.  (photo 
on web site) ...............................................................................................................................................  Estimate $25,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
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2008   Attractive Mint Collection, 1869-1968, in lovely leather bound Elbe album with quadrille pages, diverse group of appealing 
stamps, regular issues feature 1869’s with 112-114, 117 and 121 a few small banknotes, first Bureau’s with #261A, second 
Bureau’s including $1 and $2, 1902 issue with $5, extensive Washington Franklin’s highlighted by two 467 in never hinged block 
of 12, 478-480, 500 never hinged, 505, 523-524, 1922 regulars complete mostly never hinged with coils and varieties, Prexies 
complete with coils and dollar value plates, commemoratives include Columbians with 50¢, $1, $2 and $5, Trans-Mississippi 
to $1, Pan-Americans and Louisiana Purchase complete, and later issues mostly complete, Airmails with C1-C6 complete with 
extras, C13-C15 and a few Shanghai’s, great looking collection with numerous outstanding stamps and high values present, worth 
careful inspection, exceptional break down value; scattered flaws to be expected, mostly Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

United States General Collections
2009   Spectacular Balance of a Magnificent Collection, 1845-1929, wonderfully presented in three Lindner hingeless and two Scott 

Specialty albums, a “balance” most of us would be envious to have as a complete collection; starting with a (rather rough) 1845 
Baltimore Postmaster’s Provisional cover, the stamps soar from the 1851 issues including used #12, 14, 15 (2), 22, 35, 37 (2, 1 
with red paint grid cancel, 1 an eye-catching changeling), 75, 83, 95, 100, 101, 112-122, 133, solid Bank Notes (often to the 90¢), 
Columbians to the 50¢ and a 6¢ bisect on cover, #261, 261A, 263, 278 (2), 295 on Executive Mansion mourning cover and on Pan-
Am Expo advertising cover, 311-313, 369; mint #262, 270 plate number and imprint strip of three, 286 plate number and imprint 
pair, 294-299, 300-310, 323-327, 328-330, strong mint and used Washington-Franklins, 397-400A, 401-404, 551-573a, C1-C6 
(C1 oxidized), Kansas-Nebraskas, Q1-Q12, mint and used Dues (including some Proofs on card) and Officials (through modern 
issues), Transportation Series plate number strips of three; plus various other covers (including Kansas City roulette), several 
Exhibition labels, a mix of pre-cancels used, a handful of plate blocks from Prexies on, plus strong Possessions (mint and used), 
cut squares (mostly used), and Revenues (including some Proofs on card); numerous certificates accompany; condition varies as to 
be expected, but much eye-catching material to add to your collection or your stock, Fine to Very Fine with much better, inspection 
a must to truly appreciate this lot; fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
2010   Impressive Mint Collection, 1851-1954, mounted in Scott Specialty album, a smattering of earlies including #9, 36, 38, 75, 

87, 112-114, 218, 219D never hinged, 229 never hinged, Columbians complete less 235-236, nice first Bureau’s to 50¢, second 
Bureau’s including both $1, $2 pair and $5, Trans-Mississippi complete less 2¢, Pan-American complete, 1902 regulars with $1 
and $5, 315 pair, Louisiana Purchase complete, Panama Pacific with jumbe 404, excellent Washington Franklin’s including many 
high values, and largely complete thereafter, five White Plains sheets included, Liberty’s and Prexie’s with 832b, and much more, 
Airmails are complete less the Zeppelins, Special Delivery less E1, E4 and E8, a nice scattering of Postage Dues, Shanghai’s to 
60¢, Parcel Post complete, and a fine group of War Savings stamps, extensive and valuable holding, condition varies across the 
spectrum but includes many attractive and useful stamps and sets replete with numerous high values, prepare to be pleased; some 
small flaws present, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
2011   Extensive Three-Volume Heirloom Collection, 1845-1959, begins with a used 9X1 and unused 10X1 with certificate, #1-2 

with blue cancels, nice 1851’s including 12 and 17 with certificate, selection of 1857’s mixed unused and used with unused 20 
and used 27 both with certificates, 36 and 38 used, 1861’s with unused 69 and used 70 and 71, complete 1861-66 with extras, 83 
with certificate, E grills complete, excellent group of F grills used and unused with extras, 1869’s to 30¢ several with certificates, 
an interesting selection of large and small banknotes included, Columbians to $4, and including a block of four of the “Broken 
Hat” variety with three never hinged with a certificate, an attractive group of second Bureau’s with all of the dollar values, Trans-
Mississippi complete, as are Pan-Americans with several never hinged, 1902’s to 15¢ plus $1 and used $5, Louisiana complete 
mostly never hinged with additional set of imprint and plate number pairs, 1908 regulars to 13¢ with duplicates, appealing selection 
of Washington Franklins with 440 graded 90, 459 never hinged, 478, 523-524, two 547 one never hinged, 1922 regulars missing 
a few low values and mostly never hinged, later issues are largely complete and largely never hinged through 1959, airs include 
C1-C2, C13-C14 and C18 all never hinged, special delivery include E1, E5 and never hinged E7, a few lower value dues, also 
included is an excellent selection of officials including specimens, parcel post complete, a couple of never hinged ducks, a small 
group of Hawaii, much valuable material included, condition runs the gamut from exceptionally nice to somewhat faulty, generally 
attractive stamps have been selected and many are quite useful and salable, would make for an excellent opportunity for breakdown 
and resale; expect some faults, generally Fine to Very Fine of better, with thirty-seven 1987-2020 mostly P.F. certificates included. 
(photo on web site) ....................................................................................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
2012   Diverse Holding of 19th and 20th Century Stamps with Certificates, 1847-1930, fascinating group of valuable and desirable 

stamps, unused included 19b, 30, 64 never hinged, 186, 242, 288 block of six with five never hinged, 298 never hinged block 
of eight, 460, six 595 plate blocks with one never hinged, five 599A line pairs, C15 never hinged, J29 never hinged, O103, used 
include 13, 67b and 85B, many rare stamps are included, earlier issues are a bit mixed, later numbers include many choice and 
never hinged items, useful and valuable group with each item certified many recently; some minor flaws to be expected in a group 
of this size, Fine to Very Fine and better. Scott $66,795 owner’s catalogue. (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

2013   A Superior Mint and Used Collection, 1847-1945.  A solid collection of several hundreds of mint & used stamps all neatly 
housed in a Davo hingeless album. Highlights begin with Scott 1 a lovely four margin used copy followed by 12, 13, 16, 17, all 
used, a nice showing of the 1857 issue, also includes many stamps used from 1861-1867 including 72 and 101. The complete 1869 
used with a certificate for the 90 cent value, used, 156//166 used, 1873 & 1879 issues with 90 cent values, 214-218 used, 219-229 
used. Complete Columbian set with 1¢-15¢ mint, 30¢ through the $5.00 used, 1894 includes 261, 261A and 263 used, 1895 has 
264-277 used, Trans-Mississippi complete mint, 1902 issue features 1¢ to 50¢ mint plus 311 & 312 used, and the $5.00 Scott 313 
mint, 341-342 mint, a good section of Franklin and Washington with mint and used including 523 used, 524 & 547 mint, 397-
403 mint, Complete 1922 series mint, 630 White Plains sheet mint, 658-679 complete mint, C1-C6 all mint, C13-C15 Zeppelins 
mint, C13 no gum, Special Delivery mixed mint & used Postage Dues 1879-1930 some better used, Parcel Post complete mainly 
mint, Newspapers 1875-1897, Excellent Official stamps primarily used with some mint and five in complete sets. Highlights 
are $2.00 and $20.00 State Department used. Simply a great collection for expansion or resale, mainly Fine to Very Fine with 
some faults, well worth viewing in person or online. Very high Scott value, o.g. or without gum. (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States General Collections
2014   Valuable Collection, 1845-1930, in Classic National album, replete with high values throughout, an excellent range of imperforates 

with #9X1, 1-2, 1 pair, 1851’s well represented with duplicates, wonderful selection of 1857’s with numerous duplicates and several 
unused appearing high values, 1861’s to 90¢ with numerous additional, a substantial selection of grilled banknotes including some 
scarce high values, 1869’s complete with extras, later banknotes without grills are virtually complete with many extras and a 
few unused including high values, Columbians complete unused to $4 and complete used with extras, first Bureau’s to $2 with 
both types of $1 and $2 unused, second Bureau’s complete with a few unused included, Trans-Mississippi also complete with a 
few unused, from there on largely complete throughout mixed used and unused, Washington Franklins well represented, airmails 
mostly complete C1-C3, C4-C5 and C18 used rest unused including C13-C15, Special Delivery appear complete with early used 
later unused and extras, postage dues and parcel post well represented mostly used and a few others included, suprisingly well filled 
collection with numerous important items, certain to contain some pleasant suprises, most of the value is in used stamps but some 
substantial unsed items are present, many extras and duplicates throughout; mixed condition with some flaws included, generally 
Fine to Very Fine. Scott $70,000. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States General Collections
2015   Compelling Collection, 1847-1964, in clean Lighthouse album with many powerful stamps (though not all in their proper place), 

many with certificates; highlights include mint: 1 no gum, APS certificate, 73, 88 o.g. traces, PF certificate, 112-14, 116, 117, 133, 
149, 160 with PF certificate, 161, 179, 187, 190, 205-11, 213-18, 219D, 226-29, 230-45, 231 broken hat, 237, 260, 268-72, 274-78 
($2 with Weiss certificate), 279-84, 284, 285-93, 294-99, 296 high car plate number pair, 300-11, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 336-42, 
343-47, 357-58, 397-400A, 397-399, 404, 376-82, 407, 414-21, 418-20, 422, 440, 454 with PF certificate, 471, 475-476, 479, 480 
(2), 516-18, 523-524, 525-30, 532-34A, 547, 571 (2), 572-73, 630, 658-79, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C13-15, C18 (3), E1-3, E5, 
E7-E10, F1, J1-7 (10¢ with Weiss certificate), J19-20, J22-28 (50¢ with 1997 PSE certificate), J28, J31-36, J38-J44, J43, J44 (3), 
J49, J57 with PF certificate, J61-68, K1-18, K8a, K11a, Q1-12, Q12, JQ1-5, Confederate States 2, 4, 9, 13 pair, 14 and used: 2, 9, 
68-69, 75, 76, 76, 151, 153, 154 and 165. Usual mixed condition but includes many of the premium numbers missing in collections, 
generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States General Collections
2016   All Mint High End Collection of Key Issues, 1851-1915.  A lovely collection of mainly key mint stamps in nice quality housed 

on black stock pages. Begins with Scott 3 a four margin mint copy followed by additional 19th century classic issues including 30 
and 37 mint no gum, 39 mint o.g. and many more key items a number are no gum and some well centered stamps demand a chance 
for a high grade based on centering. Columbians through the $4.00 are mint with gum as is the complete Trans-Mississippi issue 
mint o.g. The 1902 issue is also complete o.g., plus much more. A great lot to breakdown for retail sales, mainly Fine to Very Fine, 
a few faults, overall a winning collection. High Scott value. (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

United States General Collections
2017   Extensive Collection, 1847-1964, mounted in Scott Speciality Albums with loads of extras, some highlights include scattered 

earlies, small group of 1861’s with #70 and 78 with certificates, few grills including 85B and 88 with certificate, 1869’s with 
unused 114, used to 15¢ with duplicates, 145-155 less 152 (149 appears unused), 1873 continentals used including 90¢ with 
certificate and unused 161, nice selection of other large banknotes, small banknotes mixed used and unused with 30¢ and 90¢ 
unused, Columbian set unused most with certificates and high values with minor defects, Trans-Mississippi unused complete high 
values with sound certificates, Pan-American complete 10¢ never hinged with certificate, Louisiana and Jamestown sets complete 
with additional blocks, excellent 2¢ reds with extras, selection of Washington Franklins mixed mint and used with extras including 
booklet panes, coils and precancels, Panama Pacific complete less 404, from Pilgrims on mostly mint and mostly complete with 
many extras including some nice blocks, Airs complete from C1-C69 with excellent Zeppelin set never hinged with certificates, 
and numerous extras including C18 block, and various booklet panes, Special Delivery complete except E9, earlies used with E3, 
E8 and E11 on unused, some better Postage Dues, Officials, mostly unused Parcel Post to 75¢, some nice Revenues, a wonderful 
collection with premium stamps abounding, many particularly well centered high values, there are some truly exceptional stamps 
to be found, many stamps with certificates, lots of interesting and unusual extras included, condition is mixed overall with minor 
faults to be expected, thorough inspection will be fruitful with substantial break-up value, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on 
web site) ....................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States General Collections
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2018   Highly Specialized Old-Time Collection, 1840-1907, in three albums of home made pages. This is the part 1 of two parts, the 
second being early to mid 20th century. Collection is organized in the old time classical style of collecting stamps, along with 
various varieties, fancy cancels, usages on cover, etcetera and even included the Spanish American war country overprints among 
the later issues. This collector really wanted to form a comprehensive narrative though stamps, so he started with stampless covers, 
proceeded to the first stamps of Great Britain and then proceeds to tell a story of U.S. philately through the stamps that were issued, 
focusing on various usages, ie. drop rate, regular rate with additional carrier rate, multiple rates, etcetera. He then proceeds to 
include various issues, not by Scott number, but by the day of issuance, so Special Delivery would be inserted into the context of 
when they were issued, along with a solid section of officials, some Confederates, local carriers, etcetera. Of course, my list below 
had to be reorganized back into a more traditional auction description style of grouping like items together. Collection starts with 
a couple early stampless covers, Great Britain 1 cover and number 4 single, U.S. covers: 1-2, 9, 7 and 11 on cover, LO2 on cover 
with #11, 14 cover front to Havana, 25 (2 covers), 26 on Remember Ellsworth Civil War Patriotic cover, 36 pair on cover, unpaid 
soldier’s Civil War letter signed by company Chaplain, 65 on cover to Fort Warren (Civil War POW camp), 63 (3) on single cover, 
68 cover to Canada, 70 two singles on cover to Dundalk Ireland, 77 on cover to France, 92 on drop letter rate cover, 96 on cover 
front with double perforations row at bottom of stamp, 112 used as revenue on check, 112-13 on cover, 112 drop rate cover, 113 
carrier rate cover, 115 on cover to England, 116 on cover to France, 117 on cover to England, used: 7, 9, 10A pair, 12, 14 pair on 
piece, 17, 24 strip of 3, 25 (2), 26 block of four, 26 with paritial imprint, 29, 30A, 30A/33 on piece, 33 (2), 35 with partial imprint, 
36 (2), 38, 39 (trimmed perfs all around), 63, 67 (2), 68 Steam Ship cancel, 68-72, 73 with red starburst cancel, 73 with double 
vertical perforations, 75-78, San Francisco Cogwheel cancels (on 68 two stamps on cover, 70 (2), 71 and 76), 86, 96, 100, 101 
reperforated all around, 112-22 (30c as pair), 112 (2), 113 (7 singles and a pair), 116 (2), 117, 119, 134-36, 135 with quadruple split 
grill, 149, 149 with red cancel, 151 (2), 152 -55, 153 (four stamps with various NYFM cancels), 153 quartered cork cancel, 155 
NYFM cancel, 160, 162, 163, 165, 166, 190-91, 208, 214, 217, 218, 228-29, 264-78, 276-76A, 278, 308 block of four with plate 
number, 310-13, J6-7, J6 with anchor cancel, O4, O10-14, O28-30, O31, O32, O33-34, O39, O45, O58, O60-63, O65-68, O120, 
Confederate 1-2, 4, 13, Philippines 212, mint: 24 pair, 37, 63 no gum block of four, 214 block of four, 216 block of four, 212, 224-
25, 265 plate number strip of 3, 272 plate number strip of 3, 302-3 plate number strips of three, 309, 301c, 319g, 320 block of four, 
J25, O1-9, O22-23, O25-26, O31, O32, O37, O41-44, O51, O54, O57, O59, O64, O80, O87-88, O90-93, O7SD, O10SD-O14SD, 
O15SD-O16SD, O57SD-O59SD, O61SD, O72SD, O106, PC5-PC8 and Philippines 214b. We don’t often mention this, but if you 
don’t have a chance to come in to view, please make sure you check out our photo’s online. We are going to take a lot of photos so 
you can appreciate the work that went into this collection (even if it is from the comfort of your stamp room). Of course centering 
and condition is mixed, because often these collectors would accept a great cancel or variety over having a perfect back on the 
stamp, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States General Collections
2019   Collection of Premium Singles and Blocks, 1893-1934, an attractive collection (#230//749) in Heirloom Album, high quality 

stamps throughout, sparsely populated earlies but some very nice and often never hinged, a few never hinged highlights include 
238, 287, 294-296, 299, 300-309 less 2¢ with extras, Louisiana Purchase 1¢ to 5¢ plate number and imprint pairs and 10¢ single, 
Jamestown set, 343-347 pairs two with initials, some excellent and highly graded 2¢ reds, 398-400A with 400A graded 95, 401 
block, 402-403 with later graded 90, 479-480, 523, 571 graded 90, 572 plate single graded 85, 573 plate single graded 85J, 578-
579, 581-591, 595 graded 85, 599A with certificate, 630, Kansas Nebraska complete almost all never hinged, much excellent later 
material, also some choice hinged material present, a few used stamps and covers included, outstanding condition throughout 
with exceptionally desirable graded and ungraded stamps, a couple dozen certificates included, beginning of a remarkable high 
quality collection or valuable addition to inventory with exceptional break up potential; possibly a few minor flaws, Very Fine to 
Extremely Fine. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

United States General Collections
2020   Superlative Mint & Used Collection, 1847-2017, An outstanding collection in a half-dozen binders most of which are Scott 

National pages; a mix of mint & used into the 1930s and primarily mint from then on with the vast majority of stamps in black 
mounts. There are virtually no weaknesses to speak of; beginning with a used #1 as well as a couple of Postmaster Provisionals, we 
have excellent coverage of the classic period; 1851 & 1861 issues with fantastic duplication showcasing various shades and types 
of cancels, powerful selection of grill types, precious Bank Notes, again with very-welcome duplication on through to the 1st-3rd 
Bureau issues. Not letting up for a moment, we’re treated to very densely populated pages of the Washington/Franklin issue with 
blocks, booklets, coil pairs, and some vending & affixing machine perforations. Back-of-the-Book also does not disappoint with 
the Zepps each on a separate Pan-American First Flight cover, a handful of China overprints, strong officials, a very respectable 
assemblage of revenues, and some nice Hawaii. And adding to the already astronomical catalogue value is a huge amount of face 
with a nearly complete run of mint well into the 2010s, along with numerous booklets & mini-sheets. We have a lot to show you in 
the form of online scans & video, but here is just a sampling of some of the better by catalogue number: used 9X1, 1, 9, 14-15, 17, 
30A, 35-36, 63, 67-72, 73-78, 85, 112-21, 134-36, 148-55, 240, 245, 290-91, 310-11, 369, 404, 832b, C1-6 (C5 precanceled), C13-
15 (on cover as aforementioned), E1, E3, E7, J1-5, K1-2, K4, K6, K11, 1LB7, JQ1-5, O4, O24, O35-38, O40-42, O44, PR63, and 
mint 10X1, 65, 73, 147, 161, 230-39, 241, 285-89, 294-99, 300-09, 325-27, 328-30, 630, 669 (plate block), 658-79, 803-34, 2870, 
C1, C3, C10a, C18, E2, E3, E5, E7, F1, J3, K10, LO2, O3, O90-93, PR14, PR59, PR62, etc. Expect some variance in condition 
for the 19th century, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 36 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

United States General Collections
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2021   Enticing and Valuable All-Mint Collection, 1893-1926, all neatly mounted on a variety of pages (most White Ace), running from 
the Columbians to the White Plains sheet; replete with prime material including complete Columbians ($4 used, the rest mint), 
Trans-Mississippis, Pan-Ams, Louisiana Purchase and Jamestown issues, 1909 Commemoratives (including #369), both Panama-
Pacific sets, and Pilgrims; Second Bureaus complete to 15¢ with a couple duplicate singles, minor numbers, and 1¢ to 15¢ plus 50¢ 
blocks of four, #319 plate number strips of three (all positions, a couple duplicated), plus nice selection of 1917-19 Washington-
Franklins with singles, blocks of four, position blocks, plates, a #527 block of nine with central stamp “line through ‘2’ and ‘en’” 
variety, etc.; most all face-fresh, though expect the occasional fault or regumming; a couple certificates accompany, Fine to Very 
Fine with better throughout, well worth the time to review; fully imaged online. (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
2022   Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1977, in three Lindner hingeless albums (2 with slipcases), consisting of used: 1-2, 7, 9, 14-

15, 17, 20, 25, 29, 30A, 36, 37, 38, 68-72, 76 (2), 77, 78, 90, 91, 92, 95-98, 112-22, 134, 138, 149 (2), 151, 153, 162, 166 (2), 
214-18, 228-29, 233-45, 275, 264-78, 285-92, 311 and mint: 205, 206, 209, 211, 212-13, 225-27, 230-32, 293, 330, 336-39, 
343-47, 422, 467 double error block, 532 pair, 533, 630, 658-79, 803-34, 832-34 plate blocks, 1053, C10a and C13-15. Of course 
condition and centering are both mixed, with many early 19th century here, well balanced well with a decent amount of lovely and 
sound 20th century mint, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
2023   Extensive Collection, 1847-1935 (Scott 1//765), neatly mounted on Minkus pages, we note used #1 and unused appearing #2 

repaired and not counted in value, attractive group of 1857’s to scarce 90¢, wonderful group of 1861’s to 90¢ with duplicates and 
shades, nice 1869’s less 118 and 121, H grills including 30¢, excellent large banknotes with many high values, small banknotes 
complete, first bureau’s with $1 and $2, complete 2nd bureau’s, 1902’s to $2, and extensive group of Washington Franklins including 
high values with some unused interspersed, from 1922 on regular issues all unused with many never hinged, commemoratives 
include Columbians complete less $3, Trans-Mississippi complete, later complete through Pilgrim’s used, nice 2¢ reds to National 
Parks mostly complete unused with much never hinged, also elusive used White Plains sheet, condition bit mixed but lots of 
pretty stamps, early used include many scarce numbers, an array of interesting cancels are included, much useful material; some 
small faults to be expected, generally Fine to Very Fine or better. Scott $43,467 owner’s catalogue. (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
2024   Old-Time Collection, 1847-1970, in three old time Poole Loose-Leaf albums, originally printed in 1946 with supplimentary pages 

continued until 1970, with incredibly high level of completion of these type albums (to borrow a coin term, type meaning the 
various plate varieties are not included, ie: 1¢ 1851 issue, would only be represented by Scott 9), highlights consist of used: 1-2, 9, 
12, 15, 17, 30A, 38, 67, 68-69, 71-72, 76-78, 92, 95-101, 113-21, 149, 151, 154-55, 160, 162, 190-91, 217-18, 229, 241-42, 261, 
262, 264-78, 291, 292, 311-13, 523, J21, O5, O14, O26-27, O31-32, O40, O43-45, O62-64, O66 and mint: 36B, 37, 112, 153, 161, 
178, 206-8, 214, 215, 223-24, 227-28, 230-33, 238-40, 279-80, 284, 288-90, 294-99, 300-4, 306-7, 314 pair, 325, 343-47 pairs, 
368 pair, 371 pair, 373 pair, 399-400, 423, 630, 666, 679, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, E3, E7, F1, J7, J25-26, J37, J42, J54, J67, O1-4, 
O6-9, O10-13, O19-24, O25, O28-30, O33-34, O35-39, O41-42, O47-54, O56, O57, O59-61, O65, O72-79, O81, O87, O90-93, 
JQ4 and Q10. Of course condition and centering vary, o.g., hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
2025   Appealing Collection, 1847-1934, carefully mounted in Scott National three ring album, filled with the typical useful bread and 

butter stamps, plus a small group of duplicates in pochette, with some better items from the collection that include, used: 1, 7, 9, 
15, 17, 30A, 32, 36, 36B, 68-71, 70a, 76-78, 78b, 96-98, 112, 115-17, 119, 121, 134, 136A, 149, 151, 153, 160, 163, 165, 166, 191, 
218, 275-76A and mint: 24, 112-14, 206, 209, 210-11, 212-17, 219-29, 220a, 220c, 230-41 ($1 with APS cert as mint regummed), 
246-60, 264-74, 279-84, 285-91, 294-99, 300-9, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 331-41, 343-47, 357-58, 374-82, 397-400A, 401-3, 405-
7, 414-20, 424-38, 468-74, 506-18, 524, 525-30, 532-33, 534A, 547, 551-73, 581-91, 599A, 630, 634A, 692-701, 658-79, C1-6, 
C11 PSE graded XF-Sup 95J previously hinged certificate, C13-15, E1-3, E5-13, F1, Q1-12, RW12, duplicates include used: 117, 
134, 151, 166 and mint: 26, 211, 221, 236, 271, 273, 282, 284, 299, 325, 328-29, 379, 407, 591, 679, C3, C5 (2), E3, Q5, Q7, Q9, 
F1, RW5, RW10-12 and RW64-65. Of course, centering and condition are both mixed, with some typical faults among early issues 
and better condition among the 20th century issues, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
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2026   Coil and Booklet Collection, 1900-99, carefully mounted into Scott booklet pane album, booklet pane duplicates in stock book, 
Scott pages of coil pairs, along with a small acordian file full of better coils and booklet panes which were stored in the vault. The 
tragedity is the better items were stored in a humid or hot location and often suffered some disturbed gum. Booklet panes range 
from year 1900 to 1999, coils range from 1908 to early 1980’s. Collector was very careful to always find the best centered and 
fresh items and many have remained in that condition. Booklet highlights consist of: 279Be (2), 300b, 301c, 319g (2), 319h, 319q, 
331a-32a (2), 374a-75a, 405b, 406a, 424e fabricated imperforate no gum pane from Smithsonian collection with PF certificate, 
498f A.E.F. pane, 501b (2), 502b, 583a, 634d carmine lake with PSE certificate, C10a coils: 351 line pair PF certificate, 352 line 
pair with PF certificate, 355 line pair with PF certificate, 446 line pair with PF certificate, 394 pair with PF certificate, 412 line pair 
with PF certificate, 413 line pair with PF certificate, 445 line pair with PF certificate, 459 pair with PF and PSE certificates, 492-
96 line pairs, 497 line pair with PSE certificate, 600-3 line pairs, 656 line pair, 723 line pair and 839-53 line pairs. Other than the 
occasional gum issue, most items are very fresh and attractive, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine 
appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
2027   Classics Collection, 1851-1938, mounted into Scott National album, containing used: 14, 17, 25, 33, 68, 70, 71, 76, 79, 86, 87, 

112-16, 121, 134A, 135A, 137, 149, 151, 160, 162, 163, 165, 190, 208, 214, 217, 219-29, 239-41, 243, 275, 276, 291-92, 311-12, 
523 and mint: 230-38, 253, 255, 264-70, 272, 273, 281-82, 284, 285-87, 290, 297, 299, 300-8, 323-27, 328-30, 331-40, 343-47, 
357-58, 367-73, 374-79, 381-82, 398-400A, 401 (2), 402, 405-7, 414-20, 424-39, 454 pair, 457-58 pairs, 469-71, 473-75, 498-517, 
525-28A, 533, 547, 548-50, 551-72, 581-91, 599A, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6 and C13-14, typical mixed condition 
generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
2028   Old-Time Collection, 1840-83, in well annotated Scott NE Plus Ultra Album of quadrille pages with many stamps carefully 

chosen over many years for their lovely fresh color, beautiful cancels or varieties, many with Weiss certificates, containing used: 
Great Britain #1 on cover piece, U.S. 1 with blue cancel with Weiss cert, 1 on folded letter sheet, Weiss cert, 1a on folded letter 
sheet Weiss cert, 7 on printed matter folded letter sheet, 9 on printed matter folded letter sheet, 11/11A specialized group of 
approximately 70+ stamps with various shades, cancels, recuts, a few mint, pairs, etcetera, 12, 13 (2) each with Weiss certs, 14 (4), 
14 on cover, 15 (3), 16 with Weiss cert, 17 (6), 17 on reduced cover, 17 with blue cancel, 17 with Weiss cert, 24 on cover, 30A, 36, 
38, 69, 71, 72, 76, 77, 78a, 92, 95a with Weiss cert, 96-98, 99 red cancel Weiss cert, 100 Weiss cert, 112-17, 119-21, 134, 135A, 144 
Weiss cert, 149, 151, 153 (2), 154 Weiss cert, 160, 162, 163, 165, 166, 190, 191 (2), 210 (20) specialized page of various shades, 
U18a, and mint: 3 with Weiss cert, 4 (2) each with Weiss certs, 26, 93 part o.g. Weiss cert, 146, 158, 210 occasionally separated 
strip of 10 and block of 4, U28 and U39, usual mixed condition generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman and Dr. Hurbert Skinner.  
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs. 2013 Scott $42,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
2029   Highly Specialized Old-Time Collection, 1893-1970, in seven albums of white ace and home made pages, in the old time 

classical style of collecting stamps, along with various varieties, fancy cancels, usages on cover, etcetera. This collector really 
wanted to tell a story of U.S. philately through the stamps that were issued, focusing on various usages, not by Scott number, but 
by the day of issuance, so Airmails and Special Delivery would be inserted into the context of when they were issued. Highlights 
consist of used: 239, 241-45, 290-93, 346-47 blocks of four, 523, 524 block of four, 534A pair, 547 block of four, 573 block of four 
and block of 15, 611 XF centerline block, 658-79 mixed mint and used set, C14-C15, E13 plate block and mint: 230-38, 240, 285 
plate number pair, 285-89, 294-99, 323-26, 328-30, 331a, 332a, 357-58, 368 pair, 373 pair, 407, 501b, 502b, 532, 548-50, 1030-53, 
1898Ad strip of 5, C1-6, C10a, C13, C18, J60, a couple pages of private vending coils and a couple Columbian expo tickets and 
four different official souvenir postal cards. We don’t often mention this, but if you don’t have a chance to come in to view, please 
make sure you check out our photo’s online. We are going to take a lot of photos so you can appreciate the work that went into this 
collection (even if it is from the comfort of your stamp room). Of course centering and condition is mixed, because often these 
collectors would accept a great cancel or variety over having a perfect back on the stamp, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 27.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
2030   Study Collection with Blocks, Plate Blocks and Position Pieces, 1908-26, wonderful holding of #343//631 neatly arranged 

in stock book, with excellent selection of different numbers and positions, including some quite scarce numbers, also an array 
of interesting and desirable position pieces, important plates include four #527 never hinged, three #534A (one never hinged) 
and twelve #536 (seven never hinged), attractive and unusual study collection, condition well above average with many wide 
tops and well centered blocks, much never hinged material even among the early blocks, a wonderful basis for expansion or 
exceptional break up value; few scattered flaws, Fine to Very Fine with much better. Scott $23,000. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

2031   Collection of Definitives and Commemoratives, 1847-1962 with used including #1, #9 (cancel removed), #11A (2 different 
shades), #12, #14 with New York Ocean Mail cancel, #15 pair, #17, #20, #22, #24, #27, #30, #30A, #32, #33, #35, #36a, #37, 
#38, #62B, #64b, #67 (cancel removed), #68-72, #75, #85, #86, #87-100, #116, #118, #119, #120, #122, Bank Note issues to 90c 
including #138 split grill, #163 with New York foreign mail cancel, #143 with red cancel, #239, #240, dubious #243, first bureau 
issues to $2, #285-#289, #291, #292, #305-310, #323-327, Washington Franklins to $1, #479, #480, #523, #524, #573, #666-668, 
#677-679, no gum or regum including #63, #76, #77, #112, #114, #117, #133, original gum including #219D NH, #224, #229, 
#230-239, #284, #290, #328-330 NH, #342, #347 pair, #498-518 (no #510), plus #505 single error in NH block of six, #540 NH, 
#541 NH, #540a, #544-546, #548-550, #578 NH, #579, #595 NH, #630, coil pairs and line pairs including #413 (line), #453, #455 
(NH line), #457 (NH), #457, #492-495, mostly complete mint after 1930 including a complete set of Prexy line pairs #839-851) 
and #1030-1053, also includes #10X2 reprint and coil singles (not counted), in Scott National album, classics in mixed condition, 
generally Fine to Very Fine appearance, Scott catalog value approximately $55,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
2032   Scott National Collection, 1847-1994, neatly mounted in two post Scott National album, with many higher Scott value singles 

in the 19th and early 20th centuries followed by hundreds of dollars’ worth of face value postage, with the following better used 
items: 1, 63, 68-72, 76-78, 90, 97, 117, 119, 121, 135, 151, 154, 155, 160 (2), 162, 163, 165, 208, 218, 242 and mint: 179, 209-11, 
212-15, 217, 219-29, 230-40, 254, 259, 264-70, 273-75, 281-82C, 285-90, 294-99, 300-10, 323-27, 328-30, 336-40, 343-47, 367-
73, 375-80, 397-400, 401-3, 405-7, 416-18, 422, 437, 438, 555-72, 581-91, 599A, 630, 658-79, 803-34, C2-3, C6 and O54, usual 
mixed condition generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
2033   Serious Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1968, In two White Ace albums with all stamps in black mounts, a collection with a lot of 

big guns, stamps that normally end up on a collector’s wantlist and never get crossed off. Just some of the better used include #1-
2, 12, 28, 30A, 36-37, 71-72, 73-77, 116, 119-22, 166, 191, 217-18, 230-45, 277-78, 285-93, 294-99, 311, 323-27, 330, 397-404, 
523-24, 630, E1, J27, K8, K14, and unused 38-39, 112-15, 117, 153, 161, 189, 212-16, C10a, C13-15, J7, K4-6, K9-11, K13, K16. 
Take a look at these tasty morsels by clicking on the link below. Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
2034   Selective Collection of Mostly Mint, 19th & 20th Century, in three albums, three stockbooks, six sheet files and a binder plus 

various promotional items, useful items mostly in stockbook and include: used #112-17, 119-21; mint #209; 211; 212(2); 213; 
230-42; 285-91; 294-99; 300-9; 323-7; 328-30; 397-400; 524; 548-50; 551-73 plus extras including 571, 573; 614-6; 630; 658-
79; 832-4; C1-3; C5-6; C18; E1; E3; E7; F1; O15-24; Q1-12; extra Q6, Q8; nice volume of Canal Zone, plus a Columbus album 
with 50¢ and $5 bill, the sheets files contain over $1100 face value with some earlier premium sheets, the three volume collection 
fills in the sets and later period well, noted some with better centering Vf or better and a few never hinged, also some with small 
faults and some regumming especially the high value Columbians, the $1 Tran Miss original gum, lower values generally nicer, 
one mus examine to lock-in the true value of this excellent assembly, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
2035   Balance of High Quality Collection, 1869-1957, neatly mounted in Mystic Heirloom album, includes many highly graded stamps 

and many equally choice ungraded examples, includes a few lovely used 1869’s otherwise the rest is unused with many never 
hinged, highlights include Columbians to $1, Trans-Mississippi to 50¢, a few low value Pan-American with 2¢ imprint singlr 
graded XF 90 never hinged, 1902’s to 13¢, scattered mostly choice commemoratives with many never hinged, to an outstanding 
group of 1917-19 flat printings to 15¢ with most graded 90 or 95 and never hinged, later commemoratives mostly choice complete 
sets most never hinged, choice never hinged 1922 regulars complete, excellent Kansas Nebraska complete sets also never hinged, 
and largely complete therafter, also a few real nice parcel post mostly never hinged, closes with a lovely four margin used Great 
Britain #1, the vast majority of the stamps in this lovely collection are premium quality, many are graded or could be, nothing 
terribly rare or expensive but virtually all are useful and desirable; a few scattered flaws, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
2036   Regular Issues Collection, 1847-2004, neatly mounted in old time Scott International hingeless album, plus additional albums of 

postage, containing some value among the normal bread and butter issues, plus some strength among all of the face value issues 
from the 1950’s to 2004 with duplicates of 1990’s pages and a section of additional pages of booklet panes, notable items include 
- used: 1, 7, 9, 15, 71 (3), 68-69, 73, 76 (2), 77, 87, 92, 96-98, 113-17, 119, 145-55, 149, 153, 162, 165, 190 (2), 191, 208, 217, 
264-75, 310-11, 666, 679, plus a stockbook of Washington / Franklin singles and covers, roughly sorted by denomination up to 6c 
and mint: 214 (3), 228, 231-33, 235-40, 288, 298, 305-6, 308-9, 323-26, 401-2, 614-21, 630, 803-34, 1030-53, plus hundreds of 
dollars worth of face value postage with a 1999 space press sheet. Condition and centering vary, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex 
Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
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2037   Appealing Collection, 1851-1963, mounted in Scott National album, containing used: 30A, 68-69, 76-77, 89-90, 92, 95, 97, 99, 
113-117, 119 (2), 121, 122, 135A, 136A, 138, 152, 153, 155, 160 (2), 162, 190, 191, 217, 275, 291 and mint: 189, 219-224, 227, 
229, 230-232, 234-242, 268, 272, 273, 279-281, 283, 288-290, 295-299, 323-327, 328-330, 401-403, 458 pair, 656 line pair, 658-
679, 1053, C1-C6, C18, E1, E3, E7, Q1-Q7 and Q9-Q12, some usual mixed condition, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
2038   Lippman Massive US Consignment Balance, thousands and thousands of covers, highlights include a quantity of 3c 1851’s 

(Scott #11 or #11A) on folded letters that traveled by boat down the Mississippi River to Watt & DeSalles of New Orleans, a 
quantity of stampless folded letters including an 1853 post office appointment, many hundreds of circa 1920 registered covers 
that were returned to sender, many of which have a pointed hand auxilliary marking, also includes one 4.5 x 16.5 in. 1789 part 
printed post office document of the business done at “The Post-Office at Stratford (CT?) in Account with the General Post-Office 
of America” with columns for weight and amounts in colonial monetary units, a massive quanitity of unused World War II patriotic 
envelopes and cards, plus general WWII covers and ration books, also includes two large boxes of stamps including precanceled 
1922 and 1938 Presidential issues, and so much more, usual very mixed condition but much is sound and can be sold on eBay 
quickly to recoup a large part of the cost and then the rest will return a very nice profit to the wise buyer, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 233 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
2039   Small Group of Select Singles, 1893-1920 (Scott 230//547), 140 assorted singles selected for centering and premium appearance, 

with many exceptionally appealing examples, highlights include nice Columbians with #238-240, early Bureaus with 274, 276 and 
283 (with certificate), attractive Trans-Mississippi, Pan-American, Louisiana Purchase and Panama-Pacific singles, select 1902 
regular issues, and a wonderful selection of pleasing Washington-Franklins to the $5; most lightly hinged, some never hinged, 
uniformly well centered and attractive, a useful and desirable group, will provide many salable items, mostly Very Fine, #283 with 
2002 P.F. certificate. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
2040   Highly Specialized Collection, 1922-40, either neatly hinged or carefully mounted into Scott specialty album, where the normal 

pages were used as a framework and supplementary pages were used to fill in some of the interesting specialized items. In addition 
to the normal issues, you see some of the rare varieties you never see such as 20¢ double transfer, type I and II combo strips, as 
well as some of the more common varieties, like precancels, fancy cancels, shades, plate number captures, etcetera. This album 
seems to have all of these difficult areas and has survived intact, although several items here deserve to be offered as individual 
lots. Highlights consist of used: 20¢ double transfer, 599/599A very rare combination type I and type II line strip of six and mint: 
551-73, 571 two blocks of four of different shades, 572 block of six, 572 (2), 573, 578-79, 581-91 with extra values of most of 
the denominations, 595, 599A (2), leader strips of 4¢ and 10¢, 617-19 (2 sets of blocks of four), 620-21 blocks of four, 620-21 
centerline blocks, 630 (9 mint sheets of different plate numbers or positions and 1 used sheet with first day cancel), 634 block of 
four of very thin, tough experimental paper, 647 (2 blocks of four and block of eight) and 658-79 (2 mint and 1 used set), generally 
Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman purchased directly from the estate of Hubert Skinner. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
2041   Extensive Collection, 1893-1954, neatly mounted onto loose H.E. Harris pages, containing lovely mint singles, consisting of: 

230-41, 253, 255, 264-73, 279-82C, 285-90, 294-99, 300-9, 323-27, 328-30, 331-40, 343-47, 367-73, 374-82, 397-400A, 401-4, 
405-7, 414-18, 424-35, 462-66, 468-74, 498-504, 506-18, 524, 525-30, 531-34A, 547, 548-50, 571-73, 581-91, 599A, 630, 634A, 
658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C13-15, F1, E12-13, Q1-12 and JQ1-5, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, overall 
condition is pretty decent and generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
2042   Collection and Accumulation of Unprocessed Material, 1893-1960, with a lovely Vintage beginner Grossman album of mint 

stamps mounted in old time crystal mounts, consisting of: 230-40, 285-89, 294-96, 298, 323-27, 328-30, 343-47, 367-73, 397-
400A, 399, 401-3, 573, 630 (2), 656 pair and strip of four, 658-79, 803-34, 1030-53, 1861 (150 misperf stamps in three large 
blocks), C1-6, C13-15, E1-3, E4 plate number strip of 3, E5-13, E7 block of four, F1 block of four, Q1-12, QE1 (3 plate blocks), 
QE2 plate block, QE3 (2 plate blocks), JQ1-5, K1-2, K6, K8, K12, K15, PS6 complete card (form PS 333), PS11b (3), PS11c, PS15 
(3), plus some Ziplock bags filled with glassines, including; postage dues 1931-1959 group of mostly 1959 which needs a good 
sort, with the occasional better item including J88 plate block and some better dull gum varieties, a large Ziplock back of regular 
booklets with BK66 and a couple BK79 and a BK94 along with several high face value express stamp booklets and a large Ziplock 
bag of airmail booklets and booklet panes in glassines filled with many $20-$40+ items, a group of large manila stock cards filled 
with used cut squares, duck stamps and wine stamps in glassines with a good section of early $1, $2 and $3 mint ducks which need 
to be examined, a couple postal currency pieces, several 1935 American rocket mail Astoria, NY panes with five of each of the red 
and blue color panes of four, a mint sheet file of unused letter sheets, a group of postal cards and postal reply cards, with occasional 
nice $20+ cards scattered about, Panama Pacific International Exposition strip of 4 tickets, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 12.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

2043   Classics Essays, Trial Colors and Proofs Compilation, 1847-83, over 100 items in total, neatly arranged and identified (mostly 
correctly) on Lindner hingeless pages, ranging from a fur-hatted Franklin to Bank Notes; note several Atlantas including bicolor 
1869s, Bowlsby coupons, die proofs, plate proof blocks, etc., with a nice mix of India and card; condition varies some, but the 
majority bright and fresh with full margins; eight certificates accompany, Very Fine, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
2044   Definitives Collection, 1847-1978, mounted into White Ace album, with the following highlights, used: 1, 15, 25, 29, 32, 67, 68-

69, 71, 76-77, 87, 92, 113-17, 119-20, 149, 151, 154, 160, 162, 166, 190, 208, 217, 229, 275, 276A, C13-15, Q1-12 and mint: 112, 
215-16, 227, 230-35, 237-40, 285-88, 290, 294-99, 304-6, 308, 407, 438, 630 and 669-79, typical mixed condition generally Fine 
to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
2045   Old-Time Collection, 1879-1926, in well annotated album of quadrille pages with many stamps carefully chosen over many years 

for their lovely fresh color or varieties, containing 184 study of shades on 11 pages with mint pair and block of four, mint: 212, 
215, 230-43, 258, 262, 281, 284, 285-92, 294-99, 300-4, 306, 308-9, 327, 328-30, 334-40, 374-80, 400, 401-3, 420, 529 block 
with well centered stamp at bottom, 548-50 blocks of four, 614-19 blocks of four, 554-72, 622-23 blocks of four, 629 (4 plate 
blocks and several marginal singles from souvenir sheet), 630, and used: 208, 217, 218, 229, 260, 276 (2), 277, 278, 293 and 312, 
surprisingly fresh collection of stamps, usual mixed condition generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman and Dr. Hubert Skinner. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
2046   Old-Time Collection, 1847-1930s, hinged and mounted into two quadrille albums, neatly organized by issue, with one book 

containing used 19th century with many examples of each stamp, accumulated for shades, cancels and varieties and the second 
book containing mostly mint blocks and plate blocks, notable items include, used: 1-2, 11/11A (48 various shades, cancels and 
varieties), 25 (4), 36, 63 (8), 68 (8), 69, 70a, 71, 73 (19), 76-78, 89 (2), 90, 91, 93 (4), 96, 97, 113 (2), 115 (2), 116 (3), 117 (2), 119 
(3), 120, 121 (3), 151 (2), 152, 160, 163, 190, 205 (45), 214 (2), 217 (3), 229, 238 (3), 239, 291 (2) and mint: 3 damaged, 230-34, 
236 (3), 237 (2), 285-86 arrow blocks of four, 294 block of four, 297, 327, 323-24 blocks of four, 323-25 plate number pairs, 328-
30, 537 (2 blocks of four and block of nine), 548-50 blocks of four, 610-12 blocks of four, 611 plate block, 614-19 blocks of four, 
617 (3 plate blocks), 621 block of four, 622 block of four, 628 block of four and plate block, 629 two plate blocks, 647-48 blocks 
of four, 654 plate block, 655 plate block, 657 plate block, 658-79 and 699 plate block. Typical mixed condition, with some usual 
faults among the 19th century used issues and mostly sound among the 20th century blocks, a great look to go treasure hunting to 
find some choice singles, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 9 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
2047   Collection of Complete Sheets, 1920-40 (Scott 548//898), over 150 sheets in large sheet album, highlights include #548, 610, 

617-618, 637-642, 643-647, 649-650, many 3¢ reds, 692, 694, 698-699, 710, 712, 718-719, loads of 3¢ purples, two complete 
sets of Parks #740-749, Army-Navy complete, Prexies including 819, 821-822 and 826-827, and most of the Famous Americans, 
excellent group of early sheets, largely intact and well centered, apparently all never hinged, a lot of value here; few with seperations 
or other minor period flaws, generally Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
2048   Broad Collection, 1851-1987, in two albums of Scott National pages, with great value among the front of the book, specifically 

early 19th century and much face value postage up to the 22¢ denomination, Zeppelin set, some federal duck stamps, etcetera, 
consisting of the following used highlights by Scott number; 7, 9, 15, 17, 32, 36, 63 (2), 68-71, 76-78, 87, 90, 92, 96-98, 112-17, 
119, 121, 135A, 136A, 149, 151, 152, 153, 155, 160, 165, 166 (2), 208, 212-17, 218 (2), 219-29, 238-41, 276, 278, 285-91, J7, 
RW5, Confederate States 1, and mint: 189, 208A, 214, 233-37, 237, 294-98, 300-8, 325, 328-30, 358, 394 line pair, 407, 438, 578, 
630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C3, C6, C13-15, C18, E5-E7, E9, E12-13, RW1, RW6-9, RW15-16, RW20-22, RW26, 
RW34 and RW45-60, usual mixed condition generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
2049   Six-Volume Collection, 1850s-2006, carefully mounted into six Scott Platinum albums, plus an extra empty binder, filled with 

plenty of value among early classics, better condition 20th century mint singles including better airmail issues including Zeppelins 
and finally, plenty of postage nearly up to modern issues, with the following highlights - used: 70-71, 75-78, 112-14, 116-17, 119, 
a few 30c banknotes and mint: 230-40 (4c is used), 294-98, 303, 305-6, 573, 599A, 630, 634A, 658-79, 692-701, 1938 Presidential 
set, 1954 Liberty set, C1-6, C13-15, C18 and F1. Centering and condition are mixed, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 33.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
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2050   Fresh and Clean Collection, 1847-1989, neatly mounted in two Scott National albums, with typical bread and butter issues of 
usual used 19th century and generally mint 20th century and some useful postage up to 15c denominations, with some better items 
that include, used: 1-2, 9, 30A, 67-72, 75-78, 90, 112-21, 134A, 135, 137A, 149, 151, 153-155, 160, 166 (2), 190 (2), 212-18 and 
mint: 230-39, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 397-400, 656 pair, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6 and C18, condition is generally mixed 
generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
2051   Select Never Hinged Singles, 1893-1918, 63 stamps (#231//E11), fresh and attractive, includes commemoratives and regular 

issues, mostly mid-range values but exceptionally desirable and salable, contains a nice selection with up to three of a kind, of 
note are Columbians to 8¢, Trans-Mississippi to 10¢, Pan American with choice 8¢ plate number and part imprint pair, C1-C6 set, 
outstanding E11 “pink back” and some excellent regular issues, premium group of highly desirable singles, all apparently never 
hinged; few slight flaws, mostly Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
2052   Mostly Mint Collection with Enormous Face, 1851-2017, A 5-volume set of the Liberty albums with stamps both hinged and 

in mounts, many collected both mint & used. Almost entirely mint and virtually complete from the 1930s onwards adding up to 
enormous face value with droves of booklets, mini-sheets and high denomination stamps. Some decent classics too, such as a 
couple of mint Zepps and the White Plains sheet. Other better include used #113 (also on cover), 230-40, 287-91, 300-11, 323-27, 
E1, E3, E7, and mint 658-79, 803-34, C1, etc. And this collector was not satisfied with simply filling spaces as is evidenced by the 
large amount of collateral material inserted throughout the collection, such as souvenir cards, numerous covers including FDCs 
and postal stationery, revenues on documents, and attractive philatelic show labels and other Cinderellas, overall Fine to Very Fine, 
some additional pix, as well as a quick flip through the modern era to give you an idea of the amount of face present. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 41.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

United States General Collections
2053   Multi-Volume Collection, 1860s-1954, of singles and plate blocks in six albums, plus a group of loose album pages and a tube of 

press sheets, with a little redundancy with the albums as they repeat the same pages several times, several nice stamps, some face 
value postage, occasional sections of back of the book or small runs of interesting items, etcetera, notable items include - mint 
plate blocks: 615, 617, 628, most of the 2c reds, 649-50, 704-15, 740-49, 756-65, 859-93, 909-21, 1030-52, used singles: 117, 
151-53, 160, 208, 217-18, 219-29, 234-40, 275, 276, mint singles: 230-33, 328-30, 692-701, 750-51 press sheets, 803-34 (2 sets), 
C1-6 (2 sets), C3, C4-6, E7, RW3, RW27, RW33 and some Confederate paper currency in $5, $10 and $50 denominations, usual 
mixed condition generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
2054   Comprehensive Mint Collection, 1932-44, 2 Lindner hingeless volumes packed with wonderful material; meticulous collector 

took every opportunity to find ways of collecting a subject, for example, Washington Bicentennial set used, unused, and as plate 
number singles, as well as a Registered cover with two Scott # 709; instead of National Parks Special Printing centerline blocks of 
4, they are blocks of 16 for each value, also present are the perforate, imperforate, and imperforate plate blocks; the 752 Special 
Printing gutter blocks include the dash at top, bottom, left, right, and center block with crossed dashes (all MNH); the 753 arrow 
and guideline blocks (all four) are present; 754 flat plate arrow blocks (all four) as well as the center line; 755 all gutter blocks 
and center line; Special Printing National Parks arrow & guideline as well as centerline for all values 1¢-10¢ present; cross gutter 
blocks of 4 shown for 766, 767, 768, 769, and 770; line pair imperforates and gutter pairs included; in addition to the stamps, the 
consigner has included bisects on cover (philatelic but attractive); through much of the collection both used and mint examples 
are shown; C20-C22 MNH plate blocks are nicely centered, sheet of 802 with “smoking ship” stamp; $1-$5 Prexie centerline 
blocks (MNH), $1-$5 two plate numbers with arrows, $1-$5 two plate numbers with centerline, and 832c two plate numbers 
both top and bottom; C23a vertical imperforate pair (2010 PSE cert), 841 paste up coil pair; 899b, 900b and 901a horizontal 
imperforate in between, 921 “Korpa” plate variety, and 911a double impression; beautifull presented, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 10 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
2055   Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1970, old-time collection, with many blocks and plate blocks to enhance this attractive lot in 11 

albums; better mint has #76, 287 (2), 294-299, 300-305, 323-327, 328-330, 369, 692-701, Prexies complete, #C4-C5 block of four 
with plate number, C18, plus used #112-117, 119-120, etc.; magnificent in scope and far too many items to list here, a sampling of 
pages for the internet but this will do best witha close once-over in the flesh, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 80 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

2056   Old-Time Collection of Stamps and First Day Covers, 1916-30, in three well annotated albums of quadrille pages containing 
first day covers, singles, plate blocks and many Milwaukee, WI precancels, with First Day Cover’s consisting of: 551-54, 555 
two Washington DC and one Hodgenville KY, 557 Washington DC, 558 Washington DC, 559 Washington DC and Niles Ohio, 560, 
563 Washington DC, 564 Washington DC and Caldwell, NJ, 567 Washington DC, 585-86, 587, 588, 610-12, 614-16 (5 different 
cities complete sets on single cover and 4 different cities complete sets with each value on separate cover), 617-19 on Washington 
DC single cover, 627 (2), 628 (4), 629 (4), 631, 634, 636-39, C7 Washington DC, Detroit, Cleveland, C9 Washington DC and New 
York City, C10 Detroit, St. Louis, Washington DC, Little Falls, MN, and mint: 611 matched set of corner, arrow and centerline 
blocks, 620-21 matched set of corner, arrow and centerline blocks, 631 matched set of plate blocks, arrow and centerline blocks, 
C1-3 blocks of four (bottom two stamps from C1-C2 are both NH), C4-6 and much more not counted in total Scott value, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman and Dr. Hurbert Skinner.  Shipping charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs. Scott $10,000 ++. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
2057   The Full Shelf Collection, 1893-2020, total of 21 albums, with stamps neatly mounted into six Scott specialty albums, with 

four albums containing the main U.S. collection, plus two additional albums, one for full mint booklet panes and the other for 
back of the book, with postal stationary, which is a good framework to build upon to start a postal stationary cut square section 
and revenues, with some decent first issue revenues, plus there are 14 Lighthouse albums, two of which contain what appears 
to be duplication of the face value postage section from one of the Specialty albums, five are of postage stamps, souvenir cards 
and first day covers of Trust Territories, Marshall Islands, Micronesia and Palau up to 1990’s, the remaining seven are of postal 
stationary entires which go up to the 1990’s and finally a homemade album of used plate number coil singles (mostly Transports). 
There are three main sections of value, which can easily be broken for individual sale, you should look at to properly evaluate; 
classic U.S. with several concentrations of useful areas, the large amount of U.S. face value up to the year 2020 and the back of 
the book sections which could easily be broken into mini-collections. Notable items include - mint: 230, 232, 238, perf 11 part set 
Washington / Franklins to 20c, 548-50, 551-65, 581-91, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 656 line pair, 723 line pair, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-
53, E1, E3, E6, E7, J3, several more modern duck stamps and used: decent first issue revenues with scattered imperfs and part perfs 
and approximately 75-80% complete perforated issues to $5, R145, RW2 and RW4, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 118.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
2058   Appealing Collection, 1851-1988, mounted into generic U.S. stamp album with plenty of useful singles, plus a decent amount 

of U.S. denominations up to 25¢, plus some high value express values, with highlights consisting of used: 30A, 85B and mint: 
209-16, 223, 225-26, 230-38, 240, 258, 285-88, 290-91, 284, 294-99, 300-6, 308, 310, 326, 328-29, 630, 669-78, 832-34, 1030-53, 
C4-5, Q3-Q8, RW6, RW12 and RW14, usual mixed condition generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
2059   Expansive Collection, 1860s-2008, carefully mounted in two Scott Minuteman albums with supplementary pages for various color 

shades and varieties, with regular issues containing pages from 1840-1940 and airmail with pages from 1918-2008, containing 
mint: 73, 212, 230-35, 239, 294-96, 304, 323-6, 328-29 (2), 331-34, 336, 338, 343-47, 374a, 378, 397-400, 420, 473, 526, 583a, 
614-21, 655 line pair, 658-66, 668, 669-74, 692-701, Farley souvenir sheets along with various gutter and line pairs, 803-34, 839-
51 line pairs, C10a (2), C1, C3-C6, C18, C7-12 plate blocks, C16-17 plate blocks, C19-31 plate blocks, E1, E3, E7, E12, E13, J3, 
J52 and used: 230-38, 240, 285-91, 404 and Q1-12. Many of the stamps among the early 20th century issues are very well centered 
for the issues, with some streaks of grading quality singles, collectors of higher quality stamps should put this lot on their radar, 
generally Fine to Very Fine and better. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
2060   Extremely Well-Filled Mostly Mint Collection, 1851-2000, In three hingeless Lighthouse albums, all in excellent condition, 

a mostly used collection until about 1929, then all mint and nearly complete with many of the modern perf varieties, as well as 
booklet panes, coil pairs, miniature sheets and se-tenant blocks of four with plate number. Better classics include used #17, 24, 35, 
63, 68-70, 73, 77, 93, 113-17, 135, 149, 190, 239-40, and mint 290, 308, 369, 630, 658-79, 803-34, C1-2, C4-6, C18, E7, etc. Many 
additional photos, as well as quick flips through the modern era to emphasize the extremely high level of completeness and amount 
of face this lot carries. Some variance in condition early on, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 22 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
2061   Collection of Collections, 1850s-1950s, in eight albums, several of which cross over dates of other albums, but with some decent 

sections of better stamps, plus two mint sheet files, with used: 115, 119, 162-63 and mint: 70 appears unused, 614-21, 617-21 
blocks of four, 622-23 blocks of four, 630, 658-79, 658-63 blocks of four, 667 plate block, 668 block of four, 669-74 blocks of 
four, 677-78 blocks of four, 803-34, 1030-53, C3, C4-6, C18, $120+ face value of modern ducks, complete sheets: full set of Army 
Navy sheets, plus extra 4c and 5c sheets, a bunch of 3c purples, partial set of perforated parks with all of the high values from 6c 
and up, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States General Collections
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2062   Mint Singles & Plate Block Collection with a Lot of Face, 1923-80s, The core collection consists of five Scott albums, one for 
mint singles, three for plate blocks and one for postal cards. Main collection looks complete from 1936-71 and the plate blocks 
are very nearly complete from 1954-77. Adding to the already large amount of face are four mint sheets folders with full & partial 
sheets mostly 13¢ and up, numerous booklets, a stockbook of mint, USPS mint sets and more, generally Fine to Very Fine, personal 
inspection highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 51.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States General Collections
2063   Mostly Used Collection, 1847-2017, in seven American Heirloom albums of mostly used, until we get to the final couple books 

where it appears he became less picky and decided to pick up some mint stamps. 19th century seems pretty typical, it becomes 
unusual when we find full panes of dollar value, priority and express stamps in the early to mid-1990’s. Highlights consist of 
used: 1, 70, 75-76, 97, 112-19, 121, 149, 151-53, 162, 166, 191, 241 with PF certificate, 264-76, 300-10, 401-4, 523, 658-68, 679, 
several full used panes of priority and express stamps of early 1990’s, complete used 2000 space sheetlet set, C1-6, E1-11, J57, Q1-
12, several empty War and Savings stamps booklets and mint: boating stamp set, a few Guam Spanish American war overprints 
including E1, Canal Zone 120-35 and C15-20, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States General Collections
2064   Used Collection, 1851-1980s, in Scott National album with the following used stamps: 36, 68, 78, 112-17, 153, 160 (3), 162, 165, 

191, 218, 219-229, 230-240, 285-291, 300-311, 658-679 and Q1-Q12, plus a little bit of face value postage, usual mixed condition, 
generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
2065   Lindner Collection, 1847-1970, in two classic Lindner hingeless albums, containing used: 1, 25, 68-69, 112-14, 214, 217, 658-79 

and mint: 630, 692-701, 1030-53, some US postage along with some tagging varieties, usual mixed condition generally Fine to 
Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1870-1893 Bank Note Issues

United States 1870-1893 Bank Note Issues
2066   Strong Bank Note Stamp Accumulation, 1870-93 (Scott 134//229), large stockbook with extensive mostly used Bank Notes, 

large variety of types and values many in quantity, includes some excellent stamps and attractive and desirable fancy cancels, 
replete with high values, also with a nice group of Special Deliveries with Bank Notes and early Bureaus, an incredible opportunity 
for further study and comparisons, ripe for positive finds, useful group with premium stamps throughout; usual flaws in a group of 
this size, generally Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs. Scott $43,805 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1881-1882 American Bank Note Co. Issue, re-engraved

United States 1881-1882 American Bank Note Co. Issue, re-engraved
2067   1883, 2¢ red brown, Specialized Exhibit Collection (Scott 210 vars.), take a lowly stamp, look at it a little more closelyand this 

is the result: a most impressive and tantalizing study of the production and plate flaws on the 2¢ red brown Washington; begins 
with the stamp on horizontally laid paper and on watermarked paper (a block of four each, the latter a proof per the accompanying 
1992 PF certificate), followed by two more pages showing a variety of other watermarks and paper types (most positional blocks); 
these are followed by another 15 pages of mint, used and on-cover examples of shifted transfers, pre-printing paper folds, smears 
and voids, double perforations (imprint strip of four, plus overprinted “SAMPLE” single), misperforations, double transfers, 
position dot, cracked plates, and more; all fully written up and a joy to behold, Very Fine as a whole, a must-have for the Bank Note 
specialist. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1918-1920 Washington-Franklin Issue, offset, perf 11

United States 1918-1920 Washington-Franklin Issue, offset, perf 11
2068   1918, 2¢ carmine, type VII, offset printing, plate number singles compilation (Scott 528B), the tapas special, if you’re hungry 

for single plates; many, many hundreds of stamps, with numbers ranging from 12151 through 13119, generally in order but a few 
jumbled thanks to the stockpages’ glue loosening in places; most with duplication running from two to about 20, with numerous 
wide tops, ghostings, even a misperforated through the plate number or two; fresh and apparently sound overall, though expect the 
lurking fault, with centering varying from Very Good to Very Fine, see the entire holding online. Scott $70,000+. (photo on web 
site) ..............................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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United States: 1922-1929 Fourth Bureau Issue

1922-1929 Fourth Bureau Issue

United States 1922-1929 Fourth Bureau Issue
2069   1923, 2¢ Washington, deep carmine color, rotary press coil waste, Study of Plate Numbers (Scott 595), 64 examples, vast 

majority sound with many never hinged, very difficult stamp to find properly identified, unheard of in this quantity; most with 
straight edges, Fine to Very Fine for the issue. Scott $21,450. (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Coils

United States Coils
2070   Massive Holding of Coil Stamps with Certificates, 1908-39, running #348//851; almost 400 singles, pairs, joint line pairs and 

strips ALL with PSE certificates, many graded with some as high as 98, they range from quite modestly valued up to several 
hundred dollars each, a few highlights include 395 used pair graded 98J, two 396 used line pairs, 412 used line pair and line strip 
of 4, 442 used line pair, 443 used line pair, 444 used line pair, 447 used pair, 450 line pair used, 453 used line pair, 454 line pair 
never hinged, 454 used line pair, 457 line pair never hinged, 846 line pair graded 98, incredible accumulation with some premium 
and much elusive material, all certified genuine, loads of salable items with significant break up value; majority have minor 
condition issues or hinging mentioned on certificates, Fine to Very Fine, Scott value exceeds $16,000.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Coils
2071   Interesting and Useful Collection of Early Coil Stamps, 1910-18 (Scott 385//497), mostly mounted on Scott Specialty and 

handmade pages, an in depth study of these attractive and interesting Washington/Franklin coil issues, includes many better 
numbers in singles, pairs, joint line pairs and strips, a few dubious examples as to be expected but overall an attractive and 
unusual offering, almost entirely sound and usually quite nice, of note are the guideline strips of four with many never hinged 
stamps; occasional flaw possible, Fine to Very Fine with many better. Scott $15,894 owner’s catalogue. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Coils
2072   Mint Cornucopia of Coils Collection, 1908 to Modern PNCs (Scott 343//599A, plus modern), earlies on pages later in 

stockbook and starts with the 1908 imperforates #343-7 singles (with shades) and pairs; 348-51 singles; 350 pair; 350 line pair 
(with PF cert); 385-7 singles, 386 pair; 410-3 singles; 410 line pair; 441-4 pairs, extra 442 shade; 441 line pair; 448, 451-2 pairs; 
451-2, 455; 457-8 line pairs; 486-90, 92-93 pairs with shades; 492-4 line pairs; 599/599A line strip of four, never hinged and 
with PF cert, plus a page of reference coils, stockbookwith about 150 different plate number coil stips of five plus others with 
varieties, all imaged so have a look and make your own judgement, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
2073   High Quality Plate Block Collection, 1901-61, each plate block lovingly and carefully mounted onto home made black album 

pages in four clean binders with slip cases, each plate block was carefully chosen for centering, color and freshness, some of these 
plate blocks took ten or twenty years for the collector to find and could be yours with one simple raising of your hand at the proper 
time. There are a lot of great items, but these are the notable items that should catch your attention, if you want a complete look, you 
can view our online videos or for a better look, take a trip out here to Danbury and take a look. Highlights of plate blocks (unless 
noted otherwise) 294, 296, 297, 300-1, 305, 306-7, 308 PSAG certificate, 309, 310 block of four with Weiss and PF certificates, 
323-25, 328-30, 367-68, 370-1, 399, 400, 401, 405-6, 462-66, 468-69, 471, 473-75, 481-82, 483-84, 486-90 strips of four, 492-97 
strips of four, 500, 501-4, 506-14, 512a, 525-30, 531, 534, 534A, 535, 536, 537, 538, 540, 542-43, 545-46, 547 plate block of 8, 
548-50, 551-55, 557-65, 569-72, 575-77, 578 plate block of six, 579 plate block of 8, 581-83, 585-91, 614-16, 617-19, 620-21, 
622-23, 627-28, 630 souvenir sheet, 634 long ear variety in block of 9, 646-47, 649-50, 658-79, 692-701, 704-15, 718-19, 740-49, 
756-65, 785-94, 803-34 with high values in plate blocks of 8, 859-93, 1053 plate block of 20, C3 double top plate block of 12, C4, 
C7-9, C10-12 and C16-31. The majority of the plate blocks are sound and fresh, generally Fine to Very Fine and better. (photo on 
web site) ....................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
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2074   Valuable Plate Block Holding, 1893//1938 (Scott 234//K9), marvelous and valuable holding of 35 important blocks, most on 
original auction cards, some highlights include 234 never hinged block of eight, 235 block of eight with certificate, 236 block of 
eight with certificate, 287 never hinged block of four with certificate, 309, 362 with certificate, 402 with certificate, 480, C2, rare 
E4 top block of six, K7 and K9 wide top, also with many other useful and attractive plates, excellent selection with many scarce 
and desirable items, many well centered pieces, with much never hinged material included; few with small flaws, Fine to Very Fine 
and scarce with much Very Fine, catalogue value almost $65,000, with twenty 1980-2020 mostly P.F. certificates. (photo on web 
site) ............................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
2075   Exciting Plate Block Collection, 1908-2012, plate blocks, mounted on Scott pages, replete with highlights including regular 

issues #331-332, 344-346, 374, 376, 384 429, 484 500-501, 504, three 508, 509, 527, 528, 528A, 532, 534 and 536, 1922 issue 
to 15¢, #579, rotary 581-587 and 589-591, 622-623, nice group of 1926 rotary with duplicates, complete Kansas/Nebraska less 
676, 692-701 with duplicates, Washington Bicentennial set, prexies complete with extras including high values, commemoratives 
including #294 (block of twelve), 367-368, 370-371, 372-373, 401, 537, 610-612, complete Walloons, Lexington Concord, Norse 
American and mostly complete beyond with White Plains sheet, excellent 2¢ reds, and Farley’s through the early 1950’s, airmails 
include #C1-C6, C7-C10 plus C10a and complete booklet, four C11, C16-C18 and seemingly complete to 2012 with booklets, also 
included are a few later officials, special delivery and special handling, o.g., many never hinged, generally excellent condition, 
many choice and attractive pieces, some scarce items and especially nice tops throughout, many additional duplicates included, 
useful and desirable holding, Fine to Very Fine and attractive. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
2076   Plate Number Pair Collection, 1898-1901, huge collection of plate number multiples on Hawid pages, with many NH stamps, 

consisting of: 285 (27 plate number pairs), 286 (285 plate number pairs and 1 plate number single), 287 (4 plate number pairs and 
2 plate number blocks of 4), 288 (2 plate number pairs and 2 imprint singles), 289 (2 plate number pairs), 290 (2 plate number 
pairs), 294 (10 plate number strips of 4 and 1 plate number strip of 5) and 295 (56 plate number strips of 4, 3 plate number strips 
of 3, plate number strip of 5). Very useful group for any plate number collector and extremely hard to duplicate, o.g., many never 
hinged; most stamps appear sound, centering ranges from VG to VF generally Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 
2.5 lbs. Scott approximately $50,000 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
2077   High Value Plate Block Collection, 1887-1998, carefully mounted into three Scott Plate Block albums, along with a small 

accordion file full of better plate blocks which were stored in the vault. The tragedy is the better plate blocks were stored in a humid 
or hot location and often suffered some disturbed gum. Collector was very careful to always find the best centered and fresh plate 
blocks and many have remained in that condition. The collection is broken into several sections: regular issue, commemoratives 
and airmails. The regular issues continue to 1998, commemorative issues go until 1957 and airmail issues continue to 1993. 
Highlights consist of: 214 large plate block of 12 with PF certificate, 230 plate and letter MM block of 8, 231 plate block of 6, 
232 plate and letter L block of 8, 234 corner plate and letter B block of 10, 235 plate and letter Z block of 8, PF certificate, 285-86 
corner margin blocks of 6 with plate number, 272 plate block of 6, 280b plate block of 6, 294 plate and arrow block of 12, 295 
plate block of 6, 300 plate block of 6, 306 plate block of 10, 319 plate block, 319c plate block, 323-24 plate blocks of 6, 325-26 
plate blocks of 4, 328 plate block of 6, 329 plate block of 6 with PF certificate, 343-45 plate blocks of 6, 347 plate block of 6, 367 
star plate block of 6, 368 (2) plate number and star blocks of 6, 370-73 plate blocks of 6, 376 (2) plate blocks of 6, 383 star plate 
block, 397-98 plate blocks of 6, 401 plate block of 6, 408-9, 417 plate block of 6 with PF certificate, 424 Coil Stamps plate block 
of 10, 425-26, 432, 433, 435, 463, 464 with APS certificate, 481-83, 501, 504, 507-8, 512-13, 518, 524 single, 525, 527, 528-30, 
531-34, 535, 536, 537, 538, 540, 543, 548-50, 551-56, 558-59, 561-68, 571-72, 575-77, 579 star and plate block of 4, 583-88, 590, 
591, 595 star and plate block of 4, 610-12, 614-19 plate blocks of 6, 620 plate block of 12, 621 plate block of 8, 622-23, 627-29, 
646-48, 630 souvenir sheet, 635-42, 643-45, 649-50, 654-55, 657, 658-665, 666 with PF certifiicate, 667-68, 669-73, 675-78, 679 
with PF certificate, 680-83, 688-90, 692-701, 704-15 plate block set, 718-19, 740-49, 756-65, 785-93, 803-34, 859-93, 1053, C1 
arrow and plate block of 6, C2 arrow and plate block of 6, C3 plate block of 12 with two tops, C4-C6, C7-12, C16-17, C18, C19-
31, QE1a-QE4, PN1-18 and S1-4. Other than the occasional gum issue, most plate blocks are very fresh and attractive, generally 
Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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United States: Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils

2078   “King Coil” Treasure Trove of Mint & Used Plate Number Coils, 1981-96, When the coil from the Flag & Anthem series was 
issued in 1981 bearing a plate number in the bottom center portion of the stamp, a new collecting area in modern U.S. philately 
had been born. The consignor of this lot must have been a true aficionado of this collecting niche, because we have them in every 
shape and form - mint & used singles, strips of 3, 5, 7 or more as well as partial rolls, on cover including FDCs, precancels, test 
stamps, CVPs, officials, and highly specialized too, with tagging, plate and gum varieties, some of which are not even listed in the 
Scott Specialized. There are albums, stockbooks, and counter books, all with PNCs by the thousands. And yes, plate 6 of #1891 is 
here as a used single and strip of three. So are mint plates 1-5 as PNC3s and many other higher-priced items. What is also striking 
about this particular lot is the amount of used stamps; although mostly mint, the sheer volume of the more elusive used, especially 
in strips of three is quite impressive. We will try and show you as much as we can, but we highly recommend checking this out in 
person. Gargantuan catalogue value as well as a huge amount of face, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 74.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
2079   Plate Block Collection 1909-66, neatly mounted into Scott specialty album, containing the following plate blocks: 372, 373, 537, 

548-49, 564, 565, 617-19, 621, 622, 627, 649-50, 668, 674, 693-698, 740-49, 756-65, 785-94, 803-34, 859-93, 909-21, C7, C24 
and C25-31, plate blocks appear mostly sound generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
2080   Plate Block (mostly) Collection, 1935-54, mostly nh matched plate blocks from early 1930’s purples to lower denomination 

Presidentials, 3c plate block to 1954 Liberty issue, with a few notable items which include: 909-21 set of sheets plus Korpa error, 
1051 (6 plate blocks), generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 25.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
2081   Extensive Plate Block Stock Collection, 1892-1983, in a variety of albums and binders, all mounted, making for easy breakdown; 

largely complete post-1932 (no dollar Prexies or #1053), with some earlier including #231, 279B, 344, 520, 549, 557, 566, 567, 617-
618, 620, 627, 628 (never hinged), 629, 637-642, 646, etc., including some sought-after wide tops; later material partly duplicated, 
with one binder of matched sets from the late 1940s and 1950s, duplicated complete Prominent Americans and Americanas, a 
sheet file of complete sheets of mid- to late 1970s material, plate strips of 20 from the 1970s and 1980s, USPS 1972-79 Year Sets 
(singles), etc.; masses of face value in the modern, plus two binders of various Canada blocks as a bonus, Fine to Very Fine with 
much better, perfect for the dealer’s bourse or postage needs; inspection invited. (photo on web site) .......  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
2082   Plate Block Collection, 1917-63, carefully mounted in H.E. Harris plate block album, containing: 498-99, 530, 548-49, 563, 576-

77, 610-11, 614-15, 627, 646 (2), 632-34, 635-42, 643-44, 645 (2), 649-50, 654-55, 657, 680-83, 688-90, 692-701, 704-15, 718-19, 
724-26, 740-49, 756-65, 785-94, 803-33, 855 (6), 859-93, 1053 and some other slight premium items along with some face value 
postage, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Plate Blocks & Plate Number Coils
2083   Well-Stocked Plate Block Collection, 1922-94, A highly complete collection of plate blocks from 1938 onwards on White Ace 

pages in eight binders. Some better to be found include #610, 696, 803-32, 1278-95, J89-101, but the bulk of the value is in the 
modern era with the huge amount of face. It would be a shame though to use as postage, as this is a very clean and attractive 
collection, generally Fine to Very Fine, a quick flip of one volume as a sneak peek. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Airmail

United States Airmail
2084   Airmail, 1928, 5¢ Beacon, Plate Blocks Accumulation (Scott C11), 87 assorted plates including one excellent never hinged 

without “TOP”, nice variety of numbers and positions, mixed centering with a good number of well centered examples, suitable 
for thorough study or for resale; few minor flaws to be expect for a lot of this size, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Official

United States Official
2085   Officials Collection, 1873, mostly complete as a type set on the hard paper pages, only missing the dollar value state department 

denominations which have been substituted with facsimiles and the occasional misidentified soft paper included as part of the hard 
paper set, most of the values are mint with the occasional used stamp, a couple better soft papers include O95 used and O107, 
please take a look at our website images for details, somewhat mixed condition, o.g. or without gum, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Official
2086   A Cabinet of Officials Proofs and Trial Colors, 1873-75, approximately 150 in total, arranged and identified on Lindner hingeless 

pages; the highlight are complete Atlanta Trial Colors for Agriculture (in blue) and Interior (in green), followed by each Department 
on card and on India with varying degrees of completion, including Agriculture for both, Interior on card, Justice for both, Navy 
on card, Post Office on card, State on card; even note several “SPECIMEN” overprints sprinkled in; some condition issues, but 
majority bright and clean and eminently salable, Very Fine overall, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Official
2087   Officials Collection, 1873-75, in small stock book filled with the various officials sets, with unused : O1-4, O6-7, O15, O16 (2), 

O19-24, O25-27, O29-30, O32-33, O35-41, O38, O47-50, O52-55, O57-67 (15c and 30c are used), O58, O72-75, O77-79, O81, 
O82 (2), O84, O87, O88 (2), O90 (2), O91-93, O1S (2), O2S, O10S-O14S, O15S, O25S (2), O26S, O35S, O72S, O83S (2), O95, 
O106, and used: O5, O10xS manuscript cancelled, typical mixed condition generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Booklets

United States Booklets
2088   Masterclass in Modern Booklets Panes, 1962-2004 (Scott 1213a//3856b), several hundred booklet panes in three binders 

expertly written up with descriptions and spaces to add to this already wonderfully complete collection; spans #1213a to 3856b 
with remarkable detail including positions, horizontal and vertical EE, broken frame line, miscut, Type, tag/no tag, paper type, 
gum type, perforation, and more; mild to moderate duplication noted with virtually everything post office fresh; includes numerous 
patial plate numbers, miscuts, and EE, scarce 1623Bc folded between 2nd & 3rd rows, 1889a (American Widlife Animals) all plate 
numbers (two sets and a few shy of a third set), 1949a (Bighorn Sheep) plate numbers including 20, 22, 23, 24 and 26 (2), 2201b 
(black omitted); this is the most beautifully laid out and useful booklet pane collection you will ever see, o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 14.8 lbs. Scott $7,500+. (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Local

United States Local
2089   Carriers & Locals on Cover - An Impressive Collection Balance, More than 90 covers including 13 Carriers, among them three 

Philadelphia U.S.P.O. handstamps used as postmarks or cancels; included in the rest are 20 Blood’s and 18 Boyd’s, the rest being 
mainly Local Posts, but also including a few forgeries/reprints and Express Companies; several $500-and-up catalog values, but 
condition on the better items is somewhat lacking - often not tied; still, overall, quite a noteworthy group. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 4.5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Local
2090   Carriers & Locals - An Expansive Collection Balance, More than 300 stamps, including duplication, arranged somewhat 

randomly, but clearly labeled, in a large stockbook; includes many $200-&-up items, most of which are faulty to some extent, but 
also includes a plethora of F-VF $50-$150 items; there are also numerous forgeries and reprints—all marked as such— as well 
as some miscellaneous cinderella-type labels and a few modern RocketMail stamps, including Puerto Rico, Sanabria S1-S15 & 
S8b-S15b - miniature sheets of 6 (plus another part-perf). All in all, a most interesting and worthwhile lot. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 5.5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Local
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2091   Bloods and Boyds Local Covers Collection, 18 items including 5 Blood’s including #15L18 used with #26 with a moustache 
drawn on Washington’s face on druggist cameo cover, 6 Boyd’s including stampless folded 1856 invitation to a “Special Meeting 
of the Central Republican Committee of  New York (City)”, #20L23 tied by Boyd’s cancel on cover with printed corner card, 
red oval handstamp on stampless folded invitation to the first meeting of the “Literary Social” in Brooklyn (the recipient’s address 
is the 4th story of 71 Nassau St. corner of John St.), Boyd’s also includes #20LU14 used with 2008 PF Certificate and #20LU16 
unused, also includes a Hale stampless with two different red Hale handstamps from NYC to a ship captain in Portsmouth NH, #113 
& #114 & #207 on covers with Carrier handstamps, #63 & #65 on 1862 cover, two covers with #183 tied by purple “Washington 
D.C. Local” duplex cancels with original 1879 letters (and a few other letters from the same correspondence), few minor faults as 
always, generally Fine to Very Fine, see everything online, ex Lippman. (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Local
2092   19th Century Local Post, Postal History Collection, 57 covers including stampless, American Letter Mail 5L2 (not tied); 1851 

#10 and #11 each on envelope with Boyds Handstamp, three Hale & Co stampless, Swarts stampless, Bloods includes acid tied 
#15L13 (11 covers), 15L14 (16 covers), 15L15 #11 and spot where #7 likely fell off; 20L4 (3), 20L7 cut to shape (3), 20L7 with 
#11, 20L8 (2), 20L10 cut to shape, 20L10 with #11, 20L15 with #11, 20L15 with #65, 41L1 with #11, 75L1, 87L75 (type 2) with 
#210, plus a handful of reprint stamps, overall quality is nice with some fualts from their postal use as one would expect, unchecked 
for better dates, content, etc., generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Local
2093   Blood & Co., “There Will Be Blood” Enticing Collection On & Off Cover, 1845-60, One binder containing local stamps of 

Blood & Co. on 15 covers, 9 on piece and at least 10 others in used & unused condition. Some additional U.S. locals along with 
15 Patriotic Flag covers from the Spanish-American War. You can take a look at this neat little collection as it is viewable online 
in its entirety, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal Stationery

United States Postal Stationery
2094   Quality Postal Stationery Stock, 1853-1941, about 700 pieces of better entires, wrappers and postal cards; very nice condition 

Advertising and corner cards, inking (overink, underink, albino), misplaced printing, international reply cards, and more; minimal 
duplication and very little after 1940, denominations to 10¢; while some have identifcation “cigar bands”, the lot has not been 
checked for varieties; considerable value for the specialist or dealer with the right clientele, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal Stationery
2095   Impressive and Interesting Postal Stationery Collection, 1853-2017, many hundreds neatly arranged and mounted in two 

overstuffed Scott Speciality Albums and four cover albums, includes #U1//U682, UC1//UC65, UO1//UO94, UX1//UX647, 
UXC1//UXC28, UY1//UY53 and UZ2//UZ6, very well filled but lacking rarities, envelopes are cut squares and entires both 
unused and used, with some nice usages and cancels, the cards are mostly unused with a few used earlies, condition is generally 
excellent throughout though some of the used show their wear, a very appealing collection that could be the basis for an outstanding 
collection, or very profitably broken down for resale, would be an excellent restock of every area being practically a stock on its 
own; occasional flaws on the earlies otherwise, Very Fine and attractive. (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Revenue

United States Revenue
2096   Absolutely Amazing Revenue Collection, 1862-1963, In just one Scott album, enough fire power to boost your collection many 

times over with a number of stamps each cataloging over $1,000 each, in some cases, multiple thousands. An incredible selection 
of the first three issues of internal revenues with imperfs, perfs & partial perfs. In addition, a high level of completion of the 
documentary series overprints from 1940-58, nearly complete proprietary stamps & future delivery, and very well-filled pages of 
stock transfer including the series overprint. By the numbers, we have #R1a-4a, R19a, R32a-37a, R41a, R43a, R51a, R61a-65a, 
R71a-76a, R79a, R81a-82a, R85a-86a, R91a, R94a-98a, R101a, R102a (cut close), R2c, R17c, R21c, R73c-74c, R77c, R79c-80c, 
R90c, R97c-102c, R103-31, R132 (with PF cert), R134-50, R173-78, R179-81, R184-89, R288-305, RB8b, RB11b-19b, RB11c, 
RB12c (pair), RB13c, RB15c, RB16a, RB17c, and tons more. Also, some varieties, like the 2¢ internal revenue on green paper 
(R15e with PSE cert) and three with inverted centers - R115a, R135b, R151a. A collection of epic proportions! As collectors of 
this area will already know, condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, collection imaged in full. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Revenue
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2097   Revenue Collection, 1862-1988, neatly mounted in Scott National album, filled with many very fresh and useful revenues which 
have a surprisingly low amount of cut or perforated cancels among the second and third issues, and a couple stockbooks of 
duplicates from the main collection with some better singles, containing used: 238, 239, Revenues: mostly complete up to the 
dollar of the imperforate issues and moderately complete for the higher denominations, part perforated issues appear mostly 
complete, complete perforated first issue, second issue, third issue, R1c-R102c, R82c diagonal perfs, R103-31, R134-50, R135b, 
RB6b, RB7a with extra vertical perfs, RB13c, RB16a, RB16b, RD338 cut cancel, RG132, RK28 and mint: 235-39, RG37-48, 
RG58-69, RW3, RW5, RW7, RW11, RW14-21, RW23, RW28, RW33-43 and a few panes of 100 of South Carolina liquor tax 
stamps of various denominations, condition is generally mixed generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 14.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Revenue
2098   Eclectic Revenue Stamp Collection, strength in first issues (older catalog value approximately $4,000) plus a handful of second 

and third issues, valuable federal and state duck stamps including #RW51x with certificate and paperwork, #RW75b (10) & 
#RW79b (5) - Scott cat $1,000, a handful of documents with multiples of Louisiana state revenues, 2 series 1948 books of order 
forms for opium used 1951-53 and other opium forms and tax stamps, plus a handful of match & medicines including #RO85P3, 
and 8 stock certificates, and a postal account book for fourth class postmasters, used by Frank Gilliland, postmaster of Oak Hill 
Tennessee, begins in October 1, 1887 and goes to June 30, 1892, much more, usual mixed condition with these issues but, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Wines
United States Revenue

2099   Massive Wine Stamp Holding, 1942-54, from the Smithsonian archive, full mint sheets of 50 or 100 of these wine stamps with 56 
different stamps in the following quantities: RE108 (23), RE109 (23), RE110 (23), RE111 (22), RE112 (22), RE113 (23), RE115 
(22), RE116 (22), RE117 (22), RE118 (22), RE119 (23), RE120 (24), RE121 (22), RE122 (18), RE123 (23), RE124 (22), RE125 
(22), RE127 (23), RE128 (22), RE130 (23), RE131 (22), RE133 (21), RE135 (22), RE136 (22), RE137 (23), RE138 (22), RE139 
(22), RE140 (22), RE141 (22), RE144 (22), RE145 (23), RE146 (41), RE147 (42), RE149 (46), RE151 (42), RE152 (42), RE153 
(42), RE154 (41), RE160 (42), RE173 (42), RE174 (42), RE180 (42), RE183 (22), RE184 (22), RE185 (22), RE186 (23), RE188 
(22), RE190 (22), RE191 (23), RE192 (22), RE193 (22), RE195 (42), RE196 (42), RE199 (46), RE200 (40) and RE203 (42). 
Inventory list available as *.pdf on our website. A great bargain starting at such a low percentage of Scott value, without gum as 
issued, generally Fine to Very Fine. 2023 Scott $689,000+. (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Private Die Match
United States Revenue

2100   Private Die Match Collection, 1862-83, hinged with vintage hinges to old time Carter revenue album pages, with very high level 
of completion, containing: RO2b, RO5a, RO8d, RO10a, RO11b, RO16a, RO19b, RO30b, RO34a, RO37a-b, RO40d, RO44a, 
RO46a, RO52a, RO59a-b, RO61b, RO65a, RO66a, RO68a-b, RO70d, RO72d, RO74d, RO76a, RO80b-d, RO83a-b, RO84a, 
RO84b, RO85b, RO89a-b, RO91b, RO94b, RO96b, RO100a-b, RO101a-b, RO102a,RO103b,RO111a,RO119d, RO120d,RO121b, 
RO124d, RO126b-d, RO131b,RO134d, RO137a, RO138a, RO140c, RO142a-b, RO143a, RO147a, RO154a, RO156a, RO159b, 
RO162d, RO164d, RO167b, RO175d, RO178a-b, RO181b and RO182a. Some faults as you typically see with these issues, 
generally Very Good to Fine centering. Scott $12,700. (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Private Die Medicine
United States Revenue

2101   Private Die Medicine Collection, 1862-83, hinged with vintage hinges to old time Carter revenue album pages, with very high 
level of completion, containing: RS1d, RS14d, RS20a, RS22a, RS36b, d, RS37a, RS38a, RS41b, RS42a, RS46a, RS48b, d, RS49b, 
RS50c, RS52d, RS53b, RS54b, RS57d, RS60d, RS64b, RS65e, RS66a, RS67d, RS68c, RS70b, RS74ah clipped perfs, RS77a, 
RS79b, RS83a, b, RS84a, b, RS99b, RS107a, b, RS114a, RS115c, RS117a, c, RS118c, RS123b, RS128d, RS129b-d, RS132a, c, 
RS134a, RS137d, RS142d, RS148c, RS149c, RS155a, RS156c, RS165b, RS169b, d, RS171d, RS181d, RS197c, RS205b, RS209c, 
RS212c, RS213c, d, RS215b, d, RS219d, RS223b, RS224d, RS225b, d, RS226a, RS227a, b, RS243b, RS244a, b, RS245a, b, 
RS246a, RS250d, RS255d, RS260b, RS266a, b, d, RS270b and RS277c. Some faults as you typically see with these issues, 
generally Very Good to Fine centering. Scott $16,075. (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Hunting Permit

Duck Stamps
United States Hunting Permit

2102   Meticulous Specialized Duck Stamp Collection, 1934-1994, RW1-RW61, neatly mounted on Sam Houston Duck Stamp Co. 
pages, containing nearly all of the modern 1980’s and 1990’s varieties for most of the duck stamps, consisting of: RW51 special 
printing (each with photocopy of P.F. certificate for the full uncut sheet, noting which position the stamps came from) with 
the following positions; two horizontal pairs with gutter between, one vertical pair with gutter between and two horizontal 
blocks of four with gutter between (top and bottom positions), RW52 group of color shift singles, RW53a (2) black engraving 
omitted plus two dramatic color shift singles and a dramatic color shift plate block, RW54 card #13 used in Onalaska WI, 
RW54 two dramatic color shift singles, RW57a back inscription omitted plate block, RW60a black engraving omitted, along 
with Federal Duck duplicates: RW31-RW65, RW38-40, RW42, RW44-49, RW52-56, RW58-59, RW73b (10 souvenir sheets in 
original USPS packaging with souvenir card), Governor’s Editions: Alaska 1989 and 1994 signed and unsigned, Arizona 1989-95 
singed and unsigned, 1996 signed, California 1995 souvenir sheet signed and unsigned, Colorado 1990-93 singed and unsigned, 
Connecticut 1993 singed and unsigned, Delaware 1990 singed and unsigned, Illinois 1991 singed and unsigned, Louisiana 1989 
resident and non-resident singed and unsigned, Mississippi 1990 and 1992-95 all signed, Missouri 1990-95 unsigned, 1990-
92, 1994-95 signed, Montana 1989 singed and unsigned, Nebraska 1991 singed, New Hampshire 1987-91 unsigned, 1987-95 
signed, New Jersey 1989 and 1993 resident and non resident, 1989 resident and non-resident signed and unsigned, 1993 stamps 
and souvenir sheets, resident and non-resident signed and unsigned by the previous and current govenor’s, New Mexico 1991-
93 signed and unsigned, 1993 signed souvenir sheet and 1994 signed two different types of souvenir sheets, Oklahoma 1989 
singed and unsigned, Oregon 1993 signed and unsigned, 1995 signed normal state duck stamp, Rhode Island 1989-92 signed 
and unsigned, 1993 signed, 1993 signed souvenir sheet, 1994 signed in black and gold inks, 1995 signed, South Carolina 1990 
signed and unsigned, Utah 1991-96 signed, West Virgina 1989 resident and non-resident signed and unsigned, Governor’s Editions 
duplicates: Arizona 9b, 10b (2), California 26, Hawaii 1a, 1b (2), Mississippi 21, New Hampshire 14, Oregon 16, Rhode Island 
8 (2), 17, Utah 11, New Jersey Resident and Non-Resident Trout Stamps 1954-71, 1973-74, 1979, plus a group of New 
Jersey Woodcock stamps, generally Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Hunting Permit
2103   Conservation and Fishing Stamp collection, 1948-2007, gorgeous and diverse property neatly organized on stock pages in three 

overstuffed binders, comprises approximately 1660 items including state and areas fishing and hunting permit stamps from many 
states, wildlife conservation stamps from numerous local, state, national and worldwide organizations, fishing permits include a 
large number of trout stamps but salmon and other types proliforate, hunting stamps include game of all sorts, conservation stamps 
include every concievable type of animal, park, area or organization, a few foreign wildlife stamps are included, o.g., never hinged, 
an absolutely astonishing array of amazingly beautiful wildlife stamps, a lifetime accumulation that would be virtually impossible 
to replicate, a solid foundation for an amazing collection or exhibit, Choice Very Fine, Owner’s catalogue value $33,000+. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Hunting Permit
2104   Federal and State Duck Collection, 1934-2015, in four clean Lindner hingeless albums, Federal Duck stamps with mint: RW1-

2, RW10-12, RW23, RW37, RW47-50, RW53-56, RW58-59, RW62, RW64, RW77A and used: RW3-9, RW16-36 and with mint 
State Ducks seem pretty decent though many of the states among the earlier 1970’s issues except for some of the more expensive 
items, stamps become a little spotty among mid to late 1980’s, with several states having gaps from 1984-87, completion is pretty 
strong from 1988-2015, except for the occasional state dropping off at their natural conclusion when certain states stopped printing 
duck stamps in the 2000’s, includes Florida 2003 special issue with small tab at top, also includes Australian and Canadian duck 
stamps, Scott value seems to have been calculated many years ago, because as we spot checked, we noticed several areas that 
appreciated in value, o.g., mostly never hinged, a few previously hinged among early mint Federal Ducks, generally Fine to Very 
Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 24.8 lbs. Scott $23,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Hunting Permit
2105   Federal Duck Stamp High End Mint Inventory, 1934-2011.  A quality N.H. or L.H. stock of 140 Duck stamps all in excellent 

quality beginning with RW1, RW2 two copies one is L.H. the other an N.H. plate single, Some multiples on better early numbers, 
and additional plate number singles, all mounted on Vario black stock pages, a number are still on the original auction lot pages. 
Enormous retail value and high Scott catalogue, F.-V.F. N.H. or L.H. Check out the scans it’s worth the time. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Hunting Permit
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2106   “Duck Hunt” Fantastic Federal & State Hunting Permit Collection, 1934-2000, A like-new Scott album with both federal & 
state duck stamps all in mounts. And no need to list any numbers for federal, because they are all here from 1934-90 and almost all 
never-hinged. The state section has well over 400 singles and some of the better, like Arkansas #1-2 and New Jersey 1-1A. Also, an 
additional album for state-issued “hunter” type stamps; only a handful are present, but the album is otherwise brand spanking new 
and waiting for the new owner to populate it. And you don’t have to look far as there are many more in glassines including federal 
issues up to 2000 and the first three Junior Duck stamps, JDS1-3. Enormous catalogue value, and Fine to Very Fine, additional 
images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Hunting Permit
2107   Federal Duck Stamps Collection, 1934-99 (Scott RW1//RW66A), attractive stock of one to several of each, singles and plate 

blocks, in stock book, some better items included with well centered earlies, good variety of later issues in singles and blocks; 
earlier issues mostly lightly hinged, later issues mostly never hinged, handsome and useful group, nice variety, few used and 
souvenir sheets included, mostly Very Fine and attractive. (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Hunting Permit
2108   Duck Stamp Collection 1934-2017, mounted in album of largely handmade pages, consisting of - mint: RW3-RW84, RW65A-

83A, RW73b signed by artist and designer, RW74b-RW80b, JDS9-JDS25, Rhode Island 1-24, plate blocks 18-23 and used: RW1-
RW2, RW8-RW9, and more with scattered values up to 2003, plus some U.S. regular issue postage stamp plate blocks and sheets 
plus a few FDC’s, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Hunting Permit
2109   Group of Artist-Signed Federal Duck Stamps, 1992-2008 (Scott RW59//RW75), massive group of plate blocks and singles, 

each signed by artist either in the selvage or on the stamp. According to the Sam Houston’s price list, these signatures typically 
bring between $10 to $45 for each signature, with some of the highest premiums prior to RW71, which we have plenty of. Signed 
plate blocks are not listed on Sam Houston’s price list, but should be worth considerably more than the listed singles price. There 
are a total of 54 signatures, consisting of: RW59 (a first day ceremony program signed by the majority of the speakers and honored 
guests, 3 singles, 2 unsigned extras), RW61 (1 plate block), RW63 (2 plate block, 2 singles), RW64 (1 plate block, 1 singles), RW65 
(1 plate block, 1 singles), RW66 (1 plate block, 2 singles), RW68 (3 plate block, 1 singles), RW69 (2 plate block, 2 singles), RW70 
(2 plate block, 2 singles), RW71 (3 plate block, 2 singles), RW72 (2 plate block, 6 singles), RW73 (2 plate block), RW74 (2 plate 
block, 4 singles) and RW75 (1 plate block, 5 singles, 7 unsigned extras)., o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine. (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Hunting Permit
2110   Federal and State Hunting Permit Stamps, Dealer’s Stock, 1934-97, hundreds of mint and used in four counter books, one 

overstuffed mint, two used, and one State Ducks mint and used, nice assortment with no heavy duplicates, mint from unused to 
never hinged, used with a few on licenses, generally attractive and well centered; usual faults to be expected, generally Fine to Very 
Fine. Scott $8,000+. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Hunting Permit
2111   Federal Duck Stamp Plate Blocks Collection, 1971-2017 (Scott RW38-RW84), on counter book pages mostly, never hinged 

with a total face value of $2,372, Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs. Scott $5,373. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States Hunting Permit
2112   Premium Duck Plate Block Selection, 1943//1955 (Scott RW10-12, RW19-20, RW22), plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, 

mostly Very Fine, ex Lippman. Scott $3,725. (photo on web site) ...............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
United States Hunting Permit

2113   “Duck Soup” Mint & Used Hunting Permit Holding, 1934-2006, At least 230 Ducks on stock sheets and counter pages; many 
in duplication and with plate number. Better include used RW7-10 and mint RW1 (no gum), RW11-17, RW19, RW21-22, RW32-
33, and plate blocks of RW43, RW45-46, RW51. Condition does vary, but overall Fine to Very Fine, additional images viewable 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Hunting Permit
2114   A Field Full of Mint Ducks, 1935-91 (Scott RW2//RW58), on Scott pages and then another grouping on White Ace pages, the 

earlies we looked at were hinged but noted never hinged starting at RW8 but switching back and forth, Includes #RW2 plate 
number single; RW3-4 (2); RW5-6; RW7-17 (2); RW18; RW19-22 (2); RW23-26; RW28 (2); RW30 (2); RW31; RW32 (2); RW33; 
RW34-42 (2); RW43-56; RW58, useful and valuable to add to or to re-sell, generally Fine to Very Fine with many very fine and 
with plate numbers. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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State Duck Stamps
United States Hunting Permit

2115   State Hunting Permit Stamps, Booklet Panes, 1979-2008, huge collection neatly mounted on black stock pages in six stuffed 
binders, includes the following, Alabama 1979-94 (#1-16 complete panes of ten) Scott value $1800, Alaska 1987-94, 1998-2007 
(#3a-10a, 14a-23a panes of 5 (14a-17a unexploded booklets)) $985, Arizona 1987-94 (#1a-8a panes of five) $460, Arkansas 1982, 
1984-94 (#2, 4-14 panes of ten) $1865, California 1973-94 (#3-25 panes of five with #5 with and without lines) $2652, Colorado 
1990-94 (#1-5 panes of five) $312, Connecticut 1993-94 (#1-2 panes of ten, 1a-2a sheets of four) $370, Delaware 1991-94 (#12-
15 panes of 10) $420, Florida 1979-85, 1995 (#1-7 panes of five and 17 pane of ten) $2058, Hawaii 1996-97 (#1-2 single stamp 
in unexploded booklet) $21, Idaho 1987-94 (#1a-4a, 5, 6a-9a complete unexploded booklets of ten) $2510, Illinois 1980, 1982-94 
(#6, 8-10 panes of ten, 11-20 panes of five with tabs) $4065, Indiana 1976-94 (#1-9 panes of four, 10-19 panes of two with tabs, 
with extra #13 pane) $640, Iowa 1972, 1974-77, 1980-94 (#1 pane of five, panes of ten of 3-6, 9-23 with extra #19) $5420, Kansas 
1987-91 (#1-5 panes of ten with two extra panes of #1) $620, Kentucky 1986-94 (#1-10 panes of five with tabs) $745, Maryland 
1974-94 (#1-19 panes of ten, 20-21 panes of five) $2255, Minnesota 1987-94 (#11-18 panes of ten with tabs) $1220, Mississippi 
1977-94 (#2-19 and #10a panes of ten) $3230, Missouri 1979-94 (#1-16 panes of five with tabs) $4246, Montana 1987-94 (#35-42 
panes of ten with tabs) $2235, Nevada 1979-94 (#1-16 two each #10-16 panes of four with tabs) $1424, New Hampshire 1983-94 
(#1-12 complete unexploded booklets of ten) $4750, New Jersey 1984-2008 (#1-25, 3A-25A panes of ten, #3 block of ten, #13 
var $2.50 pane of ten) $7355, New Mexico 1991-94 (#1-4 panes of four with tabs) $340, North Dakota 1986-94 (#44a, 47a, 50a, 
53a, 56a, 59a, 62a, 65a, 67a panes of five) $1645, Oklahoma 1980-94 (#1-3 panes of ten, #4-15 panes of five with tabs with extra 
pane of #9) $1442, Oregon 1985-87 (#2a-4a panes of five with tabs) $1900, Pennsylvania 1983-95 (#1-13 panes of ten with extra 
#8) $1220, Rhode Island 1984-94 (#1-6 panes of five with tabs) $492, South Dakota 1976-78, 1986-94 (#3-14 panes of five and 
#3a in pane with normals) $825, Texas 1981-94 (#1-14 panes of ten) $2590, Utah 1990-94 (#5a-9a panes of five) $625, Virginia 
1988-94 (#1-7 panes of ten) $862, Washington 1986-2000 (#1-16 pane of one, two each from #7 on) $365 and 1988-90, 1992 (#3-
5, 8 blocks of ten) $410, West Virginia 1987-95 (#1-18 panes of five) $1794, Wisconsin 1978-94 (#1-17 panes of ten) $2535, o.g., 
never hinged, outstanding holding well on its way to completion, fresh and choice, would take a fortune to replicate, an incredible 
inventory or collection of these often elusive state duck booklets, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 
32 lbs. Scott $68,700+. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States Hunting Permit
2116   State Hunting Permit Stamps, Incredible State by State Plate Block Collection, 1979-2007, blocks of 4 with plate number, 

remarkable and highly complete for period, in three overstuffed binders comprising: Arkansas 1981-2007 (#1-27, 4-23 two each 
plus extra 7-8 @ $5.50, 24-27 and 24A-27A two each), Alaska 1985-2007 (#1-23), Arizona 1988-2008 (#2-22), Colorado 1990-
2006 (#1-17), Connecticut 1993-2007 (#1-15), Delaware 1980-2007 (#1-28, 12-18 with and without serial numbers on back, 19-28 
two each), Georga 1985-99 (#1-15), Hawaii 1996-2006 (#1-11), Idaho 1987-98 (#1-13), Kansas 1988-2004 (#2-18), Kentucky 
1996-2007 (#12-23), Louisiana 1989-2007 (#1-19 and 1A-19A), Maine 1984-2007 (#1-33, #15 on without number), Massachusetts 
1988-2006 (#15-33, #19 on without number), Michigan 1999-2007 (#24-32), Minnesota 1995-99 (#19-23), Mississippi 1990-2007 
(#15-32), Missouri 1996 (#18), Montana 1986-2001 (#34-49 with two #40), Nebraska 1991-95 (#1-5), New Jersey 1984-2008 (#1-
25, 1A-25A, #3 and 8 two set of each, #13 with $2.50), New Hampshire 1983-2007 (#1-25), New Mexico 1991-93 (#1-3), New 
York 1985-2002 (#1-18), North Carolina 1983-2007 (#1-25), North Dakota 1982-2001 (two #32, one each #35, 38, 41, 44, 47, 50, 
53, 56, 59, 62, 65, 67, 69, 71, 73, 75, 77, 79, 81), Ohio 1982-99 (#1-18), Oklahoma 1989-2007 (#10-28), Oregon 1984-2007 (#1-
31), Pennsylvania 1983-2007 (#1-25), Rhode Island 1989-2007 (#1-19 and 12a-19a), South Carolina 1981-2007 (#1-27, 12a-18a 
and extra corner block of 4 19-27), Tennessee 1989-2007 (21-29), Utah 1986-95 and 1997 (#1-10 and 12), Vermont 1986-2007 (#1-
22), Virginia 1988-2007 (two each #1-8, one each #9-20), Washington 1986-87, 1991, 1993-2007 (#1-2, 6-7, 9-23), West Virginia 
1987-96 (#1-20), Wisconsin 1978-2007 (#1-30), o.g., never hinged, little duplication other than specialty items which are often 
included, mostly outstanding condition, includes many early high value and elusive blocks, detailed inventory indicates owner’s 
cost of over $24,000 and current value over $43,000, enormous value and potential, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 24 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Hunting Permit
2117   New Jersey and New York, Hunting Permit Stamps, 1984-93, complete panes of 30, New Jersey includes #1-24, 1A-24A, plus 

#8c and 8Ae “Brandt” errors, and #8 and 8A booklet panes of ten, and New York #1-9, o.g., never hinged, exception high value 
runs of rarely offered complete panes, fresh and choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs. 
Scott $26,280 as singles. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Hunting Permit
2118   Duck Prints and Stamps, 1981-89, over 40 different mostly State Duck prints and stamps, excellent collection of these scarce and 

desirable collectibles, nice assortment of artists and variety of issues, numbered and signed, with the appropriate stamps included, 
attractive prints in original folders as received, suitable for framing or collecting; folders show some wear, Very Fine and attractive. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Souvenir Pages

United States Souvenir Pages
2119   Official Souvenir Pages, 1976-2020, 2,500+ pages in page protectors found in 32 volumes; mild duplication and occasional 

foxing noted; fairly complete ranging from 1976 (SP395) through 2020 (SP2157) including better sheets; catalog $8,000+, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 119 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Test Stamps

United States Test Stamps
2120   “DUMMY” Test Booklets and Test Coil Stamps, 1962-86, 130 complete unexploded test booklets (#TDB12a), five unopened 

coil rolls of 3000 each, two different types (design TE55), excellent wholesale quantities of these interesting and unusual test 
stamps, overall Very Fine. Scott $17,750. (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Christmas Seals

United States Christmas Seals
2121   Joy To The World Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-2009, absolutely the most comprehensive seal collection I’ve ever seen, 

mounted on hundreds of handmade Scott pages and sheet pages, early highlights include #WX4 booklet pane of 6, WX7-WX9, 
WX7 block of 4, WX11, beyond that an almost endless array of singles, blocks and sheets, numerous varieties and errors of every 
description, a huge variety of trial color and progressive proofs for many years and types, a treasure trove for the specialist or a 
remarkable basis for an outstanding exhibit, condition appears pristine across the board, Very Fine and unusual. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 14.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
2122   Behemoth Back-of-the-Book Stamp Accumulation, strength in Air Mail (Scott $3,350), Special Delivery (Scott $11,000+), 

Postage Dues (Scott $12,750+), Revenues (Scott $5,800+), Hunting Permits (Scott $8,000) and Confederate States (Scott $2,700), 
plus some Officials, Parcel Post, Cut Squares, Canal Zone, Hawaii, and more, Hunting Permits are mostly hinged or no gum, on 
dealer display pages in 22 counter books, virtually all of which have an adding machine tape taped inside the front cover, 19th 
Century in very mixed condition, Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value approximately $74,500; this grouping has been off the 
market for nearly 20 years, see 8 books (cat $63,000) online. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
2123   Extensive Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1893-1997, in overstuffed Scott Speciality album, one page of better regular issues, 

#230, 290, 296, 368 pair, 369, 399, 572-573, 666, 679 and 834, airmails include C1-C6, C13-C15 and C18, the rest to C131 
appear complete, special delivery with E7-E9, E11, E13-E23, F1, postage dues include J41-J42 and some later issues, parcel post, 
parcel post due and special handling complete, ducks with RW8-RW10, RW13-RW14, RW16, RW18-RW19, RW22-RW26, and 
mostly complete to RW64, booklet panes a scattering of earlies, from 804b onward virtually complete to 3177a comprising several 
hundred dollars of face value, pus we do note Bugs imperforate sheet and express mail booklets, o.g., many never hinged, includes 
many choice never hinged stamps, useful and desirable items for retail, attractive and quite conservatively estimated, Very Fine 
overall. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
2124   Ecclectic Back-of-the-Book Holding, 1869-1930, small but valuable group mostly on sales cards, interesting and unusual items 

including C13-C15, postage dues with J20 block of four two never hinged, J50, K7 polate block, six K11’s, officials and official 
specimens with O94 and O113 unused both with certificates, some nice never hinged newspapers and parcel post, a few early 
essays and closing with a Canal Zone plate block, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, condition somewhat mixed but all useful 
and generally quite attractive, worthwhile material with substantial break down value; few minor flaws, Fine to Very Fine or better, 
O94 with 2010 and O113 with 2020 P.S.A.G. certificates. Scott $17,000+. (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
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2125   Postal Stationary Cut Squares, Revenue and Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1860s-1980s, starting with some postal stationary 
cut squares, with a nice selection of early Nesbitt seal types and papers from the normal 3c up to the more difficult 10c, continuing 
to the smaller Nesbitt issues including U29, to the 1861 Washington head series up to 40c, mostly complete of the affordable 2c 
Jackson types, on to the 40c 1864 issues, after this the completion starts to drop off a bit, where the collector still found the various 
paper’s and types, but the level of completion dropped off, collection becomes moderately complete until 1916 where it starts to 
pick up again to the early 1980’s. Next section, containing revenues, which starts strong with decent selection of imperforate and 
partially perforate first issues, missing stamps here and there, but overall decent for these difficult issues, when you get to the fully 
perforated first issue, it is mostly complete except for only two items (6c Proprietary and $20 Probate of Will), so you will find 
all of those good issues, ie: playing cards, $20 Mortgage, $50 Internal Revenue and $200 Internal Revenue, second issue mostly 
complete to $20, third issue mostly complete to $10, R160, occasional higher denomination red documentary issues, Savings 
stamps PS11-15, PS11b, PS12b, WS2 single and partially filled certificate, WS7-11, WS8b, decent level of completion among 
wine, playing card issues, silver tax, tobacco, potato, narcotics, RV1, RV2 used, a few cigar stamps and a section of official seals, 
in addition there is a folio of various revenue stamped documents and revenue stamped photos, a section of loose Springer pages 
of Telegraph and Private Die Proprietary issues that are sparse to moderately filled. Finally, there are some groups of duplicates or 
possibly stamps that haven’t been integrated into the collection, with sections of first issue revenues as well as some later issues 
scattered about on loose pages, some state revenues, stock transfer documents, etcetera, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 14.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
2126   Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1860s-1980s, primary album is strong with revenues, with strong first issue revenues, occasional 

imperf or part perf, perforated moderately complete up to $10, several pages of official seals, several consular stamps, a page of 
cigarette and cigar stamps, a section of private die proprietary stamps, many of which are still on aution tear sheets, WS7-11 along 
with several savings books, mostly complete mixed mint and used ducks up to the $5 denomination, a strange miscellenous album 
filled with cinderellas, state tax stamps, show labels, etcetera, an album full of Christmas cheer with early post cards, Christmas 
seals, plus the various charity labels and finally four albums of postal cards and stationary, with an album of only cut squares, a 
couple albums of envelope entires, with several early Nesbitt issues followed by a larger section of unused and used Plimpton 
entires, an album of mostly used postal cards, highlights from the main album and duck stock book include - mint: C1-3, C6, 
C18, E1, E11-12, PR114-25, Q1-6, Q9, RW1, RW4, $1,000 face value worth of $7.50 to $15 duck plate blocks and self adhesive 
panes and used: E2-3, R83c, R101c, R113, R146 and RB6a-b, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 47.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
2127   Solid Mint Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1879-1980 (Scott E1//QE4), many hand-selected for centering and overall freshness, 

in mounts on Scott album pages, Special Delivery complete but for #E20 and extra shade of #E8, Postage Dues: J1-3; J6; J17; J19-
20; J22-26; J28 (no gum); J29; J31 (imperf at top); J32; 34-36; J38-40; 42; 44; J45-6; 48-9; J52; 56-7; J60; J61-7; J77-8; J79-87, 
Parcel Post complete Q1-12 and JQ1-5; QE1-4 and an F1 plus others, quite nice with many VF or better singles and of course the 
occasional flaw, what we saw was mostly hinged with some later being never hinged, a few very good to fine but generally Fine to 
Very Fine or better. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
2128   “Just Call me BOB” Collection of Ordinary & Not-So-Ordinary Back-of-the-Book, In 14 binders, everything except your 

ordinary postage stamps. A lot of this the average collector will be familiar with, such as post office seals, Confederate States, 
various locals, telegraph stamps, souvenir cards, a mostly used collection of cut squares from 1853-1962, and a wide variety of 
revenues, from wine and playing cards to the ever-popular Duck stamps which includes a nearly complete collection of mixed 
mint & used up to 2016 with some on licenses and a few plate blocks. There’s also private die proprietary, consular service fee, 
motor vehicle use, boating, postal & war savings stamps, postal insurance booklets and much more which can be found in the Scott 
catalogue, as well as items that have not yet made the listings, like tobacco revenues, a binder of modern private carriers, such 
as IPSA and Rattlesnake Island, another binder of perfins, and numerous pages of state revenues. And then there’s items that will 
never make the Scott catalog, like a complete set of the “Passport to Your National Parks” stamp series from 1986-2021, a binder 
of TASCO (Tatham Stamp & Coin Co.) products along with the handbook, ephemera, like a photographic book of the NY World’s 
Fair from 1940 or a ticket to the closing ceremonies of the 1932 Olympic Games in Los Angeles, and hundreds of Cinderella labels, 
for example, satirical souvenir sheets from the Wilkinsburg Stamp Club, National Audubon Society Wildlife Conservation stamps, 
labels from America’s bicentennial, U.N. Gift stamps, NASA Local Post, philatelic show labels, and more. You’ll also finder a 
binder of mint & used PNCs as singles, as well as strips of 3 and 5, and another binder of precancels from the third bureau issue 
up to the modern era. A little bit of everything and more than enough to hold one’s interest for a very long time to come! generally 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 46 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Errors, Freaks & Oddities

United States Errors, Freaks & Oddities
2129   EFO Accumulation, 1930s-90s, with many large blocks, sheet and singles, containing many hundreds of stamps, with misperfs, 

imperfs, printing on gum, dry print, ink smears, overinking, etcetera, with 80++ singles (mostly misperfs, imperfs or interesting 
freaks) with the following better: #498c, 1363c pair, 1370b, 1504a, 1610a block of four, 2243b, large blocks: #805 strip with 
several imperf between, #805 overink block of 36, #805 splice sheet, #807 block with large ink smear, #807 overink and underink 
sheets, 6c misperf flag block of 23, 6c Liberty overink across 40+ stamps, 8c Christmas gutter snipe, #1509 miscut sheet, 13c 
Indian Head Penny misperf block of 80+, #1597 red underink block of 60+, #1800 block of 78 with multiple color shifts, 20c 
flag with partial black ink missing across several stamps, 22c flag misperf large block, 3c Paul Dudley White MD misperf block 
of 70+, 3c Paul Dudley White MD underink block of 29, 10c Richard Russell block of 11 with perf shifts, 14c Sinclair Lewis 
14 pairs vertically imperf, 25c overink flag block of 40+, #2280 sheet black ink smear, 52c love red ink smear across 17 stamps, 
#2399 block of 30 with color shifts, #C25 overink sheet, #C78b sheet and sheets: #1060 four sheets with vertically shifted 
perforations, #1455 selvage foldover to capture adjoining selvage, #1479 selvage foldover to capture adjoining selvage, recalled 
Legends of the West and #C34 corner foldover to make crazy perfs. Good variety with plenty of potential when broken down, 
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)` 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Accumulations

United States Accumulations
2130   Accumulation of Thousands of Classic Stamps, spanning the 1850’s to the Liberty series, both mint and used including many 

better used 19th Century, plus a bonus group of about $750 face value in $1 and up issues mostly in plate blocks (plus another 
approximately $350 mostly in 5c-22c commemorative issues), also includes one binder of modern high face value used stamps 
(not catalogued), everything is on dealer stockpages in 49 counter books (33 of which are classics, 15 are face value stamps and 1 
is modern high face value used) virtually all of which have an adding machine tape taped inside the front cover, 19th Century in 
very mixed condition, Fine to Very Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value approximately $165,000 (excluding face value 
stamps and some of the obvious fakes and improperly identified); this grouping has been off the market for nearly 20 years; see 9 
books (cat $138,000) online. Shipping charges apply - weight 63.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Accumulations
2131   Accumulation Goldmine, 1850s-1990s, in albums or stock books, a couple dealer counter books and some duck year sets with 

highlights consisting of: a dealer counter book filled with essays and proofs, with six official department sets, including an Interior 
envelope and State Department up to dollar values, several high denomination 1869 pictorials, 184-E5e 29 proofs of various 
shades, a few of the interesting Indian head or Liberty head essays, 3P4-4P4, a dealer counter book packed with 19th and early 20 
century with 30A, several mint lower denomination 1861 issues, 89 (3), 91 (2), 95, 98 (3), 100, 112 (2), 113 (8), 115 (2), 116 (4), 
117 (2), 118, 121, 155, several better banknote higher values which appear mint, 217 mint, 219D mint, 228 (2 mint), 260 mint, 
276, 277, 278, 282-82c mint, 287 mint, 289 mint, 296 mint, 309 mint, 634A mint, C1-6 mint, group of better special delivery 
with several early mint scattered about, an album of 1930’s issues with several souvenir sheets signed Farley with signed 
letter to Congressman Griffith from the Postmaster General delivering the requested souvenir sheets, stock book with 
various airmails including C7-11 plate blocks, C10a (13 panes, plus many covers), C20-22 plate blocks, album of 1920’s-30’s 
commemorative plate blocks with 611, 612, 617-19 blocks of four with plate numbers, various 2c reds, 718-19, 740-49, 756-
65, another album of plate blocks with 1938 presidentials to 30c, an album of used stamps, starting with banknotes including a 
couple higher denominations (15c and 24c), a Scott National album containing a partial Pan American mint set (missing 5c), an old 
time album of quadrille pages with better airmails with mint C1-6 with duplicates, a couple mint C10a panes, C10 plate block, C18 
(2 singles and block of four), C24 plate block and a couple larger blocks, several C46 plate blocks, three mint sheet files containing 
740-49 plate blocks of 36 and 740-43 sheets, 906 sheet, Army Navy sheets, multiple overrun countries sheets, C7-9 set of 
sheets and a few transport sheets up to 20c, a stockbook containing WS2 LH and a small group of major errors including 
#1610a NH block of four (cat $700) and a NH 834 left arrow block, two plate block albums from the 1930’s including one total 
set of 740-749, and Fleetwood year sets of state and federal duck stamps from 1987-93. When we say this is a goldmine, we mean 
that there is a lot of value here, but you are going to need to carefully go through everything to find it. We tried to give a great 
highlight reel above, but there are sections that were just too bulky to go through. Usual mixed centering and condition, o.g., some 
never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 133.8 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Accumulations
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2132   Substantial and Valuable Balance Accumulation, 1847-1930s, loose selection of better singles, mostly identified on individual 
lot cards or dealer counter cards for easy breakdown, adding up to substantial cumulative Scott value, consisting of used: 1, 30A, 
69 (2), 97, 98 (2), 101, 115 (2), 116-18, 119 with PSE cert, 121 (2), 153, 166 (2), 217, 218 (2), mint: 36B, 149, 189, 215, 228 (2), 
229, 230-38, 230 plate number strip of four, 274, 280-82, 284, 285-90, 285 block of four, 286 (4 plate number pairs), 287, 288 (2), 
290 (2), 294-95 blocks of four, 294-98, 294-99 (3 sets), 301c, 308, 309, 323-25, 328-29, 343-44 plate blocks, 367 plate block, 373 
plate block, 399, 405-6 plate blocks, 480, 630, 648 plate block, 834 plate block, C1-6, C4-6 (3), C18 block of four, E3 (2), K9, 
O18, O22-23, O26-28, O37-38, O57, O50-56, O59, O75, O81, O90-92 and Q7. Condition and centering vary, generally Fine to 
Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Accumulations
2133   A High End Used Accumulation, 1851-1935.  A collectors accumulation of better used U.S.A. with several hundred all neatly 

mounted in a lighthouse stockbook. Starts with the issue of 1851 and into the 1857 issue followed by 1867 including Scott 67(2), 
and more. The 1869 issue is here including 121 & 122, and the 1893 Columbian issue include multiple 50¢ values plus a $3.00 and 
$4.00, high dollar values from 1894 and 1895 are noted, Trans-Mississippi includes 50&cent (3) and a $2.00, Franklin-Washington 
include dollar values as well. There are (3) sets of C1-C6 and a complete Zeppelin C13-C15 set. Well worth viewing. Great resale 
value, mostly Fine to Very Fine with few faults. (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Accumulations
2134   Old-Time Sheet Stock, 1928-1936.  Many gem examples possible in this hoard of older sheets; about 170 sheets in total, mostly 

complete but with considerable perforation separation and variable edge condition observed; issues represented include 651, 703, 
C11, C23 and CE2; Scott catalog value exceeds $13,000, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  Shipping charges apply - 
weight 4.8 lbs. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000. (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Accumulations
2135   Accumulation of Earlier Issues, 1850s-1930s, all grouped together on stock cards and stock pages, several of the cards are 

European cards, so there may be a chance to find some of the shades or varieties that Europeans are unfamiliar with. Highlights 
include, used: 14, 15, 16, 36 (2), 36B (2), 63 (3), 68 (3), 69 (2), 70 (3), 71, 73 (7), 76 (3), 77, 78 (2), 86, 90, 113, 115, 116, 118, 119 
(4), 138, 149 (4), 152 (3), 153 (2), 154 (2), 160, 165 (2), 191, 217 (2), 218 (2), 238 (3), 239, 276, 312, O24 (3), Confederate States 
4 and mint: 133, 230, 233, 238, 274, 344-47 pairs, 399 (2), 400 (2), C1, J36, O3 (2), O64, O90 (2) and a page approximately two 
thirds full of unidentified Washington / Franklins, with (a few quick highlights): 336 (2), 340, 380, 418 and 420; occasional small 
faults, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Accumulations
2136   No Dust Here Accumulation, 1850s-1940s, which was either an accumulation which was being accumulated to build up a 

collection, as evidenced by some partially filled stamp album pages that seem to be in the process of being filled with early 
banknotes, mixed mint and used Kans. Nebr. set and group of earlier used ducks, or an accumulation of duplicates as evidenced 
by box of dealer counter cards and book of counter tear sheets. Either way, there are a lot of pockets of value here. Inside you will 
find sections of mostly first issue revenue’s roughly sorted by denomination with a nice possibility of finding something good, a 
group of early unidentified officials mint and used inside unused mounts, group of Hawaii with mint 34, 2c Hawaii banknote with 
negative HI cancel, 6c Hawaii banknote with H cancel, several large stock cards filled with various locals, stockpage of ducks from 
RW1//RW38 many of which appear to be without gum, but add up to decent Scott value. Some highlights we found as we were 
browsing include used: 7, 9 (2), 15, 23, 37 (3), 70, 71, 76 (2), 92, 112 (5), 113 (6), 115 (2), 116 (3), 117 (2), 120, 149, 160 (2), 166, 
208, 214 (2), 229, 238 (2), 276, 311, RW3-4 and mint: 232 (2), 306-7, 329 (7), 397-400, 398 (6), 550 (2), 572, 591, 616 (3), 619 
(5), 832-34, C2, E6, J41, PR3 and PR5. In addition there are some areas we just can’t touch upon because this accumulation is still 
a little messy. Condition and centering are mixed, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Accumulations
2137   Accumulation of Early 20th Century Multiples, 1890-1936, in individual glassines and sorted in Scott number order into two 

large stock books, consisting of 281 plate number strip of 3, 669-79 (3 sets),blocks of four: 219D, 230, 232, 308, 328-29, 371, 373, 
402, 516, 537, 566, 567, 620-21 (3 sets of blocks), 622 (2 blocks), 623, 647-48, 648, 658-68, 698-701, 704-15 (3 sets of blocks), 
C18 (2 blocks), plate blocks: 704-15, C7-9, C10-12, C16-17 and C24, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, most stamps appear 
sound and fresh generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Accumulations
2138   Accumulation of Better Singles, 1869-1960s, all very well centered and very fresh, each stamp hand-picked from among the best 

stamps available on the market at the time, consisting of the following better items, consisting of: 113 with PF certificate, 159, 222, 
295, 299, 314 pair, 319, 319f, 344-45 pair, 347 pair, 357, 367, 370, 372, 383-84 pairs, 390 pair, 398, 399, 401, 405, 406 (2), 408 
pair, 424-28, 435, 441 line pair, 442 pair, 455 pair, 462-63, 481 pair, 486 line pair, 487-90 pairs, 496-97 pairs, 499c pair with blind 
perfs between, 525/525a (3 shades), 527, 528 (2), 528B, 530, 530a, 536, 537, 575-77 pairs, 581, 597-99 line pairs, 600-606 line 
pairs, 610, 612, 614-15, 617-19, 620-21, 622 (2), 623, 627-29, 631 pair, 632-34, 635-42, 643-46, 648, 649-50, 651, 653-55, 657, 
680-85, 686-87 line pairs, 688-690, 702-3, 721 line pairs, 723 line pairs, 1519a line pair, C1-C3, C7-12, C16-32, E8, E11 (2), E12a 
and E13 (2), o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, overall Very Fine to Extremely Fine centered. Shipping charges apply - weight 
0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Accumulations
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2139   Accumulation of Better Quality Singles, 1857-1926, on small black approval cards which were accumulated one at a time, mostly 
in the early 1980’s, before grading took over the premium well centered aspect of the hobby, so these stamps are exceptionally well 
centered, many with choice color and/or choice cancels, many of which were purchased at auction or from Richard Champagne 
and other dealers of higher quality singles. Stamps consist of: 24, 25, 63 (3), 65, 68 (2), 69, 70 (2), 73, 88, 93, 94 (2), 114, 135, 136, 
145, 146, 147 (2), 148, 149, 150, 153, 156 (2), 157, 158 (2), 159 (2), 160, 161, 163, 165, 178, 179, 182, 183 (2), 184 (2), 185, 186, 
187-88, 190, 205, 205a, 206, 207, 208, 209 (4), 211, 212, 213, 216, 217, 218, 634A, E3, E5, E8b and Q2. Overall quality appears 
quite high, generally Very Fine to Extremely Fine and better centering. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Accumulations
2140   Better Balance Lot, 1857-1980, nice material mixed in the common make this a deceptive lot; Fleetwood 1989 State Ducks (all 

44 of them) nicely bound with descriptions of the stamps and the artist who created them; Heritage album with mint in black 
mounts 1930-1935, 1943-1965, plus pages of nicely centered mint on Heritage pages 1925-1943; White Ace pages with mint in 
black mounts 1930-1933; Legends of the West error sheet; booklet panes on White Ace pages including 552, 554, 634, 720, 804, 
806, 807, 1035, 1036, C10, C25, and several more; Minkus pages with Airmail plate blocks C7, C8, C16, C17, C21, C31, and C46; 
National Parks plate blocks and some PB from the Special Printings; Scott #1856 (Sinclair Lewis) error sheet with imperf row; 
several mint sheet files with about $100 in Face; much more to explore, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
2141   Accumulation of Duplicates and Earlier First Day Covers, 1860s-1980s, several dealer counter books of various better items, 

with mint: 211, 212, 494 (27 no gum pairs), 533, E11, E12, E13 (2), J4, J57, K3, O15, O91, PR61, PR62, RW1 unsigned on 
license, RW9 and used: 68-69, 70, 71, 77, 92, 96, 98, 113, 118, 135, 162, 165, 190 (2), 228-29, 238, 239, 344 with control perfin, 
E1 (2), Q11 (2), Q12 (2), R86c and R147, a stock book full of mint and used issues in quantity from 1880’s to 1945, several boxes 
of covers with CAM 2 Lindberg Flies Again, Scott #24 strip of 3, first day covers: early 2c reds and 3c purples earlier covers 
with various cachets, several complete Army Navy sets with different cachets, partial Presidential to $1 in various quantities, 855 
(6 covers with four different cachets), a mostly complete Famous American set, several Crosby overrun countries, C21 (2 with 
different cachets), C22 (2 with different cachets) and C24. Covers seem to be in pretty good condition and are generally F-VF, 
stamps vary a little more as some of the earlier stamps have the typical faults you see from stamps of this era, generally Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 38.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
2142   Large Collection Balance/Face Value Accumulation, 1850s-1998, in two large boxes, with two strong sections of value. The first 

being the face value postage filling five Scott hingeless albums up to 1997 along with 1938 Presidential and Liberty complete sets, 
plus a bunch of face value postage scattered about in envelopes sorted by denomination, loose in glassines and in full mint panes 
floating unorganized in various boxes. The second concentration of value section is in the Scott specialty album for possessions, 
there are some great sections of Canal Zone with good Canal Zone overprints, including J1-4, decent Spanish American war 
overprints of Cuba, Guam, Philippines and Porto Rico, decent Hawaii banknotes, provisionals, a few officials, a few revenues, 
etcetera, Philippines decent selection of portraits issues, a couple pages of Puerto Rico revenue stamps and ending with a couple 
pages of U.S. locals. The final section is miscellaneous balance items, a U.N. collection in a nice Lighthouse hingeless album up to 
early 1980’s along with several small boxes full of various odds and ends. Of course, centering and condition vary, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 76.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
2143   Large Accumulation of USPS Postal Products, early 1990s to approximately 2010, filling 12 large banker boxes (as we 

received them), full of various postal retail products such as year sets, postal card sets, commemorative panels, duck stamps, 
etcetera, plus 25 albums of uncacheted and unaddressed first day covers issued by the post office, at a low estimate that adds up to 
less than $100 a bankers box, it is really hard to go wrong with so much money originally spent with the post office over a couple 
decades, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 281 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
2144   Balance Lot with Nice Surprises, 1862-1990s, Sometimes you just have to keep digging. With balance lots like this, you’re never 

quite sure what you will uncover next. There are two remainder collections in albums, Revenues on pages, a Legends of the West 
uncut press sheet, Oregon state hunting permit stamps, precancels, duplicates in glassines, and a whole lot of coils, including PNCs 
both as mint strips of five and used singles. But the real deal clincher are the Washington-Franklins. A mint, lightly-hinged line 
pair of #444 and over 60 perf 10 horizontally of the 2¢ Washington coil in pairs. One pack is marked single-line watermark, the 
other unmarked and appearing to comprise both flat plate & rotary press examples. Regardless with or without watermark, all have 
guide line and are never hinged with tremendous catalogue value. Personal inspection is an absolute must but well worth the time 
and effort, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
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2145   Collection of Collections, 1860s-1980s, in a total of 18 albums or stock books, with a fair amount of postage from the 1950’s to 
the 1980’s, a couple albums of used stamps, two albums and a stock book of duplicates of Bureau Precancels, a couple albums 
with some interesting back of the book, with a scattering of first issue revenues, some revenue stamped bank checks and documents 
and some revenue stamped paper, an album of small souvenir cards from the 1980’s, three albums of plate blocks from the 1938 
to 1979, as we brouse, we noted the following better items - mint: 834, C18, mint plate blocks: 803-825, 1030-1053, C25-C31, 
used: 68, 73, 76-78, 153, 397-404 and C1-C6, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 87.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
2146   Estate Balance Lot with Much Face, 1851-1997, A few remainder collections in albums, a stockbook of revenues, hundreds of 

used plate blocks, a binder of souvenir pages, enormous amount of mint coils including PNCs, test coils, and modern precancels 
in line pairs and strips of various lengths; also many mint plate blocks and complete booklets; overall, a very large amount of face, 
probably around $1,000 or more, overall Fine to Very Fine, on-site inspection an absolute must. Shipping charges apply - weight 
42 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
2147   Accumulation of Singles, Blocks, Plate Blocks and Sheets 1860s-1940s, fourteen stockbooks and one mint sheet album filled 

with stamps several decades ago, with a brief examination, we found some pretty nice items, with some nice sections of blocks 
and plate blocks, some classic mint sheets and some occasional nice singles, notable items we encountered consist of mint: 756-
65 plate blocks, C4 block of four with plate number, C7-8 plate blocks, C19 (3 plate blocks), RW25 NH, RW25 NH corner block 
of four with plate number, several stock pages of 3c purple plates, 855 plate block, 859-93 plate blocks (only missing 5c Frances 
Willard), some mint sheets from late 2c reds to Overrun countries, including: 703 (3), 739, 774, 775, 776, 784, 801, 836, 838, 852, 
854, 855, 857, 858, 859-62, 864-65, 874-77, 879-81, 884-86, 889-891, used: 276 and a stock book of all sorts of back of the book 
issues, with officials, revenues, wine, some private die proprietary, duck stamps, a page of playing cards stamps, state tax stamps, 
a few California fishing stamps. Of course centering and condition will both be mixed, but we are sure there are probably some 
additional nice surprises to be found here, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 29.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Dealers Stock

United States Dealers Stock
2148   Extensive Stock of Coil Line Pairs, 1908-60s, #348//1298 in glassine envelopes, neatly annotated with Scott numbers and 

quantities, starts with the scarce flat plate issues, these need further examination as some are not genuine, that aside, extensive 
near six-figure value in rotary coils, noted are 75 sets plus additional Prexies, with many single items that could stand alone, with 
extensive value throughout especially for online sellers; mostly never hinged; full inventory online, be coiled and ready to strike 
on this one, from Very Good to Fine to Very Fine, unchecked for grading quality which spot checking showed promising on later 
issues. Scott $180,000+. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States Dealers Stock
2149   Old-Timers Used Stock, 1880s to 1920s (Scott 211//E3).  High quality group neatly arranged in old glassines in shoe box, 

quantities to many hundreds of each, replete with numerous sound and Very Fine or better stamps hand picked by a long deceased 
Old Time collector, one can mine some extremely-fine gems from this holding, some that would be worthy of grading, assembled 
many decades ago and waiting to see the light of day, viewing carefully will be rewarding, Fine to Very Fine with many better. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. Scott $70,000+ Estimate $5,000 - 7,500. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Dealers Stock
2150   1893-98, Selection of Dollar-Value Columbians and Trans-Mississippis (Scott 241//293), comprising #241 (3 singles plus 

block of 4, latter with a few separated perforations and regummed), #242 (4, 1 with part imprint), #243, #244 (4) and #245 (5), plus 
#292 (5) and #293 (2); generally fresh with strong colors, centering varies from Fine to Fine-Very Fine, all imaged online, with 
1978 P.F. certificate for #241 block of four, and 1986 P.F. certificate for a #241 single. Scott $43,900. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Dealers Stock
2151   Dealer’s Stock of Unused Stamps, 1857-2009, many hundreds neatly arranged in seven counter books, values range from around 

$20 up to several hundred each (some recent less expensive included), nice assortment with quantities to about a dozen each at 
most, largely attractive and salable singles but with some blocks and plate blocks present, about 1/4 of the value is in a nice selection 
of Back-of-the-Book material, from the Columbians on there is a substantial amount of never hinged, a few used singles snuck in, 
a couple with certificates included, nothing tremendously rare but lots of attractive and useful mid-range material included, usual 
range of condition but with many quite nice items, everything appears to be correctly identified and reasonably priced, a couple of 
questionable coils present, little work and lots of return on this one; a few usual flaws to be expected mostly on earlier material, 
generally Fine to Very Fine or better. Scott $40,000+. (photo on web site)..................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Dealers Stock
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2152   Dealer’s Stock Accumulation, 1850s-1930s, all organized in dealer tear sheets, nice group with some better key items, such as 
dollar value Columbians as well as 1894/1895 Bureau high values, consisting of used: 15, 17 (2), 18, 20, 24 curl on shoulder, 29, 
30 (2), 33, 36 (2), 37, 38, 67, 69 (2), 71, 72 (4), 75 (2), 76, 77 (3), 78a/78b (3), 90 (2), 96 (2), 97 (2), 113, 118, 119, 120, 122 (2), 
153 (2), 166 (3), 191 (2), 218 (2), 242, 245, 261A (2), 262 (2), 278, E7 block of four and mint: 39, 165, 208, 218, 221, 232, 233, 
235, 236, 237, 238 (2), 239 (3), 240 (2), 241, 242, 254, 259, 270, 288 (2), 291 (2), 296, 297 (2), 298 (4), 299 (2), 326 (2), 399, 400, 
456 (2), 573 (2), 834, C6, E7, PR2, PR5, PR11, PR14, PR90 and PR91. Condition and centering are mixed, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Dealers Stock
2153   Extensive Dealer’s Stock of Better Used Stamps, 1867-1933, neatly arranged in five counter books, stamps run from #87-679, 

C1-C18, E1-E10, J4-J60, K3, O2-O122, Q8-Q12, JQ1-JQ5, U68 and U70 cut squares and Confederates #2-13 used and unused, 
values range from about $25 to several hundred, also included is a binder of inexpensive Canal Zone used and unused, condition 
runs the gamut and includes many sound and attractive stamps, all appear reasonably priced and accurately identified and graded, 
some better cancels are included, this batch is ready for retail with little to no work involved; a few flaws are present as you would 
expect but largely sound, generally Fine to Very Fine and better. Scott $40,000. (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Dealers Stock
2154   Cache of Better Singles, 1850s-1930s, in a large group of oversize European style approval cards, filled with singles, each 

identified by Scott number, with several better items and occasional singles in quantity that appear to be freshly broken from sheets 
or large coils, with used: 36, 70, 71 (3), 77, 89, 89, 90 (2), 92, 95 (2), 96, 97, 98 (2), 113 (4), 115 (2), 116 (3), 118 (might be mint), 
119, 135 (2), 149, 151, 152, 153 (2), 163, 208, 214, 217, 228 (3), 229, 238, 239 (2), 240, 291 (2), 294-99, 311, 323-27, 439 (6), 
mint: 77S, 113, 115, 117, 166, 211, 219D, 221 (4), 224, 232 (11), 233, 235, 236, 237 (3), 238 (3), 240, 253 plate number strip of 3, 
280 (2), 285 (4), 286 (10), 290, 297 (4), 298 (2), 303 (2), 307, 308, 328 (9), 329 (45), 330, 336, 338, 339 (2), 380, 399, 400, 402, 
416 (2), 419, 426 (15), 455 (12 strips of 5, each with PSE certificate), 468, 556 (2 with PSE certificates), 591, 674 (4), 676 (4), 678 
block of four, C5, E3, E6, E7, F1, J3 (2), J15, J19, J22 (2), J23, J25, J66 (2), JQ3 (3), Q6, RW9, RW12, RW20, RW26 and more. 
Overall condition appears to be better than normal as these stamps seemed to have been picked for individual resale, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Dealers Stock
2155   Select Stock Counter Books Holding, 1847-1938, a wonderful opportunity to refresh your stock with better; two counter books 

fully identified and priced, ready to put out at your next show; nice mix of mint and used, starting with two used #1 followed by 
a nice array of (mostly used) 19th century, including a very well-centered #122 and 155 (3), plus early 20th century through the 
Prexies mostly mint, much never hinged and some with certificates graded XF 90 or XF-S 95; note a couple positionals including 
#573 never hinged centerline block, plate number and part-arrow singles, etc.; a few faults, but overall a gorgeous holding sure to 
please, Very Fine overall, fully imaged online. Scott $17,000+. (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Dealers Stock
2156   Belanger Valuable Classic Mint & Used Singles and Mint Plate Blocks Stock, intact stock with Hundreds of thousands of 

stamps neatly sorted in envelopes by Scott number, including definitives, commemoratives, back of book including Special 
Delivery, Revenues and few Possessions, strength in used with sporadic singles to 1870’s then hundreds of used bank note issues 
to 10c, Columbians to 30c including #238 (2), #239 (2 plus 1 unused), Trans-Mississippi issues include #287 og, #288 og, #291 
(2 used), #292 (2 used), #293 used with natural straight edge (these 12 stamps catalog $3,560), 1902-03 issues include #326 & 
327 (3 used each), massive numbers of mostly used Washington-Franklin issues to $5 including #524 (2 used), also many mint, 
1922 issues to #573 (high values used including #572 & #573 blocks of 4), #833 (approximately 50), #834 (approximately 100),all 
unchecked for fancy cancels, quality and centering, plate blocks including hundreds of Presidential issue plate blocks most 
sorted by plate number including #830 (27 NH), #831 (45 NH), #832c NH, #833 (disturbed gum), and #906 (4 plus 21 singles), 
the accumulation also includes #750 (5 NH), #751 (7 NH), #S6a complete booklet, Possessions include Canal Zone, few DWI, 15 
pieces of mint & used Hawaiian postal stationery, Hawaiian faulty cover with red “Honolulu U.S. Postage Paid Oct. 6” and 
“San Francisco Nov. 6 1857 12 Paid” circular datestamps, and so much more, overall fine-very fine, in 12 overstuffed 19 x 6 x 4 
inch long boxes, the lot contains unchecked varieties, cancels and the occasional gem to be graded, despite the mixed condition, we 
confidentlly expect that the wise viewer will be financially rewarded for diligently viewing this atypically valuable accumulation. 
ex-Lippman. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Dealers Stock
2157   Mint & Used Mostly Premium Material on Approval Cards, 1855-1980s, In three boxes, hundreds of “107” cards and stockcards 

of mostly older material; some terrific classics, strong Washington / Franklins both mint & used, large quantity of Kans. / Nebr. 
overprints, and powerful B-O-B including revenues and over 100 Duck stamps. Condition does vary, but overall Fine to Very Fine, 
some additional images online but would be best assessed in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Dealers Stock
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2158   Airmail, 1918-23, First and Second Issues complete (Scott C1-C6), comprising set of never hinged singles (#C2 gum crease) 
plus plate block of six #C1 (top stamps hinged, slight oxidation), top arrow block of four #C2 (never hinged), and plate block of 
12 #C3 with two plate numbers and double “TOP” (hinged in selvage only, position 7 light gum disturbance); a great chance to fill 
in lots of album spaces, Fine to Very Fine. Scott $3,825. (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States Dealers Stock
2159   Nice Group of Better Singles and Multiples, 1887-1960’s, roughly in order by Scott number on five large black stock pages, 

consisting of: 214, 230-37, 230 plate block of 4, 232 plate number and letter strip of 5, 233 block of four, 236 block of four, 238 
block of four, 285 block of six, 294-99, 328-30, E3, E5, E6, E8, E11-12, F1, RW7, RW12-RW15 and RW30-RW32, o.g., some 
never hinged / some hinged, condition is somewhat mixed, but generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Dealers Stock
2160   Booklet & Coil Reserve Stock, 20th Century (Scott 840//BKC16), never hinged complete booklets neatly banded together, coils 

are presented in a stockbook, inventory as follows: #BKC9 booklet (25); BKC15 booklet (10); BKC16 booklet (60); C52 coil line 
strips (8); C52 coil strips (8); C61 coil line strips (8); C61 coil strips (8); C37 coil line strips (8); C37 coil strips (9); 840 coil line 
strips (8); 840 coil strips (9); 844 coil line strips (8); 844 coil strips (9); 846 coil line strips (8); useful selection which has been 
unchecked for better quality than one might grade, sitting dormant for decades, useful and conservatively estimated, generally Fine 
to Very Fine or better, some BKC15 are damaged (counted only 5). Scott $9,000+.(photo on web site) ....  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Face Value Lots

United States Face Value Lots
2161   Face Value Collection, mostly from 1920s-2014, starting with six volumes of plate blocks from 1938 to 1990’s, seven albums 

of Scott National starting with some early used 19th century and moving to some very high cumulative face value among the 
modern 2000’s issues with many full panes starting in the 1990’s until 2014 plus the various priority and express mail singles and 
occasional booklets, along with some premium we quickly noted in the first couple Scott National volumes, with 659-79, 1053, 
RW37-38, as well as a large red box full of loose unsorted more modern face value blocks and partial panes as well as a couple 
large envelopes full of forever panes, o.g., much never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 85 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Face Value Lots
2162   Gigantic Face Value Hoard, 1920s-2015, over 40 albums and stockbooks,14 mint sheet files, a couple accordion files, a small 

glassine box filled with booklets, and a medium size box full of USPS retail packs and small envelopes, all totaling many thousands 
of dollars in face value including $1 and up values, one of the accordion files contains stamps sorted by denomination (total face 
value over $2,100), sheets include 13c Capex (48; face $299.52), $2 Jenny souvenir sheets (22; face $264), 2002b/c (40; face 
$400), C16, and other premium, also includes many plate blocks including C12 and some classics, better plate number strips of 5 
from 1983-1990, some forever stamps sprinkled around, a few sheets have faults as always found in large accumulations such as 
this one, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine overall, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 218 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Face Value Lots
2163   Full Pane Face Value Accumulation, early 1990s-2010, quickly adding up to about $7,500 worth of face value postage which the 

vast majority is in sheets or sheetlets, with only a small minority in large blocks, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very 
Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Face Value Lots
2164   Face Value Collection, 1935-2017, large amount of face value postage, starting with early 3c purples to the forever stamps, but 

as we know with face value lots, most of the value will be concentrated in the last 20 years. This concentration is exaggerated 
as the collector upped his game and decided to buy modern sheets in quantity. It isn’t unusual to find two or three duplicates 
of certain sheets among the duplicates along with the sheet in the main collection. Collection is carefully mounted into 7 Scott 
National albums, plus duplicates are housed in 3 Lighthouse stockbooks with slipcases and over a dozen post office envelopes filled 
with modern mint sheets, duplicate collection contains the following premium items: 803-34, 1030-53, 2870 Recalled Legends, 
3138 Bugs Bunny imperforate, as a bonus, there is a small shoebox of flotsam and a sparsely filled Citation worldwide album, 
o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 100 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Face Value Lots
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2165   Face Value Group of Mint Plate Blocks and Singles, 1930s-2020, starting with 3¢ commemoratives to 2020 forever stamps and 
spread pretty evenly between everything in between, with singles, plate blocks, souvenir sheets and after the 1990s occasional 
full sheetlets, along with a few dollar, priority and express denominations, containing $3,226 worth of face value postage plus an 
additional 587 forever stamps, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
35 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Face Value Lots
2166   “First Time Ever I Saw Your Face” Value Lot, 1887-2007, Massive face value lot in multiple mint sheet folders, a stockbook 

and numerous shoeboxes of glassines. Not sure what the stuff in the shoeboxes total, but the mint sheets, mini-sheets, and hundreds 
of complete booklets is around $5,000. And there are stamps in here too you would not want to stick on an envelope, like mint 
#213, 294-95, 328, 507, C4, C18 and a plate block of C20. Overall, mostly higher denominations in the 30¢ range, with many 
even higher, such as plate blocks of the $9.95 & $14 express mail or an entire sheet of the $4.60 Air Force One, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 59.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
2167   Large Face Value Hoard of Full Mint Panes and Large Coil Strips, 1980s-2000, with full panes from 1989-2000 in two 

Scott specialty albums, plus a stock book of duplicates and partial sheets, containing the following premium items, 2870 recalled 
Legends of the West, 3068u imperforate pane, 3138 Bugs Bunny imperf pane, 3 sets of Space 2000 sheetlets, in addition, there are 
4 Lighthouse albums of plate number coils from the 1980’s to early 1990’s and a Safe stock book for the extremely long coil strips, 
with page after page of coils with different plate numbers as well as the different varieties (some Bureau precancels, occasional 
misperfs, color varieties, etcetera). There is plenty of face value to be calculated here, most of it in just the Scott albums of full 
panes, with so much uncounted which add’s considerable value, such as the premium items or the Bureau precancel coil strips, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 71 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Face Value Lots
2168   Large Blocks, Coil Strips and Coil Rolls Face Value Accumulation, early 1990s-2008, quickly adding up to $3,600 worth of 

face value postage, with much of the value in complete coil rolls, in addition there is a large amount which was uncounted, ie: bulk 
rate, officials, presort, etcetera which should add substantial value to the lot, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
2169   Large Face Value Accumulation 1920s-2009, in fifteen huge binders, plus seven file drawers and file boxes, plus ten mint sheet 

files, filled with singles, plate blocks, complete panes, glassines of scrap, etcetera, adding up to substantial face value postage. just 
the modern panes alone after the 1990’s make up a large percentage of that value, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 132 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
2170   Large Face Value Plate Block Collection, 1961-2020, carefully mounted into 10 volumes of clean homemade black albums 

with matching slipcases, some of these issues contain the plate blocks, a booklet with plate number and all of the little Scott 
listed varieties that are available, with so much specialization, it really adds to the thousands of dollars’ worth of face value of the 
collection, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine and sound. (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
2171   Seven-Volume Collection, 1893-2009, mounted onto Scott National pages in nice G & K three ring binders with slip cases, 

containing 231, 285-86, 294, 630, 692-701, Farleys, 1030-53, Recalled Legends of the West, Bugs Bunny missing die-cut, set 
of Space Sheets - World Expo 2000, C1, E11-13, Q9, RW6-7, RW12-13, RW15, RW22, RW24-25, RW28, RW32-33, RW35-76, 
RW65A-76A, plus a stock book with duplicates of full mint panes, mostly from 29¢-34¢ denominations with particularly heavy 
quantities of Looney Tunes missing die-cut and Forest panes. Although there are some very nice earlier singles, the bulk of the 
value of this collection comes from the many thousands of dollars worth of face value postage with denominations going up to the 
44¢ denomination, plus the various high denomination priority and express stamps. Early stamps are surprisingly fresh, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, Bring a calculator! Shipping charges apply - weight 44 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
2172   Mostly Face Value Lot, 1857-2013, The main attraction here is without a doubt the large amount of face, mostly in the form of 

modern mini-sheets & booklets. The total in face alone for denominations 20¢ and up came to over $2,200, and there’s plenty more 
blocks and full & partial sheets. In addition, a homemade album of mixed mint & used with some decent classics, complete Kansas/
Nebraska overprints and other better, as well as a box of FDCs, a lunchbox with bundleware, over a dozen U.S.P.S. annual mint sets 
including two from 1968 when they were first introduced, and more, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
22.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

United States Face Value Lots
2173   Face Value Accumulation of 1980s to early 1990s issues, starting with a mint sheet file album, containing over $2,500 worth of 

postage, plus there are many years sets from the 1980’s to early 1990’s and a stock book of scrap singles and booklets, plus as a bit 
of a bonus, there is a stock book of Cinderella’s and labels as well as two Minkus albums from the 1920’s to 1980’s containing the 
occasional slight premium item, o.g., mostly never hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
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2174   Face Value Group of Mint Plate Blocks, 1964-2017, starting with 5¢ denominations all the way up to forever denominations 
and spread pretty evenly between everything in between, along with sections of dollar value, priority and express denominations, 
containing $2,500+ worth of face value postage plus an additional 160 forever stamps, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
2175   Face Value Collection, 1987-2002, in Scott National album full of better singles and complete panes from 22c to 37c with the 

occasional dollar value priority and express denominations, total face value adds up to approximately $2,700, o.g., mostly never 
hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
2176   Face Beautifully Presented, 1945-2001, 11 Lindner hingeless albums of mint sets, singles, mini sheets, and coils; minimal 

duplication and several better items including 10 panes of the $2 Jenny souvenir sheet, 1601a (brown omitted), and the 
Legends of the West error sheet; Face $2,400, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 65.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
2177   Face Plus Remainder of Large Collection, 1939-2017, in four Scott Speciality albums and two stockbooks, contains a relatively 

complete run for period, loads of premium items included such as Legends error sheet, imperf Bugs sheet, loads of express mail 
and dollar value stamps, close to half the face value is high value and forever stamps including much better material, albums are 
in excellent condition as well, also mint and used duplicates from the main collection included with some better usable items 
including postal stationery, o.g., never hinged, much excellent postage and lots of pleasant suprises to be found, Very Fine and 
attractive, face value exceeds $2500.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States Face Value Lots
2178   Booklet Face Value Accumulation, early 1990s-2008, quickly adding up to $1,570 worth of face value postage, almost all of 

which appears to be self adhesives, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Face Value Lots
2179   Vintage Face Value Accumulation of Scrap and Sheets, 1940s-80s, with 10 mint sheet stock books and 12 stock books full 

of mint scrap postage, with occasional higher denomination values, including a 50¢ sheet of 100 and $1 sheet of 100, bring a 
calculator, just the mint sheets alone have considerable value, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 55 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Face Value Lots
2180   Face Value Group of Mint Sheets, 1930s-2014, starting with early low value Parks or 3¢ purples all the way up to the entertainers 

series of sheetlets and spread pretty evenly between everything in between, along with a few dollar and occasionally higher 
denominations, containing $1,800 worth of face value postage plus an additional 240 forever stamps, o.g., some never hinged / 
some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Face Value Lots
2181   Face Value Group of Mint Booklets, 1920s-2006, starting with early 1920s 2¢ rotary Bureau issue all the way up the the early 

forever Liberty Bell booklets and spread pretty evenly between everything in between, containing $1800 worth of face value 
postage plus an additional 40 forever stamps, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

US & Possessions

United States US & Possessions
2182   U.S. & Possessions, Mint & Used Stock with Around 700 Covers, 1881-2012, In a total of 19 binders, many thousands of 

stamps, a lot of it mint carrying a large face count; for the most part, very neatly arranged on stockpages and organized into 
separate binders according to definitives, commemoratives and B-O-B; additional binders further broken down by issue, such as 
the National Parks, Famous Americans, or Overrun Countries, each with mint stock and numerous covers, mostly FDCs. There 
are over 160 alone for the Famous Americans, and other intriguing items, such as postally used covers of the Legends of the West 
recalled sheet including the Bill Pickett stamp, and official souvenir postal cards from the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893. 
There’s also a binder of around 160 souvenir pages from 1972-2012 with mostly better examples, like #SP300, SP303, SP305-06, 
SP552a, SP674a, SP1215 and the rarest of the rare, the Family Planning stamp of 1972 (SP308). Also as part of this lot is a small 
collection of possessions, which include Canal Zone, Puerto Rico (also under Spanish Dominion), Ryukyus, Marshall Islands, 
Micronesia and Palau, overall Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection recommended but a portion of this lot is viewable online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 71.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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CONFEDERATE STATES

Confederate States 
2183   Confederacy, Interesting and Unusual Group with Large Multiples, 1861-1864, exceptional lot containing seldom seen items 

of the Confederate States, of particular interest are the blocks and sheets present, highlights include complete panes of 100 of #6 
and #13 with original invoices from 25 years ago, also includes bottom block of forty of #11 with two plate blocks across two 
panes with gutter in between, also includes an interesting array of mint and used singles and numerous difficult blocks of four 
and larger, condition is much better then usual for these with many never hinged items, impossible to replicate holding that will 
please and delight the most advanced collector or dealer, huge potential break up value; few insignificant flaws for a lot of this 
size and scarcity, Very Fine to Extremely Fine and rare, estimated catalogue value over $13,000.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Confederate States 
2184   Small Dealer’s Lot, An old stockbook of about 150 stamps (a large percentage of them various mint blocks of #11; better numbers 

include—nearly all off-quality (though several appear F-VF): #1 (9), 2 (5), 3, 4 (10 (including 2 pairs), 5 (5), etc., but also includes 
some F-VF material such as (all mint) #8, an LH/NH block of 4, #11, a block of 10, 3 gutter blocks of eight (4x2), and an Archer & 
Daly plate No. 1 block of 12 with “& Daly” removed (toning), and #12, a Keatinge & Ball plate No. 3 strip of 10; also a F-VF used 
pair of 62X4; A high catalog lot with some useful material scattered throughout., ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS

United States Possessions 
2185   U.S. Possessions Collection, 1880-1960’s, collection mounted into Scott Specialty album and pages, with all sorts of loose 

stockcards, glassines and approval pages crammed between the pages, with many highlights that include (mint unless noted 
otherwise), Canal Zone: 4-8, 27-30, 38-41, 49-51, 70-80, 84-95, 91c, 97-104, 120-35, C1-3, C15-20, CO1-7, J1-2, J5-6, J12-13, 
U5 entire, U6 (2 entires), U7 (2 entires), U8 (3 entires), U9 (5 entires), UC1 entire, UC2 entire, UX2 (2 entires), UX4 entire, UX6 
(2 entires), UX8 entire, Guam: 4, 7, 10 (2), 11, E1, E1SE with Weiss cert, M1 pair on first day cover tied by Piti Apr. 8, 1930 
cancellation, PF certificate, M2-3, Hawaii: 20 type 7 position 7, 24, 25, 30-34, 46, 47, 49, 52C, 63, 65, 72, 73, O4, O6, R15-16, 
Philippines: 212 (3), 213-17, 218-19, 220-22, 226-39 (50c and $1 are used), 223A, J1-3 used, J4-7, Ryukyu Islands: regular 
numbers mostly complete including 14-15 and C1-3, some mixed condition generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Possessions 
2186   U.S. Possessions: Hawaii, Cuba, Philippines and Canal Zone.  A collection of various covers and stamps all housed in a 

stockbook, Hawaii contains a mix of stamps, postcards mint & used plus envelopes followed by stamps of Cuba, Puerto Rico, 
Guam, Philippines and The Canal Zone, plus additional covers. An interesting mix, mainly Fine to Very Fine, a few faults. Good 
resale value. (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States Possessions 
2187   U.S. Possessions, Mostly Mint Collections of Canal Zone, Puerto Rico & Ryukyus, 1873-1978, On Scott Specialty pages with 

the majority in mounts. Begins with Canal Zone (1904-78) and a very good selection of overprints on Panamanian stamps; many 
other better items too, like mint #7-8, 70-77, 85-93, 120-35, C12 (plate block of six), J12, and used J1-3, J13-14. Also, a number 
of covers and postal stationery entires. Puerto Rico (1873-1900) features excellent representation under Spanish Dominion, and 
other better, such as mint 210-14 and used J1-3. Lastly, Ryukyu Islands (1948-72), which from the looks of it, appears complete, 
overall Fine to Very Fine, collection viewable online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Canal Zone

United States Possessions Canal Zone
2188   1934, 3¢ Goethals, Post Office package of booklets (Scott 117a), six banded packets of ten booklets (each booklet with two 

panes of six and interleaving), all in the original Post Office Department packaging with official notice to the receiving postmaster 
affixed; our quick look shows all stamps free of the interleaving, at least one booklet with back cover miscut splitting text across 
covers (last line appears at top); cardboard box with slight damage but a rare survivor, Very Fine, an interesting collateral item (and 
loads of catalogue value) for the Canal Zone enthusiast. Scott $7,200. (photo on web site)........................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Cuba

United States Possessions Cuba
2189   Cuba, Spanish American War Overprint Collection, 1899 (Scott 221-226, E1, J1-J4), neatly organized by issue in clean bound 

stockbook, containing 1¢: (#221) 11 plate number strips of 3, 2 plate number singles, block of four, used plate number strip of three 
with souvenir of the peace jubilee, Washington D.C. May 23-25, 189_, 2¢: (#222/222A) 9 plate number strips of 3, plate number pair, 
plate number single, plate block of 50, 2½¢: (#223/223A), 27 plate number strips of 3, block of six with plate number, plate block 
of 8, 3 plate number pairs, 5 plate number singles, 3¢: (#224) plate number strip of 3 and plate block of six, 5¢: (#225) four plate 
number strips of three, block of sixteen, 8 mint singles, 10¢: (#226) plate number strip of 3 and plate block of six, E1 (2 mint), J1, 
J2 (2), J3 single and block of four, J4 single and block of four and 222ASE-225SE, condition varies, o.g., some never hinged / some 
hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Hawaii

United States Possessions Hawaii
2190   Hawaii, Mostly Unused, Island of Pleasure Collection, 1857-1899 (Scott 8//R8), a splendid collection sparse on the earlies but 

later issues replete with Stationery and Revenues, noting as mounted: unused #8; 9 (used); 10; 11R; 19 position 8; 22-25 each 
with HPS certificate; 29; 30-7; 40; 42-4; 45-7; 49; 51-52C; 53-64; 65-73; 74-80; 81 goose flaw; 82; O1-6; plus ten specimen/
reprints; nice selection of revenuesincluding one on document; Kahululi railroad, vaieties include: 65b; 66b; 72b; envelopes: U1-5 
cut squares; U3-6; 10-13; UE1 entires; UX1-2; UX2a; UX4-7; 8a; 9a; UY1-3, includes a nice selection of duplicates in glassines 
which will only add to the value, quality well above average for this always-in-demand area; great cornerstone to build upon or to 
disseminate, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Possessions Hawaii
2191   Hawaii, Tempting Mint & Used Material, 1853-99, In one counterbook, a lot of premium material among which you will find 

used #6 (with cert), 73, and mint 10 (pair), 11, 19 (with cert), 33-34, 41, 44, 46-47, 49, 51, 52C, 64, 65, 72, O1-6. Other items 
not often seen include unused cut squares U1-5 and two denominations of the parcel stamps for the Kahului Railroad Company. 
Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, lot viewable in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ryukyu Islands

United States Possessions Ryukyu Islands
2192   Ryukyu Islands Highly Specialized Collection 1948-1972, in eight albums and a stock book filled with many items which you 

very rarely encounter, we provide Scott numbers where these items are listed or descriptions of those highly specialized items that 
Scott does not dare to venture into. Primary album contains the normal issues and appears mostly complete for the normal issues 
and occasional delves into the more specialized areas with occasional pages filled with perf or paper varieties of certain issues, a 
few better items consist of 14-15, 16-16B, 18, C1-3, C14-18 short, medium and long slash sets, revenue stamp 4c Iriomote Park 
for Ryukyu Islands Emergency Conversion Confirmation Certificate, single, pair and single used on document, from this point 
on, the albums become highly specialized, with an album for various perforation varieties of 1958 dollar currency conversion 
provisionals and a stock book of various 1958 dollar currency conversion provisionals roughly sorted into glassines along with 
various perforations of Scott 90, an album containing specialized back of the book, with revenues: R1-8, R9-12, R24 used, R27-
28 used, R18 on electric bill, RQ2, RQ4, RQ5-8, two cigarette tax stamps on cigarette wrappers, proofs: 15P5, C4P5, C5P5, two 
albums of postal stationary, with letter sheets and postal cards in various paper stock, printing runs, plate varieties and first day 
cancels, with: U1, U2 six different numeral 1 varieties, UX4 four cards of various types, 15s cherry blossoms postal card with 
surcharge, 1951 50s on 50s surcharge postal card, UX5-8 unused, UX9 first day cancel, UX9 second printing with 50s stamp 
56.1.1 New Year cancel, UY3 nine paid reply cards with paper stock and phosphorescent varieties, UY5 and an album of 130+ 
artist signed covers, postal cards or small card franked with the stamp tied by the owners chop, Fine to Very Fine overall. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 39.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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UniteD StateS

US & Foreign 
2193   Collection with Extras, 1847-1960, mounted in All American album with significant additional stamps on cards and pages, 

used classics begin with #1-2, 1851’s with duplicates, extensive 1861 with many duplicates including high values, nice group 
of grills also with extras, 1869 complete except 118 with duplicates, Nationals to 30¢ with extras, nice 1873, complete 1879, 
extensive later banknotes, Columbians complete used except unused $3, second bureaus with unused 276, two used 276A and 
used 278, Trans-Mississippi, Pan-American, Lousiana and both Panama-Pacific complete used, 1902 regulars with unused $2 
and $5, extensive Washington-Franklins including multiple high values and some questionable coils, White Plains sheet, airmails 
including used C1-C6, unused C13-C15 and C18, mostly used early postage dues and special delivery, used set of parcel post and 
dues, unused Shanghai except $2, loose pages include a good group of Kansas-Nebraska with singles and blocks, officials, some 
card proofs, used Shanghais, Hunting Permits complete to 1961 mixed used and unused except RW2, finally some important items 
on stock cards including attractive unused set of Trans-Mississippi, a couple of used #1’s, unused $1 and $3 Columbians, Zeppelins 
#C14-C15, 1861 Specimens #63S//78S, 505 pair in block of 12, 551-573 set, and a couple of United Nations #38 souvenir sheets 
and a first day cover, extensive accumulation, includes much interesting and useful material, used includes better stamps and 
cancels, worthwhile unused items, high catalog value; usual flaws present, generally Fine to Very Fine with substantial better. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

US & Foreign 
2194   Federal, State and Worldwide Duck Prints Collection, 1979-2005, remarkable holding of fantastic limited edition duck prints 

and stamps made from them, includes 91 items as follows: Federal stamps 1981-92, National Fish and Wildlife 1987-90, Alabama 
1979, Alaska 1985, Arizona 1987, Arkansas 1981, Colorado 1990, Connecticut 1993, Delaware 1980, Georgia 1985, Idaho 1987, 
Kansas 1987, Kentucky 1985, Louisiana 1989, Maine 1984, Minnesota 1977(2), Missouri 1979, Montana 1986, Nebraska 1991, 
Nevada 1979, New Hampshire 1983, New Jersey 1986-2005, New Mexico 1991, New York 1985, North Carolina 1983, North 
Dakota 1982, Ohio 1982, Oklahoma 1980, Pennsylvania 1983, Rhode Island 1989, South Carolina 1981, Tennessee 1979, Texas 
1981, Utah 1986, Vermont 1986, Virginia 1988, two Washington 1986, West Virginia 1987, Wisconsin 1978, Wyoming 1985, 
Australia 1989, Canada 1985-91, Costa Rica 1992, Iceland 1991, Mexico 1994, New Zealand 1994, Russia 1992, USSR 1989, two 
different United Kingdom 1991 and Venezuela 1993, each print comes with one or more of the stamps they were used for, many 
signed by artist, or two different types, virtually all are in original folders, the prints and stamps are in outstanding condition, a 
significant collection to build upon or break down for huge retail value; some of the folder only have corner dings, Very Fine and 
attractive.  Shipping charges apply - weight 24 lbs. Scott $36,619 owner’s value. (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

US & Foreign 
2195   U.S. and Foreign, Collections and Covers and Stock, Oh My! in 15 albums or binders, six glassine or shoe boxes, plus three 

moving boxes (as received by us) of additional covers, stationery and stamps, a smorgasbord that online or bourse dealers will 
find a tasty treat; albums with Germany, Hungary, Australia and New Zealand collections, collections by continent or region, plus 
five US albums (one a pristine Specialty, with hinged used, ready for your mint and mounts), along with one old-time worldwide 
collection on blank pages with nice Asia including better Japan #152-154 no gum, mix of mint and used #178-187, and #C3-C7 
no gum or hinged; US albums mostly from the 1930s on, though one stretches back to the Columbians and the old-time album 
runs 1857 to 1930s with Back-of-the-Book; mint US stationery, mint and used stock by Scott in glassines, and much, much 
more; some affected by damp, with condition varying as nearly always, but plenty of salable material with a wealth of cancels 
interest, generally Fine to Very Fine, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 125 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

US & Foreign 
2196   Mostly U.S. Massive Cover Hoard, 1850’s-1990’s, very messy lot with a strong emphasis on Navy, as this collector was a 20 

veteran of the Navy who enjoyed nothing more than spending his paycheck every Friday to get a weekly delivery from various 
auction houses. He loved nothing more than to sort through his treasures for the rest of the weekend. He had a strong interest in 
Naval covers, APO’s, YMCA soldier’s letters, etcetera as well as First Day covers, U.S. postal stationary, occasional worldwide 
covers and Massachusetts postal history. When the collection arrived here, before repacking, there were around 30 large boxes full 
of covers, plus some long cover boxes. We expect that to change slightly with repacking, but that should give you a good idea of the 
scope you will be looking at. There is some good news and bad news. The good news is, this lot has been untouched for at least two 
decades. The bad news is, unfortunately, sometime in the 1990’s, some of the covers were stored in various bedrooms and crawl 
spaces around the house, but some of the boxes were stored in the basement or barn, so some were damaged beyond salvageability 
from rodents and weather, so we took what we could and trashed the unsaleable items. Expect to encounter some dust with a bit 
of mold from being forgotten about as this gentleman’s health declined over his last couple decades. This lot will require some 
careful sorting to milk it for its full value. When we were sorting through the stamp section, there were $50 and $100 items mixed 
with piles of junk and we expect to see exactly the same thing here. Usually when we offer these lots, we find collectors will sort 
through the junk and dump 95% of the material into another auction or donate it to a children’s group and find the remaining 5% 
pays off well for the cost of the lot plus the time it took to properly sort through it. Condition will vary as some boxes are musky, but 
much of the material is still in collectable condition and ready to be sorted for breakdown, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 400 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

US & Foreign 
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2197   U.S., Canada, Scandinavia and Worldwide Face Value Accumulation, 1970’s-1990’s, very large accumulation of face value 
from various countries. The strongest two are U.S. and Canada with post office year sets as well as stock pages and glassines of 
loose stamps starting around the early 1970’s and continuing on until the mid to late 1990’s followed by the Scandinavia section 
and finally various other countries that found their way into the lot. This lot will require a moderate amount of stamp sorting into 
their individual countries and then counting up the face value in order to break down and sell the various sections, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 172 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

US & Foreign 
2198   U.S. and Worldwide Covers and Autographs 1840-2010’s, containing hundreds of covers and a few autographs along with a 

small group of stamps. With the following better items, covers: Great Britain #1, Kenya Uganda Tanganyika Silver Jubilee set on 
cover, U.S. 1845 Boston “2” folded city drop rate folded, 9/26 on folded letter, 63/65 on folded letter to East Bethel, Vermont, 1893 
Columbian Expo postal card, 319 on Hawaii U10 1c Provisional Government cover to American Consulate, Saltillo, Mexico, 1913 
Illinois Central Railroad and 1929 Saint Louis Airport bond specimens, 1936 Hindenburg Zeppelin flight cover Frankfurt to New 
Jersey, #C18 block of four on flown cover Spain to New Jersey, U4 entire, Autographs on cover: 1909 2c West Point cover from 
General George Patton to his wife in San Gabriel, CA, Ted Williams signed envelope, Harry Truman autographed 1946 FDR FDC, 
1984 STS-41-G crew signed launch cover, 1986 crew signed launch cover, 1978 singled Enola Gay and Bockscar crew members 
signed covers, Sports Autographs: Bruce Arians 12/31/15, Raymond Berry 2015, Tom Coughlin head coach New York Giants, 
Dallas Green, Don Larsen 10.8.56, Andy Reid Kansas City Chiefs and Mike Zimmer head coach Vikings., generally Fine to Very 
Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

US & Foreign 
2199   Mostly U.S. Massive Stamp Hoard, 1850’s-1990’s, very messy lot as this collector was a 20 veteran of the Navy who enjoyed 

nothing more than spending his paycheck every Friday to get a weekly delivery from various auction houses. He loved nothing 
more than to sort through his treasures for the rest of the weekend. When the collection arrived here, before repacking, there were 
around 15 large boxes full of small shoe boxes, plastic bags stuffed with stamps, stock pages, loose album pages, etcetera, plus 
loose material in various odd sized boxes. We expect that to change slightly with repacking, but that should give you a good idea 
of the scope you will be looking at. There is some good news and bad news. The good news is, this lot has been untouched for at 
least two decades. The bad news is, unfortunately, sometime in the 1990’s, some of the stamps were stored in various bedrooms 
and crawl spaces around the house, but some of the boxes were stored in the basement or barn, so some were damaged beyond 
salvageability from rodents and weather, so we took what we could and trashed the unsaleable. Expect to encounter some dust with 
a bit of mold from being forgotten about as this gentleman’s health declined over his last couple decades. This lot will require some 
careful sorting to milk it for its full value. When we were sorting through this lot we found $50 and $100 items mixed with piles of 
junk all around. Usually when we offer these lots, we find collectors will sort through the junk and dump 95% of the material into 
another auction or donate it to a children’s group and find the remaining 5% pays off well for the cost of the lot and the time it took 
to properly sort through it. Condition will vary as some boxes are musky, but much of the material is still in collectable condition 
and ready to be sorted for breakdown, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 317 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

US & Foreign 
2200   Worldwide, Mostly U.S. with Wide-Ranging Material, 1893-1975, A total of eleven binders/stockbooks, most of it United 

States with varied material, such as a stockbook with 100’s of used Washington/Franklins sorted by denomination, another with 
a couple hundred used Columbians, about the same amount of used & unused post office seals, 100’s of precancels, mostly from 
the 4th Bureau issue, and yet another of mint & used 1st Bureau with a specialized collection of the 2¢ Washington, extensive 2nd 
Bureau, and various vending & affixing machine perforated singles & pairs including some on cover. In addition, a collection of 
the Philippines (1906-73) in three binders covering the U.S. administration, Japanese occupation and the Republic, a binder of 
worldwide mint celebrating the 75th anniversary of the UPU, a dozen full sheets of Mexico in a mint sheet folder, and a remainder 
collection of mint & used Canada in a Scott album from 1897-1975, overall Fine to Very Fine, scans & video flips available online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 32 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

UNITED NATIONS
United Nations 

2201   U.N. Massive Hoard of Unadopted Stamp Essay Artwork, late 1960’s to early 1970’s, hand painted original artwork, paste ups, 
tracings and photos from the estate of Danish Artist Olav Mathiesen, designer of several U.N. stamps of the late 1960’s to early 
1970’s, covering themes such as Human Rights, UNICEF, Security Council, Forestry, Drug Abuse, International Women’s Year, 
Mother and Child and Water. Well over 200 individual pieces, well organized in six large mint sheet files, including Multicolor 
Maquette (40), Preliminary paste-ups, drawings on paper or card stock (approximately 50), Tracings (90+, with 5 multicolor 
tracings), Photos (40+ with one photo negative) plus occasional letters or documentation, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United Nations 
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2202   U.N. Enormous Collection, 1951-2011, in over 120 sheet protector albums filled with stamps either as singles, plate block or as 
complete panes, along with first day covers, with every year represented with an album. This is actually two collections as each 
year is duplicated and could easily be split into two identical collections. In addition there are a couple large boxes of miscellaneous 
material that mostly consists of large booklets or miscellaneous postal products. The original purchase price of all of the face value 
postage easily runs into thousands of dollars, plus the price of the first day covers and other miscellaneous material quickly runs 
up to significant value. At a quick estimate of $10 a binder, it is hard to go wrong as many of these albums have tremendous value, 
both in postage and covers, o.g., never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 500 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United Nations 
2203   U.N. Large Stamp and Cover Hoard, 1951-1997, filled with stamps, first day covers, souvenir cards, etcetera, in several albums 

including two Scott specialty albums. When the boxes arrived, we counted eight large boxes before repacking and we don’t expect 
much change after repacking. The collector stopped collecting sometime around 1997 when his collection sat dormant for the last 
couple decades until his collection was ready to be sold. You should give it a quick look as there might be a chance to find some 
of the better sheetlets the U.N. started issuing in lower quantities, starting in the late 1990’s. Overall condition is decent, generally 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 233 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History Collections

United States Postal History Collections
2204   19th Century Covers between the US and Latin America, mostly to and from Cuba but other countries are present, 84 

comprising 67 stampless including folded letter datelined Havana 26 Sept. 1801 (no postal markings), then groups of “Ship” and 
“Steamship” covers - both straightline and integrated into the datestamp, a matched pair of covers with red or black “Forwarded by 
C. Edmonston & Co. Charleston S.C.” large hexagonal handstamps on the reverse, one with blue “Charleston S.C. Havana 10 Sep. 
12” circular datesetamp datelined Matanzas to NYC (Lanman correspondence), group of covers with “NA” and “NA1” cancels, 
13 franked with US 10c Greens (Scott #14/15, #32/33, #35 (including one with captured imprint at right), and #68), and 3 franked 
with single or two overlapping singles of 10c Bank Note Issues (#150, #161), and one franked with a Cuban stamp, most with 
brief descriptions on post-it notes, few faults to be expected but the vast majority are sound, Very Fine, a beautiful and exceptional 
fresh to the market collection featuring many outstanding covers and folded letters, all of which can be seen online., ex-Lippman. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Postal History Collections
2205   Lippman Cover Consignment Balance, consisting of many thousands of covers with strength in Registered, Consular Mail, 

Special Delivery, Postage Due, Texas, Territorials including Indian, Tin Can Mail, Advertising, Fancy Cancels, Railroad & R.P.O., 
Canal Zone, Antarctica, and of course First Day Covers, noteworthy individual items include 3 stunning hand drawn legal sized 
covers from Kansas City to New Orleans including one with Popeye, Olive Oyl and Wimpy, a letter from a wife to her Civil 
War 93rd CT soldier, a 1934 Tournament of Roses legal sized cover with Mickey Mouse, large “United States Penitentiary Dept. 
of Justice Atlanta Ga.” parcel post tag with Scott #518 plus 3c & 6c Washington, small Parcel Post tag with #832x (3) & 8c Prexy, 
6c Nesbitt (#U14) canceled by New York Ship arrival circular datestamp with “Via Nicaragua Ahead of the Mails” handstamp 
to Churchill NY, also includes an accumulation of mostly unused postal stationery with some EFO and a group of 1907 legal sized 
covers with contents regarding The Double Eagle Gold Mining Co., covers in mixed condition, ex Lippman. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 58.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Postal History Collections
2206   Rich Trove of Postal History, 1806-1956, about 1,500 envelopes with great frankings and wonderful stories; 1806 Canadian SFL 

to New York, Scott # 115 tied to cross border cover to Canada, 1833 letter from Boston trying to raise funds to build a church 
in Pensacola (contains very early hand drawn map), Singapore cover addressed to John Barrymore at Warner Brothers Studios 
on Sunset Blvd in Hollywood, several stampless business letters from NY and CT, U379 uprated to Registered with a strip of 
three 325, US Government pioneer flight (Jun 3, 1918) from NY to Boston with C3 on business envelope from Aerial League of 
America, Postal Note stamp tied to Postal Note card with coupon, 1913 Postal Savings Card complete with the 10 stamps, Express 
Air Mail Canal Zone to Brooklyn with 5 color franking, several 1892 Columbus entires uprated (with 1¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 6¢ Columbus 
stamps) for Registration, unused Hawaii U11 postal stationery with Provisional Government 1898 overprint, Northwestern Bell 
Telephone cover paid with 2¢ and 4¢ Nebraska overprints (and with 2¢ Postage Due), 1869 steamship SFL from Havana to Boston, 
7¢ Banknote to Germany tied with fancy cancel, a number of attractive Advertising covers including sole US agent for “Celebrated 
Prototype Band Instruments”, 4¢ Parcel Post nicely tied to merchandise box, C6 pays Airmail rate from Oakland to New York, 
1848 French stampless cover to Poughkeepsie, 1861 cross border cover from CT to Nova Scotia, 1¢ Franklin Circular rate from 
DC to OH, pair of 36 to cover overseas rate from St Louis to London, and much more; check out our website images, or better yet, 
come pay us a visit, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Postal History Collections
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2207   19th Century Postal History Compilation, well in excess of 250 covers and stationery items, ranging from stampless to 
Trans-Mississippi frankings, offering a wealth of material to the dealer; note nice advertising/illustrated covers, a soldier’s letter 
posted from the Philippines, “Philippines”-overprinted stationery, items from Puerto Rico, Trolley and “U.S.D.L.O.” postmarks, 
Registered and “Advertised” covers, a stampless “SHIP” cover, two Blood’s and a Hussey’s, and plenty of postmarks and auxiliary 
markings, not to mention single, multiple and mixed frankings; most domestically used, but did see Great Britain, Prussia and 
Canada West among the foreign destinations; condition varies as expected, but an enjoyable lot with plenty of surprises, Fine to 
Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
2208   Ponderous 20th Century Postal History Compilation, hundreds upon hundreds of covers, post cards and stationery items, 

offering a tremendous range of frankings and uses, with an attractive mix of advertising and illustrated covers, Registered and 
Airmail uses, postage due covers, a good offering of meters, several Territorial items, an array of cancels including “U.S. Sea 
Post”, early Flags, even some 20th Century Fancies; note a couple albino entires (mint and used) in the holding; much individually 
sleeved and ready for your next bourse or upload to eBay, Fine to Very Fine or better, inspection invited. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
2209   Postal History Collection, 1850s-1930s, hundreds of covers in four massive cover albums, plus an ordinary size cover album, 

containing approximately 40 stampless covers / folded letters, including one with a patriotic letter sheet, 9 on printed circular, 26 on 
wholesale grocer’s cameo cover with railroad map printed circular letter insert, 63 strip of 3 on large piece, 10 vintage photographs 
with various revenue stamps, 5 Union patriotic covers, one of which has patriotic letter sheet, 65 with cameo advertising, 114 
(9 covers), 25+ pages of various banknote usages, including a few registered usages, a couple advertising, 15c on large War 
Department, a couple with postage dues, overseas usages, etcetera, 220 on State of Illinois Attorney General’s Office / Springfield 
cover with matching letterhead, 223 on Post Office Department, first assistant Postmaster General, 10 attractive turn of the century 
advertising covers, 286 two postcards with the same picture as the stamp making an early type of Maxim card, 300 several leather 
post cards, a couple parcel post stamps used as post card rates, an interesting glittery North Pole Greetings card, an album of 
Washington Franklins with C1/537 and imperf 3c Washington registered cover, 399 pair and imperf 1c Washington on registered 
cover, 1c Washington on RPO postcard, an album with interesting odd and ends with post card groups of: Indians, Ships, WWI 
soldiers, early clipper airmail covers including some Crosby’s, WWI to Vietnam war patriotic’s and a section of YMCA soldiers 
letters, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Csolkovits. (photo on web site) .......................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal History Collections
2210   First Day and Event Covers Stock Collection, many hundreds of covers, with duplication, offering First Days, ship cancels, 

First Flight Covers, airport dedications, Airmail Week, World’s Fair, and other date-specific cancels (expect the occasional “plain 
old cover”, given the original owner’s various glassines and rubber-banded packs we went through); First Days begin around 
1927 with most issues represented by multiple cities; note Crosby photo cachets, a group of Prexies, Overrun Countries in blocks 
of four (less Korea single), etc.; a handful of Alaska First Flight Covers, a FAM 19 Canton Island cover, a 1933 Crosby “Texas 
Admission Day” cover cancelled aboard the USS Texas, a slew of 1939 and 1940 World’s Fair-related covers (some First Days, 
some not) along with Fair postcard folders and a letterhead, etc., etc., etc.; no screaming rarities noted, but attractive (and some 
quite different) material to stock your next show or five; also includes a number of old philatelic periodicals and a group of late 
18th and 19th century engraved frontispieces, many for Shakespeare’s plays, Fine to Very Fine with much better, a fun lot worth 
reviewing. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal History Collections
2211   Mostly 19th Century Cover Holding, 1830-1970s, Over 600 covers from stampless to the modern era, but predominantly 19th 

century, especially Bank Notes. Some early highlights include a few local carriers from Boston, New York & Philadelphia, such as 
#3LB1, 6LB11, 15LB15. Some First Day Covers, First Flight Covers, and other special event covers. A sampling of this lot can be 
viewed online but still should be evaluated in person, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal History Collections
2212   Cover Lot with a Bit of Worldwide, 1865-1970s, At least 800 covers, the vast majority U.S. from the 19th & early 20th century; 

picture postcards, used & unused postal stationery, many FDCs including Prexies and Famous Americans, First Flights, etc. 
Various worldwide as well, including Mexican postal stationery, and other unusual items, like a collection of Last Day covers 
for discontinued post offices in Pennsylvania, Guam Guard Mail from the 1970s, and a pack of old advertising cards, overall 
Fine to Very Fine, additional images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Postal History Collections
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2213   Official Business Postal History Assortment, 75 covers or postal stationery items relating to government or court business; 
nice range of frankings and cancels, including two solo 20¢, and a 20¢ plus 12¢, Prexie covers from the Navy Department; seven 
Arizona Territory and two Indian Territory covers; a Postal Savings System corner card used locally in San Juan, Puerto Rico; a 
“National Mil. Home/O.” postmark, War Department Fort covers, a privately used “U.S. Senate Chamber” envelope, a “House of 
Representatives U.S.” corner card with “Wash. D.C./Congress” postmark, State covers, items to court clerks and judges, Registered 
and Airmail uses, even a 1919 “American Commission to Negotiate Peace” corner card sent from Paris “Passed by Base Censor”, 
and more; some show more aging than others, but appealing items ready for retail or album, generally Fine to Very Fine, worth 
review. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Postal History Collections
2214   1847-57 Issues on Cover Assortment (Scott 1/36), 20 comprising #1 on 1848 folded written invitation from NYC to Wilmington, 

#9 pair & #11A on 1852 folded letter to Bordeaux France (2009 William R. Weiss certificate), #7 on printed circular dated June 
1 1852 (with 2009 Weiss opinion), #9 on reduced legal sized cover, #15 on cover (2009 Weiss certificate), #22 on 1859 FL New 
Orleans local use (Ashbrook ID below stamp), #24 on cover (seven including two also with #26) #33 vertical strip of three with 
center stamp split from being folded over side of 1858 folded letter to Paris, #35 on cover (five including one to Europe with second 
stamp cut out, one with 2009 Weiss certificate and two with 2009 Weiss opinions including one to Vera Cruz), and #36 & #26 on 
cover Louisville KY to France with four backstamps and 2009 Weiss opinion, usual faults, Fine to Very Fine appearing group, see 
all 20 online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Stampless Covers

Postal History Stampless Covers
2215   Stampless Cover Collection, several hundred, strength in Alabama, Maryland, New York, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, 

Vermont, better include legal cover with many dispostions to Gallatin Mo. with handstamp “PAID” and manuscript “$1,050”, 
“Clarksville Tex.” circular datestamp with “PAID” and “5” handstamps written by Charles DeMorse (read his interesting bio 
at www.tshaonline.org/handbook/entries/demorse-charles), turned letter originally from New Orleans to Franklin Tenn and then 
turned and used from Centreville Tenn to Franklin Tenn, Confederate States Cupper??? NC with “PAID” and “5” in circle 
handstamp, few faults as always, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Postal History Stampless Covers
2216   Quality Stampless Folded Letters, 1812-58, about 110 covers (most stampless) in 2 Lindner hingeless albums; begins with a few 

examples of Postage Currency (Fractional Currency) and a used POD tamper stamp (OX1); 1824 Leeds to Bremhile unfolded, 
1813 beween two towns in New Jersey, 1843 SFL Milford PA to Fairfield Conty CT written in two directions to save postage, 
1829 Trenton NJ to Burlington NJ, 1842 Hanover NH to Mason NH, 1831 Boston to Providence, 1835 Richmond to Boston, 1834 
Steamboat New York to Providence, 1833 Columbia NY to NYC asking about cholera, 1832 North Carolina cover addressed to 
the Postmaster, stampless with clear “Way 6” on it, 1847 Boyd’s City Express from NY Historical Society, 1849 Williamsport CDS 
in blue with matching blue “Paid” and negative “5” circular handstamp, 1853 early TX stampless to the Executive Department 
State of Texas; several WWI envelopes often sent as soldier’s mail and censored, White House envelope sent 1941, 1901 Phoenix 
AZ territory cover to NYC, 1849 “Way” letter from AL to Boston with cotton market quotes, magnificent Brattleboro rimless 
CDS to Boston in 1834, 1831 SFL with Cleveland red double box handstamp letter to Governor Porter in Detroit; nice selection 
of 22 Telegraph stamps, and RF overprints (CM4-CM6, CM8) which are assumed reprints; second Lindner hingeless binder has 
38 covers (many with contents); 1833 Poughkeepsie NY to Bedford MA, companion 1835 Bedford to Poughkeepsie, 1842 outer 
letter sheet from Philidephia to Boston and then by steamer to London (triple rate), 1848 from sea captain to his wife about to sail 
from NY to England, 1851 tiny stampless with contents, 18 envelopes from Great Britain in the 1870s addressed to New Jersey 
with attractive frankings, and six Scott # 114 on cover; wonderful collection nicely written up, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Postal History General Postal History by Year
2217   19th Century and Much More, 1872-1946, 600+ premium envelopes pretty evenly split between the last quarter of the 19th 

cenury and the first quarter of the 20th; about 75 with clear postmarks from the Arizona and New Mexico territories including 
a corner card from F W Goodbody Probate Judge Tombstone AZ with a great 1905 CDS, and an envelope with 15 vertical 
killer bars and a 1903 cancel from East Las Vegas NM; better First Day Covers including Anderson Famous Americans, numerous 
Crosby’s, Torkel Gundel and others on 1932 Lake Placid stamp, Grimsland and Ioor Army Navy, Pavois US Territories, Fluegel, 
House of Farnam, Staehle, Harris, Rice, and many others; FDCs including 617-619 (Washinhton), 619 (Concord), 619 (Lexington), 
600, 604, 605, 611, and 732; attractive Cincinnati Advertising and dozens of excellent fancy cancels and postmarks; extensive 
RPO and HPO covers (and Trolley too); more than a dozen 1¢ Franklins including 9, 24, and others; also on cover are 68, 76 
(roughly opened to Nova Scotia), 73, 76 (on cover with two 73 to Switzerland), and much more; Locals include American 
Letter Mail Co, Blood’s Penny Post, and Boyd’s City Express Post (front only); lovely 1899 collar to Walla Walla, 178 freak 
pair (perfs 1/3 up into stamp) on orange cover to NJ; considerable value in this lot for the dealer willing to take time to break it 
down, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

General Postal History by Issue

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
2218   1861-67 Issues on Cover Accumulation (Scott 63/93), 244 items, covers comprising #63 single, #63 (two singles), #63 (pair and 

single) with Civil War patriotic design on back, #63 & #65 (two), #65 (193 including vertical strip of 7 on legal sized cover, one 
New York Steamship cancel and “Due 7” handstamp, two different “Due 3”, one “Forwarded 3”, one “Due 3 cents.”, one “Paid 
3” in circle and one New Orleans French Consulate handstamp), #63 & #73, #73 (9), #73 pair (two including one with handwritten 
invoice for gun supplies), #68 including two to Cuba, two to Canada, one to Panama, front to France, #76 & #77 to France but 
#77 replaces a 10c, #78a to England with B.F. Stevens handstamp, #78b to England (three) including one with purple Philadelphia 
transit, #87, #88 & #94 (18), #92 pair uncanceled used as revenue stamps on document with vertical crease through right stamp, 
and #93 tied by New York City receiving cancel, mixed condition but some sound, overall Fine appearances, sixteen better with 
2009 Weiss opinions and three better with 2009 Weiss certificates; see this entire lot online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
2219   3¢ 1851 Cover Accumulation (Scott 11, 11A), 127, stamps in a wide variety of shades and often tied by a variety of town circular 

datestamps including many smaller towns, three with 1851 dates in shades traditionally called dull red but must be orange 
brown, four with manuscript cancels, many of these covers traveled along the Mississippi River to New Orleans, few faults to 
be expected on mid 19th Century US postal history, generally Fine to Very Fine, seven with 2009 Weiss opinions, see everything 
online, ex-Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
2220   3¢ 1857 Issue Cover Accumulation (Scott 25,26,26A), 175, better including ten Type I (Scott #25) with 2009 Weiss Certificates 

(four sound), rest Type III or IV (Scott #26 or #26A), better including cover with pair and single with the pair from the top row 
(See footnote in Scott Specialized above #26A listing), #26 strip of three and faulty #36 on piece, eleven with 2009 Weiss opinion 
including one registered (“No. 68”) with original letter that contained a check (No. 136), one beautiful embossed ladies cover, wide 
variety of towns including a few blue circular datestamps, few with original letters, few faults to be expected, overall Fine to Very 
Fine, see the entire lot online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
2221   1869 Issues on Cover Accumulation (Scott 112/119), comprising 1c Pottstown PA local use (2009 Weiss opinion), 2c NYC drop 

rate, 3c (81 including pair and single on mourning cover (2009 Weiss opinion)), 10c to Cuba, 12c used with #147 on #U84 (either 
paste up or registered use from Normandville Kansas to NH, 15c Type II (#119) overpaying rate on folded letter NYC to Texas 
(2009 Weiss opinion), few faults, generally Fine to Very Fine, see them all online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
2222   3¢ 1851 Issue Cover Accumulation (Scott 10, 10A), 28 folded letters including ten with stamps tied by grids with red New 

Orleans circular datestamps and “Way 1” handstamps which were applied on arrival from various Mississippi River towns Natchez, 
Rodney and Rosale all August to November 1851 uses, seven with 2009 William Weiss certificates, seventeen August to December 
1851 including three with New Orleans circular datestamps and “STEAM” handstamps, two franked by pairs on 9/51 folded letters 
from Rodney Mississippi to New Orleans, eight with 2009 Weiss certificates, mixed condition with many sound, overall Fine to 
Very Fine appearing group, see all 28 online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Valentines

Postal History Valentines
2223   Phenomenal Valentine Collection, 1838-1918, Approximately 125 covers beginning with 4 ornate oversized stampless including 

one with blue “2” in oval handstamp, Scott #1, #11 (7), #21 (Pos. 71R12), four #24 including pair of Type Va on 10 x 8 in. 
embossed envelope (ex Newbury) and one with red cancel,#26 (4), #63 (2), #65 (9 including one with strip of 3), #73, #92 (3), 94, 
1c to 3c Bank Note issues (46) plus one 6c & 3c, #15L13 (2), one illegally franked with 5c Revenue stamp, and 12 franked with later 
issues to 1909, plus some hand delivered including one made from wallpaper, virtually all of the envelopes are accompanied by 
a Valentine (presumably original), also includes 11 multicolor 8 x 7 inch Valentine caricatures and 26 Valentine postcards and 
the book “A History of Valentines” by Ruth Webb Lee, excellent condition considering the fragility of these covers and Valentines, 
Very Fine, see this phenomenal collection in its entirety online and be as impressed as we were, ex-Lippman purchased directly 
from the estate of Hubert Skinner who gave talks on the subject. Shipping charges apply - weight 30 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Union Civil War Postal History

Postal History Union Civil War Postal History
2224   Civil War Postal History Collection, About 100 covers and/or letters; a real conglomeration, most of it Union, but some C.S.A. 

including a Mobile, Ala. 5¢ provisional on cover (both stamp and cover faulty; includes some better cancels and some very 
interesting War/Slavery content; mixed condition, inspection is highly recommended., ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 3.7 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Patriotic Covers
Postal History Union Civil War Postal History

2225   Assortment of Union Civil War Patriotic Covers, 36 covers and a Partiotic letterhead—a well-written soldiers letter datelined 
St. Helena Island, S.C., Mar 17, 1863; mostly fairly commom designs and less-than-Fine condition, but there’s a good mix 
and a number of nicer things throughout., ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Union Civil War Postal History
2226   Lovely Group of Civil War Patriotic Covers, Used and Unused, 1861-65, interesting group of 69 patriotic cover, about half 

used, excellent assortment of designs and usages, includes different frankings and dues, a variety of markings, origins, destinations 
and rates, multicolor and monochrome, we noted soldier’s letters, free franks, and more, an intriguing selection, usual mixed 
condition but with numerous attractive and desirable covers, great group to add to or begin a collection or break down for profitable 
resale; some faults as expected, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Union Civil War Postal History
2227   About 125 Unused Union Civil War Patriotic Covers, virtually all different with a good mix of subjects including a few nice 

handcolored Magee “States” and 34 of 35 Upham “States” (missing La.); all clean and Fine to Very Fine or better., ex Lippman. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Confederate Civil War Postal History

Postal History Confederate Civil War Postal History
2228   Collection of Stamped Covers, Almost 100 covers including #1 (18), 2 (7), 4 (8 including two pairs and a strip of 3), 5 (2), 6/7 

(24 including an overpaid drop), 8 (one with a non-descript red cancel, not tied and not counted), and 11/12 (37); condition is 
extremely mixed, the best with nice stamps on less-than-Fine covers or Fine stamps on Fine covers; still a useful lot with some 
better small towns here and there., ex Lippman.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs. Scott $1,800+. (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Postal History Confederate Civil War Postal History
2229   Nice Assortment of Stampless Covers, About 50 covers in a small cover album; comprises covers from Alabama (4), Arkansas 

(Pine Bluff pre-secession, Mar 1861), Georgia (5), Louisiana (13 including a Feb 7, 1861 folded cover to London, England), 
Mississippi (5), North Carolina (2), South Carolina (5), and Virginia (18, one pre-war), plus a Beaumont, Texas, March c.d.s. 
with manuscript “Paid 3¢” but no indication of year; includes minor duplication and some mixed condition, but is generally 
Fine and rarely offered in such quantity., ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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Advertising/Illustrated Covers

Postal History Advertising/Illustrated Covers
2230   Appealing Advertising Cover Collection, well over a thousand, 1850’s-1980’s, strength to 1920’s, better including 25+ cameos, a 

patent envelope with an ad on the front and printed letterhead inside, many all-over, wide variety of themes and towns, much sorted 
by theme including food, hotels, alcohol and tobacco, schools, and more, some very pretty multicolored including Northwestern 
School of Taxidermy (2; 1 with all of the original enclosures), Village Blacksmith, International Stock Food, and 5 Winchester 
gun covers front and back (most with contents), also includes postcard with printed ad for the controversial movie “The Birth of a 
Nation”, few faults as always, generally Fine to Very Fine, see many of the highlights online, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 46.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Postal History Advertising/Illustrated Covers
2231   Cornucopia of the Unusual, 1870-1955, a few hundred interesting covers begging for investigation; Crane & Company 

Advertising with perfin Prexie, Registered mail from USS Heermann to CINCPAC during WWII, several interesting Prexie 
solos, 65 Special Delivery (including E2 (20) and E3), US stamp canceled in 1951 at the United Nations, Airport Dedications, 
1949 Peoria Philatelic Society Exhibition, National Air Mail Week, Royal Train RPO, 75th anniversary of National Democratic 
Convention, Back the Attack US Army Postal Service, 1932 Washington Bicentennial with better cachets, 22 turn of the century 
postcards written in Japanese and mailed to Japan; about 100 Advertising covers including Swann Hat, Keystone Poultry 
Journal, Rieger Perfumes (1916 Panama California International Exposition at San Diego), Cincinnati Advertising cover, George 
Winchell Manufacturing, Herald and Preserver, Hotel Sterling Cincinnati, Excelsior School Furniture (all over), Witt Cornice Trash 
Cans, Bilz Electric Hatcheries, Julius Seidel Lumber, Enterprise Cherry Stoner, Merry Widow mechanical postcard, Continental 
Nursery, Goodyear Rubber Manufacturing, Hawlet, Goodrich & Co, Griffen Fish Merchant, Davis Granite Flour, Ellwood Lee 
Medical Manufacturing, Virginia-Carolina Chemical, Summer School of Elocution, Silvani Cornets (all over), Lyman Low Flour, 
Majestic Manufacturing, House of Representatives (PA), Northwestern School of Taxidermy, S A Richmond, National Live Stock 
Commission, Krekler’s Jack Farm, White Sewing Machine, Norman & Bennett Athletic & Outing Footwear, Wanner & Young 
China & Glass, Peter Hauptmann Tobacco, Central Cycle Manufacturing, Wohlstadt Birds and Animals, Virgil Practice Cadaver, 
Franklin Wholesale Grocers, Conde Implement, Weed Anti-Skid Chains, Granite Mower and Reaper, Knox Gelatine; 4 examples 
of Revenue stamps successfully used as Postage stamps, pair of O18 with fancy cancel tied to US Patent Office envelope piece, 
Postal Savings entires uprated with Postal Savings stamps, at least 50 pieces of Official used stationery (most turn of the century), 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Advertising/Illustrated Covers
2232   Advertising Cover Collection, 1862-1941, 250+ envelopes with a corner card or all over advertising; hotels, beer, livestock, 

sewing machines, stoves, insurance, buck boards, colleges, plate glass, real estate, dry goods, and more; many are toned, stained, 
roughly opened or fronts only; still a fun lot with curb appeal, Very Good to Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

First Day Covers

Cacheted
Postal History First Day Covers

2233   First Day Cover Accumulation, many thousands mostly organized, mostly 1930’s-80’s, full of pleasant surprises, the earlier 
issues have many premium multicolor and seldom seen cachets, including 3c Commemoratives, #803-834, #859-893, and 30 sets 
of 12 of the 2005 Lunar New Year in USPS sealed packs (#3895a-l), very fine and absolutely well-worth the time to view, also 
includes Mellone catalogs I-XIV & XVI-XVIII, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 140 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Hand-Painted
Postal History First Day Covers

2234   Hand-Painted and Limited Edition FDCs, 1936-2019, about 750 hand-painted, hand-tinted, and limited edition FDCs in 8 
Showgard albums plus some stunning oversized items; cachetmakers include Curtis, Kribbs, Paisly, Phil Edwards, Ellis, HS Color 
Tint, Ham, Edkin, R Edwards, Pugh, RJG, Faith HP, 1st Wildermuth, D Glessner, Terlinden, Pointe, Bill Everett, Gundel, Van, 
Gilbert, Frank Ellis, Pam Kreuzer, P Edwards, Aristicrats, William III, Knoble, Dollie Bundy, American Postal Arts Society, Mille, 
DRC, N Bateman, JKD, Steve Wilson, Neal Faircloth, Weddle, Delgardo, Lange, Hudeck, Art Cover Exchange, BK, J Wilson, 
KMC Venture, Grier, Doris Gold, Coles, Barry Hill, David Garrett, Sue Sizemore, Grandy, Thompson, Phil Edwards, Pam Krenzel, 
John Askins, Geerlings, Glen Osborn, Victor Dowell, Bevil, C&C, Dunne, J Byrnes, Gelvin, Meisels, Goldberg, Peterman, Roger 
Puccinelli, Havorsen, Mae Weigand, 1st Risko, Ralph Dyer, J Neal Griffith, M Fulton, Gladys Adler, Jack Fellows, Norbert 
Waldau, NIM Wright, Alexander, Thompson, HR Maul, George Harrod, Dorothy Knapp (4), R Hamilton, Tissot, RE Displain, 
Tom Mueller, Bakay, Freda Dickie, AO King, GF Hadley, Gary Davis, Westfall, MW Wilson, Beazell, Dynamite, Weddle, Glen, 
Gayle Calli, EPM, Gassen, Chanove, Wilson, Juvelar, Thomas, Sheldon Cachets, LRM, D Mask, Hart, Edken, Flamingo, KLBOB, 
Adams, Hill, Spectrum, Haley Felger, G Godfrey, and many more; your clients will be very happy, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 26.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Postal History First Day Covers
2235   Goldberg First Day Cover Collection, 1982-2005, about 150 Bernard Goldberg premium First Day Covers in protective sleeves; 

number 1s include Cabrillo, Ike, $2 Bobcat (plate block), Knute Rockne, $5 Bret Harte, Pointe Du Sable, Ameripex ‘86, Sol 
Koved, Audubon, Duck Decoy, Jim Thorpe, National Archives, Seasons Greetings, $9.35 Express Mail, Medal of Honor, Purple 
Heart, Ralph Bunche, Samuel Langley, Igor Sikorsky, Numismatics, Canada, Spectacled Eider, 1988 Migratory Bird, 1987 
Migratory Bird, Ronald Reagan, George H W Bush, Barack Obama, William J Clinton, Theodore Roosevelt, Tiger Woods (Pebble 
Beach), Tiger Woods (Augusta), Frankie Frisch, Mark McGuire, National Archives (ASDA), FDR, George Washington, Raoul 
Wallenberg, James Dean, Ernest Just, Dean Acheson, Thomas Jefferson, Wilma Rudolph, Paul Robeson, Wright Brothers, Zora 
Hurston, Thurgood Marshall, James Madison, Leonard Berstein, Patricia Harris, Edwin Aldrin, Jackie Robinson, and Rudy Vallee; 
eye candy that sells online and in person, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
2236   Bevil Hand-Painted First Day Cover Collection, 1998-2009, about 400 Bevil First Day Covers in protective sleeves from this 

modern master; concentrations of Sports, Military, Space, Entertainment, and other perennial favorites; includes Artist Proofs and 
many of his limited run issues; many come with certificates of authenticity; condition could not be better, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
2237   Gold Dust Treasure, 1986-1991, 500+ Doris Gold hand-tinted First Day Covers with a like number of unserviced envelopes in 

a pair of boxes; couple dozen signed FDC Programs, some autographed covers from other servicers; and original Duck sketches 
perfect for an exhibit; this archive from the artist includes notes on numbers produced, medium (hand painted vs laser), and issued 
prices; a fascinating collection for the FDC specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Printed Cachets
Postal History First Day Covers

2238   Choice First Day Collection, 1937-82, about 400 premium FDCs with many in 3 Showgard albums; Scott # 859-893 all 
autographed by Torkel Gundels (many unaddressed); makings of a Single Frame exhibit of Scott 1034 with autographed Program, 
Kiwanis luncheon card, Program for the coil, invite to ceremony, newspaper clippings, Post Office Department News Release, 
and more; covers that retail $25-$40 from cachet makers including 1st Golden Gate International, Therome, Fleetwood, Crosby, 
Stoutzenberg, Gundel, Beverly Hills, Fox, Farnam, Sidenius, 1st Wheeler, 1st USPO, 1st Smartcraft, Grimsland, Linprint, Ioor, 
Fidelity, Staehle, Dean Aubry, Colorano “Silk”, Roessler, Historic Arts, Nix, 1st Artmaster, 1st Warp Brothers, Rice, Doris Gold, 
Fluegel, Warneford, Kapner, Gundel, Ross Engraving, 1st Williams, Stoutzenberg, Bronesky, Schacht, 1st Schucker, Fleetwood/
Knapp, Ken Boll, Gorham, Bennett, 1st Waeckerling, Buchanan-WWinn, Mayne, Fairway, 1st Inland Printing, Dee’s Stamp 
House, T Kershner, Top Notch, Phoenix Insurance, Davenport, 1st Holland, 1st Louis Schner, Imperial, 1st Philadelphia Record 
Stamp Club, Ed Kee, Theda, 1st Schucker, Washington Stamp Exchange, 1st Border Craft, Hacker, 1st Tuskegee Philatelic, 
1st Allen, Artmaster, 1st Columbia Envelope, Sanders, 1st Douglas Stamp Co, Grandy, 1st Cover Craft, 1st Hux, 1st Wooley, 
Mauck, Czubay, 1st Roy Gleason, Fogt handpainted, 1st MacDowell Association, 1st International Harvester, 1st Garfield Perry, 
Covered Wagon, Frank Barcus, 1st Grandy, 1st Dodd, 1st Stamps Magazine, 1st Arkansas Centennial, 1st Olympic Cover Co, 1st 
Watson, 1st Journal American, Espenshade, 1st Tudor House, 1st Coast Envelope Co, and many more; wonderful stock for the 
retailer with discriminating clientele, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
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2239   Every FDC a Pleasure, 1933-46, approximately 525 of the cleanest, eye catching First Day Covers you will find; this consignor 
only handles the best so it is a pleasure when we have material to offer; cachet makers include Rice, Linprint, Bronesky, 1st 
Cachet, 1st Mandukian Mutual Stamp Co, Eagle, 1st New Arcade, Roessler, 1st L C Lamb, Collotype, Crosby, Smartcraft, Cachet 
Craft, Lane, Hannibal Philatelic, Variety, Nix, Staehle, GHA, Anderson, Plimpton, Chambers, Adams hand painted, Fleetwood/
Knapp, Sadworth, C E Reid, Askin, McIntyre, Nu-Art, Ludwig, Holland, Heyl, 1st Manger & Son, Hubbard, 1st Aetna, 1st 
Grandy, 1st Hartford Fire Insurance, Sidenius, 1st Jannis, 1st Dodd, Bernet, Gorham, Trader Horn, Washington Service, Macos, 
ArtCraft, Gundel, Historic Arts, 1st SB, Farnam, Grimsland, Ioor, Adam Bert, John Gill, Herdelin, Ken Boll, Czubay, Artmaster, 
1st Collman, 1st Blue Bird Stamp Co, Adams Add-on, Wagner hand painted, C W George, Roy Schatt, Patomic Press, 1st Emporia 
Gazette, Fluegel, HF, 1st B P Roberts, Raley, Watson, Conley hand painted, Progressive, Annis, Gilbert, Pavois, Spartan, PentArts, 
E K hand painted, Parsons, 1st Pabst, Fawcett, 1st Centennial Service Bureau, 1st Reid-Cawood, 1st Arbern Stamp Co, Hollywood 
Philatelic, and many more; many are annotated with catalog numbers and retail prices; these are the cream of the crop, you will be 
proud to add these to your inventory, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
2240   Premium First Day Cover Stock, 1929-55, over 525 mid-century better First Day Covers in a dealer’s box; about half are in 

glassines and marked with retail values; cachet makers include Crosby, Staehle, Anderson, Burroughs, Louis Weigand, Ioor, Gundel, 
Fluegel, Fleetwood/Knapp, Grandy, Cal-Craft, Bronesky, Maul (hand painted), Ludwig, Philatelic Press, Eagle, Smartcraft, Pent 
Arts, and more; great material for shows or online business, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
2241   Better First Day Cover Holding, 1937-2020, 6,000 covers in boxes and trays; 400 Fluegel multicolor covers with minimal 

duplication and vast majority unaddressed and all sleeved; several Fleetwood First Day cards for high value stamps including 
Scott # 1909, 2482, 2541, 2540, 2542 (2), 2543, and 2875; postal card sets including Super Heroes (3), Star Wars, Marvel Comics, 
1996 Olympics, and Comics; about 200 Souvenir Pages including coils, booklets, and high values; numerous complete sets from 
1990-2020 as well as the expected Art Craft and other cachetmakers from the 1940-1980; vast majority are clean and most are 
unaddressed; useful stock for your FDC collectors, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 101 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Exposition Covers & Postmarks

Postal History Exposition Covers & Postmarks
2242   Exposition Card and Cover Accumulation plus Ribbons, 1883-1939, comprising 1878 Louisville unused with all-over design 

on back, 1880, 1882 & 1883 Cincinnati (3 covers with all-over designs on backs), 1884 Charleston SC with all over design on 
back, 1888 Ohio Centennial 3 with same design in 3 different colors, 1893 Columbian unused wrapper and postcard plus cover 
with all-over design on back, 1894 California Midwinter>/B> cover, 1897 Nashville 3 covers with Bomar N97-01 cancels 
(maybe 40 known) 1897 Lynn Mass. Merchants Carnival all-over advertising cover in red, 1899 Philadelphia 10 covers and 
1 postal card with 8 different machine cancels, 1901 Pan American album of 40 covers/cards including cover with Bomar 
#B-01-03 cancel, plus some stamps and a playing card, 1901-02 South Carolina Interstate and West Indian (6 covers; 2 with all-
over designs including one to France & 4 with Bomar CO2-04 slogan flag cancels), 1901 Wheeling WVA Grand Free Carnival 
and Mardi Gras two gorgeous covers with all-over red and blue design, 1905 Portland Lewis & Clark Centennial cover, 1910 
Detroit Industrial multicolor, plus 50 other exposition and fair covers and cards and a handwriting analysis on a printed 
form from the Golden Gate Expo of 1939, some faults as always; 20 ribbons including New Orleans 1884-1885 (3 different) plus 
15 from the exhibition with different states, and Charleston (full and cut down), generally Fine to Very Fine, also includes William 
J. Bomar’s book “Postal Markings of United States Expositions”, see the highlights online, ex Lippman. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Exposition Covers & Postmarks
2243   Impressive Exposition Card and Cover Accumulation, 1876-1907, comprising 1876 Philadelphia (one cover and 23 expo 

cards), 1884 Cincinnati (3 covers with all-over designs on backs plus trade card), 1893 Columbian (used and unused wrappers 
each with postcards, 27 unused and 5 used postcards, wrapper addressed but not mailed and two trade cards and two covers), 
1898 Trans-Mississippi (used postcard and two covers), New Orleans 1885-86 North, Central & South American Exposition 
(3 covers; one sold for $150 at auction in the 1990’s), 1899 Louisiana Industrial cover with all-over red and blue design on 
back, Philadelphia 1899 (2 covers and an unused mailing card), South Carolina Interstate and West Indian (4 covers and 
a used official postcard that sold for $140 at auction), St. Louis 1904 World’s Fair (7 covers including six with World’s Fair 
cancels, 47 unused and 50 used postcards including 26 with World’s Fair cancels, 9 faulty not counted, 1905 Portland Lewis 
& Clark Centennial (one cover, one used Souvenir folding postcard envelope, 13 unused and 22 used postcards vast majority 
with expo cancels, 1907 Jamestown (109 unused including oversize fold out and 55 used postcards (large majority with expo 
cancels; 4 without stamps) and one cover), 1909 Hudson Fulton (10 unused including four panel fold out and 4 used), very 
minor duplication, some faults as always, mostly Fine to Very Fine, see this lot online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Exposition Covers & Postmarks
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2244   New Orleans World’s Industrial & Cotton Exposition 1884-85, 15 covers including 11 with printed cachet including 4 with 
printed text and 2 with different all-over designs on back, 3 with original letters on different exposition letterheads, also includes 
2 covers with stamps tied by exhibition station cancels and a used postcard with part printed message on back for use by the 
Commissioner for Nebraska to the exposition, few faults to be expected, also includes a very faulty correspondence of six printed 
cachet covers with the original letters, overall Fine to Very Fine, see everything online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Military-/War-Related Covers

Postal History Military-/War-Related Covers
2245   Classic Ship and Naval Cover Collection, 1934-1965, nearly 2,000 better ship and naval envelopes in 18 Showgard cover 

albums; keel laying, launch, Commissioning (Recommissioning, and Decommissioning), Navy Day, First Day of Postal Service, 
Fleet Review, Shakedown Cruise, Independence Day, and more; wonderful selection of cachet makers including USCS, Crosby, 
Thurman, Canaday, Spader, Jagyi, EF Cachets, Dumonte, and more; Tenders, Battleships, Carriers, Submarines, and a dozen 
more types present; some are autographed; sadly, a number of these splended ships were lost in battle or tragic accidents; sizable 
collection of maritime postal history, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 51.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Military-/War-Related Covers
2246   Patriotics of WWI & WWII, 1918-45, approx 700 better postcards and envelopes in three Showgard albums and a shoebox; 

stunning Staehle, Fluegel, Crosby, PentArts, Anderson, Kosko, CDH, Davis, T&T, Bukalew/Knapp, Cornell, Weigand, Roberts, 
Runge, ArtCraft, Wright, Smartcraft, American Art Service, Cachet Craft, Goff, Czubay, Von Losberg, Smith hand painted, A&K, 
Fleetwood, Minkus, and more; covers chronicle the shifting fortunes in the war with nice selection of VJ, VE, and atomic weapons; 
hand drawn Patriotic pen and ink dated Aug 1945; set of three oversized Crosby with thermographic double cachets postmarked 
MacArthur WV; package of 15 unused Micro-film Mail letter sheets as well as a pad of Patriotic stationery; stand up and salute! 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Military-/War-Related Covers
2247   Military Postal History Lot, 1918-94, Well over 1,000 covers dealing with American military history, both Army & Navy, and 

primarily from the two World Wars. Hundreds of free franking covers, an entire binder dedicated to V-Mail and two others filled 
with Soldiers’ Mail from WWI with enclosed correspondence. Numerous other odds ‘n ends, like war ration books and draft cards. 
Also included, the reference work United States Numbered Military Post Offices (1994 Edition) published by the Military Postal 
History Society, generally Fine to Very Fine, a couple of video flips viewable online but lot should be inspected on site. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 80.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

World War ii Patriotic Covers
Postal History Military-/War-Related Covers

2248   WWII Patriotic Collection, 1941-45, 225+ covers in two Showgard albums bursting with exceptional material; Japan capitulates 
hand drawn and colored cover postmarked Aug 14, 1945, Staehle oversized FDC for FDR issues, PSYOPS airdrop leaflets, a dozen 
French characters mocking Axis fighters, Teixeira 1st anniversary of FDR death, Staehle (D-Day, VJ-Day), Fleugel (Japan gives 
up, Italy freed, V-E), Dec 7, 1941 postmarked Buffalo, a few Tokyo Bay, a few Mae Weigand hand painted, 1st Smart Craft, several 
Linto, Monty hand painted, Lannie Smith hand painted, Ken Browne hand painted, Bollinger pen and ink, Operation Crossroads, 
Netherlands anti-Nazi, several Jim Chada Add-Ons, 1941 Midway Island with premium bird cachet, Tomlinson pen and ink, 
Stawuszlewski hand painted multicolor, several Crosby, Operation Atomic Nevada, Muridge exquisite multicolor hand drawn, 3 
Bernard Goldbergs, Louis Weigand hand painted tribute to China, Atomic bomb drop on Hiroshima, 4 Chaplains FDCs, Gold Star 
Mothers FDCs, more FDCs (Navy, Coast Guard, Army, United Nations, Iwo Jima), and many more; exceptional condition and 
selection, owners retail $23,000; you should take a look, Very Good to Excellent. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ship Covers

Postal History Ship Covers
2249   Stampless Folded Letter Selection, to and from the US, 45, better including 1836 cover from Havana Cuba 26 June 1836 via 

Charleston S.C. and Southampton to Nathan M. Rothschild in London but arrived 31 August, one month after he died on 28 July), 
1844 cover from Boston forwarded by Harnden’s to London (Huth correspondence), other origins include Matanzas, Orizava, 
St. Jago de Cuba, Vera Cruz to London, two 1839 to London - one Boston with red “Forwarded through Gilpin’s Exchange” and 
black two-line “Liverpool Shipletter” and other New York with same markings both in black, few from Canada, few faults to be 
expected, overall Fine to Very Fine, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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inland Waterways
Postal History Ship Covers

2250   Mississippi River Mail, 1810’s-60’s, 73 consisting of 32 stampless including ms. “Steam 10 and “with a small Barrel Pickled 
oysters” at top center carried on the Cora in Feb. 1847, ms. “Per N.O.O. & G.W. Rail Road & Jones Express” at top with “STEAM 
5” in circle on 1855 stampless written by son of Philip Barton Key (served in Congress 1807-13 & was a cousin of Francis Scott 
Key; Jones Express operated from Houston & Golusse to New Orleans via Opelousas), black “Way 5”, Ship with ms. 12 to the 
Asst. Gen of the Army in Washington D.C. datelined “St. Joseph’s Island 24 Oct 1845” that reads “Capt. M. Burke reports (Lt. 
Henry Merill) killed by the falling of a spar on the steamer Augusta on the 25th Oct. 1845”, red “Way 6” (2), “Way 11 Cents” 
(2; 1 red & 1 black), red “Way 11” in circle, “15 May 1812” to Natchez, red “Ship 6 Cents” in circle on partially printed form, 
“Steamship 10” from Vera Cruz with oval backstamp, 3c Nesbitts include 9 with “WAY” straightline 1 with “STEAMBOAT” 
and 6 with “STEAM” cancels on idicias, plus 12 3c postal stationery uncanceled to Joseph Hoy & Co. with steamboat names in 
manuscript, seven franked with #11 or #11A including one with “STEAM” and red “FROM STEAMER NATCHEZ No. 2” oval 
handstamps, one with “WAY 6” handstamp, see them all online, ex Lippman. (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Ship Covers
2251   Mississippi River Mail to New Orleans, 1852-53, 114 folded letters addressed to Mssrs. Watt & de Saulles of New Orleans 

carried by steamboats down the Mississippi River and franked by Scott #11 or #11A, comprising 13 with endorsements at bottom 
left from steamboats Texas, Echo, Caspian, Princess, TP Leathers, Gem, Natchez, Lucy Robertson, Frank Lyon, Natchez No. 
2, Rockaway, St. Charles (2), datelined Shreveport, Biloxi, Providence LA, Memphis, Ravenswood, circular datestamps include 
“Waterproof LA”, 23 with “STEAM” cancel including 16 tying the stamp and 17 with endorsements at bottom left, towns include 
Grand Gulf (2; 1 regarding package of gold and other with stamp tied by brown grid and brown Grand Gulf circular datestamp 
with unusual STEAM handstamp at top center), Magnolia Hills (2; 1 regarding gold pieces, silver half dollars and other coins), 
and “Winter Quarters Lake St. Joseph”, and one with brown cancel, 11 with stamps tied by “WAY” straightline with red New 
Orleans circular datestamps, towns include Louisville, Oaklawn, Magnolia Hills, “Jon Plantation”, “Hylon” (probably Miss.) 
67 including 4 franked by pairs, stamps tied by grid with red New Orleans circular datestamps and “WAY 1” either in 
red (47) or black (20), towns include Ashwood, Bayou Sara, Fayette, Louisville, Magnolia Hills, Memphis, Providence LA, 
Oakland, Rodney MI, Natchez, Shreveport, St. Louis, Richland and Ravenswood, Washington, Waterproof, and Winter Quarter, 
9 with 2009 Weiss opinions, some with faults, mostly Fine to Very Fine, see them all online, ex Lippman. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Ship Covers
2252   Vessel-Named Marking Cover Group, 35, 1850’s-1870’s, better including Bart Able (Milgram #89), Belle Creole (Milgram 

#102), B.L. Hodge (Milgram #127), Dr. Batey (Milgram #359), Frolic (Milgram #484), Gipsey (Miilgram #510), Gladiola 
(Milgram #514), Grey Eagle (Milgram #567), Mary Clifton (Milgram #856), Mayflower (Milgram #877), Natchez #2 (4; Milgram 
#969), New Latona (2; Miilgram #991), New Orleans, Alexandria & Natchitoches Packet P. Dalmau (Milgram #1070), Princess 
#3 (3; Milgram #1144), Saint Mary’s (Milgram #1236), St. Nicholas (4; Milgram #1320), Trenton (Milgram #1383), Vicksburg 
(Milgram #1413), one unlisted, some faults to be expected, generally Fine to Very Fine, see them all online, ex-Lippman. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

naval Ship Covers
Postal History Ship Covers

2253   “In the Navy!” Thousands of Naval Covers, 1920s-70s, Free franking, censored mail, ship christenings, submarine launchings 
- anything and everything about navophilately, generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images online but personal inspection 
recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 64.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Postal History Ship Covers
2254   Naval Cover Collection, 1930’s-80’s, approximately 600, value and majority are 1930’s-40’s with better including very scarce 

U.S.S. Wright at the Galapoagos Islands Feb. 11 1936 (T.O. #1256) with the original letter, wide variety of cachets including 
many handpainted, some Crosby, includes 12 British Naval covers, much more, Very Fine lot, see much of it including all of the 
highlights online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Express Covers

2255   Express Company Covers, Mostly Wells-Fargo, including six used within Mexico with Mexican printed franks and one unused 
legal sized with US 10c indicia & Mexican printed frank, American Wells-Fargo includes unused 3c and legal sized 2c, ten used 
with variety of indicia, plus an unused but addressed money envelope, plus  a Fiske & Co. Express cover franked with #64b, 
an 1882 “Texas Express Company” cover to New Orleans, covers with “Savory & Co.’s Salem Express” black on red label, 
“Parkers Express Company from Cairo Ill.” black on red label, and “Adams Express Co. from St. Louis MO” black on yellow 
label — the last two also with large “Southern Express Co.” labels on back, and “Greenhood & Newbauer” printed frank on 3c 
Nesbitt entire to San Francisco, plus four miscellaneous items, see the highlights online, ex Lippman. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Airmail Postal History

2256   Lippman’s Massive Airmail Cover Collection, 1920’s-70’s, thousands of covers comprising first days beginning with #C8 (2), 
#C9, #C10 (2; Wash DC & St. Louis, #C11, #C12 (3), #C16 (3), #C19 New York June 30 (2; Scott cat $1,000 each), #C20 (1 
NYC & 9 SF), #C21 (5), #C22 (3), #C21 & #C22 combo (2), #C23 (8 Dayton & 8 St. Petersburg), #C24 (8), #C25-C31 (6), #C25a 
(3), #CE1 (11 Chicago; 1 DC), #CE2 (16 DC) — this group catalog value over $5,200, see them all online, plus space related, 
air shows, pilot appreciation (CAM 30), Air Mail Weeks, first and last day of rates, airport dedications, crash covers, many Pan 
American Pacific flight covers, many first flights, small group of Robert E. Byrd covers including two signed and two turned, 
#C3 on Jul. 15, 1918 first trip (Scott cat $750), 3 Atomic Bomb related covers and an Albert Gore TLS thanking Captain H.R. 
Carson, U.S. Navy Chief, Crossroads Division, Armed Forces Special Weapons Project for sending him the “Bombs at 
Bikini” report, some of the covers are signed by the pilots, plus much more including a few foreign including 2 rocket mails 
and 30 catapult covers (13 legal sized), few faults to be expected, overall Very Fine, ex Lippman. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

First Flights
Postal History Airmail Postal History

2257   First Flight Covers to Cuba Collection, 1920-31, approximately 100, better incl. 3 covers flown on West Indies Airways cover 
to Havana Nov. 1 1920 (1 franked by #C1), many Pan American flown, wide variety of frankings most of which are American 
stamps, well-organized on Lighthouse pages, Very Fine, vast majority retail at $20 and up; perfect for eBay, see them all online, 
ex-Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Zeppelin Covers
Postal History Airmail Postal History

2258   US and Brazil Zeppelin Flown Cover Collection, 17 US including legal sized with $2.60 Graf Zeppelin stamp (#C15) and 
six Brazil May and June 1930 to Cuba (4), NY and Canal Zone, also includes a Nicaragua cover intended for the Zeppelin that 
missed the Zeppelin flight (small repair), and 16 miscellaneous items including May 16, 1929 Western Union Cable-gram between 
collectors in the US and Belgium regarding Zeppelin flown covers, Very Fine, also includes Sieger Catalog 21st edition (1995), Frost 
Special Airship and Postcard Catalog (2005) and The Story of the Airship by Hugh Allen, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Zeppelin Covers: US airships
Postal History Airmail Postal History

2259   USS Akron & Macon Cover Accumulation, over 110 Akron covers including 6 autographed including Admiral Charles E. 
Rosendahl (4), Herbert Hoover and Alger Dresel, and approximately 450 Macon covers including 80 memorials and 8 Christmas/
Holiday, a handful are signed, most addressed to either Mr. Clayton A. or Emil A. Thurman of New Orleans (airmail investor and 
former President of the still active Crescent City Stamp Club), also includes ten miscellaneous Zeppelin covers and four unused 
postcards including one showing black and white image of Shenandoah wreck, plus a small piece of the Shenandoah’s “gas bag”, 
some duplication but many different, Very Fine, see them all online, for the histories of the two airships, visit  Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6.4 lbs. https://njpostalhistory.org/media/pdf/LakehurstNAS_Pts_I_IInjph2019.pdf, ex-Lippman and purchased by 
Mr. Lippman from the Thurman estate. (photo on web site) ........................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Cancels & Postmarks

town Postmarks
Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

2260   New York Town Collection, 1842-1925, approx 750 envelopes from cities and towns in 7 volumes; mounted 2 to a page here 
is an attractive study including stampless folded letters, uprated postal cards, fancy cancels, DPOs, street railway postal service, 
nice frankings (11, 24, 65, Banknotes), and Advertising envelopes; a few hundred mostly used Polish stamps in two binders, a few 
hundred worldwide (Belgium, France, Mongolia, Korea, Japan, Butan, etc) mounted on album pages; and a cover album with 100+ 
mostly 1982 Spanish soccer envelopes; an enjoyable group, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 38.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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2261   Discontinued Post Office (DPO) Diaspora, 1880-1978, 10,000+ envelopes and cards (most in sleeves) from DPOs across the 
country; packed tighly in a dozen USPS large Flat Rate boxes, the covers and cancels are generally clean and without major fault; 
it will take the winning bidder some time to determine whether there is any duplication (we suspect a little) or what percentage 
of DPOs this accumulation represents since there is no ready comprehensive listing of all post offices ever in operation; a fun 
project for the motivated collector, Very Good to Excellent. Shipping charges apply - weight 129 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

State/Territorial Postal History

Louisiana
Postal History State/Territorial Postal History

2262   Louisiana Postal History from the Lippman Collection, Many thousands of covers and post cards, mostly 19th and early 20th 
century, better including many hundreds of stampless folded letters and covers including an 1835 regarding a brother’s death 
by drowning and the disposition of his estate and 20-25 to Europe (mostly France), green Jeaneretts La. circular datestamp 
with unlisted in ASCC “PAID 3” in circle, advertising covers including a few cameos and all-over designs, plus a beautiful 
Louisiana Oyster & Fish, 1859 prices current franked with #24, two and mailed printed bankruptcy forms (#94 & #178), fancy 
cancels, auxilliary markings including “Received in this condition, N.O.P.O.” on 1889 cover, New Orleans Express mail, a tiny 
toy alligator tied to a 1922 tag and mailed to Baltimore, 1854 folded letter franked with #11A to wife regarding the purchase of 
a 25 year old slave woman whom he calls a “gumbo negro”, two Confederate Handstamp Paids — Pattersonville Paid 5 and 
red Alexandria Paid 10, 3 soldier’s covers with New Orleans double circle datestamps including one patriotic with the transcribed 
original letter with interesting content and soldier’s history, a soldier’s letter datelined Algiers LA July the 24th 1864 transcribed 
with interesting content, an 1863 letter from the camp near Brashier City LA Sept. 14th 1863 with interesting content regarding 
troop movements, a surprise appearance of 8 Confederate officers under a flag of truce, the events and feelings of the day, and 
describing the town, and bemoaning the water supply, 18 Mardi Gras covers including 1933 (7 including 3 signed by the King and 
3 Queens), 1937 (3; 2 with hand drawn designs, few faults as always found in large lots like these, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
also includes “Louisiana Post Offices” book by John J. Germann, see the highlights online, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 24.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Massachusetts
Postal History State/Territorial Postal History

2263   Massachusetts Stampless Postal History Collection, 1820s-60s, with well over 300 stampless covers and folded letters in five 
small cover albums, approximately half with manuscript cancels and the other half with town cancels, most of the covers are 
organized by city of origin, with manuscript cancels separated from town cancels, condition varies, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 12.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History State/Territorial Postal History
2264   Massachusetts Postal History Collection, 1850s-1990s, 50+ small G&K, Lighthouse or Supersafe small cover albums along 

with two large cover file boxes (of presumed duplicates), with a quick estimate of around 5,000 covers (60-120 covers per album 
plus approximately 1,000 covers in the two file boxes), with dates ranging from the early stampless period until 1990’s, although 
the vast majority of the covers range from the 1880’s to 1960’s, each album broken down into different topic, many sorted into 
individual counties, albums for Boston area cancels, a couple albums of picture postcards, Rural Free Delivery, albums sorted 
into various cancel types, ie: Doane’s, Leavitt cancels, Wesson TOB (time on bottom) cancels, Doremus cancels, a couple albums 
of Flags, a couple albums of received cancels, street car R.P.O’s, etcetera. About a quarter of the albums are unlabelled, but they 
appear to be sorted by individual town names. Condition varies, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 165 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Mississippi
Postal History State/Territorial Postal History

2265   Mississippi Cover Collection, 170 comprising 42 stampless including folded letters with manuscript Ft. Adams 1850, Kellertown 
(2), Natchez postmaster free frank, Washington 1829, circular datestamps include red Aberdeen and “5” in negative star, Carrollton 
with manuscript “Charge Box No. 10”, red Greenville with “PAID 3 in circle handstamp, 1829 red Pinkneyville MI rimless, 
legal from New Orleans to Clinton then turned and sent on to Franklin, Meadville, Monticello rimless with manuscript “Public 
service A. Fox Mgr. Genl. 12 1/2”, blue Natchez and “5” on ladies small cover with CDV of woman (recipient?) enclosed with 
Natchez imprint on back, and two from Monticello (2) with “PAID” and one blue Rodney and “PAID 3” cancels to Messrs. Watt 
& Desaulles of New Orleans, 49 3c 1851’s/1857’s including 38 3c 1851’s (one Scott #10, others #11 or #11A) on 1852/1853 
folded letters that traveled by boat from Mississippi towns to Messrs. Watt & Desaulles of New Orleans, 17 with 3c 1861’s (Scott 
#65), 33 3c Nesbitts including 28 with circular datetamps, plus 29 others, few faults as always, generally Fine to Very Fine, also 
includes the book “Mississippi Post Offices” by Gallagher and patera, see all 170 online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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AUTOGRAPHS & FREE FRANKS
Autographs & Free Franks 

2266   Aviators Autograph Collection, Autographs mostly on covers prepared by Emil Thurman of New Orleans (some addressed to his 
young son Clayton) comprising “Wrong Way” Corrigan (2), Earle Ovington (3 including one on broadside “The Airmail Comes 
of Age” (reprinted from Everyweek Magazine, 1931),Orville Wright, Francis K. Hayes (2), J. Erroll Boyd (on real photo picture 
postcard of the sloop “The Explorer” also signed by co-owner Carl Justice), Earle Ovington (3) including one also signed by 
pilot J.R. Wedell (1900-34) and one also signed by PMG Frank Hitchcock, James Doolittle (6) including three from 1932 
National Air races also signed by fellow pilot James G. Haizlip, 19332 flown cover from Mexico to Cuba signed by Capt. 
Eduardo Laborde, also includes R.E. Byrd, Eddie Cantor, Fanny Washington (great-great-grandniece of George Washington; 2) 
(General) Mark W. Clark (on card), Herbert Hoover (2) and a Free Frank cover of Francis Gillette (1807-79) as a member of 
Congress a few other items, and lastly an 8 x 10 offical NASA photo signed by Sally Ride, Very Fine, ex-Lippman. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

EPHEMERA
Ephemera 

2267   Top Shelf Ephemera, 1790-1998, ready for some fun? Includes souvenir views of Camp Meade, stereographic cards, 1841 
Farmers Almanac, The Echo newspaper (1880), deed from 1790, stampless folded letter (1840), 28 railroad stock certificates 
with gorgeous coupons, railroad waybills, calendars, cigarette cards, City of NY Certificate of Fitness (for paint spraying), trading 
cards, tin types and other old photographs, daily reminder (1922), cancelled checks (many on revenue paper), dozens of legal 
documents with revenue stamps affixed, Two Siciles document (1858) with embossed paper, WWII War Ration book, Moon 
Landing Airmail stamp Program (1969), 1923 US Passport signed by Sec of State (former member of Supreme Court) Charles 
E Hughes, 1876 Manufacturer of Cigars tax stamp with all coupons (also two from 1883), Retail Liquor tax stamp, Distributor 
of Opium (1918), Dealer in Leaf Tobacco tax stamp; binder of Christmas Seals, binder of Girls and Boys Town, 2 binders of 
American Lung Association, 1812 stampless folded letter to Philadelphia, 1837 SFL to CT, 1816 SFL in Phildelphia, 1837 SFL 
in Boston, 1825 letter from Phili to New York, several Advertising envelopes, embossed cigar box emblems, 1813 New England 
Almanack, business letter on Nash automobile letterhead (1931), old currency (Mexico, Guatemala, China, Germany, Philippines, 
Soviet Union), Japanese revenue stamps, and a box filled with engraved checks and legal papers, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 50.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

LITERATURE & SUPPLIES

General Works on Philately

Literature & Supplies General Works on Philately
2268   Profoundly Useful Philatelic Library, if you could choose the 250 most useful philatelic references what would you pick? For 

certain you would insist on Sassone, Facit, Michel, Gibbons, Durland, Unitrade, Proud, and others; you would have classics from 
Johl and Brookman; works on Revenues from numerous countries, volumes on essays and proofs, a plethora of country specific 
books; there are actually books behind the references in the image on the website (because they wouldn’t all fit); an incredibly 
compact library of the most useful works in their field; look at the image on the website and bid; knowledge is power, Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 280 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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British Commonwealth 

Postal History

British Commonwealth British Commonwealth Postal History
2269   Great Britain, 1855 2d Blue, Exhibition Worthy Collection of Covers.  A collection of 13 inland covers plus 2 on piece and a 

further group of 8 covers to the United States. An extraordinary collection of the highest quality all written up and ready to add to 
your collection or perfect for individual resale. We note a nice combination cover with Scott 7 as well as 3 covers with strips of 
5 and other multicolored frankings. The scans speak for themselves and if possible, view in person to appreciate how fresh and 
interesting this holding is. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth British Commonwealth Postal History
2270   Great Britain, Distinguished Collection of Stampless Covers, 1586-1840, Beautifully presented and annotated in a Palo album, 

a collection of intriguing covers before the dawn of the postage stamp, as early as the 16th century with a letter addressed to 
the Corsini Family. Other highlights include early Bishop Marks, a Dockwra pre-paid mark from 1777, a Scotland surcharge 
handstamp from 1813, a few free-franked covers, one from future prime minister William E. Gladstone to his friend, poet William 
Wordsworth in 1838, and a commercial letter posted on January 10, 1840, which technically makes this a first day cover to the 
postal reforms! Nearly 40 covers in all and entirely viewable online, overall Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth British Commonwealth Postal History
2271   Bahrain, Postal History and Postal Stationery Accumulation, Many hundreds of covers, mostly 1950’s-80’s, variety of 

destinations, well sorted, some commercial and some premium first day covers, stationery is heavily duplicated including two 
bundles of mint aerogrammes and quantities of a lettersheet with printed frank at top (some with printed form), in two boxes and 
two sheet folders, few faults as always found in cover accumulations, generally Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 38.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
Great Britain

British Commonwealth Great Britain
2272   Great Britain, “Collection Fit for a King” of Mostly Used, 1840-1936, In a hingeless Palo album with many extras, we realize 

from the very first page that this is no ordinary collection. After a brief bio of Sir Rowland Hill, we are presented with a brief letter 
with his autograph. It is no surprise that the “Penny Black” would be next, but not just one, seven of them; four are on cover, the 
first used during its first month of release in May 1840; also, an off-cover example of plate 11, the rarest of all. Next up is the 
infamous Mulready letter sheet followed by specimens of the “Penny Pink” and 2p blue, the first two postal envelopes of Britain. 
Only then do we finally get to page one of the stamps, and what a page it is! Many juggernaut stamps can be found throughout 
this collection including Gibbons-only varieties; Scott #5-7 are here, each with at least three margins, and many other stamps 
cataloging over $1,000, like #23 (with certificate), 32d (unpriced in Scott), 56, 57a, 74-75, 90, 93 (repaired), 110; also, some 
mouth-watering mint, numerous scarer plate numbers, and a slew of powerhouse covers. Instead of boring you with even more 
numbers, see the links below for a view of most of this glorious collection which really is fit for a king! Condition does vary, but 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
2273   Great Britain, A Surfeit of Surface-Printed Victorias, 1855-1900 (Scott 22-28, 34-57, 59-126), needing two 3-inch 3-ring 

binders to hold them all, presenting each stamp in quantity, with shades, watermark varieties, etc., noted, even some organized so 
as to start a sheet reconstruction; myriad cancels to keep you looking (several noted as scarce or rare, some quite striking, some 
overseas uses), plus numerous mint, wing margins, and multiples; highlights include mint #34, 43, 51 (never hinged), 53, 53a, 54, 
59, 60, 62 (2), 66a, 67 (Plate 10, block of 3), 67 (Plate 17), 73, 80, 81, 85, 87 (2), 96, 102, 103 (2), 106, 108, and used #40 (4), 42 
(8), 42a, 55, 55a (3), 57, 57a (3, one Plate 1, two plate 2), 62 (Plate 17), 64 (12, different plates), 69 (2), 74 (4), 85 (14), 91a, 93a 
with full circular “Glasgow/DE 9/82” postmark and 1953 BPA certificate, 96 (7), 109 (8), 110, O9, and far too many more 
to list; total catalogue value is astronomical given the duplication; condition varies, of course, but a magnificent holding sure to 
please, Fine to Very Fine with much better, inspection a must. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
2274   Great Britain, The Bi-George Stock Selection, 1911-51, with a brief interlude by Edward VIII; three large 3-ring binders hold 

this compilation offering a virtualy complete front-of-book experience, with singles, pairs and blocks, along with some on-cover 
uses; note control number singles, near-complete Seahorses (no #174) including a used £1 green (#176), #209 mint and used, plus 
Jubilees, Weddings and Coronations, and some Dues; varieties (e.g., inverted watermarks) noted along the way; generally clean 
and sound, though expect the occasional fault, Very Fine overall, worth the time to review. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.2 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
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2275   Great Britain, Her Late Majesty’s Half-Century, 1953-2003, clear some shelf space for these thousands upon thousands 
of stamps in eight 3-inch 3-ring binders; mostly mint and used singles, but note souvenir sheets, gutter pairs, booklets, Post 
Office Packs, etc.; all the iconic issues—Wildings, Castles, Machins (some of them, at least)—are present, along with First Day 
Covers and several additional stockbooks or packets with even more to tempt; semi-specialized with various phosphor variations 
noted; fresh and well worth the review; a perfect stock for the dealer or packet-maker, with plenty of attractive face value for 
the British buyer, Very Fine overall, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 52.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
2276   Great Britain Collection 1977-2013, carefully mounted into three Scott specialty albums, with modern mint mostly complete 

adding up to substantial face value, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
2277   Great Britain, Sumptuous Holding of Perforated Line-Engraved Issues, 1854-70 (Scott 8-21, 29-33, 58), an immensity of 

intaglios, arranged in a 3½-inch 3-ring binder by Scott number, some with plates or watermark varieties noted; mostly used, with 
a handful of covers and on-piece items, along with the occasional mint; condition varies widely, but with this much material, 
there’s plenty sound for your album or stock; some of the better includes (used) #11 (37), 14 (3), 15 (2), 16 block of four, 20 with 
watermark inverted (4), etc.; pounds’ worth of 1d and 2d stamps, and a whopping 8sh2d worth of the ½d #58; additionally includes 
a file box with #33 sorted into envelopes by plate, with quantities (from our quick look-through) of 15 to the hundreds, Fine to Very 
Fine with better, imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
2278   Great Britain, Imperforate Engraved Issues Stock Selection, 1840-54, a binder full of the first Victorians, running from the 

Penny Black to the 6d Embossed, semi-specialized with varieties such as plates, ivory heads and watermarks noted, plus #3 partly 
organized by cancels; while condition varies, we note numerous four-margined examples (including four of the five off-cover 
Penny Blacks, the on-cover with top margin just clear but close), with even the normally cut-into Embossed issues sporting clear 
or just nipped frames; comprises #1 (5 plus one on cover), 2 (6), 3 (1 mint, well over 150 used, 9 on cover), 4 (34 used, 2 additional 
ivory heads, plus 1 on cover), 5 (5; 1 cut to shape) and 7 (2); condition will vary, but plenty of material that adds up to a gob-
smacking catalogue total; a wonderful lot for student and dealer alike, Fine to Very Fine with much better, see the entire lot online 
or in-person. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
2279   Great Britain, A Heavy KEVII Compilation, 1902-11, housed in a thick 3-ring binder, a solid holding of Edwardian issues with 

mint, used and on-cover uses; some of the many highlights include mint 1911 Harrison 1d deep rose red block of four (Gibbons 
#273, with 1980 BPA certificate), #128e (watermark inverted, with booklet covers), 128 (De La Rue, watermark inverted), 129 
(single plus block of four), 136 (5), 137 (2), 138 (2), 139 (4), 140 (2), 141 (3), 142, and used #139 (14), 140 (4), 141 (2), with all 
pence values present in duplication both mint and used; some appealing cancels spotted as well; all appear sound, but expect the 
occasional flaw, Very Fine on the whole, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Great Britain Offices abroad
British Commonwealth Great Britain

2280   Great Britain, Offices Abroad- Morocco Agencies Extensive Inventory, 1898-1957.  A superior holding loaded with better sets 
and singles both mint and used with several hundred stamps neatly placed in a stock book. A high-quality stock beginning with the 
Queen Victoria issues of 1898 up to 1957. Modest quantities such as five mint sets of Scott 1-8. Noteworthy are the scarce used 
singles that are included. Please check out the scans to fully appreciate the range and better items in this popular area. Generally, 
all Fine to Very Fine with few faults. SG £4,800+ ($6,200). (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Great Britain & Channel islands
British Commonwealth Great Britain

2281   Great Britain and Channel Islands Collection, 1840/2011, six albums (3 Scott Specialty for GB, 3 for Channel Islands), 
extensive selection of mint and used from the Victorian through George VI period and often parallel mint and used each or with 
some duplicates including shades, some multiples, etc., Elizabethan period mostly complete mint with many NH, additional 
sections of mint and used Machin issues and another with dozens of complete booklets including prestige types, another section 
of the various foreign offices in China, Africa, Morocco and Turkey including a nice selection of covers and cancels, some of the 
“must mention” highlights include 1 used (3), 8 used (full margins), 57 used, 98-107 used, 108 used (4), 109 used (2), 124 used, 
127-38 mint, 139-42 used, useful assortment of 2/6-10sh “Britannia”, George VI mostly complete mint &/or used with some NH, 
Offices in Africa complete mint including postage dues, Offices in China 12-14 used, 17-27 mint, Offices in Morocco 1-8 mint, 
20-611 mint (most of the Elizabethan period NH), Offices in Turkey 6 used, 7-10 mint, 15-24 mint, 26-64 mint, etc., the regional 
and Channel Islands portion majority complete mint to early 2000s with most NH, etc., usual mixed condition in 19th century 
issues but better than typically seen, generally F-VF, huge catalog value, viewing a must to get the full scope of the collection, ex 
Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 52 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
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2282   Great Britain & Channel Islands, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2009, In a total of six binders with most stamps hinged on 
album pages, a very well-filled collection with strong classics and a lot of modern mint. Within this collection, a sprinkling of 
prestige booklets, numerous perfins, watermark & phosphor varieties, Framas, postal clerk training stamps, a specialized collection 
of Machins, and a fairly strong presence of postage dues, offices abroad and other B-O-B. Among the many better, and yes, there 
are many, we have used #1 (4), 5, 26 (2), 27 (2), 28, 32 (2), 39 (2), 42-43, 48-51, 57 (plates 1 & 2), 59, 67, 96 (2), 101-05, 116-
22, 126, 174, 179-81, 222-24, and mint 135-38, 179-80, etc. In addition, a stockbook loaded with thousands of extremely useful 
duplication, a binder with a few hundred used gutter pairs from the 1970s-90s, and another binder filled with captivating oddities, 
like postal strike stamps, revenues, Cinderellas, such as philatelic exhibition labels or a sheetlet from the 1937 Coronation of King 
George VI, and stamps from the islands of Lundy, Herm & others. Condition will inevitably vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, 
additional scans & video viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Aden

British Commonwealth Aden
2283   Aden Protectorates, Full Sheets & Souvenir Sheets by the Bushel, 1966-67, Tens of thousands of stamps from the Kathiri State 

of Seiyun, Mahra State and the Qu’aiti State in Hadhramaut in the form of full & partial sheets, as well as packs of souvenir 
sheets, with most clocking in at about 80 copies or more. You’ll need a catalogue other than Scott, which doesn’t list them. I used 
Michel, and to give you an idea of the astronomical catalogue value of this lot, I randomly looked up some imperforate souvenir 
sheets of Seiyun, beginning with the 100th Anniversary of ITU (MiNr. Block 1B). There were over 100 copies and each are priced 
at €100! Or nearly 200 copies of Gaughin’s White Horse (MiNr. Block 3B) at €90 each; or wait, how about 80-some copies of the 
Mona Lisa (MiNr. Block 4B) at €220 each! Orwell, need I continue? Have a look for yourself as some of this collection can be 
viewed online, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 72 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

British Commonwealth Aden
2284   Aden, Blocks & Sheets of the Silver Wedding Anniversary, 1949, For both the Kathiri State of Seiyun and the Quaiti State of 

Shihr & Mukalla, the 1½ anna & the 5 rupee stamps celebrating the 25th anniversary of King George VI & Queen Elizabeth in 
mint singles, as well as partial & full sheets and appears to be all never-hinged. If you’re wondering, approximately 190 copies of 
#15 for both states. Need I say, enormous catalogue value! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Kathiri State of Seiyun
British Commonwealth Aden

2285   Kathiri State of Seiyun, Full & Partial Sheets of Scott-Unlisted Overprints, 1966-67, Mostly partial but some full sheets of 
the various overprints found on the stamps of Aden’s Kathiri State of Seiyun, such as the following listed in the Michel catalogue: 
the South Arabia overprints #42-67, various Olympic Games 68-76, England’s World Cup victory 77-83, World Peace 99-107 and 
various astronauts 116-21. Unfathomable catalogue value! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Australia & States

British Commonwealth Australia & States
2286   Australia & States, Powerful Mostly Used Collection, 1850-1958, On Scott Specialty pages, a very special collection indeed. 

From spectacular Roos to Sydney Views, a collection of this magnitude doesn’t come around very often. The Roos & KGV Heads 
of Australia are nearly complete, and B-O-B is also a force to be reckoned with; nearly complete postage dues and numerous 
perforated officials. Turning to New South Wales, we’re presented with a half dozen Sydney Views, as well as a stunning array 
of QV Heads, and Queen Victoria reigns supreme through the rest of the States, until of course we hit Western Australia and the 
beautiful and iconic Swan definitives. Some obscure variants too, like a mint, nicely centered double impression of the 1p Van 
Diemens Land (Tasmania #29c and unpriced in Scott). Oh, and did I mention the postal fiscals of Victoria? You have to see this 
collection to believe it and we are going to show you most of it online. And if you’re viewing these pictures on your computer and 
suddenly find drool on your keyboard, don’t worry, that’s a normal reaction! Condition does vary among the herd, but generally 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2287   Australian States, “Beneath the Southern Cross” Mostly Used Collection, 1853-1912, It’s easy to see why the Australian States 
are so collectible. It’s not just the many beautiful designs but also the many perf, paper & watermark varieties. This lot covers 
five of them - New South Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia. Take another look at those QV Van 
Diemens Land stamps of Tasmania which rival the Chalon Heads of New Zealand, or the gorgeous swans of Western Australia. If 
you don’t collect this area, maybe you should! As expected, condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, most of this lot 
can be viewed online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Australian States
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2288   Australian States, Tempting Mostly Used Holding, 1857-1912, On stockcards, “102” cards or just crammed into glassines, a 
very worthwhile holding of Australian States and they are all here. Numerous better items spotted but this is the type of lot which 
requires a hands-on approach. The stockcards are all protected in glassines and many have more than one which makes on-site 
viewing a must. If only one person shows up to view this lot, it’s a guaranteed killing! As expected, condition will vary, but overall 
Fine to Very Fine, some additional images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Australian States
2289   Australian States, “The Queen Victoria Collection” of Mostly Used, 1850-1912, Queen Victoria reigns supreme on the stamps 

of the Australian States! In one binder with the vast majority of stamps hinged on album pages, a very good survey of New South 
Wales (1852-1906), Queensland (1860-1907), South Australia (1855-1906), Tasmania (1853-1912), Victoria (1850-1902) and 
Western Australia (1861-1905) with hundreds of stamps yet plenty of room for expansion. Some shifted & inverted watermarks 
noted; also numerous perfins including Scott-unlisted “OS”, as well as some revenues. The entire collection has been scanned for 
your perusal. As one would expect, condition will vary, but on the whole Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Australia
2290   Australia, Roos to News Assortment, hundreds and hundreds of classics to moderns, presented in a couple albums, on stockpages 

and cards, some looseyou get the picture; a grand mix of everything you could be looking for: singles, multiples and blocks, 
inscription blocks; coil pairs (including several paste-up pairs), strips and blocks; large and small “OS” perfined Officials used (to 
5sh, and including large on Western Australia and small “OS/NSW” on New South Wales) plus printed “OS” Officials; gutter pairs 
and blocks, a multitude of cancels, 3d//£5 Tax Instalment Revenues, Explorers (both Pound and Dollar issues), Specimens, Test 
Stamps, die varieties, etc., etc.; note several Coat-of-Arms sets used (including 10sh to £2 Specimens), mint #142-144, 142a-144a, 
166-170, etc., etc.; loads of face value among the modern, even a folder of Great Britain Smiler sheets and a used £50 New Zealand 
Stamp Duty Postal-Fiscal; condition varies as expected, but much ready to add to stock, Fine to Very Fine with much better, see a 
sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Australia
2291   Australia, “The Walkabout Collection” of Mint & Used, 1913-2009, Mostly hinged, but with many mint stamps in mounts, an 

extremely well-filled collection into the 2000s with some stamps collected both mint & used. A very respectable representation of 
Roos & KGV Heads (perfins, plate varieties & inverted watermarks also included in scans); other better items include used #18, 
142-44, 142a-44a, 149, 151, 177-179, 218-21, and mint 152-54, 450a-53a (as complete booklet), C1-5. The collection ends with a 
fascinating array of curiosities, from many more perfins, the majority of which are officials with perforated “OS”, to revenues and 
Cinderella labels, such as ones produced for the Antarctic Expedition of 1954 and the Melbourne Olympic Games of 1956. You’ll 
also find a mint & used collection of the Australian Antarctic Territory (1957-98), a binder of covers, and a stockbook crammed 
with a couple thousand mostly used duplicates, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Bahrain

British Commonwealth Bahrain
2292   Bahrain, Sheet and Souvenir Sheet Collection, comprising Gibbons #32 sheet of 120 (perf separations), #113-115 (two sheets 

of 100 folded along two rows of horizontal perforations), #224-227 (sheets of 50), #232-235 (12 blocks in two sheets), #258-65 
(11 including 2 sheets), #337-353 & 358-359 (sheets of 50), and T194/194a (49 sheets of 50), also includes Gibbons #224-231 
& 241-243 & MS236 (25 each), #244, 244d & 244e (5 each), #360a (20), and quantities of Camel Post issues, Never Hinged, 
never hinged, Very Fine, Stanley Gibbons catalog value over L27,000, ex Lippman.  Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs. SG 
32/360a; £27,000 ($34,860). (photo on web site) .........................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Bermuda

British Commonwealth Bermuda
2293   Bermuda, Magnificent All-Mint Collection, 1865-1995, mounted in three slipcased Scott Specialty binders, the first two filled, 

the third with pages continuing to 2012 (some stamps); one of the prettiest Bermuda collections we’ve seen, with nearly every 
space filled from #16 on, often more than once, often with shade and perforation varieties (noted)—apart from the King George VI 
Keyplates, offered separately in this sale; among the pre-Elizabeth highlights are #2, 5 (2 wing margins), 6, 8 right margin block of 
24(!), 18-25, 19b, 19c, 17 block of six (3 hinged, 3nh), 26 gutter block of ten with watermark (never hinged), 31-39, 40-53, 52, 55-
69, 71-79, 81-96, 105-114, 118-128, plus additional King George V Keyplates #49 (10), 50, 51 (2), 94 (3), 95 (3), 96 (2), and 96a; 
some varieties noted by Gibbons; fresh and clean throughout, all appearing sound though expect an occasional fault; additional 
used material in a stockbook and glassines, plus Robson Lowe and Robert Dickgiesser references included as well, Very Fine, a 
simply stellar holding; see the first volume in full online. (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Bermuda
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2294   Bermuda, Specialized Holding of King George VI Keyplates, 1938-51, fresh, clean and well annotated, presented on stockpages 
with additional material glassined, many still with their original auction write-ups; most all identified by both Scott and Gibbons, 
and including #124 (block of four plus cylinder block of four), 123 (17, 4 with head flaws), 123a (15), 123b (18), 124 (20), 124a 
(8, 2 never hinged), 125 (6, 1 never hinged), 125a (2), 126 (2), 126b (2), 127a, 127b (with 2006 Brandon certificate), 128, 128a, 
128b (4), etc.; stellar stock or study group, all appearing to be sound and many exquisitely centered, Very Fine, fully imaged online. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Honduras

British Commonwealth British Honduras
2295   British Honduras Collection, 1866/1973, mostly complete mint (a handful of used) in a Scott album with premium issues as 

1 unused, 2 mint, 3 used (reperforated), 4-5 mint, 6-8 unused, 9-12 mint, 13-17 mint, 18 unused (crease), 20-26 mint, 38-46 
mint, 48-51 mint, 52-55 mint, 58-69 mint, 75-83 mint, essentially complete mint after 1935 with some never hinged; few classic 
period minor faults but generally F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Cape of Good Hope

British Commonwealth Cape of Good Hope
2296   Cape of Good Hope, “Incredible Isosceles” Specialized Mint & Used Triangles, 1853-64, Absolutely stunning collection of 

the iconic triangles loved the world over. And they’re all here #1-15 with various shades, many with multiple examples, and quite 
a few backed by certificates, such as used #7a, 7b, 9, 9b, and an unused pair of #12. A couple of covers as well. Have a look for 
yourself at these beauties, as the entire collection has been scanned, overall Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

British Commonwealth Cape of Good Hope
2297   Cape of Good Hope, “Love Triangles” Superior Used Collection, 1853-1900, On Scott Specialty pages, an awesome array 

of triangles, and with the exception of the Mafeking issues, a nearly complete collection with some valuable duplication and a 
few revenues. Better items as mounted include #1 (pair), 2, 3-5, 6a (with cert), 9, 12-15, 162-63, 165, overall Fine to Very Fine, 
collection imaged in full. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Falkland Islands & Dependencies

British Commonwealth Falkland Islands & Dependencies
2298   Falkland Islands & Dependencies, Double Mint & Used Collection, 1878-1952, A parallel mint & used collection with duplicate 

album pages, this goes far beyond a starter collection with many better sets & singles. Housed in a hingeless Lighthouse album, and 
although just about every page is stained, this does not seem to have affected the stamps in any way. Premium items include mint 
#3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 15-18, 22-27, 30-36, 54-63, 65-73, 75, 84-96, 100, 107-20, 1L1-8 reissue (SG #G9-16), 1L19-33, and used 1-3, 
46-47, 95. In addition, many colour variants, as the pages are modeled after the Gibbons catalogue, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
most of this collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Gambia

British Commonwealth Gambia
2299   Gambia Mammals set, 2017 (Scott 3736-3738), ten complete sets of sheets of 50 ($440 per set), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  

Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs. Scott $220,000. (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Hong Kong

2300   Hong Kong, A Useful Holding of Quality Mint and Used, 1875-1937.  A selection housed neatly on four large Hagner black 
stock sheets with several dozens of stamps. Starts with Queen Victoria and decent surcharges plus a few forgeries noted and not 
counted followed by KE VII with Crown CA $5 and $10 used plus some mint, China overprints mint & used with sets to the $1, 
Japanese Occupation block of four. Mainly F.-V.F. with a few faults. Owner’s S.G. is £3314 + $3800. (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200
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India

British Commonwealth India
2301   India, Enticing Collection including States, 1854-1914, mounted on a mix of Scott, German and homemade pages, a lovely 

compilation of Victoria through George V issues; better include mint #2 and 49, used #19C, 25, 29-30, 50-52, O6, O8 and O9, 
along with a group of six Telegraph Specimens, and three covers plus a piece all dating 1855-56, three domestic, one an 11a cover 
via Southampton to Dorking, Surrey with a lovely “India Paid” in crescent moon handstamp; States include both Convention and 
Feudatory, the strength in the latter with better filed Bhopal, Faridkot, Jind and Sirmoor in particular; generally clean, a few with 
obvious condition issues, but a pretty holding nonetheless, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ...........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

India & States

British Commonwealth India & States
2302   India and States Collection to 1980s, many 100s on mostly Scott pages in a thick binder, mixed mint and used through the 1940s 

and the 1980s, the 1950s/70s issues nearly all mint with some never hinged, useful Back-of-the-Book including Officials and 
Military issues, nice sections of both the Convention and Feudatory States, etc.; note some premium as First Issue forgeries, #19 
unused, #25 postal and pen cancels, 50-52 used, 73-75 used, 93-98 used, 122-123 mint, 124-125 used, 150-166 mint, 223-226 never 
hinged, 221-222 used, C1-C12 mint, M4-M9 used, M20 used, M44-M55 mint, O4-O7 used, O16-O26 used, O50 mint, etc.; Indian 
States best represented by issues of Chamba Officials, Gwalior, Patiala, Bhopal, Bijawar, Charkhari, Cochin, Indore, Travancore, 
etc.; usual mixed condition, VG-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

India

British Commonwealth India
2303   Indian Princely States, From Raj to Riches Stock Compilation, hundreds upon hundreds of stamps, covering both Convention 

and Feudatory States, neatly arranged in a 16-page (32-side) small-format stockbook; comprises regular postage, overprinted, 
Officials, etc.; most singles, but some pairs, multiples or margin examples; even includes some material from neighboring regions 
such as Afghanistan, Nepal, and a Persian Castaigne; useful duplication with some, we’re fairly certain, reference items; whether 
for stock or study, a useful holding, generally Fine to Very Fine, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ireland

British Commonwealth Ireland
2304   Ireland Collection, 1922/2007, mint and used (often parallel) in three albums, 1) Scott album (1922/45 on Schaubek pages) with 

extensive 1922/2000 issues and mostly complete mint after 1937 with many NH, 2) White Ace album 1966/94 mostly complete 
mint NH, 3) White Ace album with some misc mint (hinged and NH) and used 2000/2007 issues, among the better earlier 1-11A 
NH, 12 mint, 13-14 NH, 15-18 mint including 16b (all but 6d NH), 19-35 NH, 36 mint, 37 NH, 39-55 NH, 56-58 NH (each signed 
Richter), 56 used, 57 used pair, 59-62 NH, 65-76 mint and used, 77-79 NH, 77b mint, 78b-79b NH, 87 mint and used, 87a NH, 91-
92 mint, 93-95 mint, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, a lovely collection and ideal for continuation, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 17.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Malaya

British Commonwealth Malaya
2305   Malayan Area Collection, two volumes with Straits Settlements, Malaya and States, Malaysia plus Bangkok, Brunei, Labuan, 

North Borneo, Sarawak and Singapore, sets and singles on variety of different pages, better throughout with Bangkok 6 used, 8 
used, 19 used, Brunei 1906/ assorted mint and used with some useful 1907/47 River issues, 1963/84 mostly complete mint with 
some NH, N16-17 mint, Labuan 99A-109 mint, J4-5 without gum, Malaya NJ8-20 mint, Kelantan 14-26 mint, Negri Sembilan 
38-58 mint, Perak 3 mint, Sabah 1-6 mint, Selangor N28-42 mint, Malayan States 1948 Silver Wedding sets NH, Malaysia 1958/85 
mostly complete mint with some NH, North Borneo 238-39 NH, 244-58 mint, Sarawak 155-58 NH and FDC, Singapore 21-22 
NH, 23-26 NH and used, 67-69 NH, 107-11 NH, 1970/96 mostly complete NH incl S/S, Straits Settlements 127 mint, N16-
17 mint, etc., usual mixed condition including some earlier issues with pen or revenue cancels, generally F-VF, ex Csolkovits. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 17 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Japanese Occupation of Malaya
British Commonwealth Malaya

2306   Japanese Occupation of Malaya, Captivating Mint Collection, 1941-44, all but a couple mint, mounted or hinged on Scott 
Specialty or quadrille pages, a solid offering of these popular issues; begins with Straits Settlements seal-overprints, with Sarawak, 
Trengganu, Penang, Malayan Postal Union, Johore, Malacca, Brunei, Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, and North Borneo 
following; note better Straits Settlements (among them #N7D, N17, N19, plus values with overprint color varieties) valued by 
JSCA, several Sarawak signed (Wei (?), Chan), varieties, and more; all face-fresh, gum often streaky (as is usual), with several 
from our spot check looking never hinged; a valuable and attractive holding, Very Fine on the whole, fully imaged online. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

New Zealand

British Commonwealth New Zealand
2307   New Zealand, Exceptional Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1988, From Chalons to Lighthouses, a terrific collection of mint & 

used with almost all stamps in black mounts on Scott pages and looks complete from 1907 onwards. In addition to over twenty 
different Chalon Heads and many more postal fiscals, other better sets & singles include used #51-56, 60, 61-67, 69, E1, and mint 
122-24, 132-36, 179-81, B3-4, C1-5, etc. Condition will vary, especially among the Chalons, but some outstanding examples 
nevertheless, and overall Fine to Very Fine, have a look for yourself at the many scans online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

British Commonwealth New Zealand
2308   New Zealand, Desirable 1935 Issue Accumulation N.H.  A fresh N.H. hoard of Scott 185-196 ½ d to 1 shilling definitives times 

39 at $365, each rarely offered in quantity and the perfect lot to sell online at a great profit, all F.-V.F., N.H. Scott $14,235. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth New Zealand
2309   New Zealand, A Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection with Key Stamps, 1898-1944.  An exceptional collection of several 

hundred sets & singles containing a plethora of better items into the hundreds of dollars each all neatly mounted on Scott pages. 
It’s mixed mint & used however the used values hold up well and are sometimes higher than the mint, Highlights include and all 
are Scott numbers: 79-82 used $282, 83 mint $375., 92 mint $70., 98 mint $300, 103c used $145., 118-120 used $392, 121-121A 
used $317, 122-124 used $185, 125 mint $300, 126-128 used $135, 131D N.H. $100., 131E-137E mint $615, 1915-1922 issue mint 
or used with perf varieties + shades, 182-183 used $205, 185-198 used $182, excellent back-of-the-book with Semi-Postals from 
1929-1944 complete mainly used (no Health sheets), 1946-1974 Airmails complete with C1-C3 N.H. $85, C5 mint $50, Postage 
Dues contain J6-J9 Mint $375, J11 mint $225, Newspaper issues and much more that we didn’t mention. Very complete for the 
period and perfect to break down for online sales. Condition is very nice, F.-V.F. with only a few faults. A very high Scott value. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Tonga

British Commonwealth Tonga
2310   Tonga, Butterflies & Titanic, Wholesale Group, Perf & Imperf, 2012, Tonga #1177 Democracy & Reconstruction ($30 per 

sheet of 6); #1178-79 Titanic issues ($20.50 per set), plus Tonga Niuafo’ou Butterflies #275-86 ($54.20 per set) & #287 ($55 per 
sheetlet of 12); also includes the following errors not listed in Scott; #275-86, missing “L” in the denominations that contain the 
word “Butterfly” (catalog for normal set is $54.20, these errors retail $50 each); each issue is perforate and imperforate, without 
any premium for imperfs or the errors; 2500 complete units, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 190 
lbs. 2020 Scott $1,069,500. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

British Commonwealth Tonga
2311   Tonga, Butterflies & Titanic, Wholesale Group, Perf & Imperf, 2012, Tonga #1177 Democracy & Reconstruction ($30 per 

sheet of 6, 1,500 perforated sheets, 500 imperforate sheets); #1178-79 Titanic issues ($20.50 per set, with 1,500 large perforated 
souvenir sheets and 500 large imperforate souvenir sheets, 1,500 each of perforated and imperforate small souvenir sheets), plus 
Tonga Niuafo’ou Butterflies #275-86 ($54.20 per set, 1,000 of both perforate and imperforate sets) & #287 ($55 per sheetlet of 12, 
1,000 perforate sheetlets and 2,000 imperforate sheetlets); also includes the following errors not listed in Scott; #275-86, missing 
“L” in the denominations that contain the word “Butterfly” (catalog for normal set is $54.20, these errors retail $50 each, there 
are 1,000 imperforate sets and 1,000 perforated sets which are missing $1.95, $2 and $2.50 denominations); no Scott premium 
calculated for imperfs or the errors as well as the partial perforated missing L sets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Shipping charges 
apply - weight 104 lbs. 2020 Scott $433,100 ++. (photo on web site) .........................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Area Collections

British Commonwealth
British Commonwealth Area Collections

2312   British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Premium Material, 1840-1980s, Six counter books of Canada, three for Great Britain, 
one for Ireland, and four others from A to Zed. Fourteen in all filled with premium material and many better items even in 
duplication. Here are just some of the mint highlights: Abu Dhabi #1-11, 12-14, Antigua 67-76, Ascension 23-32, Bangkok 14, 
British East Africa 51, Canada 50-59, 70-72, 75-82, 99-100, 102, 104-15, 117-20, 123-24, 156-58, Cyprus 4, 143-55, Dominica 
1, Falklands 3-4, 7, Gambia 132-43, Gilbert & Ellice Islands J1-8, Gold Coast 130-41, Hong Kong 27 (no gum), 101, Ireland 
12-14, 78-79, 96-98, Labuan J6, Malaya: Johore 3, Mauritius 34-35, Montserrat 82-84, Newfoundland 24, 49 (corner block 
of 4), Orange River Colony 69. As for used, there’s British Columbia 5, Newfoundland 26-28, Canada 4, 14, 17-19, 20, 21-30, 
46-47, 56-60, 73, 74-84, 89-95, 99-103, Great Britain 1, 26-28, 37, 39, 42, 44-45, 48, 49-51, 55, 59-60, 64, 69, 71, 73, 81-87, 94-
95, 96, 102-09, 111-22, 126, 133-39, Hong Kong 52-54, 121-22, etc. Perfect for the reseller but also for the collector. Take what 
you need for your collection and sell the rest! Owner states catalogue value at $115,000. Condition does vary, but generally Fine 
to Very Fine, the entire collection is viewable online via video flips. (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2313   British Commonwealth, A Superior High End Mint and Used Inventory.  A massive stock of primarily better sets & singles 

numbering several hundred all neatly mounted on sales cards or sheetlets with Scott number and often catalogue values ready for 
immediate resale online. Values up to $500. With the majority over $20 to $200 each, loaded with mint singles & sets, some 19th 
century is present, strong Malaya and States, Burma, Brunei, Cyprus, Falkland, North Borneo, strong India, Ireland, Hong Kong, 
Pakistan, Bahamas, Barbados, Singapore, New Zealand, Ceylon, Australia and States, and more. Well above the norm in content 
with very nice quality on the 20th century and a mix on the 19th century with some faults, well worth a look. Scott is over $40,000. 
(photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2314   British Commonwealth, Smashing All-Mint Collection, 1935-57, From KGV to QEII, three stockbooks of mouth-watering mint, 

a great deal of it never-hinged. From complete (or at the very least, nearly complete) Omnibus sets, like the Silver Jubilee, UPU, 
and Silver Wedding Anniversary, to many better sets & singles throughout, such as the following: Ascension #40-49, Australia 
142-44, 147-49, 152-54, 179, 378, Bahamas 132-47, Bahawalpur 1-25, Bahrain 38-51, Bermuda 118-28, British Honduras 
115-26, British Offices in Eritrea 1-33 & J1-10, British Offices in Tripolitania 1-34 & J1-10, Cyprus 143-55, Falkland Islands 
107-20, 128-42, Fiji 117-31, Gibraltar 107-18, India 203-06, 207-22, Leeward Islands 103-15, Malta 246-62, North Borneo 
280-95, Nyasaland Protectorate 68-81, Oman 79-93, Sarawak 197-211, Somaliland Protectorate 84-95, Swaziland 55-66, 
and the Malayan States of Kedah 61-81, Kelantan 50-70, Malacca 3-17, Negri Sembilan 38-58, Pahang 50-70, and much 
more. Don’t delay; take a look at this very impressive holding by following the links below, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 9 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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2315   British Commonwealth, “Britannia Rules” Mint and Used Accumulation, 19th & 20th Century mint and used stamps, on 
dealer stockpages in 62 counter books including Great Britain (cat $25,000+ in 14 books), Canada (cat $3,500+ in 10 books), and 
other British Colonies (cat $7,000+ in 38 books), virtually all books have an adding machine tape taped inside the front cover, 19th 
Century in mixed condition, Fine to Very Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value exceeds $36,000; this grouping has been off 
the market for nearly 20 years, see 3 books (cat over $22,000) online. Shipping charges apply - weight 72 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2316   British Asia and British Europe Collection 1840-1970’s, of mostly used stamps with strong classic issues neatly hinged into ten 

Scott specialty albums, with powerful sets of these popular countries ranging from early Victoria to Elizabeth II issues, starting 
with Asia: Aden Dhow to 5rs, George VI set and surcharge set, Elizabeth II mostly complete to 20sh, Bahrain mostly complete 
George V to 5rs, mostly complete 1938 George VI to 25rs, complete 1942 George VI set, 1948 George VI rupie denominations, 
1950 George VI set, Elizabeth II to 10rs, Elizabeth II mostly complete new currency set to early independant issues, Burma mostly 
complete George V to 5rs, Ceylon scattered Chalon heads, scattered surcharges, second Edward VII set mostly complete to 2r25c, 
Hong Kong decent amoung of Victoria’s watermarked and unwatermarked, several surcharges including surcharged with Chinese 
characters up to $1, Edward VII mostly complete to $1, first George V mostly complete to $2, second George V mostly complete 
to $5, complete George VI mixed mint and used set, first Elizabeth II set mostly complete, second Elizabeth II complete to $20, 
decent 1960’s commemoratives, India a couple early imperf Victoria’s, scattered perforated Victoria’s, Edward VII to 2rs, George 
V sets to 15rs, 1931 George V pictorial set, George VI pictorial set (only missing 15rs), mostly complete commemoratives to early 
1970’s, scattered Convention States, only a few Feudatory States, Kuwait scattered earlier issues, George VI 1945 to Elizabeth II 
overprint issues, scattered Malaya, Maldive Islands complete from 1906-56, some Mesopotamia occupation issues, Palestine 
some early overprint issues and mostly complete 1927 pictorial’s, a few early postage dues, Muscat Elizabeth II 1952 issue, 
Singapore decent amount from late 1950’s to late 1960’s, Straits Settlements scattered early Crown surcharges, 1867 Victoria set 
complete, a few surcharges, mostly complete 1882 Victoria set, Edward VII sets mostly complete to $5, several Labaun surcharge 
issues, George V mostly complete to $5, George VI mostly complete to $5, Europe: Great Britain 1, 4, 5, 7, surface and line 
engraved printing Victoria’s mostly complete up to 1sh, 57, 1880 Victoria set, 1883 Victoria surcharge set, 1883 Victoria set to 
5sh, Victoria Jubilee set to 1sh, Edward VII set to 10sh, Sea Horses Waterlow to 2/6, De La Rue set to 10sh, Bradbury set to 10sh, 
moderately filled postage dues, scattered officials, mostly complete offices in Turkish Empire, mostly complete Middle East Force, 
Eritrea, Somalia, Tripolitania, and Morocco, a bit of early Guernsey and Jersey, a bit of Batum, Cyprus mostly complete Victoria 
issues, Edward VII sets to 18pi, George V sets mostly complete to 90pi, 1928 pictorial set to 45pi, 1934 pictorial set, George VI set, 
first and second Elizabeth II sets, Gibraltar Victoria overprint set to 6p, first and second Victoria sets only missing a few middle 
values, 1889 Victoria surcharge set, mostly complete 1889 Victoria set, Edward VII sets mostly complete to 2sh, George V sets 
mostly complete to 10sh, first and second Elizabeth II sets, Ireland, decent amount of Provisional overprints to 9p, scattered Free 
State overprints to 1sh, Malta several ½p Victoria’s, 14, 15-18, Edward VII mostly complete, first George V set mostly complete, 
64, several Self Governement overprints including 93, Britannia and Malta to 5/s, postage overprint complete, George V pictorial 
set (only missing 1½p), Postage and Revenue overprint set complete, 1930 George V pictorial set mostly complete to 5sh, George 
VI complete, George VI Self Government set only missing 2½p, first Elizabeth II set complete, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 51 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2317   British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Mostly Premium Stock, 1841-1980s, In seven file drawers, hundreds of stockcards 

protected in large glassines, many of which are noted with Scott or Gibbons number. Better sets & singles from all over the British 
Empire; some which caught our eye include Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon, Great Britain, New Zealand, Rhodesia, South 
Africa, and many others. Also spotted were revenues, specimens and other items of interest. We are providing a few sample 
images as reference, but a lot such as this requires a closer look, especially because most glassine envelopes contain more than one 
stockcard. The person who takes the time to personally inspect this lot is the one who will make the winning bid! generally Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 31.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2318   British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Country Collections, 1854-2004, In nineteen binders with the majority of stamps hinged 

on album pages but much mint in either mounts or on stockpages. Very good coverage in many areas, from Indian classics to mint 
& used bilingual pairs of the RSA to modern mint Ireland. Some of the countries represented in this lot include British Guiana 
(1862-1966), Brunei (1908-58), Burma (1937-76), Ceylon / Sri Lanka (1857-1979), Cyprus (1880-1978), Falkland Islands 
(1878-1978), Fiji (1878-1959), Gibraltar (1886-1953), India (1854-2000) with an extra binder on the Feudatory States, Ireland 
(1922-2003), Jamaica (1860-1958), Malta (1860-1959), Mauritius (1860-1954), Natal (1860-1909), Nepal (1881-1977), New 
Zealand (1858-2004), North Borneo (1887-1963), Pakistan (1947-78), Palestine (1918-45), Rhodesia (1891-1968), St. Helena 
(1863-1955), Sierra Leone (1884-1975), South Africa (1910-95), Tonga (1892-1977), Transvaal (1869-1910), Virgin Islands 
(1867-1977), Zanzibar (1896-1966) and many, many more. We have a bunch of videos to show you but get ready with the pause 
button, because there are a lot of items you don’t want to miss. The Gandhi mint set of 1948 (India #203-06) is here, as is some 
powerful mint Burma, 1-16 & O8-14, and a long list of used Natal classics, such as 9-12, 15-17, 20, 31-31B, 32, 56, 61-63, 96-97, 
114, etc. And to make sure the viewer is never bored, the collector has placed bonuses throughout, like revenues, covers, postal 
stationery, booklets, mini-sheets, and so on. On the whole, condition is Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 74 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2319   British Commonwealth, High Value Mint and Used Assortment, 19th and 20th Century.  An assortment of mainly key stamps 
including a superb Great Britain £1 Seahorse used, East Africa & Uganda George V two types of the 20R, nice Newfoundland 
issues, Ceylon 1857 imperforate 9 pence four margined copy plus a collection of Ceylon on pages with better issues. Some Canada 
and India is present all neatly placed on black stockcards or on pages. Check out the scans or in person viewing, mainly F.-V.F. with 
few faults. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2320   British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collections, 1870-1995, Albums, stockbooks and counter books with stamps across 

the British Realm. Collections of Papua New Guinea (1901-75) mostly mint on Scott pages, Australia (1966-85) all mint in a 
hingeless Davo album, a complete collection of mint of Isle of Man (1956-84) in a hingeless Lindner, along with many others. 
There’s a stockbook of used Bermuda, a counter book of Hong Kong with many better mint, such as #218, 219-20, 225-28, 249-
50, 253-54, and the random stocksheets with some unexpected gems, like Falklands mint 60-62. Or how about an entire counter 
book filled with specimen overprints? Occasionally you will even come across a bit of non-British material, like a mint collection 
of Greenland in the back of a hingeless British Europe album with mint 10-18 & 26-27, or some nice Iceland mixed in on a 
stocksheet, or a complete set of Finland 38-45 with specimen overprints found in the aforementioned counter book. We have one 
album and five counter books for online viewing, but we still highly recommend reviewing this lot in person, overall Fine to Very 
Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2321   British Commonwealth, Appealing Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1970, Four large Scott albums with a fairly even mix of mint 

& used mostly hinged on pages but many sets in mounts. A considerable amount to write home about with better material to be 
found throughout. Great Britain (1840-1970) comes storming out of the gates with 5 copies of #1 and continues strong through 
the classic era. Other better used include 3-4, 26-28, 32, 34, 39, 43-45, 54-55, 57, 64, 66-68, 70, 81-85, 87, 95, 96, 99-106, 108-09, 
139-41, 173-75, 181, 222-23, O34, 038, O76, and mint 62 (plate 17), 80, 107 (creased), 120-22, 126, 179-80. As far as the rest of 
the British Empire, some countries are completely left blank, like India and South Africa, while others are very well-filled with 
many premium items, for example, Australia (1913-56) with mint 95a, Bahamas (1875-1954) with mint 132-47, 149, 158-73, 
Bermuda (1865-1953) with mint 134, Canada (1858-1952) with used 4, 14-15, 21, 24-25, 28, 30, 56-58, 60, 72-73, 95, 101, and 
mint 51-54, 100, C1-4, Gibraltar (1886-1960) with mint 4, 122, 132-45, 147-60, Malta (1882-1961) with mint 208-22, 224, 246-
62, New Zealand (1862-1948) with mint 179-81, 185-98, C1-4, and many other fine country collections, such as Ceylon (1863-
1946), Egypt (1866-1962), Falkland Islands (1884-1946), Hong Kong (1862-1946), Jamaica (1860-1966), Sudan (1897-1951), 
etc. Condition will surely vary, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, many additional images online to peak your interest but would 
be best evaluated in person, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2322   British Commonwealth, Mint Collection of Mostly Classics, 1840-1986, A stack of stockcards with varied material from Abu 

Dhabi to the Virgin Islands; a used 4-margin copy of Great Britain #1 along with excellent stock of mint QV, KEVII, KGV & QEII 
Heads, also some essays, Australian specimens, plate varieties, even some high-value modern sets, and much more, overall Fine to 
Very Fine, viewable in full. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2323   British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection with Stronger Australia, 1913-77, Australia (1913-71) is the centrepiece of 

this lot with a very nice selection of Roos & KGV Heads on quadrille pages. Many better including an entire sheet of 50 of #508. 
Hundreds of blocks and many common design types across the British Commonwealth in the six binders and tins comprising this 
lot. Owner did an excellent job of organizing the collection and the stated catalogue value for Australia alone is nearly $5,000, 
overall Fine to Very Fine, a few video flips viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2324   Canada and Ireland Collections 1851-1983, both Canada and Ireland, each with two albums of White Ace pages, plus an album 

of Motorcycles topicals that contains four turn of the century real photo picture postcards, plus about a dozen picture postcards 
from WWI to WWII era and a bunch of other stamps and covers to fill in the theme. Canada collection contains, mint: 50-54, 56-
58, 100-1, 103, 195b, 196b and used: 2, 7, 8-9, 12, 14, 17-19, 20, 21-30, 34-40, 41-47, 50-54, 57, 58, 60, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 99, 
102, 149-59, 162-77, C1-4, E1-6, F1-3 and Ireland contains type sets of Provisional and Free State overprints to 1s, plus better 
high denominations: 56-57 and 77b-79b, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2325   British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1857-1990s, The British Commonwealth divvied up into seven stockbooks 

by area. A mix of mint & used with stockbooks on British Africa, British America & Europe, British Asia, British Oceania, 
Hong Kong, Singapore and Great Britain itself, generally Fine to Very Fine, a few video flips online as reference. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 24.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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British africa
British Commonwealth Area Collections

2326   British Africa Collection, a seven volume (mostly Scott) collection of the African colonies but will also include a handful of 
“close to Africa” countries plus Burma, New Hebrides and Tonga, Victorian through George V period will be mixed mint and used 
with many present both mint and used, George VI and QE II eras predominantly mint with some NH in the post-1960s issues, 
better throughout including Aden complete mint 1937/64 including the States, Ascension complete mint 1934/81, couple stock 
sheets of 2000s NH sets and S/S, Bahrain 38-77 mint, Basutoland 1933-66 complete mint (no officials), Bechuanaland 53 mint 
and used, complete mint 1932/66, Burma 1945/77 mostly complete mint, Mauritius useful section of 19th century used including 
some of the early imperfs, 1938/78 mostly complete mint, New Hebrides (Br) 10-30 mint, mostly complete mint 1963/78, J6-10 
mint, Nigeria mostly complete mint 1938/80, No Rhodesia 48-49 NH, Nyasaland complete mint 1935/64 (less postage dues), 
Rhodesia 101-06 used, St Helena strong section of 1856/94 mostly used, 40-77 mint, 79-99 mint (6d the “cleft rock” variety), 
complete mint 1934/79 (less B1-4) plus some later issues, Seychelles 43-48 used, mostly complete mint 1946/88, Somaliland Prot 
complete mint 1935/60, SW Africa mostly complete mint 1935/77 less the dues and officials, Sudan 5-8 used, mostly complete 
mint 1948/74, Swaziland mostly complete mint 1935/74, Tonga mostly complete mint 1834/78, Tristan Da Cunha complete mint 
1952/87 plus some later issues, Zanzibar 204-17 mint, etc. includes all the 1948 Silver Wedding sets (all NH except Aden), usual 
mixed condition in 19th century issues, numerous high values through 1920s with revenue or perfin cancels, still an overall F-VF 
collection well worth a careful viewing, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 43.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2327   British Africa Country Collections, mostly countries from the western and southern portions (plus Ceylon, Fiji and Gilbert & 

Ellice Isl) on Scott pages in 11 albums or binders, mixed mint and used through the 1930s and predominantly mint into the 1980s 
with many of the post-1960s sets and singles NH, better throughout with Cape of Good Hope selection of used “Triangles”, 
Ceylon useful selection of 1850s/60s imperf and perf Victorian issues, 160-61 mint, 264-74 mint, 278-89A mint, mostly complete 
mint 1949/77, Fiji 59-78 mint, 93-106 mint, 117-31B mint, mostly complete mint 1953/74, J2-5 used, Gambia selection of mint 
and used “Cameos”, 20-27 mint, 41-66 mint (less #62), 70-86 mint, 102-24 mint, 132-43 mint, Gilbert & Ellice mostly complete 
mint 1939/79, Gold Coast 98-107 mint, 108-11 mint and used, complete mint 1946-54, KUT 46-59 mint, 66-85 mint, 92-93 NH, 
mostly complete mint 1954/75 plus additional issues for Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda, Sierra Leone 140-52 mint, 195-207 NH, 
mostly complete mint 1961/80 including airmails with some later issues, also an assortment of 1960s covers, South Africa 79-97 
mint, mostly complete mint 1945/81 with some later issues, B9-11 mint, C1-4 mint, etc. plus post-1960s mostly mint collections 
of Ghana, Lesotho, Malawi, South Africa homelands, Zambia, Zimbabwe, etc., usual mixed condition in 19th century issues, some 
high values through 1920s with revenue or pen cancels, generally F-VF, inspection highly recommended, ex Csolkovits. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 60 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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2328   British Africa Collection 1850’s-1970’s, of mostly used stamps with strong classic issues neatly hinged into ten Scott specialty 
albums, with powerful sets of these popular countries ranging from early Victoria to Elizabeth II issues, starting with Ascension 
overprint set to 1s, George V pictorial complete set, George V and George VI pictorial complete, Elizabeth II set, Basutoland 
George V pictorial set to 5sh, George VI pictorial set to 2/6, first Elizabeth II set, Bechuanaland overprints on Cape of Good Hope 
issues, Victoria Postage and Revenue set to 2/6 with a few surcharges, British Bechuanaland overprints to 1sh, several Protectorate 
overprints, George V set (only missing 6p), George V pictorial set, Elizabeth II pictorial and surcharge sets, British Central Africa 
several B.C.A. overprints, coat of arms to 5sh, later coat of arms with a couple shilling values, 2/6 and £1 Edward VII, British East 
Africa several crown including high denominations, several overprints, Victoria to 5r (only missing 2r and 4r), 1r and 2r Victoria 
issues, British Indian Ocean Territory BIOT overprint set, Cape of Good Hope, several triangles, strong seated “Hope” section, 
Edward VII set, East Africa and Uganda Protectorates partial Edward VII sets to 2r, partial George V to 10r, Egypt a couple 
early overprints of Turkish stamps, early Sphinx set to 2pi, other Sphinx sets appear complete, early airmail and Graf Zeppelin 
sets, Gambia early 4p Imperf Victoria, mostly complete embossed Victoria’s, 1898 Victoria set, mostly complete Edward VII and 
George V sets to 3r, George V pictorial set to 5sh, first Elizabeth II set, Gold Coast strong early Victoria’s, 1889 Victoria’s to 10s 
(missing 2s and 20s), mostly complete Edward VII sets to 20sh, partial George V sets to 10sh, George V pictorial complete set, 
both George VI sets, Elizabeth II set, Kenya and Uganda 1922 George V set to 5sh, George VI set, Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika 
Elizabeth II first and second sets,Lagos good early Victoria’s and Edward VII to 1sh, Mauritius several seated Britannia, decent 
Victoria issues, 1878 surcharge set, partial 1879 Victoria set, 1882 Victoria set, coat of arms sets mostly complete including 1r, 
2rs50c and 5r denominations, Edward VII set to 10r, strong George V (only missing a couple from each set), 1950 George VI 
set, first Elizabeth II set, Natal, strong early Chalon heads and Postage overprints, two Victoria 5sh, 1877 Victoria surcharge set, 
1882 Victoria set, partial Edward VII sets to £1.10, Nigeria partial George V sets to £1, George V pictorial set to 5sh, Elizabeth II 
set, Northern Nigeria several Victoria, first two Edward VII partial sets with a couple shilling denominations, final Edward VII 
set complete, George V set to &pound (only missing 2/6 and 5sh), George V pictorial set (only missing 7/6 and 20sh), George 
VI set, first Elizabeth II set, Nyasaland Protectorate Edward VII to 2/6, George V sets to £1 (missing 10sh values), George V 
pictorial set, both George VI complete sets, first Elizabeth II set, Rhodesia first coat of arms set to £1, 1896 coat of arms to 10sh, 
Victoria Falls set, overprint on coat of arms set to £1, Mary and George V set to 2sh, Admiral George V mostly complete to 10sh, 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland first Elizabeth II set, St. Helena some early Victoria’s, good surcharge section, 1896 Victoria’s (only 
missing 2p), Edward VII pictorial set, mostly complete George V pictorial to 10sh, Centenary set to 2/6, first Elizabeth II set, 
Seychelles nearly complete Victoria issues (only missing a couple surcharges), Edward VII complete, mostly complete George V 
set to 5r, first George VI pictorial set, first Elizabeth II set, Sierra Leone mostly complete first Victoria issues, 1896 Victoria set 
to 2sh, several surcharges on Victoria stamp duty overprints, strong Edward VII sets to 1sh or 2sh, strong George V sets to 10sh, 
George V pictorial set to 10sh, Wilberforce to 2sh, George VI set, Elizabeth II set, Somaliland Protectorate early Victoria’s to 12a 
with 3r and 5r high denominations, partial Edward VII to 12a, mostly complete George V to 1r, George V 5r, 1941 George VI set, 
first Elizabeth II set, South Africa in separate album of homemade pages, with George V to 10sh, English / Afrikaans pairs 
appear mostly complete, JIPEX mint sheetlets, mint 1942 War issues, mint new issues from 1975-1993, good semi postal pairs, 
first airmail set, group of postal cards and miscellaneous items at the end, Southern Nigeria, several early Victoria issues, partial 
Edward VII sets to 2/6, partial George V to 10sh, Southern Rhodesia, Admiral George V complete, mostly complete George V to 
5sh, complete George VI set, complete Elizabeth II set, Swaziland several early overprints, partial George V set (only missing 6p), 
George VI set, Tanganyika £1 Giraffe, 2sh George V, Uganda several Victoria’s including 1r and 5r, Zanzibar partial overprint 
to Victoria India stamps to 1r, several higher Rupee denominations through the Sultan issues, Zululand overprints on Victoria 
to 1sh, Victoria set to 4sh, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British america
British Commonwealth Area Collections

2329   British Americas Collection, wide range of countries (no Brit Honduras, Canada or BNA) of the Caribbean, Latin America plus 
Falkland Islands, Brit Antarctic and South Georgia all housed in 18 albums (mostly Scott) and binders, in general the Victoria/ KG 
VI period will be mixed mint (some unused in Victorian era) and used (often parallel) with some better sets and singles including 
high values, the Elizabethan period will be mostly mint with some NH and run up to issues of the early 2000s, browsing through 
the volumes revealed Antigua 38-39 mint, Bahamas 58-69 mint, Barbados 6 used, 8-9 used, 55 mint, 81-89 mint, 116-51 mint, 
Bermuda 9 used, 15 unused, 55-79 mint, 1938/51 2sh-£1 George VI keyplates mint assortment including shades, Brit Antarctic 
7-19 NH, 24 NH, Brit Guiana 152-59 mint, 191-201 mint, Cayman Isl 1-16 mint, 17 used (2), 18 mint and used, 21-68 mint, 
43 used, 79 mint and used, 85-134 mint, Dominica 65-82 mint, 90-140 mint, Falkland Isl 84-96 mint, 99-100 NH, 128-42 NH, 
Grenada 12 mint, 20-29 mint, 36-66 mint, 68-169 mint, Guyana post-1960s with colorful topicals and much NH, Jamaica 46-54 
mint, 61-70 mint, 75-152 mint, Leeward Isl 103-15 mint, Montserrat 3-4 used, 21 mint, 31 mint, 42 used, 54-113 mint, St Lucia 
95-169 mint, St Vincent 27-28 used, 62-70 mint, 75-79 mint, 104-16 mint, 104-31 mint, Turks & Caicos 13-43 mint, Turks Isl 
2 mint, Virgin Isl 21-28 mint, 36-37 used, 38-113 mint, etc., with some additional Anguilla, Barbuda, Belize, St Kitts-Nevis, also 
note the 1948 Wedding sets (nearly all NH) for each of the colonies, etc., 19th century usual mixed condition, generally F-VF, view 
to appreciate the scope of this collector’s lifetime pursuit of completeness, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 102 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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British West indies
British Commonwealth Area Collections

2330   British East Caribbean and Atlantic Collection 1860’s-1969, of mostly used stamps with strong classic issues neatly hinged 
into two Scott specialty two post albums, with powerful sets of these popular countries ranging from early Victoria to Elizabeth II 
issues, with Anguilla some early overprints, Bahamas several early Chalon heads, 1884 Victoria to 5s, Queens staircase complete, 
Edward VII complete to 5s, first George V set a little spotty, second set is complete to 5s, George V Peace set complete, 1930 
Seal set complete, first George VI set complete, Barbados decent amount of early Britannia issues, complete Victoria, complete 
Victoria Jubilee set, Badge sets only missing a couple middle values, Nelson sets complete, George V set complete, large Colony 
Seal set complete, Victory only missing a middle value stamp, small Colony Seal set only missing a couple low and middle value 
stamps, medium size Colony Seal only missing a couple middle value denominations, first Elizabeth II set complete, Bermuda 
both Victoria sets mostly complete, Dry Dock set, Caravel and George V set up to 4s, 1921 George V multiple CA watermark set 
complete, partial 1922 George V set to 10s, 1936 George V set complete, complete George VI set, first Elizabeth II set, British 
Antarctic Territory first Elizabeth II set, British Guiana decent section of early perforated Colony Seal issues, several brush 
like overprints of official issues, several 1881 new value surcharges, 1882 Specimen set, Inland Revenue set to 72c, 1889 ship set 
complete with 1c red surcharges, 1898 pictorial set, second ship set missing a few scattered values, George V sets missing several 
scattered values, 1931 George V pictorials, 1934 George V pictorials only missing a lower value, British Honduras decent early 
Victoria’s and Victoria surcharge issues, 1891 Victoria set, Edward VII to $2, mostly complete George V sets to $1 or $2, George 
VI set, first and second Elizabeth II sets, Cayman Islands first two Edward VII sets to 1s, third Edward VII set to 5s, first George 
V set to 5s, second George V set mostly complete (missing a middle value and one of the 10s), 1921 George V set complete, 1932 
George V set only missing 1s and 10c, 1935 George V set complete, second George VI set complete, first and second Elizabeth II 
sets complete, Falkland Islands decent early Victoria’s, Edward VII complete, first George V complete to 5/-, second George V set 
complete, third George V mostly complete to 5/-, 1933 pictorial set to 1/-, complete George VI sets and first two Elizabeth II sets, 
Falkland Islands Dependencies complete to 1956 with separate island issues, Jamaica Victoria’s appear mostly complete, first 
George V set complete, 1919 and 1921 pictorial sets mostly complete, first Elizabeth II set complete, Tobago decent Victoria issues 
with a couple surcharges, Trinidad decent section of perforated seated Britannia issues, 5s Victoria, mostly complete postage dues 
(only missing a lower value from second set), Trinidad and Tobago some useful earlier issues, Tristan Da Cunha George VI 
set complete and earlier Elizabeth II sets complete, Turks Islands decent Victoria issues, Turks and Caicos Islands Badge issue 
mostly complete (only missing a middle value), Edward VII set only missing a couple values including 2sh, pretty good George V, 
1928 George V set complete, second George VI set complete, first Elizabeth II set complete, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2331   British West Indies Collection 1860’s-1969, of mostly used stamps with strong classic issues neatly hinged into Scott specialty 

three ring album, with powerful sets of these popular countries ranging from early Victoria to Elizabeth II issues, Antigua complete 
used 1903 seal of colony sets to 5/- George V, complete 1921 and 1932 George V sets, complete George VI set, complete first and 
second Elizabeth II sets, Barbuda,Dominica good early Victoria issues including several surcharges, second Victoria set complete 
to 6p, Roseau / Edward VII sets mostly complete, just missing a few values from each set, 54, George V set mostly complete except 
2/6, George VI sets complete, first and second Elizabeth sets complete, Grenada mostly complete Chalon heads with stronger 
surcharged issues, 1883 and 1895 Victoria sets complete, first Edward VII to 2s, decent George V partial sets to 5s, 1934 George 
V set complete, George VI sets complete, Leeward Islands Victoria to 1s, first Edward VII complete, second Edward VII missing 
a couple key values, first George VI set to 2s, second George VI set to 5s, complete 1954 Elizabeth II, Montserrat first symbol of 
colony partial set to 2/6, second and third symbol of colony sets complete, first George V set to 2/6, second George V complete, 
George VI sets complete, first and second Elizabeth II set complete, St. Christopher Victoria only missing a few key values, four 
surcharge issues, St. Kitts-Nevis first Columbus set complete, second set to 6p, first George V only missing 6p and £1, second 
George V set complete, Caravel set to 2/6, first George VI set complete, first Elizabeth II set complete, Virgin Islands a few better 
early Victoria and St. Ursula issues, 1899 St. Ursula complete set, Edward VII set only missing 2p, first George V set to 1s, second 
George V set only missing Scott 56, second George VI set complete, first Elizabeth II set and surcharge set, St. Lucia 1864 early 
Victoria’s complete for both perf sets, mostly complete surcharges, partial 1883 Victoria’s, complete first Edward VII set, second 
and third Edward VII sets to 1s, first George V set complete, second George V set only missing a couple middle values, final 
George V set complete, first and second George VI set complete, first Elizabeth II set complete, St. Vincent good amount of early 
Victoria’s including many surcharged, Edward VII mostly complete to 1s, complete Peace and Justice sets, first George V set only 
missing a few values to 5/-, second George V set complete and George VI sets complete, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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British asia
British Commonwealth Area Collections

2332   British Asia, Mint & Used Collections of Hong Kong, Malaya, Straits Settlements & Singapore, 1862-1996, A mix of mint & 
used in two binders with the majority of stamps hinged on album pages but some mint in mounts. Many better sets & singles can 
be found throughout this collection including the following: Hong Kong (1962-1996) used #2-3, 6, 16, 24, 52, 54, 72-80, 124, 145, 
and mint 40, 45, 68, 165A, Singapore (1948-90s) mint 28-42, 62-69, 101-06, 143, 144-49, Straits Settlements (1867-1945) used 
1, 12, 16, 194-202, and mint 270, N20 & N22 (inverted overprints), Malaya (1900-63) used 34, 74-75, 78, and mint J7-9, J11, and 
a generous offering of Malayan States. Condition varies, mostly with the early Hong Kong, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, 
plenty of additional images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Pacific
British Commonwealth Area Collections

2333   Australia, New Zealand and British Pacific Islands Collection, classic period through the early 2000s on pages in 16 albums 
and binders and chock-full of better sets and singles plus a good number NH, browsing through the pages we note Australia 
wide-ranging collection to 2010s including 1-11 used, 18 mint and used, 38-39 mint, 38-44 used, 45-54 used, 139-54 used, 
Elizabethan period mostly complete mint to early 2000s with many NH, plus nice “back of the book” with M1-7 NH, each of the 
States (nearly all used), couple pages of NW Pacific Islands, and mostly NH Antarctic Terr, Christmas Isl mint 1958/86, Cocos Isl 
mostly complete mint 1963/87, Cook Isl 1892/1980s including 48-66 mint, 74-79 mint, 84-97 mint, 112-24 mint, highly complete 
mint after 1963 (with S/S and mini-sheets) with many NH, Nauru 4-12 mint (incl 4c), New Guinea C27 used, C43-44 used, 
O1-35 mint, New Zealand 1858/2012 mostly used to 1910s and predominantly mint thereafter with many Elizabethan period 
NH, includes nice assortment of used “Chalons” and “side-face” issues, 1950s/60s Health S/S NH, O100-11 NH, OY29-49 NH, 
Niue 73-85 mint, essentially complete incl S/S 1967/2009 (less post-1990s officials), Norfolk Isl essentially complete 1947/early 
2000s with nearly all NH after 1953, Papua New Guinea 1-8 mint, 11-18 mint, 19-26 mint, 60-73 mint (1½d used), 74-109 mint, 
assorted used “OS” perfin officials, mostly complete mint 1952/2004 with majority NH (no 1993/95 surcharges), Penrhyn 22-34 
mint, assorted 1970s/80s mostly NH sets and S/S, Samoa extensive 1877/2016 nearly all mint collection including German colony 
issues and virtually all NH after 1962, better earlier include useful “Palms” issue mint or used with perf varieties, 51-56 mint, 57-
69 mint (5m part o.g.), 101 mint, 104 mint, 108 mint, 120-25 mint, 136-55 mint, 175-78 mint, 216-19 NH, Solomon Isl 1907/2013 
mixed mint and used to early 1950s and then highly complete with majority NH, Tuvalu mostly complete NH 1976/92 plus an 
assortment of later issues and some “Specimen” overprints, etc., many of the countries including complete or prestige booklets, 
classic period usual mixed condition, generally F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 99 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2334   British Pacific Collection 1850’s-1990’s, of mostly used stamps with strong classic issues neatly hinged into two Scott specialty 

albums, with powerful sets of these popular countries ranging from early Victoria to Elizabeth II issues, plus strong Australia in two 
Davo albums 1913-84 with a very high level of completion, starting with Aitutaki decent early surcharge issue, mostly complete 
George V overprints (only missing 3p), 1920 complete pictorials Australia Kangaroo and George V sets appear mostly complete 
up to mid to higher shilling values, 130-32 and 166-79, Brunei a few overprints of Labuan issue, mostly complete Brunei River 
sets, Christmas Island on loose Kabe pages, mint from 1958-1993, Cocos (Keeling) Islands first mint set, Cook Islands several 
issues from the first sets, mostly complete Queen sets, mostly complete George V overprint set, 1949 set, Fiji several overprints 
of early Crown issues, 5sh Victoria, partial Edward VII sets up to 5sh, partial George V sets up to 5sh, George VI pictorials set, 
Gilbert and Ellice Islands Edward VII complete overprint set, Pandanus set, first Elizabeth II set, Nauru George V overprint set 
to 1sh (only missing 2p), Freighter complete set, 1954 pictorial set, New Guinea, partial Native Huts to 1sh, a few values from 
first bird of paradise set, nearly complete second bird of paradise set, 1932 bird of paradise set (only missing 1.5p), £2 plane over 
Bulolo Goldfield, several higher denominations from plane over Bulolo Goldfield set, New Hebrides nearly complete Edward VII 
sets, 1911 Native Idols set, several surcharges, 1925 Native Idols set, 1938 beach scene four high values, 1953 Canoes postage 
dues, New Zealand 11 early perforated Chalon head issues, Niue several early surcharges, several early overprinted New Zealand 
postal fiscals, 1920 pictorials set, 1944 overprint of New Zealand postal fiscals, 1967 mint New Zealand arms surcharged, Norfolk 
Island first set, North Borneo, scattered pictorials, North West Pacific Islands several overprints of Australia Kangaroos up to 
5sh, Papua Lakotoi to 6p, several large and small British New Guinea overprints, good selection of Papua Lakotoi issue, partial 
1932 pictorial set up to £1, first couple airmail sets, Penrhyn Island several overprints, 1920 pictorial set, Pitcairn Islands George 
V set, Queensland an early Chalon head, Samoa, 3p early express, a few surcharges and mostly complete Provisional Government 
overprint set, G.R.I. 2.5d overprint of German stamp, Samoa overprints of New Zealand stamps, including postal fiscals from 2/6 
to £1 and mostly complete George V, 1921 British Flag and Samoan house complete set, 2/6 and £1 New Zealand postal fiscals, 
Sarawak several 1875 Sir Charles J Brooke issues, 1888 Sir Charles J Brook set (only missing 3c and 4c), several surcharges, 
mostly complete Sir Charles J Brooke set to 50c, partial 1918 Sir Charles V. Brooke set to 50c, 1928 Sir Charles V. Brooke set 
(only missing 16c), 1934 Sir Charles V. Brooke mostly complete set (only missing 3c), partial BMA overprint set, containing all 
dollar values, George VI set, first Elizabeth II set, Solomon Islands small War Canoe set, first George V set complete to £1, second 
partial George V set with 10s, George VI pictorial set, first Elizabeth II set, Tasmania first Victoria issue, a few early imperf Chalon 
heads and a few perforated Chalon heads, Tonga decent early George I and II issues with the various surcharges, 1897 pictorial set, 
1923 two pence surcharge set and 1942 pictorial set, Tuvalu in Kabe albums from 1998-99, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 24 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Canada & Provinces

British North America Canada & Provinces
2335   Canada & Provinces, “O Canada!” Mint & Used Collection, 1859-2009, Six binders and two covers albums with enough 

stamps & covers to make you sing “O Canada!” Fairly strong classics with even stronger modern, extremely well-filled throughout, 
and a good part of this is a parallel collection of both mint & used. Here is just a sampling of the highlights: mint #50-51, 54, 58-59, 
66-68, 74-78, 85-86, 90, 96-98, 100-03, 109-10, 151 (block of four), 151-58, 160-61, 268-73, J1-5, J1-2 (blocks of four), J9-10, 
and used #14-15, 17-18, 21, 24-25, 30, 38-40, 72-73, 80-84, 94-95, 159, and a very good selection of officials including perforated 
OHMS. One binder covers the provinces with such better sets & singles as the following: New Brunswick used 8-9, and mint 10-
11, Newfoundland used 72, and mint 36, 41, 48, 59, 61-71, 73, 78-85, 98-103, 104-14, 115-26, 131-44, 145-59, 170-71, 172-80, 
212-25, C6-7, Nova Scotia #2 on cover, Prince Edward Island used 8 and mint 8, 11-16. And this lot goes far beyond the single 
stamps as listed in Scott; you’ll also find an enormous amount of booklet panes and complete booklets throughout the collection 
including an entire binder full of them, as well as plate blocks and miniature sheets all adding up to some astronomical face. There’s 
also perfins, precancels, revenues, Xmas seals, postal stationery, FDCs, paquebot covers, and more. Condition definitely varies and 
there are numerous stamps early on with faults and mint without gum, but I tried my best to avoid listing any of these; regardless, 
this is one awesome collection and we’ve imaged a lot of it for your viewing pleasure! overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 34.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British North America Canada & Provinces
2336   Canada & Provinces, “D’une Mer à l’autre” Collection of Mint & Used with Covers, 1852-1998, Four separate collections - a 

Scott album 1859-1998 with all stamps in mounts, mostly used into the 1960s, then all mint with a lot of modern face, a mostly 
used collection in a Harris album from 1870-1985, a mint & used collection in a Minkus album from 1859-1972, and an album 
made in Montreal with perhaps the best collection of all running from 1852-1978 and almost all mint from the 1920s onwards in 
clear mounts. And you’ll find better stamps in all of them, such as used #4, 14-15, 17-19, 27-28, 46-47, 59-60, 84, 90A, 100, 102-
03, and mint 50-58, 61, 70-73, 80-83, 90A (pair), 95, 98-100, 176-77, 217-27. Another highlight is a collection of over 1,000 plate 
blocks from 1942-58 in six volumes which attempts to assemble all plate numbers and all four positions, and it comes pretty darn 
close! Better here include 261 (UL & LL), 262, 271 (plates 1 & 2, all positions), 272 (UL, LL, LR), 273 (UL, UR, LR), 294 (all 
positions), 302 (UL & LR), 321 (plates 1 & 2, all positions), O24 (all positions), O32 (plates 1 & 2, all positions). Also, a stockbook 
loaded with mint coil pairs and blocks of four, such as 51-52, 56, 66, 87, 141-45, 146-48, 154, 209, 241-44, 256-61, 268-72, etc. 
As a bonus, a box of a couple hundred covers including many FDCs, first flights, some Newfoundland, and the 2¢ KGV postal 
card with 34 all-different scenes of Canada, as well as other postal stationery, and one of the scarcer thematic sets from Canada 
Post, the Olympic Stamp Souvenir Collection Volume 1 from 1976. As expected, condition will vary, but overall Fine to Very Fine, 
many additional images available online, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 54.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British North America Canada & Provinces
2337   Canada and Newfoundland Collection 1859-2006, which is actually four or five smaller collections combined into one, with 

three sets of collections covering the same timespan, which coule be combined into one decent collection, consisting of three Scott 
specialty albums containing stamps to 2006, with strong face value postage from the 1980’s-2006, two H.E. Harris Canada albums 
with postage to 1990, three Schaubek hingeless albums to 2003, in addition there are three albums of mint and used stationary, 
seven albums of first day covers, seven albums of mint corner blocks from the 1950’s and 60’s. Combined better items include: 
used: 14, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 26-30, 27-30, two sets mostly complete small Queens to 10c, 46 (2), 47 (2), 50-54, 56-57, 59, 60, 66-
73 (2), 74-84, 89-94, 96-100 (2), 102-3, 149-59, 162-77, Newfoundland: 37-40, mint: 52-53, 136-38 pairs, 155-59, 174-77, 223-
27, 241-45, 257-62, two sets of Millenium sheets, E1, Newfoundland Caribou complete set, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 112 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British North America Canada & Provinces
2338   Canada & Provinces, Mint Canada & Used Newfoundland, 1865-2000, A huge amount of used Newfoundland; as a matter 

of fact, I don’t recall ever seeing this much of it. And it’s not just about quantity, but better items too, like #26 (4), 27 (8), 28 (5), 
30 (2), 32, 32A, 33 (5), 34 (2), 38, 59 (3) and many others in three stockbooks. But that’s far from all, as we have a box & bag of 
nearly two pounds of stamps sorted in glassines and another gallon bag of stamps with many thousands. As for Canada, it’s all post-
WWII mint material with over Can$1,000 in the form of full sheets, souvenir sheets, plate blocks and booklets including many high 
values, such as the wildlife definitives $1-$8 from the late 90’s & early 00’s in full sheets. In addition, over 150 FDCs, mostly from 
the 1970s and a set of 23 flight covers from the 50th Anniversary of Internal Winter Air Mail Flights of Newfoundland. A number 
of video flips online to give you an idea of the Newfoundland stock, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
31.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Canadian Provinces

British North America Canadian Provinces
2339   Canadian Provinces Collection, primarily Newfoundland but with useful sections of the other provinces, 19th century issues 

mix of mint and used with numerous present in both forms, 20th century nearly all mint including some NH, many premium 
highlighted by British Columbia & Vancouver Isl 2 used, 5-6 unused, 7 unused (2 shades) and pen-canceled, 8-9 mint, 11 mint, 
New Brunswick 1 used, 2 used (small faults), Newfoundland assorted mint, unused and used 1857/62 pence issues, 24 mint, 25-
26 used, 33 mint and used, 34 unused and used, 37-40 used, 41-59 mint or unused and/or used, 61-74 mint, 76 unused, 77 used, 
78-86 mint, 104-14 mint, 115-26 mint, 128 mint, 131-44 mint, 145-59 mint (most NH), 163-71 mint (most NH), 172-82 mint, 
complete mint 1932-47 (some NH), 253a NH, 257a block NH, C2-3 mint, C6-11 mint, C13-17 mint, C18 mint, J1-7 mint, Nova 
Scotia 1-4 used (margins in places, faults to varying degrees), 8-13 mint or unused, Prince Edward Isl 1 used, 4-8 unused, etc., 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF, ex Csolkovits. (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Newfoundland

British North America Newfoundland
2340   Newfoundland, “Newfound Love” Mint Holding, 1865-1949, It’s easy to fall in love with the stamps of Newfoundland, 

especially when you’re handed a stockbook of mint with multiples of items even cataloging hundreds each. Some examples of this 
is #30 with nine copies or #34 with eight. Other better include multiple copies of the entire Discovery of Newfoundland issue, two 
dozen copies of #75, some never-hinged, approximately eight sets of the Royal Family, multiples of the John Guy issue including 
perf variations, three sets of the KGV Coronation as well as the Caribous, and incredible air mails, like six sets of C6-8 and three 
of C13-17. I could go on and on, but how about we just show you the entire holding? Enjoy and good luck! overall Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Canada

British North America Canada
2341   Canada, A Massive Mint Stock, Unpicked, Huge Face Value, 1928-1990.  A perfect stock with $8454 Canadian dollars in face 

value alone with many thousands of mint imprint blocks, blocks in various multiples, a lot of booklets, dollar values, all as received 
in four large boxes of glassines, all Scott numbered in neat order and all post office fresh N.H. with the exception of some earlier 
airmails which are both hinged and N.H., all of the better values have been left in and the postage ends in 1990 with 39 cent issues. 
We note C1 (12) mint, C3 (17) mint, C4 (5) mint, C5 (23) mint, C7 (16) N.H. plus other better back-of-the-book issues, runs from 
Scott 208-1283 The higher values are here, well worth viewing, great for online sales, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

British North America Canada
2342   Canada, Desirable Collection, 1870-2000, mounted on Scott Speciality pages with many additions, earlies are scattered and 

mostly mixed used and unused, unused highlights include mostly never hinged #42, 44, 47, 51-54, 56-58, 66-70, 72, 74-78, 80, 84, 
85-86, 89-95 most used, 90A pair, 96-100, 102 used, 104-122, 123-138 used and unused with varieties, 135, 141-145, 146-148, 
149-158, 160-161, 162-175, 178-183, 195-201, and from there on mostly complete never hinged and with extra used throughout, 
also very nice back of book many never hinged, finally an extensive group of booklet panes from #104a on, sparse at first but with 
153a, and appearing quite complete from the Elizabeth’s on, o.g., mostly never hinged, a quite well filled collection with the unused 
largely never hinged including many earlies not readily found that way, condition on early stamps a bit mixed but many excellent 
pieces included, later items are better then usual for these, filled with useful and valuable material, generally Fine to Very Fine and 
better. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British North America Canada
2343   Canada Collection, 1851-1963, in a Lindner hingeless album, mostly used to 1902 including #14-20 with extra #19, Large 

Queens to 15¢, Small Queens to 8¢, #46, #47, Dollar value Jubilees #61, #62, #64, #65, and most Maple Leaf issues including 
#84; mostly original gum 1898-1963 including Jubilees to 50¢, few Maple Leafs, #96-99, #101, #103, #141-145, Admirals to 50¢, 
#158 (disturbed gum), #176, #217-227, #E1, also includes 6d 1851 with red “Specimen” overprint and light cancel at top right and 
a dubious used #1; mixed condition, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British North America Canada
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2344   Canada, A Mint Collection with Key Sets, 1898-1978.  Beginning with the mint 1897 issue of Queen Victoria neatly mounted 
on Scott Specialty pages loaded with key early sets. Highlights include, all mint, Scott numbers and values, 66-73 $1455, 74-84 
$2318, 85-87 + 86b $180, 96-103 $978. 104-122 $1180., 123-134 $565, 135-148 $372, 149-159 $743, 160-177 $582, 178-183 
$77, 195-201 $140, 202-273 $721, looks complete up to 1978. Condition is well above the norm with few faults mainly all o.g. 
except a couple of early issues, F.-V.F., a nice solid collection perfect for online resale. Scott $10,000+. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British North America Canada
2345   Canada Collection 1860’s-2012, carefully mounted into two Scott specialty albums, with used: 73, 99, mint: 54-55, 101 and 

modern mint mostly complete from 1970-2012, some mixed condition among early issues, modern stamps are generally fresh and 
sound adding up to substantial face value, o.g., post 1970 are generally never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 21.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British North America Canada
2346   Canada, Bountiful Mint & Used Stock from QV through KGVI, 1870-1950s, Hundreds of pages with hinged mint & used 

singles, blocks of various sizes, coil pairs, and booklet panes, along with two shoeboxes of many 1000’s more. Appears to have 
been untouched for over a half-century but no sticking was noticed upon inspection. Stamps are haphazardly arranged on each page 
yet the collection is actually very organized as well as the shoeboxes with each stamp in its own envelope. Many varieties noted, 
including perfins, precancels and plate blocks, some with multiple plate numbers. Better items include mint #50-60, 96-103, 
105b, 106a, 111, 120, 125 (strip of 4), 160 (strip of 4), 178-83 (pairs), 195a-96a, 205-07 (strips of 4), 219a, 231c (imperf single), 
245, and blocks of four of the following: 115, 117, 153-55, 162-72, 200, 268-73. Some of the better plate blocks include 142, 
145, 148, 156 (plate block of 4), 168, 195-98, 203, 216, 221-23, 225-26 (plate blocks of 4), 231-36, 244, 259-61, 294, 302. Plenty 
of better used too, such as 60, 93 (block of 4), 94, 95 (pair), 149-59, etc. Some unusual items too, like a couple hundred revenues, 
mostly Weights & Measures, a set of philatelic maps published by Canadian stamp dealer Kasimir Bileski in WinnIpeg, and a 
miniature sheet from the International Poster Stamp Society commemorating the Royal Visit of 1939, overall Fine to Very Fine, be 
sure to view some of the additional images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 25 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British North America Canada
2347   Canada Collection, 1858/2002, in a Scott Specialty album plus an additional binder with some more recent mint/ used issues, 

numerous premium including 3 used, 18 used, 19-20 used (2 each), nice section of mostly used Large and Small Queens including 
some shades, 46 used, 47 unused, 50-56 mint, 55 used, 57 used, 58-60 mint, 61-62 roller cancels, 69-73 mint, 80-84 mint, 87-88 
NH, 93-95 used, 96-103 mint, useful mint and used Admirals including coils, imperfs and precancels, 149-58 mint, 159 used, 
mostly complete mint after 1927 with some NH and including assortment of booklets and precancels, C1-9 mint, E1-11 mint, F1-3 
used, J1-20 mint, MR1-5 mint, O1-32 mint, etc., usual mixed condition in pre-1920s issues including disturbed gum or regums, 
generally F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada
2348   Canada Mint Collection, 1953-2008, in six albums of White Ace pages, plus a file drawer and some small boxes and glassines 

filled with extra postage, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 45 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British North America Canada
2349   Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1868-2002, Some nice mostly used classics and a whole lot of modern mint in the form of 

singles, blocks, souvenir sheets and booklets. Better individual items include used #29-30, 30b, 46-47, 54, 72-73, 83-84, 89-95, 
90A, 100, 158-59. Also, a poster of the 1997 “Year of the Ox” issue, some FDCs, and more. Owner states catalogue value at nearly 
$12,000. Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British North America Canada
2350   Canada, Appealing Compilation of Popular Items, offered every which way, including on original dealer or auction cards, a 

lovely holding of Queen Victoria to Queen Elizabeth II issues including singles, sets and blocks; note used #17viii (4, with imprint 
in shades), 26, 47 (2); mint #54, 125-130 (pairs, some thinning #126, 128), 175 (glazed gum), 177, 217-227 (2 plus blocks of four, 
#226-227 with part imprint), 241-245 (2), 244, 245 (2), 249-262 (4), 268-273 (5), C2-C6; never hinged #226, 245, 262, plus group 
of hi-brites, mint and used “OHMS”- and “G”-overprinted Officials (including $1 values), #O9 (3, 1 each used, hinged and never 
hinged), five cellophane-wrapped or rubber-banded stacks of Queen Elizabeth II booklets, some later issues, and even a couple 
covers; a few condition issues, some lightly stuck due to humidity (pop apart easily), but plenty of attractive material for resale 
with useful face value among the modern, Fine to Very Fine with much better. (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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WORLDWIDE A-Z POSTAL HISTORY

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2351   Cuba, 1898-1902 Exhibition Collection, Approximately 75 covers comprising 4 early stampless, 25 with Military Station cancels 

to the US except one to Spain and 3 to Cuba, 13 franked with overprinted U.S. stamps including one each to Germany, Spain, and 
France, 17 Pictorials including rejected bisect on postcard with 1c Postage Due overprint affixed, 8 multicolor Spanish American 
War Patriotics. plus a few miscellaneous and worthwhile items, few faults to be expected but much is sound and Very Fine, see 
this entire lot online, ex-Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2352   Cuba, Fantastic Exhibition Collection of Stampless Covers, 1820-1860.  In album. A total of 70 covers with various cancels, 

including very rare ones according to the catalogue ‘Prefilatelia Española’ by Manuel Tizón. Ex collection Kaypmy, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2353   Czechoslovakia, Czech Forces in France and Great Britain, 1939-1945.  Beautiful exhibition collection on album pages in box, 

including beautiful material such as field mail, patriotic labels, political postcards, etc. Ex. Collection Kaypmy, generally Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.7 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2354   Germany, Jewish Postal History, 1938-1945, about 250 items related to The Holocaust and its victims; includes poignant 8x10 

sepia photograph of a 13 year old German Jew with a prayer shawl, concentration camp identity documents (6 with fingerprint, 
Nazi seal, and personal information; letters seeking information on family taken by the Nazis, envelope from post-war Germany 
from a Jewish survivor, dozens of covers from pre-war Palestine, 10 Famous Jews postcard set, concentration camp Flossenburg 
document from the SS requesting “criminal-inmate Worsch” after his sentence, Dachau document concerning inmate valuables, 
postcard from Jew at Buchenwald to family, several items of correspondence from pre-war Polish Jew, cover from Displaced 
Persons Camp, Mauthausen concentration camp cover to France, uprated postal card from Buchenwald, Auschwitz concentration 
camp envelope with enclosed letter; postal history that speaks out from the grave, Very Good to Excellent. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2355   Germany, WWI Fieldpost, 1914-1918.  Beautiful exhibition collection of more than 300 field mail covers, cards and postcards, 

neatly documented on album pages in box. Ex. Collection Kaypmy, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2356   Germany, Third Reich Postal History, 1938-1945, 600+ envelopes and cards that filled two large trays; Feldpost, Registered 

commercial mail, censored, auxiliary markings, pictorial cancels, resettled Pole, Bentschen Political Labor Camp, Wohnlager Labor 
Camp (with stamp removed by censor); Registered Vienna to Slovenia, Russian POW in German Camp (Gutersloh) addressed to 
Russian POW Bureau in Copenhagen, 1944 POW postal card to family, numerous Hitler heads overprinted Austria on cover; many 
envelopes have contents of interest to those that can read them; condition varies considerably as one would expect; an opportunity 
for the right dealer, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2357   Germany, Zeppelin Flown Covers and Cards, 1929-38, 14 covers and 6 cards, covers include frankings of 4m Polar Flight (2), 

2m & 4m South American plus 2m to Cuba, 1m plus 50pf signed by the Captain with newspaper clipping, cards include 1936 
Olympic Zeppelin flight with poster stamp tied, two cards with 4m South American flight to Cuba, also includes January 1933 
Austrian glider flight cover with original newspaper clipping, Very Fine, also includes Sieger catalog 21 (1995), see everything 
online, ex-Lippman. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2358   Italian Area, Nice Collection of Covers and Postal Stationery, 1800-1980.  In home-made album, including a lot of special 

material, such as pre-philately, prisoner of war post, postal stationery, picture postcards, etc. a fully imaged online, Ex. Conti 
collection, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.7 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2359   Italian States, Impressive Line of Covers, 1851-68, Sixteen covers in all, five of which are backed with certificates from the 

Swiss Association of Philatelic Experts. Highlights include Naples #5 & 5b, Modena 3, Parma 3, Roman States 1c (pair), and 
two separate covers each franked with Tuscany 5, overall Fine to Very Fine, each cover has been scanned and can be viewed 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2360   Italy, Nice Collection of Covers and Cards, 1866-1940.  In album., imaged fully so take a look, Ex. collection Conti, generally 

Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.3 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
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2361   Latvia, A Diverse Advanced Postal History Collection, 1918-32.  Over 200 covers and postcards loaded with better items and all 
put together by a knowledgeable collector with an eye for condition and desirable items, Regular issues, Semi-Postals are present 
including sets & singles on cover, some stationery, Telegram, tourism and slogan cancels etc. Frankings, destinations and origins 
are noteworthy. Perfect to add to stock or to augment your collection, mainly nice F.-V.F. quality, high resale value. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2362   Latvia, Advanced Holding of Flight Covers, 1925-35.  A carefully assembled collection of 24 covers or cards, a variety of 

destinations and frankings with many scarce pieces, including Pioneers of Aviation set of 5, Triangles perf. and imperf. etc, 
Deruluft flights, also a cover front with imperf set of four of CB21a-CB24a. An unusual offering of difficult to find covers, 
condition is very nice, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2363   Latvia, Postal History of the German Occupation Periods and More, 1918-45.  A wonderful and varied collection of over 100 

covers and cards with “Postgebiet Ob-Ost” various frankings and postal stationery cards. A 1919 registered cover and card with 
RSFSR franking used in Riga, also Russian currency stamps, six different used locally on registered Riga cover, 1940 Russian 
Occupation cover from Riga to Denmark, German “Ostland” overprinted Hitler stamps, Kurland set of five on 20.4.45 Liban card, 
censored mail, Fieldpost covers sent by Latvian volunteers in the SS and Wehrmacht, Mail to and from SS Legion offices, covers 
franked with Latvian 1941 overprints on Russian stamps, postal stationery, cover with mixed Latvian and Russian franking, others 
sent under Soviet Occupation, many very scarce items. Condition is above the norm and many F.-V.F. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2364   Mexico, Wells Fargo Express Franks on Mulita Envelopes, 1895-1899.  An important collection of 100 Mint and 230 used 

envelopes housed neatly in two very packed albums. Most major catalogue listings are present, enormous variety of different 
Wells Fargo handstamps. We also note a red Chihuahua label, great destinations such as Switzerland, Germany and France. 
Assembled over decades and rarely offered as a collection. A treasure trove for the collectors or dealer, some duplication. Condition 
is generally Fine to Very Fine with the occasional fault. A great lot for resale or to augment your Mexico collection. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2365   Mexico, Wells Fargo Express Franks on Hidalgo, 1885.  A great collection of over 120 covers bearing Wells Fargo Express 

franks beginning with MEPSI number WF1 mint and used up to WE21, a nice mix of mint and used, we also note covers to 
England and Germany. A rare hoard of these special covers, some modest duplication. Well Fargo is always popular online, Fine 
to Very Fine with a few faults, high resale value. (photo on web site) .........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2366   Mexico, Hidalgo Express Franks on Mulita Envelopes, 1895-1899.  A great collection of 38 mint and 178 used envelopes 

housed in one packed stockbook featuring nearly all of the catalogue listed colors and paper types. A huge variety of mainly 
domestic origination handstamps, we do note one to Switzerland. Many years to accumulate such a vast collection. Tremendous 
resale value, generally Fine to Very Fine with a few faults, well worth viewing. (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2367   Russia, Diverse Postal History Collection, 1848-1950, approximately 290 covers in three binders; holding begins with 38 

stampless covers running to 1915, many of the philatelic-era items being correspondence to churches in the Baltics; several money 
letters, attractive picture post cards (several appearing to be real photos), Registered uses, WWI POW and censor covers, Russian 
Civil War items; stationery including entires, postal cards, letter cards and wrappers; numerous early Soviet propaganda covers 
and cards, etc., etc.; an appealing mix of single, multiple and mixed frankings, with many attractive auxiliary markings throughout; 
condition varies, but plenty of sound and desirable material, Fine to Very Fine, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 15.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Postal History 
2368   Russia, Extensive Red Cross Charity Stationery Collection, over 130 envelopes and post cards, all in the service of the Red Cross, 

neatly presented in two stockbooks; nice mix of mint and used, with International Red Cross and Russian local administrations 
(Odessa, mainly) represented; some “plain” items with just the organization’s symbol, many with multicolor borders or designs, 
picture post cards, etc., the cards a mix of undivided and divided backs; used items comprise single and multiple frankings (most 
Coat-of-Arms issues), including a Russian card with Belgian stamp, with destinations both domestic and foreign; a gorgeous, one-
of-a-kind collection, Very Fine overall, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Albania

Worldwide A-Z Albania
2369   Albania, Enormous Mostly Mint Specialist’s Holding, 1913-86, In two red boxes, incredible stock featuring many complete sets 

cataloging between $40-$300, and often not just one but many in duplicate, triplicate or more. Grab a calculator and start adding 
up some of these fantastic sets: mint #21-26, 41-46, 125-28 (4), 135-40 (5), 158-62 (in pairs), 210-17 (5), 218-26 (3), 241-48 (3), 
261-70 (2), 332-44 (2), 395-402 (2), 424-31 (4), B1-4 (10), B5-8 (4), B24-27 (5), B28-33 (5), C8-14 (blocks), C15-21 (2), C29-35 
(14), C36-42, C47-53 (5), J1-5 (4), J10-13 (4), J40-44 (4), and used 21-26 (on piece), 41-46 (2, 1 set on piece), 106-12 (2), 113-
19, 129-34, 135-40, 227-37, 332-44 (on piece), C47-53, J35-38, etc. A lot of MNH, many blocks & booklets, and a whole lotta 
catalogue value. The only downside is that it was stored in red boxes; so handy to store duplicates, whether you’re a collector or 
dealer, but when it comes time to sell, it’s nearly impossible to get a true value of the inventory, and because most of it is obscured 
in glassines, it’s difficult to photograph. For this reason, we urge you to inspect these lots personally to get a better assessment. This 
is an ex-George McNamara holding, who was one of the foremost experts on Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Argentina

Worldwide A-Z Argentina
2370   Argentina Collection, 1862/1940, mostly mint and good deal complete after 1873 all on pages and with page of 1892 Discovery 

color proofs, a nice group of the elusive full sets (including the high values) of the early 20th century and a useful section of the 
popular official department overprints, premium throughout including 7H mint, 15 mint, 26 mint, 33-36 mint, 43-45 mint, 46 mint, 
62-67 mint, 86-88 mint (20P signed Richter), 92-105 mint, 106-20 mint, 139-42 mint, 160-75 mint, 201-04 mint, 215-30 mint, 231-
46 mint, 303 mint, 323-38 mint (less 323A-334A), 340-56 mint (less 340B-349B), 362-68 mint, 374-92 mint, 399-405 mint, 452 
mint, 418-50 mint, 459-65 mint, 470-72 mint, C1-42 mint, O7 mint, etc., some unused or minor faults in early issues but generally 
fresh and F-VF, 2023 Scott $9.700+. (photo on web site) ............................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Argentina
2371   Argentina, “The El Gaucho” Collection of Mint & Used, 1858-2003, In two binders with most stamps hinged on album pages, 

an extremely well-filled collection well into the late 1980s with many stamps collected both mint & used; from fairly strong 
classics to extensive officials, the entire first volume is viewable online, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
11.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Armenia

Worldwide A-Z Armenia
2372   Armenia, Semi-Specialized Stock Collection, 1918-modern, neatly arranged in two binders, the classic material with singles and 

blocks, perforated, imperforate and part-perforated varieties or errors, overprints, postal uses, a handful of Revenues on document, 
and more, the modern in multiples and including souvenir sheets, full panes, and booklets, most identified and ready for retail; fresh 
throughout; includes parts 1-4 of The Postage Stamps of Armenia by Tchilinghirian and Ashford, Fine to Very Fine or better, fully 
imaged online for your review. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Austria

Worldwide A-Z Austria
2373   Austria, A High End Mint and Used Collection with Renner Sheets, 1850-1969.  An exceptional intact collection of several 

hundred mint & used stamps plus souvenir sheets all neatly housed in a hingeless Lighthouse album. Starts out with mainly used pre-
1908 issues including better 19th century turning into all mint from the complete Franz Josef set of 1908 followed by the Birthday 
Jubilee issue complete and both sets are mint, very comprehensive from that point with the regular issues, commemoratives, semi-
postals and airmails containing all of the good sets including a N.H. Dolfuss Scott 380, WIPA singles both the ordinary and granite 
paper, complete Renner sheets and much more. Check out the scans to fully appreciate. We note both N.H. and L.H. mint which is 
F.-V.F. The 19th century issues are also primarily F.-V.F. with a few faults. Overall, a very clean and attractive collection ready for 
profitable online resale. High Scott value. (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Austria
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2374   Austria, “The Oh in Österreich” Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2000s, In four binders with stamps both hinged and in mounts 
on album pages, a largely double collection of both mint & used. Some better used include #6, 8, 12-16, 17, 40, 64-65, 127, C54-
58, J9, M19-20, P1, P7, P12a-14a, and mint 10, 43-46, 84, 496-99, 500-15, B260-63, B269-71, B273-76, PR9, etc. In addition 
to Scott-listed subvarieties, such as stamps with varnish bars and alternate papers, there’s a lot more to take in, like numerous 
perfins, over a dozen of the 1883 definitive issue with visible watermarks, some locals, revenues, various Cinderellas, for example, 
a gorgeous set from WIPA 1933, the Georg Wimmer essays from 1955 for the upcoming Mozart Anniversary, Adreßzettel (ANK 
#955-57C) and so on. Also, many better Offices Abroad, Lombardy-Venetia and Italian Occupation. Also included in this lot is 
a stockbook bulging with 1000’s of very useful duplicates, and a cover album containing postal stationery, FDCs, etc. Condition 
varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, follow the link for online images. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.2 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Austria
2375   Austria, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1850-1996, In three large stockbooks with mint generally on the left and 

used copies to the right, all with notated Scott number. Very good representation of the first few definitive issues; greatly expands 
with the Franz Josef issue of 1890-1907 with various perf & color varieties. Strong back-of-the-book, especially postage dues and 
military stamps. Extensive Bosnia & Herzegovina, as well as Offices in Crete & Turkey, Occupation of Italy and Italian Occupation 
of Austria, and Lombardy & Venetia. Very high catalogue value and perfect for the reseller, generally Fine to Very Fine, entire lot 
viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Austria
2376   Austria, Solid 20th Century Mainly Mint Stock, 1937-1987.  Housed in two thick Elbe stock books this inventory includes 

several hundred sets and singles almost all mint with the majority N.H. fresh out of new issue stock, generally moderate quantities 
up to about 20 of each. The regular issues begin in 1947 up to 1989 and the semi-postals from 1937-1987. Several thousand sets 
and singles in total make this a great lot for online sales. High face value and well worth a look. Condition is above average with 
few if any faults. Some L.H. but mainly N.H. (photo on web site) ..............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Belgium & Colonies

Worldwide A-Z Belgium & Colonies
2377   Belgium and Belgium Congo, A Massive Mint & Used Inventory, 1849-2015.  A substantial stock loaded with many better 

singles and sets up to $100. Each the 20th century material includes much N.H., begins with the 1849 issue and includes a showing 
of later issues with mint better values plus used. All mounted on “102” sales cards which total about 2000 with some modest 
duplication even on better sets. From an old time stock with the “goodies” left in, well worth viewing, perfect for online sales, far 
too many highlights to list here, also includes a nice section of Belgian Congo plus Belgium back-of-the-book with semi-postals, 
airmails, special delivery and German Occupation issues. Quality overall is F.-V.F. with some faults primarily in the 19th century. 
Don’t miss this lot. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Belgium & Colonies
2378   Belgium & Colonies, Excellent Mint & Used Collection, 1849-2007, A total of five binders with some stamps doubly collected 

both mint & used, either hinged or in mounts on album pages and very well-filled into the late 1990s. Here are just some of the 
highlights: used #1-2, 3-5, 9-12, 13-16, 17, 18-22, 26, 28-36, 48, 59, 70-75, 102 (pair), 212-14, B9-14, B482a, Q1-6, N10-25, and 
mint 52-54, 56-58, 119-20, B69-77, B485-91, B498-502, B515-20, B605a, B662a, J1-2. In addition to a stockbook bulging with 
very useful duplication and collections of the Belgian Congo (1886-1957) and Ruanda-Urundi (1924-60), many other extras, like 
numerous perfins, definitives with attached advertising labels, Erinnophilie sheet for BEPITEC 1949 (COB #E53), a deluxe pane of 
the 1956 Europa issue (COB #LX21), telegraph & telephone stamps, revenues, private overprints, 100’s of precancels including local 
handstamped; in other words, everything that makes Belgium such an exciting country to collect. Condition does vary early on, but 
overall Fine to Very Fine, scans & videos available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Bolivia

Worldwide A-Z Bolivia
2379   Bolivia Collection, 1866/2001, well filled to late 1970s and including airmails, officials, etc., mixed mint and used to 1930s and 

mostly mint to the end, among the many premium we note assortment of 1867 5c Condor mint/ unused (14) or used/ pen cancel 
(6) in various shades, 7 revenue cancel, 12 mint, 13 unused, 14 used (minor faults), 15-18 mint, 35-39 used, 40-46 used with some 
duplication, 47-54 mint, 57-58 used, 96a used, 113c unused, 150-60 mint, mostly complete mint 1942/77 including airmails with 
some NH including 433-50, C1-10 mint, C3 imperf pair mint, C6 imperf pair mint, C11-12 NH, C14 NH, C15-16 used, C19 
mint, C22-23 used, C24-26 mint, C27-81 mint including C57a, J1-9 mint, etc., generally F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Bolivia
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2380   Bolivia Collection, 1867/1940, a mostly complete mint collection on pages with numerous premium as 7 unused, 8 mint (signed 
Schlesinger), 12-13 mint, 14 mint, 15-18 mint, 20-27 mint, 35-39 mint, 40-46 mint, 46 used, 47-54 mint, 55-59 mint, 95d mint, 
181-86 mint, 184b mint, 197-269 mint, C1-7 NH, C18 mint, C19-22 mint, C24-26 mint, C27-81 mint, etc., generally fresh 
and F-VF, excellent foundation collection of this underappreciated country; 2023 Scott $5,000+. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Brazil

Worldwide A-Z Brazil
2381   Brazil Collection, 1843/1940, an extensive collection of mostly mint on pages replete with premium sets and singles as 1b used, 

2 used, 3 unused (Rendon cert), 8-9 pairs used, 10 used, 21-28 used, 37-40 used, 57 unused, 60 mint, 63-64 mint, 74 mint, 76-78 
mint, 81 mint, 95 mint, 97 unused, 126-28 mint, 153-58 mint, 171A mint, 172-73 mint, 174-88 mint, 198 mint, 207-17 mint, 302-11 
mint, 342-55 mint, 364-74 mint, 431-41 NH, 446-49 mint, 496a-498a mint, 502A NH, C1-16 mint including C6A, C17-43 mint, 
J1-26 mint, O14-29 mint, P1-25 mint, etc., some typical minor faults in earlier issues but condition considerably better than usual, 
generally F-VF; 2023 Scott $14,500+. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Brazil
2382   Brazil Airmails Collection, 1927-50, stamps and covers of the 1927/50 including Semi-Official issues, Condor and NYRBA 

covers, etc., all on homemade annotated pages and including Stamps #C53 mint, C73A mint, C76a mint, 1CL9 mint, 1CLF1 mint 
and used, 1CLF2 used, 1CLF3 mint, 3CLF1 mint, Covers 1CL10-1CL13 set on Condor cover Orumba to Cuyaba, 3CL9 and 
3CLE1 Pelotas to Port Alegre, etc.; generally F-VF, ex Csolkovits. (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Brazil
2383   Brazil, “Copa do Mondo” Mint & Used Collection, 1843-2006, A collection in two binders with a fairly even mix of mint & 

used and in some cases both mint & used for the same stamp; the majority of stamps are hinged on albums pages but some mint in 
mounts. Among the better items are the following: used #2, 7-9, 21, 28, 37-38, 39-40, 62-67, 77-78, 98, 448-49, and mint 63, 173, 
455-56, 460, 465-66, 496-98, 992A, 1060a, 1062a, 1147, C26-30, C53, C86A, etc. Also, a few pages of revenues and a stockbook 
filled with a few thousand mostly used but very useful duplicates. Condition varies but, generally Fine to Very Fine, additional 
scans & video viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Brazil
2384   Brazil Collection, 1843/2004, extensive collection in two Scott albums, mixed mint and used (sometimes parallel in earlier issues) 

through 1930s, some duplication in late 19th century used issues, 1940s/80s mostly complete mint with some NH, S/S, souvenir 
cards, multiples and minor varieties, 1980s/2000s mint and used assortment, also note few earlier covers and postal stationery, 
better throughout with 1-3 used (mix of intermediate and worn impressions), 7-10 used, 26-28 used, 39-40 used, 59-60 unused, 
65-66 unused, 73 mint, 74 unused, 75-77 used, 80-81 used, 97-98 used, 172-73 mint, 364-74 mint, 449 mint and used, 455-56 
NH, 496a-498a mint, J1-9 mint, O26 used, O27 mint, etc., usual mixed condition in classic period with most F-VF, ex Csolkovits. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 16 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Brazil
2385   Brazil, Mostly Used Collection with Extensive Classics, 1843-1974, Hinged on blank pages, many hundreds of classic Brazil 

and beyond. Begins with a pair of Bull’s Eyes and continues with an excellent selection of the numerals, both “Inclinados” & 
“Verticais”. Some of the better, many of which are in generous duplication, include #2, 7-10, 21-28, 37-40, 46, 53-60, 61-67, 68-78, 
79-81, 82-85, 96-98, and some nice mint interspersed. We also suggest utilizing the RHM catalogue as you are bound to encounter 
stamps not listed in Scott or Michel, such as paper & shade varieties. Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, about 
half of this collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Brazil
2386   Brazil, Well Organized Dealer Mint & Used Inventory, 1844-2015.  A solid comprehensive stock of about 800 “102” sales cards 

beginning with Scott 8 up to 3309. A nice range of values up to $70 each. The 19th century is mainly used and the 20th century a 
mix of mint & used with much N.H. beginning in the 1930’s. Includes semi-postals and airmail issues, some modest duplications 
up to 7-10 of each often all on one sales card. Perfect to breakdown for online sales. Condition is primarily F.-V.F. with the 19th 
having some faults. (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Bulgaria

Worldwide A-Z Bulgaria
2387   Bulgaria, An Outstanding Advanced Collection of Mint & Used Stamps, Varieties, Printing Errors, Covers and Postal 

Stationery, 1879-1984.  Truly comprehensive of all areas of Bulgaria philately neatly housed and carefully annotated in 16 
volumes collected over many decades. This is truly a one of a kind holding featuring many scarce or rare stamps, covers, varieties 
and significant collection of Postal Stationery. It begins with the issues of 1901-1909 including blocks, surcharge varieties, covers 
and more. The next volume features the 1909-1915 issues with Printing Errors, blocks, covers and Postal Stationery. Next in line 
are the 1917 – 1926 issues featuring imperfs and errors. The volume with 1928 – 1939 issues also includes Sanatorium Postal Tax 
Issues, Airmails and other back-of-the-book scarce items. There are also issues from 1939-1984 noted. Condition is well above the 
norm with few faults. Well worth viewing to fully appreciate its depth and certainly one of the finer collections of Bulgaria that we 
have had the pleasure to offer. Very high retail value. (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Bulgaria
2388   Bulgaria, “Top Drawer” Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding in Glassines, 1889-1949, In three file drawers, hundreds of 

stockcards protected in large glassines, most of which are noted with Scott number. Exceptional stock beginning with the Lion 
issue of 1889 and remains strong with a good balance of both mint & used with many blocks. Perfect for the reseller, not only for 
its organization and neatness, but also for its genuineness as it was compiled by one of the foremost experts of Eastern Europe. The 
only downside to this lot is that it is difficult to photograph. For this reason, we urge you to view this lot on-site, although we are 
providing a few sample images as reference, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.2 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Bulgaria
2389   Bulgaria, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1879-1969, Three very large stockbooks packed with thousands of 

stamps; mint generally on the left and used copies to the right with each row notated by Scott number. Begins with an awesome 
selection of Lions and remains strong throughout. Also, abundant B-O-B, as well as Eastern Rumelia and Thrace. Perfect for the 
reseller, not only for its organization and neatness, but also for its genuineness as it was compiled by one of the foremost experts 
of Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine, two stockbooks viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Bulgaria
2390   Bulgaria, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1889-1947, Four binders with thousands of stamps on stocksheets; 

generally one row of mint followed by one row of used. Two binders are for regular issues, one for souvenir sheets and another for 
back-of-the-book. Perfect for the reseller, not only for its organization and neatness, but also for its genuineness as it was compiled 
by one of the foremost experts of Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine, first & last stockbook video flipped as reference. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 16.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Bulgaria
2391   Bulgaria, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1921-44, Prolific stock in seven stockbooks neatly arranged in 

catalogue order with mint on one page and used on the next; regular issues, postage dues, parcel post and postal tax stamps for this 
time period; also includes blocks and partial sheets. Owner states CV at over $17,000, generally Fine to Very Fine, one volume 
video flipped as reference. Shipping charges apply - weight 45.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Bulgaria
2392   Bulgaria, Enormous Mostly Mint Specialist’s Holding, 1889-1989, In seven jam-packed red boxes, incredible stock featuring 

many complete sets cataloging between $30-$100+, and most often not just one but in plentiful duplication. Grab a calculator and 
start adding up some of these fantastic sets: mint #28-37 (5), 38 (21), 57-69, 74-76 (10), 89-100 (6), 288-92 (24), C1-4 (41), C12-
14 (11), J7-9 (2), J10-11 (3), J12 (12), J13-14 (19), J15-17 (15), and used J4-6 (44), etc. A lot of MNH and a whole lotta catalogue 
value. The only downside is that it was stored in red boxes; so handy to store duplicates, whether you’re a collector or dealer, but 
when it comes time to sell, it’s nearly impossible to get a true value of the inventory, and because most of it is obscured in glassines, 
it’s difficult to photograph. For this reason, we urge you to inspect these lots personally to get a better assessment. This is an ex-
George McNamara holding, who was one of the foremost experts on Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Chile

Worldwide A-Z Chile
2393   Chile, Noteworthy Mint & Used Collection, 1853-1994, In three binders with the majority of stamps hinged on album pages, 

a nearly complete collection well into the late 1970s and plenty of stamps after that too. Beginning with an impressive first page 
of both the London & Santiago prints of the Columbus issue, there’s plenty more to savor after that as well. Also includes a few 
covers and 16 presentation cards, some of which are actually footnoted in Scott, overall Fine to Very Fine, click on the link for a 
video flip of the first volume. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Chile
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2394   Chile Collection, 1853/1940, highly complete for the period on pages with few empty spaces (mostly in the postage due and 
officials section), all mint after 1867 with numerous better sets and singles as 1-2 used, 15-19 mint, 20-24 mint, 25-36 mint, 83-97 
mint, 99-112 mint, 127-41 NH (1P-10P NH), C1-5 mint, C6-8 mint, C9-14 mint, J1-9 mint, O6 mint, O9-11 mint, etc., a few trivial 
flaws in earlier issues but far better condition than typically seen, generally fresh and F-VF; 2023 Scott $4,400+. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Chile
2395   Chile Collection, 1853/2003, two volumes - to 1977 in Scott, balance in Minkus, mixed mint and used to 1930s and mostly mint 

with some NH for 1940s/2000s, includes S/S and some of the footnoted 1960s souvenir cards, some earlier mint and used each and 
includes premium as desirable assortment of the 1853/62 imperfs used including some shades and a 10c diagonal bisect on piece, 
15-19 unused, 1877/1901 Roulettes complete used or mint/ unused, 50a mint, 50d mint, 68-78 mint, 143-69 mint, 175-210 mint, 
mostly complete mint 1942/77 including airmails and the 1948 Wildlife sheets, C6E mint, C7-8 mint, C12 mint and used, C14 
mint, J19-42 mint, O12-14 mint and used (each signed), O15-16 used (each signed), O23-27 mint, etc., 19th century usual mixed 
condition, mostly F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

China

Worldwide A-Z China
2396   China, Solid Collection of Empire to Taiwan, 1878-1974, hinged or mounted on homemade pages with annotations, a well-filled 

mix of mint and used China with (used unless noted) several Large and Small Dragons, 1894 Dowagers complete used (neat seal 
cancels), a mix of mint and used surcharged Dowagers, 1&cent (mint) and Large and Small 2¢ and Large 4¢ on 3¢ Red Revenues 
(latter three used), ICPs to 50¢, CIPs to $2, “Republic” overprints, near-complete Junks, solid Sun Yat-sens and Martyrs with 
stronger than usual CNCs, Golds and Silvers; #C6-C10 imprint singles, Dues, etc.; Taiwan features mint #1012-1024, 1041, and 
later Palace Museum issues (no #1355-1358), etc.; all easy on the eyes, but expect the occasional flaw; plenty to interest the cancel 
hunter or Topicalist, Fine to Very Fine with better, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z China
2397   China, Potent Mint & Used Collection, 1878-1961, A mix of mint & used in two binders with the majority of stamps hinged on 

album pages but some mint in mounts. Very well-filled collection of Imperial China through to the ROC; many premium items 
beginning with the very first page and a trio of Imperial Dragons (used #3 & 7, mint 4), but the main highlight is unquestionably an 
amazing complete set of the Mollendorf special printing of the Dowager issue on thick, unwatermarked paper. This collection also 
includes Manchukuo, the Treaty Ports of Chefoo, Foochow and others, various provinces, Japanese Occupation and more. Have a 
look for yourself at the scans & video available online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z China
2398   China, Semi-Specialized Stock Selection, 1882-1960s, a vintage group of many hundreds of stamps, mint or used, all originally 

purchased from Lee Hill, Jr., the eminent China philatelist, and still on his 3” x 5” manila stockcards (approximately 120 of them 
by our count), fully annotated by Scott number, perforation and watermark variety, etc.; includes a few Large and Small Dragons, 
some “Republic” overprints and commemoratives, and nice Taiwan, the majority being a semi-specialized holding of Martyrs with 
Provinces, Occupations, CNCs, Golds and Silvers, even a scattering of Revenues; among the better we note China used #4, 5, 7, 
12, 15, 158, 159, 219 (very pretty), and mint #184-197, 178//184, and Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. Taiwan mint #1037-
1040 perforated and imperforate, 1046-1051 imperforate, 1052-1056 imperforate, 1098-1099, 1441-1447 and used #1092-1095; in 
need of some organizing, but a wonderful holding sure to please, generally Very Fine, see it all online. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z China
2399   China, Mint & Used Mainland & Taiwan Holding, 1888-1977, In four counter books and three binders consisting of stamps on 

stock pages and either hinged or in mounts on pages, a very good overview of the Empire and post-WWII issues for both Taiwan 
and the Mainland including an abundance of Provinces, overall Fine to Very Fine, more than half of this holding is viewable online. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z China
2400   China, A Boxful of Fine China, 1898-1998, A few remainder collections covering the Empire, Republic, ROC & PRC; also, 

dozens of FDCs including a set from Fleetwood (#1530-39), hardback annual mint sets from 1995 (2), 1997 & 1998, First Day 
Panels from the 2008 Beijing Olympics, and plenty more in glassines and on stock cards; thousands of stamps overall, and 
generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images available online. (photo on web site) .................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z China
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2401   China, Soup to Nuts Stock Jumble, ca. 1897-1980, in glassines galore, mainly Republic and Taiwan but with some Empire, 
Liberated Areas and PRC poking around as well, majority mint never hinged or without gum as issued; for China, note some 
surcharged Dowagers and Junks, but majority appears to be Sun Yat-sens and Martyrs, many with overprints, and other middle 
period items; Taiwan offers a mix of singles, sets and souvenir sheets, along with a stack of new issue folders (stamps affixed and 
First Day cancelled), a mix of covers including tombstone cancel on “Republic” overprint, Japan and Japan used in Korea covers, 
China picture post cards, and more; a fun jumble sure to please, Fine to Very Fine or better, inspection invited. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Taiwan

Worldwide A-Z Taiwan
2402   Taiwan, Nearly Complete Clean Collection, 1950-87, mounted in a Minkus album, a rock-solid collection on which to build; 

basically complete less #1011 and 1063; earliest issues mostly used, mostly mint (with much never hinged) from about 1952 
on; note better items including used #1007-1010, 1012-1024, 1025-1036, 1042-1045, 1046-1051, 1061-1062, 1355-1358, and 
mint #1041, 1064-1069 imperforate, 1073-1076, 1091a, 1095a (sheetlet only, no folder), 1102-1104, 1114a with tab, 1117a with 
tab, 1126a with tab, 1135-1136, 1257a, 1261-1264, 1290-1295, 1296-1301, 1302-1307, 1414-1417, 1479-1482, 1526-1531, 
1556-15621682-1693, 1740-1749, etc., etc.; mint all Post Office fresh, the used cleanly and generally lightly cancelled, Very 
Fine overall, a lovely collection; see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Taiwan
2403   Taiwan, Well-organized and Pristine Collection, 1955-80, neatly arranged on Vis-o-Grip stockpages (some losing their “grip” 

leaving stamps flailing) filled with sound, Post Office fresh stamps, all from our spot check being never hinged or without gum as 
issued; many better items including #1126a (no selvage tab), 1196-1199, 1290-1295, 1296-1301, 1302-1307, 1355-1358, 1414-
1417, plus later Scrolls, Fans, and other popular Topical issues, coils and souvenir sheets, numerous imprint singles, and more 
besides; ready to transfer to your album as the core of a collection, or to your stockpages for retail, Very Fine, fully imaged online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

People’s Republic of China

Worldwide A-Z People’s Republic of China
2404   Peoples Republic of China Mint Sheet “Collection” 1992-2003, very extensive and high quality unfolded complete sheets, 

complete inventory available on the website, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 21.2 lbs. Scott 
$25,000 ++ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z People’s Republic of China
2405   China (People’s Republic), Impressive Mint & Used Collection, 1949-80s, In one binder with mint stamps in mounts and used 

generally hinged on album pages, a very well-filled collection into the mid-1960s with a mix of originals & reprints early on. The 
strength of the collection is actually in its souvenir sheets, such as mint #245a-48a, 1518, 1761, 1810, 1863, 1980, and used 1844, 
1904, generally Fine to Very Fine, most of this collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Colombia

Worldwide A-Z Colombia
2406   Colombia Collection, 1858/1998, on Scott or Minkus pages in two volumes, an exceptionally strong section of used (some 

unused) 19th century issues with duplication including shades, different cancels with some town pen cancels, high values (e.g. 17 
used, 51-52 used), few reprints or reference forgeries, etc., 20th century highlighted by 321-24 mint, 335-38 used, 339/43 imperf 
blocks of 6/25 mint, 349-50 mint, 359a block of 12 NH, 400-16 mint, 434 NH, 443-47 mint, 448-50 NH, 457-63 NH, 475-84 NH, 
mostly complete 1942/98 including airmails with many NH, C1 dubious overprint “mint”, C2-10 forgeries, C11A-B mint, C11C-D 
mint, C12 mint, C12 used, C16 mint and used, C25-35 mint and used, C38-50 used, C51 mint, C52 without gum, C53 used, C54 
NH, C55-67 used, C80-82 NH, C111-14 NH, etc., also includes a stock sheet and group of sales pages with mostly mint SCADTA 
Consular overprint issues with some full sets, useful selection of registry issues including some reference forgeries, other “back of 
the book” with assorted postage dues, “cubiertas”, postal tax and starter collections of the various states, usual mixed condition, 
mostly F-VF, put together over a long time by an ardent collector and ideal for continuation, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Colombia
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2407   Colombia Collection, 1863/1940, mostly used for the 1860s/70s issues and then predominantly mint and a good deal complete 
thereafter with many premium including high value definitives and a nice section of airmails, premium include 135-40 mint, 
148-59 mint, 167-68 unused, 169-73 mint, 194-205 mint (204 without gum), 209-24 mint, 257-74 mint, 314-24 mint, 325-29 
mint, 331-38 mint (10P NH), 339-50 mint (5P NH), 421-36 mint, 445-84 mint, C12-16 mint, C20 mint, C25-35 mint, C38-
120 mint, E1 mint, F2-12 mint, J1-2 mint, O1-13 mint, etc. concludes with a useful section of mostly mint Colombian States 
(Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca, Cundinamarca, Santander, Tolima) which are not figured in the catalog value, some minor faults in 
earlier issues but generally F-VF, seldom offered in this degree of completeness; 2023 Scott $8,100+. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Costa Rica

Worldwide A-Z Costa Rica
2408   Costa Rica Collection, 1862/1940, A highly complete mint collection on pages (note just one used single) with better sets and 

singles throughout as 1-4, 7-15, 25-34 (10P dry gum), 35-57, 59-68, 59a NH, 61a, 62a, 66a, 69-84, 94 (signed Brun), 157-95, C1-
56, CO1-13, J1-13, O1-7, O12-15, O25-94, etc., some earlier issues dry or tropicalized o.g. but overall fresh, F-VF and ideal for 
continuation; 2023 Scott $3,500+. (photo on web site) ................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Costa Rica
2409   Costa Rica Collection, 1863/99, An extensive collection on Scott or Minkus pages in two volumes, note extra sheet with group 

of first two issues (mstly #1, 7/13) with variety of shades, few multiples, different cancels, etc, 4 unused and used, 7-14 unused, 
16-18 mint, 35-44 mint, 45-51 mint, 54 mint, 68a mint, useful assortment of “barradas” including official issues, 94 mint (2), 
mostly complete mint 1921/77 including airmails, B1-7 mint, C1-10 mint, C11-13 mint (2), C14-45 mint, CO1-13 mint, etc., etc., 
usual mixed condition with most F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Cuba

Worldwide A-Z Cuba
2410   Cuba, “100 Años” Mint & Used Holding, 1855-1955, In six counterbooks, one stockbook and numerous “102” cards, an excellent 

holding with many plate varieties, inverted surcharges, bisects, imperf pairs, a few pages of revenues and about a dozen covers, 
mostly from the 19th century. Better material includes mint #21 (with cert), 239a (center inverted), 261-62, C16-17, C31, C45 
variant (Edifil #461it), E4 (strip of 4), and used 7 (with cert), 46-49, 68a (on piece), 79b (on piece), 103a (on piece), 201 (with 
cert). Condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, the entire lot is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Czechoslovakia

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
2411   Czechoslovakia, Complete All-Mint Collection with Extras, 1960-2012, a Post Office fresh half-century neatly presented in six 

Lighthouse hingeless albums; apparently complete, with all bright and sound; includes numerous miniature sheets, blackprints, 
booklets, Dues, etc.; much of interest to the Topical dealer, and just a stunning presentation of the art of engraving for the old-
time collector in you (you know who you are); catalogue value quickly adds up, especially with material this nice; a couple of 
the binders need replaced (ring mechanism has come loose), but the pages and stamps are pristine, Very Fine, see the first volume 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 36.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
2412   Czechoslovakia, A Huge Inventory of Mint & Used, 1918-2000.  A massive stock of over 1800 set & singles plus booklets all 

mounted on 102 sales cards housed in 3 long boxes. There is significant amount of mint with much N.H., also used and C.T.O. with 
each item identified by Scott number for easy resale. Some modest duplication and quite comprehensive for the period, perfect for 
online resale, condition is almost all F.-V.F. with very few faults, Well worth a look. (photo on web site) .  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
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2413   Czechoslovakia, “Vynikající” Mint & Used Collection, 1918-90s, In three binders with the vast majority of stamps in mounts, 
a nearly complete collection of either mint or used well into the 1970s and plenty beyond that. Many highlights, but none more so 
than the two souvenir sheets from 1934 commemorating the national anthem (#200b-01b). Other better include mint 101A-101C 
(signed), 102, 254B, 288-92 (souvenir card footnoted in Scott), 719 (perf & imperf), B20, B32, B41, B66, B73-89, B116-23, B137-
39, B140-43. Also includes Bohemia & Moravia, Eastern Silesia and Slovakia, but what makes this collection stand out is the many 
nice surprises found throughout, such as some unlisted imperfs, various color proofs, perfins, special prints, for example PT4 & 
PT10 as listed in the Pofis catalogue, the Prague & Bratislava Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheets overprinted at the 1939 NY 
World’s Fair, a 1943 Cinderella sheet of the Exhibition of Czechoslovak stamps in London, and hundreds of local issues following 
WWII, generally Fine to Very Fine, follow the link for a video flip of this entire collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
2414   Czechoslovakia, Stock of Mostly Miniature Sheets, 1957-91, neatly presented and identified on stockpages, in quantities from 

one to 50 with a total of over 330 sheets in all; also includes approximately 450 sets of Slovakia #34-37; complete inventory 
included and available online, Very Fine, a useful stock of lovely engraved issues; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Denmark

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
2415   Denmark, Mostly Mint Specialized Collection, 1851-2014, A highly complete collection in a hingeless Davo album, and not just 

the standard catalogue numbers, but way beyond, with stamps either mounted on the verso page or on additional pages added to the 
album covering perf & plate varieties, inverted frames, proofs & reprints, miniature sheets, etc. Here’s just a sampling of the better 
items to be found: used #1 with cert (also reprints with burelage on heavy yellowish paper and on yellowish & white paper without 
burelage as footnoted in Scott), 2, 3-6, 7-8, 9, 10 (with cert), 11-15, 19 (with cert), 20, 24, 27-34, 35, 79, 82, 135, 167a, 171a, P1-
10, Q8a (with cert), and mint 17, 35, 65-69, 72-78, 97-131, 138-54, 210-19, C1-5, O1-3, and many more. Some unusual items too, 
like a couple of pages of revenues, a few cancelled sheets of 50, a block of six of the 1963 Nødfrimærke (Cold War Emergency 
Stamp) and other surprises. In addition, a binder with approximately 850 plate blocks through 2014. Condition varies early on, but 
overall Fine to Very Fine, owner CV in excess of $26,000; collection entirely viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
2416   Denmark and Danish West Indies Collection 1855-1990’s, hinged or mounted into two post Scott specialty album, containing 

Danish West Indies early imperf 3c coat of arms, several numbers including a few surcharges, Christian IX to 50c, Denmark 
early imperf coat of arms mostly complete, Royal Emblems set, numerals mostly complete, small and large numeral arms, 1904 
Christian IX set, Frederik VIII set, 1912 surcharges, both Copenhagen post office issues, 1913 numerals and Christian X complete, 
27o surcharges high values from first set and complete second set, 1924 Christian IV and X set, 1926 7o surcharge set, semi postals 
appear complete to 1971, C1-5 mint, postage due appear complete, officials mostly complete (only missing a few earlier issues), 
parcel post mostly complete (only missing a few earlier issues), generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
2417   Denmark, Delightful Mostly Mint Collection, 1851-1993, Certainly nothing rotten in Denmark here! A clean, attractive, and 

darn near complete collection in a Scott Specialty album with all stamps in black mounts. Mostly used early on, but entirely mint 
already from 1918 onwards. Better sets & singles include used #2, 3-6, 11-15, 16-20, 31-33, 37, 82, 131, 135, O1-3, O5, P9-10, 
Q7-8, Q11, and mint 8, 25-30, 34, 35, 41-52, 57-64, 65-71, 72-78, 79-81, 97-130, 132-34, 136-37, 145-54, 156-60, 164-75, 181-
91, 210-19, 232-38, B1-2, C1-5, J1-7, J9-24, P1-8, P11-14, P19, Q1-6, Q9-10, Q12-14, Q15-27. Also includes complete mint 
Faroe Islands 1975-94, generally Fine to Very Fine, many additional scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
2418   Denmark & Colonies, Mint & Used Collections, 1851-2005, In one big binder with stamps both hinged and in mounts on album 

pages, a mix of mint & used and in some cases doubly collected. Denmark itself runs from 1851-2005 and features many premium 
items, such as used #2, 3-6, 7-8, 16-18, 25-34, 35-37, 41-52, 65-69, 80-81, 110-31, 135, 145-54, 164-75, 167a, 171a, 189-91, C2, 
C4-5, J1-8, M1-2, O2, O6-9, O18, O21-24, P9-10, P18, Q4, Q8-9, Q12-14, Q16, and mint B1-2, B3-5, C1, C3, O1-2, O9, P1-8, 
P11-14, P17, P19-20. In addition, you’ll also find some Xmas seals, poster stamps, revenues, bypost, perfins mounted alongside 
the regular issues, a few covers, and some nice duplication among the classics. Also included in this lot is the Danish West Indies 
(1866-1915) with such better as used 2, 5-6, 18a (on cover), 29-30, and mint 35-38, 48-50, J1-4, the Faroe Islands (1975-86) and 
Greenland (1938-80s) including the Thule set mint. Condition varies noticeably early on, but overall Fine to Very Fine, many 
additional images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
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2419   Denmark, A Superior Mint & Used Stock, 1851-2009.  A solid inventory of about 800 sets & singles all mounted on 102 size 
sales cards with Scott numbers noted all housed in two boxes. Begins with Scott 2 used $40., followed by a nice section of 19th 
century used, further highlights include Scott 68 used $120., 76-78 mint $141., 79-81 mint (2 sets) $179., 110 mint & used $80., 
121 mint (2) $150., 123 + 128 + 129 all mint $202., 132-133 mint $245., 135 used $175., 142-144 + 147 used $110., 164-175 (1) 
mint + (2) used sets $258., 178-180 (4) $60., 192-197 mint (2 sets) $139., 210-219 used (2) $110., 228b mint N.H. $110., 246-251 
mint (2) $67., B1-B2 mint (2) $115., B3-B5 mint & used $97., C1-C3 used $232., C3 mint (2) $90., C6-C10 (1) mint (2) used $92., 
J14 mint (2) $100., M1-M2 used $67., P4-P5 mint $102., P14+P19 mint $140., Q12-Q14 mint $72. A stock loaded with better sets, 
19th century mainly used, the 20th century is primarily mint with some used, perfect for online sales. Condition is F.-V.F. with a 
few faults in the early issues, otherwise clean and fresh. (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Diego-Suarez

Worldwide A-Z Diego-Suarez
2420   Diego Suarez, Nearly Complete Collection, 1890-94, mint and used, hinged on Scott Specialty pages, with just five blank spaces; 

includes used #1-3, 5, 6-9, 11-12, J1-J2, J3-J9, J11 and J13, and mint/unused #16, 23-24, 25-37, 38-46, 49-50, and J10; most 
unused are o.g. from our spot check, though no signatures spotted on any of the stamps; all clean and appear sound, though expect 
the occasional fault as always on stamps of this era, Fine to Very Fine, fully imaged online, ex Lippman. Scott $4,184. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ecuador

Worldwide A-Z Ecuador
2421   Ecuador Mint Collection, 1865/1940, highly complete on pages including airmails and other “back of the book” issues, 19th 

century mostly o.g. (only a handful of singles are used) with some unused and the 20th century o.g., premium throughout with 5 
unused, 6 pair, 8, 18 unused, 39-54, 77-84, 137-52 (152 NH), 153-159A, 160-65 (10c, 5s without gum), 166-73, 223-42, 260-65 
(5c NH), 274-76, 293-99 NH, 1930s commemorative sets including airmails, C1-5 NH (a few minor gum disturbances), C8-15, 
C16-25 NH (50c natural gum disturbance), C26-38, C51-56, CF2, CO1-12, O107-26, O136-55, O156-67 (O160-66 inverted 
overprints), RA15, etc., some typical minor gum disturbances but without any of the toning oftentimes seen, generally fresh and 
F-VF, well worth a close look; 2023 Scott $6.000+. (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Ecuador
2422   Ecuador, Extremely Well-Filled Mostly Mint Collection, 1865-2003, A collection of high completion with stamps both hinged 

and in mounts and housed in two albums. In addition to a strong showing of classics, other better sets & singles include mint #166-73, 
316, C8-15, C32-34, C35-38, C43-48, C51-56, C65-69, E1-5, J1-7, and a slew of the scarcer souvenir sheets of the 1960’s, such as 
748Df, 748Eg, 753De, and both perf & imperf of the following: 749Ef, 750Cd, 752Bc, 759Ef, 764F-64G, overall Fine to Very Fine, 
a good portion of this lot is viewable online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Eritrea

Worldwide A-Z Eritrea
2423   Eritrea, Fantastic Mostly Mint Collection, 1892-1937.  On Scott album pages in folder, in which very many better stamps such 

as (Michel no’s): 1-3*, 4-11*, 19-29*, 33-38*, 39-42A*, 74-79* (Manzoni), 102A (perforation 13½ extremely rare!), 120bA 
(special delivery, overprint black, perforation 11, certificate Biondi), 124 in blue instead of green (unissued, Sassone €1600)), 
official 1 * (certificate Diena), postage dues 1-11 I* (no. 11 canceled), 1-11 II*, settlement stamps 1-2*, parcel post stamps 
1-8*, 9-21*, 222-32*, etc., generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.9 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Faroe Islands

Worldwide A-Z Faroe Islands
2424   Faroe Islands, Powerhouse Mint Collection, 1919-2022, From the small rocky outcrop of islands in the North Atlantic comes 

this powerful collection featuring complete mint singles & souvenir sheets virtually up to the present day. And if the stamp isn’t 
present on the album page, you’ll find it in one of the ten or so year sets. And unlike the vast majority of other Faroe collections 
which start with the first issue of 1975, this one begins with the overprints on Denmark and they’re all here; mint #1 (Sismondo 
cert), 2-6 (never hinged); in addition, a used #1 on piece with Denmark 97 (Sismondo cert) and #2. Two other binders house 
over 600 corner margin blocks of four, complete franking labels from 2013-22, and over 60 complete booklets. For the collector 
of Scandinavia, certainly something to savor, generally Fine to Very Fine, owner CV in excess of $21,000; additional images 
available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Finland

Worldwide A-Z Finland
2425   Finland, Incredible Mint & Used Postal Stationery, Military Covers & More, 1860-1993, Impressive Holding of what must 

be well over 1,000 covers; among the many highlights is an excellent used & unused postal stationery collection featuring 100’s of 
items, many of them quite scarce. Also, over 100 Finnish military covers loose and on pages, franked and free franking including a 
specialized collection of #M1 with printing & paper types, as well as plate flaws. You will also find picture postcards, FDCs, maxi-
cards, and philatelic show cards. But that’s not all, as this lot contains more than just covers. There are imperforate plate proofs of 
207-09, B18-20, B31-33 (also in pairs), B35-38, a perf variety of the 1875 10p (27a) with certificate, an imperf reprint of #10 in 
a complete sheet of ten, and many additional color proofs. Also, a box of post office packs, many unopened, and not just Finland 
but also Greenland, Iceland, Norway and others. There’s even a box of German Feldpost, but make no mistake, this lot is for the 
Finnish connoisseur, and if you’ve been wanting to branch out, this one’s for you! generally Fine to Very Fine, many additional 
photos & video online. Shipping charges apply - weight 53.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Finland
2426   Finland Collection 1856-1990’s, hinged or mounted into two post Scott specialty album, containing a few earlier Aland, Finland 

starting with early imperf 10k coat of arms, nearly complete serpentine roulette coat of arms issues, with surprisingly good 
perforations, mostly complete, with the exception of a couple key values 1875-1880’s coat or arms issues, Russian type issues 
appear mostly complete, 1917 Republic and 1918 Vasa sets only missing a couple values, remaining arms of the Republic issues 
and surcharges appear complete, semi postals complete to 1980’s, airpost issues complete to 1970, military stamps complete, 
including scarce 1983 overprint used on cover, parcel post missing several values from first set, but remaining sets are complete, 
Karelia regular and semi postal issues appear complete, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Fiume

Worldwide A-Z Fiume
2427   Fiume, Super Mostly Mint Specialized Collection, 1918-1924, regularly issued stamps complete, in nice quality on album 

pages in springback, including all the good stamps such as (Sassone no’s): 1 (signed, cat. 6000!), 4-21*, 32-49*, 62-73*, 119-
126*, 149-163*, 164-175*, 176** (certificate), 225A (5 lira brown olive, signed, cat. 30,000!), Arbe and Veglia overcomplete, etc. 
Furthermore many varieties, such as (partly) imperforate, proofs, misperforations, inverted overprints, etc. Ex. collection Conti, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Worldwide A-Z: France

France

Worldwide A-Z France
2428   Sprawling France Collection, 1000s on pages in 9 mostly Scott albums with some overlap in the various volumes, from the first 

issue through 2015, mostly complete post-1940s including commems, definitives, charity issues, airmails, dues, S/S, precancels, 
booklets including post-1960s Red Cross (does include 1952-54), officials, etc. with large majority of the post-1940s issues being 
NH, one album devoted to WW II occupation period with strong assortment of mint 1939/45 postal issues, replete with better 
issues highlighted by exceptionally strong and highly complete 19th century used with duplication including shades, different 
cancels (including used abroad) and a few covers, including 1st issue to 1fr, 1869 5fr (4 including one with a Buenos Aires 
paquebot cancel), strong Bordeaux and “Sage” issues, 20th century highly complete mint and/or used “Merson” and “Sowers”, 
1930s commems and charity issues mint plus some complete booklets, 1950s semi-postals including NH Portrait sets, 197 mint 
and single franking on exposition cover (undated expo cancel), 226 NH, 226b mint and used, 241 favor canceled (stamps NH) with 
expo cancel, 1929/33 3fr-20fr mint and used assortment including different types, 246 mint, 256-57 blocks of 25 NH, 329 NH used 
with expo favor cancel (stamps NH), B9 used (2), B10 used, B11 NH, B22-23 NH, B28-33 NH, B38-41 mint, B38 NH, B66-67 
NH and set tied on Louvre art card, C8-14 mint, C15 mint and used, C17 NH, C27 NH, C34-36 imperf pairs NH, stock sheets of 
1859/1941 postage dues unused and used with different shades, cancels, etc., J1 used (2), J66-67 (2 including one NH), and much 
more, typical mixed condition in the 19th and early 20th century and there will be some unused or regummed encountered but an 
overall F-VF and substantial collection rarely offered so complete, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 68 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...............................................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Worldwide A-Z France
2429   France, A Massive Comprehensive Mint & Used Stock, 1849-2012.  A huge stock of over 6000 “102” sales cards housed in 

11 long boxes all collected over decades by a knowledgeable dealer who had an affinity for France. A great mix of mint & used 
with much N.H. after the 1920’s from there on much is new issue stock. The 19th century is mainly used and a rough Scott value 
from #3 to #48 was over $35,000. for but a small section of the first box. Values range into the hundreds of dollars and we note a 
significant amount in the $10. To $100. Range. It contains much mint & used from each issue and is mainly N.H. in the mint after 
1935 up to 2012. A nice run of semi-postals, airmails, and postage due issues round out this exceptional inventory. Please view to 
fully appreciate its scope and depth, generally modest quantities up to 10 each. A very significant amount of face value. Perfect 
to breakdown for online sales. Condition is a bit mixed especially in the 19th century, the 20th is generally F.-V.F. with few faults 
and the early mint through the 1930’s being L.H. or N.H. and becoming mainly N.H. as previously noted. Later used primarily is 
F.-V.F. We would estimate the Scott to exceed $100,000. (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide A-Z France
2430   France “Keepsake” Collection, 1849-2021, in 11 clean extraordinary comprehensive Davo hingeless albums and slipcases, with 

unmounted additional new issues to 2021, some hunting needed among the early issues, a remarkable collection, the vast majority 
mint with only a few of the earlier issues used, containing good section of early mint or used Napolean and Ceres issues including 
37 used, Sage issues: 64, 66, 76, 77 (2), 79, 81, 82 (2), 84, 88-95, 97-102, 104-8, 108, complete Peace issue 109-32, Rights of Man 
133-37, Sower sets 138-54, 156-84, Pasteur 185-96, 197, 226 (2), 241 pair, 246, 1929-33 type set, 264-83, 296-97, 315-20, 329 
souvenir sheet, block and 2 sets of singles, 348, B3-10, B11, B12-19, B20-23, B27, B28-33, B34, B35-37, B38, B39-41, B42-43, 
B66-67, B285-90, B294-99, C1-2, C8-14, C23-27, C29-32, J6-7, J8 with Montbas certificate, J16-20, J35, J58-65, J66-67, J80-92 
and M1-9. Overall completion is very high with many of the desirable mint commemorative and earlier sets, overall condition is 
very high, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine and better. Shipping charges apply - weight 65 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ..............................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide A-Z France
2431   France, “Ceres & Napoleon” Mint & Used Collection, 1849-71, Over 100 stamps of the first three issues of France blackmounted 

on a dozen “Présidence” album pages. An approximately equal proportion of used & unused, mostly o.g.; we do note that some 
of these have been skillfully repaired, but make no mistake, this is one incredible collection with at least one-third of the stamps 
bearing a signature (mostly Calves) and three accompanying certificates, namely a used Y&T #3c (gray-black variety), mint Scott 
#14a, and a used #21, overall Fine to Very Fine, follow the link for scans of the entire collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 
1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z France
2432   France, “Formidable!” Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2003, Three binders with the majority of stamps hinged on album pages, 

a mostly used collection into the 1930s and then mostly mint with a lot of it doubly collected; mostly used again after 1980. An 
excellent selection of 100’s of Napoleon & Ceres Heads and many other fine used, like #66-70, 72-76, 83, 86-96, 97-102, 104-08, 
265A, 348, B5-6, B12-18, B20-22, B30, B42-43, B66-67 (cancelled on souvenir card from La Louvre), C2. Better mint include 
308, 311-12, 329, 414, 752a, B1-2, B12-19, B20-22, B54-59, B249-54, B294-99, C34-35, etc. Many extras as well, such as 
numerous perfins, early precancels, gutter pairs, a page of imperfs from the 1970s, revenues, TB seals and other very interesting 
Cinderellas. As one would expect, condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, scans & video viewable online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 19 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z France
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2433   France, “Emission de Bordeaux” Mint & Used Specialized Collection, 1870-71, Four hingeless album pages, 34 stamps, and 
catalogue value to knock your socks off! A specialized collection of the imperf Ceres from the Bordeaux issue of 1870. You may 
need to consult the Y&T catalogue as not all stamps will be found in Scott. Includes all types as well as various shades and nearly 
half of the stamps are signed, mostly by Roger Calves. We do note that some of these have been skillfully repaired, but on the whole 
Fine to Very Fine, high-resolution scans have been provided for your scrutiny. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z France
2434   France, A Delightful Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1965.  A very interesting collection of hundreds of mint & used stamps 

in a Thiaude album which bears examination to find all of the many better sets and single contained in it as it is out of the usual 
sequence. We note primarily used 19th century with numerous nice four margined stamps plus a few mint stamps, three used copies 
of the 5Fr. Scott 37 $2250., are noteworthy, Bordeaux issues, Merson mint 123, 127, 129-130, 132 catalogue for $482, plus 126 
used (2) $150, 226b mint $225., 251 and 253 mint $370, 253 + 254 used $390, B7 + B11 mint $260, B12-B19 used $237, B23 
mint $105, B27 + B34 + B38 all mint $345, C1-C2 two mint sets $800, C15 imprint single mint $625., C27 mint $130, C29 -C32 
two sets mint $562. There is much mint after 1900 with a good showing in the 1930’s of better mint sets. We also note a used 329 
souvenir sheet $300. The mint is mainly L.H. but some N.H. is also present in mounts and glassines tucked between pages. Perfect 
to breakdown for online sales., Condition is a bit mixed in the 19th Century and is mainly F.-V.F. in the 20th century material. We 
only highlighted a portion of the better items so you can appreciate that the total Scott will be very substantial. (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z France
2435   France, “Bring Me the Heads of Ceres & Napoleon!” Mostly Used Collection, 1849-71, That’s all we have here, Ceres & 

Napoleon Heads, but what a collection this is! So let’s cut to the chase, and list what’s here as mounted in the album: used #1, 
1a, 1b, 2, 2b, 3b (pair), 7, 7A (signed), 9, 10, 10c, 20e, 21 and an unused 49 (signed). Many additional shades added, as well as a 
few covers and plate proofs from the 1870 Ceres issue. And all this is in a brand-new Palo album in color with pages up to 1950. 
Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, collection viewable in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z France
2436   France Collection 1853-2013, carefully mounted into four Scott specialty albums, plus a small group of unmounted newer issues 

with B48-59 mint and modern mint mostly complete from 1965-2013, some early Napoleon, Ceres, Numeral, Peace and Commerce 
issues with the occasional better item with some mixed condition among these early issues, modern stamps are generally fresh and 
sound adding up to substantial face value, o.g., post 1965 are generally never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 29.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z France
2437   France, Mint & Used Collection with Additional Stock, 1853-1965, A mostly used collection until 1941 but then switches over 

to entirely mint; all stamps in black mounts on quadrille pages. Begins with a very nice selection of Ceres & Napoleon Heads 
and continues strong with some terrific bonuses, like an exploded booklet of 20 of #174 (Y&T #360-C 1), B66-67 cancelled on a 
souvenir card from the Louvre, full sheets of 612-15 & B149-52, gutter blocks of 616-20, and more. In addition, two stockbooks 
of very useful mint & used stock. Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans & video viewable online, 
ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z France
2438   France, “Les Grands et Petits Chiffres” Mint Perforated Ceres Issue, 1871-75, Two hingeless album pages with 27 stamps, 

all but one in unused condition, of the perforated Ceres series with both large & small numerals, as well as some color variants not 
listed in Scott. We do note that some of these have been skillfully repaired, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, with approximately 
eight stamps having been signed. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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France & Colonies

Worldwide A-Z France & Colonies
2439   France and Colonies Collection 1880’s-2010, in three large Yvert and Tellier stockbook (albums), with the first album containing: 

France premium holding, with booklet panes, maximum cards, including 624 first day cover and first day maxi card, premium 
covers such as 1870 ballon monté, via “Le Franklin” with 2011 Yvert and Tellier cert, sheetlets, French precancels and special 
purpose stamps, second album containing common design sets, including: partial 1906 issue, 1931 mostly complete International 
Colonial Exposition Paris, 1937 Paris Expo with 25 sheetlets, 1938 Curie, 1939 Caillie, 1939 New York World’s Fair, 1939 French 
Revolution, 1940 Plane over Coast, 1941 Vichy government, 1941 Defense of the Empire, 1941 Cross of Lorraine and Plane, 1942 
Colonial Education Fund, 1942 Transport Plane, 1944 Red Cross, 1945 Eboue, 1946 Victory, 1946 Chad to Rhine, 1949 UPU, 
1950 Tropical Medicine, 1952 Military Metal, 1954 Liberation, 1956 Fides, 1958 Human Rights, 1962 Telstar, 1963 Red Cross 
Centenary, 1963 Human Rights, 1963-64 Philatec, 1964 Cooperation, 1965 A-1 Satellite, 1965 ITU, 1966 D-1 Satellite, 1968 
WHO Anniversary, 1968 Human Rights Year, 1969 Concorde, 1969 ILO, 1970 U.P.U. Headquarters and 1971 De Gaulle as well as 
a couple plates of Parcel Post issues and a couple pages of R.F. issues and an interesting pages of stamp like labels, the third album 
contains excellent selection of French Colonies issues filling the album with many mid range clean mint sets from the $10-$50+ 
range, with a few better that include: occasional 1940 Libre issues, Reunion C35-38, C41, C42-45, C46-47, French Polynesia C54, 
o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Fine to Very Fine overall. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z France & Colonies
2440   France & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection on Old Album Pages, 1853-1950, Mostly used up to the early 1930s and entirely 

mint thereafter, this collection in one binder consists of trimmed old album pages inserted into page protectors. A lot of terrific 
material, such as used #64-70, 72, 79, 96, 96b, 241a-b (as pair), 329, B11, B37, J1-2, J6, J11-24, J26-27, and mint 226b, 246, 247, 
252, 279, 294, 296-97, 299, 301, 302, 304, 315-20, 342-47, 348, 348a, 414, 624, B3-6, B12-19, B23, B27, B29-33, B34, B38, 
B39-41, B42-43, B66-67, B157a, C22, J7, J10 and many more. Also includes precancels, essays for the 1876 Peace & Commerce 
issue, and a number of pages of French Colonies. Have a look at this collection online and I think you’ll agree, a collection of this 
caliber deserves an album upgrade! Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
France & Colonies

2441   Powerful French Foreign Offices and Colonies Collection, in five value-packed Scott albums with scores of better sets and 
singles (often parallel in the early sections) and with some duplication to show shades, different cancels, minor varieties, some 
multiples, etc., far too many premium items to list individually but a few to “whet the appetite” would include Offices in China 
extensive collection of mint and used including a useful group of forgeries, Canton 48-81 used, Hoi Hao 49-66 mint, Kwangchoan 
17 used (signed Calves), 18-53 mint, Mongtseu 7C used, 33-68 mint, Yunnan Fou 34-67 mint, Offices in Crete 16-20 mint, Offices 
in Egypt Alexandria 31-45 mint, Offices in Turkey Levant 39 used (signed), Offices in Zanzibar 1-11 mint, Andorra (Fr) mostly 
complete mint 1935/91 with some NH, Comoro Isl 1950/78 airmails mostly complete mint with many NH, French Equatorial 
Africa C9-13 mint, French Guiana 11 mint, French Morocco 6-8 mint, 20-22 mint, J5 used (signed Miro), Gabon 33-48 mint 
(2fr, 5fr signed Calves), 124-47 mint, Grand Comoro 1-19 mint, Indochina 41-58 mint and used, 65-82 mint and used, B8-19 
mint, Ivory Coast 21-36 mint, Madagascar 8-12 used, New Caledonia 23-33 mint or unused, 40-58 mint or unused, 66-80 mint 
or unused, 182-207 mint, 217-51 mint, mostly complete mint 1942/2001 including airmails with many NH and note some booklets, 
New Hebrides (Fr) mostly complete mint to 1979 including postage dues with some later issues NH, Reunion 34-52 mint, 178-
222 NH, C1 used (signed Bloch), nearly complete mint 1947/70 with some NH, Somali Coast 26 used (signed Calves), 34-79 
mint, 183-222 NH, Syria 104-41 mint, mostly complete 1928/58, C10-56 mint, also includes section of Syrian Arab Republic 
issues to 1970s, Tunisia B3-11 mint, Ubangi-Shari complete mint 1915-31, Wallis & Futuna nearly complete mint to 1960 plus 
some later issues, etc., usual mixed condition in 19th century issues and there will be unused or disturbed gum/ heavily hinged in 
the period along with some of the typical dubious overprints or cancels but on the whole an F-VF and substantial collection of this 
always popular area, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 42 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
2442   French Colonies, High End Mint Assortment of Better Sets & Singles, 20th Century.  A couple of hundred mainly key set 

and singles mint all neatly mounted with Scott numbers on sales cards. A few better items from France but the vast majority are 
French Colonies, values go up to $500. Each with a significant amount in the $50. To $200. Range. We note key Offices in China, 
a nice section of better Indo-China and Overseas Territories, St. Pierre, Reunion, French Polynesia, Cochin, Cambodia. Mainly all 
good very saleable stamps well worth a look to be fully appreciated, without the usual doggy 19th century and excellent quality 
throughout with few faults. The Scott without a plethora of better imperfs counted will be well over $15,000. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
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2443   French Colonies, Mint & Used Country Collections, 1885-1990s, The British did not have the only empire where the sun didn’t 
set. French influence too was far and wide stretching from America, Africa, and Asia to far-flung outposts in the Pacific. With this 
lot, we get to visit most of them! Housed in a dozen binders with the majority of stamps hinged on album pages but some mint 
in mounts and interspersed with interesting covers. Some of the countries represented here include Algeria (1924-77), Andorra 
(1928-87), Cambodia (1952-74), Cameroun (1915-59), Chad (1922-30), Comoro Islands (1950-75), Dahomey (1899-1973), 
French Guiana (1892-1947), French Morocco (1891-1978), French Polynesia (1892-1978), French Southern & Antarctic 
Territory (1955-77), French Sudan (1894-1944), Gabon (1904-33), Guadeloupe (1889-1947), Indochina (1892-1946), Ivory 
Coast (1892-1941), Lebanon (1924-75), Madagascar (1895-1977), Martinique (1886-1945), Mauritania (1906-78), Monaco 
(1885-1990s), New Caledonia (1892-1977), New Hebrides (1910-77), Niger (1921-39), Reunion (1885-1974), St. Pierre et 
Miquelon (1891-1976), Senegal (1892-1976), Somali Coast (1894-1967), Syria (1919-78), Togo (1921-60), Tunisia (1888-
1977), Upper Volta (1920-28), Wallis & Futuna (1920-76) and many others. We have a lot of online videos for you to view, but 
don’t blink because you might easily miss something. With this particular lot, you never know what might be on the next page, like 
the F.S.A.T. 20fr Albatross. Or the Dumont d’Urville stamp from the same year. What about the French Polynesia airmail stamp 
of Gauguin from 1953? Yup, it’s there! Bonne chance! overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 55.4 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
2444   French Colonies, Almost All-Mint with Outstanding Andorra, 1859-1967, In one stockbook, virtually complete Andorra 

(French Administration) from 1931-67, and with the exception of some postage dues, all mint. Also includes common design types 
for the colonies, which from the looks of it may very well be complete, such as the 1937 Colonial Arts Exposition, the Victory issue 
of 1946, the UPU’s 75th Anniversary, and others, generally Fine to Very Fine, this collection is entirely viewable online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
2445   French Colonies, A Mainly Mint Attractive Collection.  Primarily first half of the 20th century with a few earlier and later, 

several hundred singles and sets all very neatly arranged in a stock book. Please check out the scans, some blocks and varieties, a 
few used but mainly mint, nice range of Colonies. We also noted some N.H. Condition is primarily Fine to Very Fine. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

French Africa

Worldwide A-Z French Africa
2446   French Africa Collection, 11 volumes (mostly Scott Specialty albums) with colonial and/or post-independence mostly mint sets 

and singles, many of the earlier issues present both mint and used, better spread throughout including Algeria 1-131 mint (#55 
used), highly complete mint 1941/63, B1-35 mint, C4A used, Central African Rep mostly complete mint (no 1962 Surcharges, 
mostly NH) 1962/74 including airmails, Dahomey 1960/75 mostly complete mint sets and S/S including airmails and some NH, 
French Congo 2 mint (signed Brun) and used, 3 mint and used (2), 5 mint and used (2), 6 used, 7 mint and used, 7a unused and 
used (2), 8 unused and used, 8b unused, 9 used (signed Miro), 10 mint and used, 10a strip of four used with right stamp double 
surcharge variety, 11 unused, 13 used, 14-17 mint (each signed Thier and/or Calves), 14-17 used, 18-34 mint, 18-34 used (less 
#25), 35-49 mint, etc. plus some parcel post issues and postal stationery, Gabon 1959/77 mostly complete mint sets and S/S 
including airmails and some NH, Guinea 1959/74 array of mint sets, singles and S/S (many NH), Ivory Coast 1959/72 mint sets, 
singles and S/S including airmails with some NH, Malagasy Rep 1958/77 assortment of mint (many NH) sets, singles and S/S 
including airmails, Mali 1959/75 selection of mint (many NH) sets, singles and S/S including airmails, Mauritania 1960/75 mint 
sets, singles and S/S with some NH, Middle Congo 65-88 mint, Niger complete mint 1921/41, 1959/71 (including airmails, many 
NH), Senegal 11 used, 25 used, 31 used, 53-141 mint (#118 used), mostly complete mint 1961/74 including airmails (some NH), 
J1-2 used, J12-31 mint, Togo 1959/79 issues mostly complete mint (some NH), Tunisia highly complete mint 1956/78 (some NH), 
Upper Senegal and Niger 15-16 used, 17 mint, Upper Volta 1959/73 mint (some NH) plus some additional later issues, etc., 
generally F-VF, well worth a close look, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 65.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

French Polynesia

Worldwide A-Z French Polynesia
2447   French Polynesia, Gorgeous Mint Never-Hinged Collection, 1915-2018, Beautifully laid out in one stockbook and notated with 

Scott number and 2020 value. Lots of premium sets & singles including the following: #196-97, 270-71, 306a, 534-37, 706b, B6-
10, C33, C34-36, C37, C47a, C48, C54, C55-56, C63-67, C74-77, C78-82, C88, C89-93, C99, C100-04, C107-11, C112-14, CB1, 
and numerous imperfs, like 400-02, 403, 419-21, 428, 436-37, C24-27 as well as a couple of proofs. Owner states CV at $5,871 
(imperfs & proofs not counted), Fine to Very Fine, collection entirely viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
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Georgia

Worldwide A-Z Georgia
2448   Georgia, Consular Post in Constantinople Stock, 1921, interesting compilation of 1pia to 50pia overprints, for use on consular 

mail from Constantinople to Georgia, all in useful quantities; note issued stamps with red or black overprints, proofs with blue or 
black overprints, with singles and blocks of up to 44; highly valuable holding, the single issued stamps retailing at $10 or more 
apiece (consignor’s total retail of $6,225), and a rare offering as these stamps were only in use from January to February 26, 1921 
when the consulate closed; accompanied by photocopy of 1921 certificate (in French, with English translation) from the Consulate 
regarding origin and production of this issue, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire lot online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area

Worldwide A-Z German Area
2449   German Area, “Fabelhaft” Mint & Used Collection, 1849-2006, These are the kind of collections I love thumbing through, 

because the collector was clearly thinking outside the box instead of merely filling spaces. Virtually the entire German realm is 
covered here, from the States to the Federal Republic, and everything in between, like the colonies, DDR, and occupied areas. In 
a dozen albums, half of them Scott and a few hingeless from Lighthouse and Lindner, extremely well-filled collections and mostly 
doubly collected, either in separate volumes or mint & used side-by-side. And as I was alluding to earlier, many extras, such as 
booklet panes & complete booklets, various covers interspersed throughout the collection including FDCs, postal stationery and 
picture postcards, numerous coil strips like the so-called Elferstreifen from the inflationary period or strips of five with control 
number from the BRD & Berlin, tête-bêche pairs and various Zusammendrucke, Automatenmarken and even some Werbemarken. 
Some fantastic individual items too, for example, Germany used #C44-45, the Heuss coils with red control number in strips of 
five (MiNr. 183yR-86yR), Soviet Zone used 10NB11, Saar mint CB1 & used set B69-73, Serbia mint 2NB6, and much more. A 
round of applause for the collector! Condition will vary, especially among the States, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, a lot of 
this viewable online but we do recommend viewing on-site, ex Csolkovits. (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
2450   Germany, States and DDR, Massive Compilation, 19th & 20th Century mint and used stamps, on dealer stockpages in 47 

counter books (1 German States, 37 Germany and 9 DDR), all of which have an adding machine tape taped inside the front cover, 
19th Century in very mixed condition, Fine to Very Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value approximately $39,000; this 
grouping has been off the market for nearly 20 years, see 3 books (cat over $23,000) online. Shipping charges apply - weight 60.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
2451   German Area, “Umfassend” Mint & Used Collection with Covers, 1872-2014, In a total of seven binders, a mix of mint & 

used and much of it doubly collected; very well-filled into the 1990s and mostly just used from then on. Some of the better used 
include #1-9, 14, 19-22, 25, 27, 557-77, 665-66, 667-68, B28-32, B56, B92, B104, B106, B309, B310-13, B315, B316-17, B318-
19, B330, B341, C8-14, C36 (on cover), C46-56, and mint 13, 24, 363-65, 376-83, 714, B82a-83a (as complete booklet), B91, 
B103-06, B107a, B123a, B141-43, B145, C34, C36-37, C40, C46-56, C57-58 (blocks of four). Also, many nice surprises along the 
way, like a slew of perfins, abundant Zusammendrucke, tête-bêche & gutter pairs, booklet panes, mint coil strips of five with control 
number as well as used singles, and more. One binder contains the German plebiscites of Allenstein, Danzig, Marienwerder, 
Memel, Saar and Upper Silesia, two other binders with very interesting covers, and another with literally thousands of mostly 
used duplicates, and not just Germany but also States, Colonies and other areas. As expected, condition will vary, but generally 
Fine to Very Fine, a good portion of this lot is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 33.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z German Area
2452   German Area, High Quality Plebiscites and Occupied Territories All Mint, 1914-1959.  A superior collection of several 

hundreds of mint sets, singles and souvenir sheets all neatly mounted in a lighthouse hingeless album. Begins with Belgium 
occupation issues followed by Allenstein, Marionwerder including the scarce Scott 28 with P.F. certificate, Danzig 
contains numerous scarce issues, Port Gdansk, Memel, Saar contains many better singles & sets including the Flood sheets 
Scott B64a + CB1a both N.H. Quality is outstanding and o.g. or N.H. with few if any faults, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z German Area
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2453   German Area, Almost All Never Hinged Mint Collection, 1889-1999, Very well-filled mint collections in ten hingeless 
Lighthouse albums; as a matter of fact, except for the Reich, these collections of East & West Germany, Berlin, Saar and Occupied 
Zones are nearly complete. And very few stamps I flipped over showed any signs of being previously hinged. Better never-hinged 
items include the following: Germany #337-39, 345-46, 363-65, 398-400, 432-35, 436-41, 442-43, 444-45, 448-51, 469, 634-61, 
634a-58a, 664a, 665-66, 667-68, 669, 670-81, 686, 702-21, B23-27, B34-37, B42-43, B59-67, B69-78, B79-81, B91-92, B102-06, 
B107-15, B119, B123-31, B134-36, B144, B148-59, B173, B292-93, B310-13, B314-15, B316-17, B318-19, B320-23, B327-30, 
B334-37, B338-41, C35-37, S1-11, French Zone 5NB8b, 8NB4a, Berlin 9N1-20, 9N36-41, 9N42-60, 9N61-63, 9N68, 9N69, 
9N75-79, 9N94-98, 9N101-02, 9N108-10, 9NB4-5, 9NB6-7, Russian Zone 10NB11, DDR 54-57a, 58-67, 82-84, 113-17, 122-36, 
144a & 146a (perf & imperf), 155-71, 187-204, 226a, 264a, B21a, B35a, Saar 204-20, 226, B76, B77-81, C12, O27-38, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, and let’s not forget, the albums themselves cost a small fortune and are all in excellent condition; a few of them 
flipped and viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 53.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
2454   German Area, Mostly Used German States on Stocksheets, 1849-1952, Extensive states with some very useful duplication and 

a few certificates. Here’s just a sampling: Bavaria used #3, 8, 79a (tête-bêche block), Bremen mint 1A (with cert), Brunswick 
used 4-5, 8-11, Hanover used 1-6, 11-14, 16, 18-23, and mint 14 (with cert), Mecklenburg-Schwerin used 2, Saxony used 2, 
9-14, and mint 2 (strip of 3 with cert), Schleswig-Holstein mint 1 (no gum with cert), 2 (with cert), Wurttemberg used 45. Also, 
Germany used 1-6, 8, 26 (with cert) and a bit of worldwide, such as Mexico used 83 (with cert), United States used 7 (pair with 
cert), 91 (with cert), and mint 36 (with cert), as well as a bit of Puerto Rico, Russia and others. Condition does vary, but generally 
Fine to Very Fine, this entire collection can be viewed online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z German Area
2455   German Area, Mostly Mint & Used Reich with Stampless Covers, 1808-1974, Mint & used collections in a number of binders, 

stockbooks and albums, for example, a stockbook of mostly used Bavaria, Thurn & taxis, Prussia, etc. with covers, postal stationery 
entires & cut squares, bank notes and notgeld, a few folders with over 40 stampless covers from the early to mid-19th century, a 
binder with all things Hindenburg, not only with singles of the iconic definitive series, but complete booklet panes, mint & used 
stamps with attached advertising labels and other zusammendrucke, tête-bêche & gutter pairs, and a mint collection of overprints 
for the occupied areas, as well as a book from the 1930s on the former president of the Weimar Republic, a Schaubek album from 
1875-1952 with much of it doubly collected both mint & used including WWI occupied areas and Bohemia & Moravia, and much 
more, overall Fine to Very Fine, many additional images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 29 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

Worldwide A-Z German Area
2456   German Area, An Old-Time Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1959.  A useful collection of several thousand mint & used singles 

and sets housed in two Schaubek albums and a KaBe binder which contain a very respectable showing of all facets of German 
philately including: German States, Germany beginning with Scott I used and up through 1959 mixed mint & used, Offices in 
China & Morocco, German Colonies, Occupation issues, Berlin, Soviet Zone, D.D.R. with better souvenir sheets, Memel, Saar and 
more. Well worth a look to see its depth, a great lot to break into sections for online resale. Catalogue values up to several hundred 
dollars, each loaded with mid-range stamps. Mainly F.-V.F. with some faults on the earlier issues. High Scott value. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
2457   German Area, States, Colonies & Offices Abroad Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1923, In one binder with the majority of 

stamps hinged on album pages but some in mounts, a very good overview of this epoch in German philately including covers and 
postal stationery. Many better items from Bavaria, Brunswick, Hamburg, Thurn & Taxis, Wurttemberg and other states, the offices 
in China, Morocco & Turkey, and the German colonies in Africa and the Pacific. Instead of listing catalogue numbers, we’re going 
to show you each and every page of this collection, with many hundreds of stamps as well as revenues and local post. Condition 
varies, mostly among the states, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z German Area
2458   German Area, Mostly Mint Collections of Reich, BRD, Berlin & DDR, 1875-1998, In seven binders, attractive collections of 

the German realm. Begins with the Pfennige issue of the Empire and turns into an all-mint collection by 1916. Continues through 
two volumes of West Germany, which looks complete from 1955 onwards with stamps hinged up to 1987, then all in mounts to 
1998. Berlin is in a hingeless Lighthouse album and looks to have a complete run of mint from 1955-90. East Germany is entirely 
hinged but appears as if it may be complete. The final two volumes cover the states of Bavaria and Wurttemberg, offices abroad, 
colonies, plebiscites and occupied territories of WWI & WWII. Many better throughout, such as mint Germany #351-62, B55a, 
B56-57, B91-92, B102-06, C27-34, C35-37, C46-56, Soviet Zone 10NB11, East Germany 82-84, 144a-46a (perf & imperf), 
264a, B21a, etc, generally Fine to Very Fine, video flips viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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German States
Worldwide A-Z Germany

2459   German States, Mostly Used Collection, 1849-1920, An impressive collection of states, including Baden, Bavaria, Brunswick, 
Hamburg, Hanover, Helgoland, Lubeck, North German Confederation, Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony, Thurn & Taxis, and 
Wurttemberg. Most are hinged on old album pages from various sources, but included in this lot is a like-new hingeless album 
from Lindner just waiting for the new owner to transfer the stamps to their new home, which they so richly deserve! Owner states 
catalogue value of $13,300. Condition will vary and some mint noticed adhering to the page, but overall condition is Fine, the vast 
majority of this lot is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

German States: Württemberg
Worldwide A-Z Germany

2460   Württemberg, Beautiful Mint and Used Exhibition Collection, 1823-1920.  Including various covers, on album pages in folde, 
imaged fully, Ex. collection Kaypmy, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.9 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

empire & Reich
Worldwide A-Z Germany

2461   Germany, Powerful Collection of Key Items Mainly Mint, 1872-1950’s.  A wonderful holding of only better pieces from the 
Empire, Weimar, Hitler, period post WWII and the Republic. Includes several hundred sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, 
essays and varieties mainly mint with much N.H. Carefully assembled by a knowledgeable collector and a joy to view as it is 
composed of better items purchased individually much at public auctions, a part of the collection is still on auction pages with a 
cost of over $5000. However, the majority of the items do not have a cost noted and are on Vario black pages in two Lighthouse 
binders with slip cases. Only clean saleable material present ready to break down for online sales or to augment your show stock, 
well worth viewing to fully appreciate. Condition is exceptional with much mint N.H. and some L.H., a few used pieces, All F.-V.F. 
with few faults if any. (photo on web site) ....................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
2462   Germany, Specialized High End Holding of Booklets Plus More.  About 500 black sales cards from an old-time inventory 

including an array of booklets, booklet panes, Zusammendrücke both early 20th century and later with values into the several 
hundred euros each, well worth viewing and easy to break down as all have Scott or Michel numbers. Both mint and some used 
with mainly scarce items. Condition is well above the norm with very few faults. Very high Scott or Michel value. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
2463   Germany, Jaw-Dropping Propaganda Cards, 1934-45, Art in its highest form; few have exacted the passion that Third Reich 

artist could command as they dehumanized the Jews and mocked the Allies; 139 stunning cards in a Showgard album including 
two sets (6 cards each) of Szyk Caricatures that appeared in Esquire magazine in 1942; FDR and Churchill embrace while picking 
each others pockets, FDR going to a fortune teller, De Gaulle arriving late for carving up Europe, Italy and Germany kicking 
the Allies (Russia, US, and England) out of the “New Europe”, murderous Roosevelt and Churchill with smoking guns killing 
civilians, pornographic Italian cards,  10 Art Deco cards celebrating the Balbo mass flight (Rome-Chicago-New York-Rome), 
FDR spanking Hitler, recruiting poster for the Volunteer Legion, Nurnberg Nasi card flown on the Graf Zeppelin, Russian skeleton 
soldier as world burns, The Eternal Jew (2) with money in one hand and a whip in the other, 5 mint cards of war scenes that show 
risque image when held to the light, Jan 1942 postal card from “Warscau Ghetto” to Belgium with Nazi censor and Jewish 
Council handstamp; WARNING: some of the images are extremely graphic and were intended to offend, Very Good to Excellent. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
2464   Germany, Third Reich Post Card Hoard, 1933-1945, several hundred mostly used post and postal cards from the Inflation 

and Nazi periods many in protective sleeves; frankings are mostly Hindenburg with some Hitler along with some free 
soldier mail; many pictorial and commemorative cancels beautifully struck; Polish resettlement postal card, Croatia related, 
WWI U-Boat Stempel crew mail, SS Feldpost Berlin April 4, 1945, Prisoner of War cards, extensive town cancels, censor 
markings, soldier portraits; sehr gut, Very Good to Excellent. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
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2465   Germany, Ephemera and Oddities, 1930-1945, several hundred photographs, trinkets, and other ephemera; partially used 
ration book with Nazi handstamp, Luftwaffe music score, 30+ plastic bobbles with inset shapes (snowflakes, insects, etc.) with 
attached string, 15 matchbook sized microbooks with 1933 and 1934 Hitler on cover; Showgard album with 100 death notices 
for German soldiers for WWI and WWII; 165 pg rich blue clothcover book for the 1936 Olympics with at least 100 photographs 
pasted in place plus another 30 B&W 5x7s of athletes; inflation currency, hundreds of photographs (many are reprints of war 
related subjects), propaganda air leaflets, 1934 Hitler youth league booklet, military field manual, 1934 Hitler the Fuhrer booklet, 
perforated sheet of 10 Italian lottery tickets with Hitler’s image on the reverse (stunning), pair of 8x8 Nazi pennants, books 
extoiling Hitler and the Nazis, more musical scores; some nice ephemera related to the Zeppelins, all written in German for the 
specialist who can appreciate it. Shipping charges apply - weight 35.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
2466   Germany, Specialized Ruhleben Prison Camp of British Internees, 1915-1916.  A rare collection of several hundred used and 

unused stamps, covers, postal stationery, sheetlets, error and varieties accompanied by six B.P.A., certificates it includes mail from 
the camp a few identified forgeries, housed on well described pages in a Scott binder. Looks like the basis for a medal winning 
collection, rarely ever seen or offered. A great collection for online auction or for an advanced collector to view and own. Condition 
is generally F.-V.F. with few faults if any. (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Plebiscite areas: Saar
Worldwide A-Z Germany

2467   Saar, The Ultimate Mint and Used Specialized Collection, 1920-1959.  Many thousands of mint & used stamps, souvenir sheets, 
semi-postals, postal history including a Zeppelin Flight, multiples, cancels, a huge amount of varieties, Plebiscite overprints, 
extensive Officials and much more, all neatly housed and well described in superior quality in two Lighthouse albums. We note 
complete sets to the 1M overprints on the Germania issue including shades, inverted overprints, many different types, split Baron 
8pf, plate flaws, cancels, large multiples, overprints on stamps of Bavaria with Scott 38 with certificate and four copies of Scott 
39, definitives include tête-bêche and se-tenants. Semis are complete mint. We note collection often contains parallel used with 
the comprehensive mint, two sets of the “Flood Sheets”, Post WWII definitives with surcharges, gutter blocks and varieties, also 
postal stationery and F.D.C.’s. This collection has it all with everything related to Saar. Tremendous resale break-up value. Quality 
is above the norm mainly F.-V.F. with few faults. Well worth a look to see its depth and how comprehensive it is. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

WWii Occupations
Worldwide A-Z Germany

2468   German WWII Occupation of Zara, a Very Well Filled, MNH, Mint Hinged and Used Stamp Collection, 1943, Mint never 
hinged, Mint Hinged and Used Stamp. On album pages in folder, in which very many good stamps such as (Michel no’s): 21-
22** (signed), 23-31** (!), 32-38 **/*, postage dues 1-11**/* (certificate Diena) Also several covers present. Ex collection Conti. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 0.5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Germany Post-WWii
Worldwide A-Z Germany

2469   Germany, Post World War II Advanced Specialized Mint Collection, 1945-1949.  Encompasses the American, British, French 
and Russian Zone issues with several hundred all in mint condition neatly mounted on Lighthouse album pages, very comprehensive 
and includes the building set in perf 11 and perf 14, a multitude of souvenir sheets, Baden Konstanz type I and II, Russian Zone 
with the scarce Thuringen Christmas, Anti-Faschismus (2) and Reconstruction souvenir sheets of three or four on white paper, plus 
Leipzig Fair (2), early D.D.R. issues and the Goethe souvenir sheet. Much is N.H. and balance L.H., all is Fine to Very Fine. Great 
resale value and rarely offered this complete. (photo on web site) ...............................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
2470   Germany, Post W.W.II, Two Collections in One, Mint & Used, 1946-2013.  Housed in 24 smaller size mainly lighthouse stock 

books are several thousand sets, singles and souvenir sheets in parallel mint & used collections, very nice quality throughout 
with the early issues mixed o.g. and N.H. mint and the bulk of the mint is N.H. The used was carefully collected with mainly 
socked on the nose exceptional cancels. Well worth a look, F.-V.F. or better with few faults if any. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Germany
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2471   Germany, Mint & Used Collections of Berlin, DDR & Zones, 1945-90, Three binders covering the post-WWII zones of Germany. 
With the exception of the Federal Republic, this lot looks at Berlin (1948-90), East Germany (1949-78), and the Allied, French 
& Russian Zones including Saar (1947-59); very well-filled collections with stamps either hinged on album pages or in mounts. 
Better items include Berlin used #9N36-40, 9N61-63, 9N78-79, 9N94-98, 9N99-100, 9NB3, 9NB4, 9NB10, 9NB11, and some 
mint coil strips with control number, Russian Zone mint 16N9f, DDR mint 54-57A, 58-67, 82-84, 144a-146a (perf & imperf), 
226a, 264a, B21a (also used), Saar used 186-87, 222-24, B7, and mint 226, B23-29, C2-3, C12, etc. As a bonus, we’re including a 
fourth binder containing a wide range of curiosities, beginning with a couple of pages of local posts and “Bezirk” overprints of the 
Soviet Zone as listed in Michel. You’ll also find exhibition and advertising labels, many dating back to the very early 20th century, 
private post and various revenues, a complete set of the 1921 mourning labels, government seals, and more, overall Fine to Very 
Fine, video flips viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Post-WWii Occupations: Berlin
Worldwide A-Z Germany

2472   Germany: Berlin, Parallel Mint & Used Comprehensive Collections, 1948-1990.  A worthwhile collection of both mint & used 
single and sets containing several hundred stamps and offered intact with all of the key items here including the early sets and 
9NB3a, Housed in two expensive lighthouse albums with pages for both the mint and used issues. Well worth viewing and perfect 
for online sales, Condition is quite nice and mainly F.-V.F., hinged or N.H. and neat cancels, very few faults. High Scott value. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

DDR
Worldwide A-Z Germany

2473   German Democratic Republic, Highly Comprehensive Mostly Used Collection, 1948-90, In four Lighthouse binders with all 
stamps mounted on quadrille pages, a collection, which from the looks of it, is complete, and not just for each catalogue entry, but 
much of this is present both mint & used, as well as various zusammendrucke, booklet panes & complete booklets, gutter pairs, 
a handful of covers, miniature sheets, etc. Extensive officials too including ZKD stamps, for which the Michel catalogue will be 
needed. Also, a few pages of the Russian Zone including both a used and mint copy of the Goethe sheet! As for other premium 
material, the usual suspects are here: used #82-84, 122-36, 144a-46a (imperf), 264a, 330b, 331a, 724-38 souvenir sheet (MiNr. 
Block 19), B21a, B35a, and mint 144a-46a (imperf), 188a-b, 226a, 227a, 264a, 330a, 724-38 souvenir sheet (MiNr. Block 19), 
B21a, B35a. As an added bonus, Austria #1-5 used, all with four margins, #2 in particular a gem with certificate, generally Fine 
to Very Fine, owner CV at nearly $7,000; additional images & video online. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Greece

Worldwide A-Z Greece
2474   Greece, Incredible Mint & Used Collection with Cyprus & Turkey, 1861-2010, An outstanding collection of Greece (1861-

2010) in two volumes; highly complete mix of mint & used, many stamps in multiples up to the 1930s, then virtually all mint to 
1990 where it then reverts to a mostly used collection. In addition to a terrific selection of Ceres Heads, many other better items, 
such as mint #123-26, 159-63, 195-96, 378-80, 427-36, 472-81, 472a-73a (inverted surcharges), 545-48, C5-7, C38-47, and 
used 127-28, 179-83, 535-38. Strong B-O-B as well as related areas, for example, Crete, Epirus, Ionian Islands, Thrace and the 
Greek Occupation of Turkey. Speaking of Turkey, this lot also includes a powerful collection from 1863-1976, again a mix of 
mint & used until about 1938, then almost all mint thereafter. Premium items here include mint 841, 915a, 933, 1054a, B54-68, 
and some fantastic B-O-B, like two juggernaut postal tax stamps RA179-80 mint. Also included from this part of the world is 
an extremely well-filled mint/used collection of Cyprus (1880-2000), here too with many better items, like used 1, 14, 17, 182, 
196-97, and mint 114-23, 143-55, 159, 219-21, 226, 229-31, 244-46, etc. Condition may vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, a 
good portion of this lot is viewable online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Greece
2475   Greece, “It’s Greek to You & Me” Mint & Used Collection, 1861-2004, In a total of three binders with most stamps hinged on 

album pages, an extremely well-filled collection well into the 1980s with many stamps collected both mint & used. In addition to 
a very good selection of Hermes Heads, other better include mint #44-61, 490-97, 535-38, 545-48, 555, C67-76, and used 195, 
538, 582-85, etc. Also includes Occupation & Annexation stamps, Crete, Eastern Rumelia, Epirus and Thrace. As expected, 
condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, additional scans & video viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Greenland

Worldwide A-Z Greenland
2476   Greenland, “Green with Envy” Marvelous Mint Collection, 1905-2022, A Greenland collection which will be hard to top. The 

main collection is in a clean, hingeless Davo album; complete to 1999 for all souvenir sheets, booklets & singles, the collection 
continues with all souvenir sheets up to the present year, as well as nearly complete mini-sheets. And if you’re wondering about 
the parcel post stamps, they all seem to be here too as a mixture of mint & used including the evasive perf varieties; #Q1-11 (Q5 
with Sismondo cert), Q1a-4a (Sismondo certs), Q4b, Q6a-8a. Of course, you’ll find these others here too, mint and almost all 
never-hinged: 1-9, 10-18, 19-27, 28-38, 39-40, and the Thule locals. In addition, another binder with over 600 plate blocks from 
1950-2013. Land this lot and make your friends green with envy! generally Fine to Very Fine, owner CV in excess of $17,000; 
additional images & video online. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Guatemala

Worldwide A-Z Guatemala
2477   Guatemala Mint Collection, 1871/1940, 100s on pages including strong sections of the 1890s/1920s overprints, 1930s commems, 

airmails, etc., 19th century issues mix of unused and o.g. with the 20th century virtually all o.g. with some NH (and a few used 
singles) spotted, better include 5 mint (sound, APS cert), 7-10 unused, 17-20 (1c, 10c unused), 31-41 (5c, 10c unused), 45 NH, 
54 (sound, APS cert), 71 used, 137 without gum, 182, 188/201 surcharge varieties (many NH), 280-91, C1-123, etc., much better 
condition than usually seen with most fresh and F-VF; 20023 Scott $4,050+. (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Guatemala
2478   Guatemala Collection, 1871/1996, many hundreds of mostly mint on Scott pages in two binders, note some additional blank 

pages in early section for duplicates including different cancels, shades, overprint varieties, 1897 Expo postal stationery, etc., 
highly complete mint after 1950 with many never hinged post-1960s including Airmails; some better as #5 used, 15-16 mint and 
used, 40-41 mint, 60-73 mint, 99-107 mint, assortment of 1920s surcharges and varieties, 264-272 never hinged, 280-296 mint, 
C32-C141 mint, CB1-CB21 mint, etc., generally F-VF, see a sample online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Haiti

Worldwide A-Z Haiti
2479   Haiti Collection, 1881-2003, many hundreds on Scott (to 1974) and mix of different pages (later issues) in two volumes, mostly 

mint with some earlier issues present both mint and used, post-1950s issues nicely enhanced with some errors and varieties, proofs, 
mini-sheets, etc. and with majority from this period never hinged; some premium including #1-4 mint or unused, 3 pair mint, 4-6 
used, 24 mint, 67-81 mint (3c without gum), 110-124 mint (5c blue used), 125-144 mint, 160-165 mint, useful assortment of mint 
or used 1914/20 Surcharges, 340-348 never hinged, highly complete mint 1943-74 including Airmails, #B1 never hinged, C4A 
mint, C19-C21 never hinged, C309 never hinged, C318A never hinged and used, CB1-CB2 never hinged and set tied on First Day 
Cover addressed to Kessler, etc.; usual mixed condition in classic period and a few dubious overprints as usual but generally F-VF; 
excellent foundation collection, ex Csolkovits. (photo on web site) ...............................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Honduras

Worldwide A-Z Honduras
2480   Honduras, Mostly Mint & Highly Complete Collection, 1865-2005, If you want a highly complete collection of Switzerland, 

you have to spend $1000s, but you can get a great collection of Honduras for under $1000! This one is a perfect example; sure, 
you’ll find many better items, like mint #30-36, 194-98, C222-30, etc., but a lot of extra material too, such as numerous imperfs, 
overprint & surcharge varieties, pairs imperf between, proofs of the 1891 Bogran issue, CO108a with 1964 Olympic overprint as 
footnoted in Scott, some covers & postal stationery, even a few pages of counterfeits, overall Fine to Very Fine, a good portion of 
this lot is viewable online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Hungary

Worldwide A-Z Hungary
2481   Hungary, An All Mint Comprehensive High End Collection, 1871-1965.  An exceptional high quality very advanced collection 

of several thousand all mint sets, singles, imperfs, definative, semi-Postals, Airmails, Occupation issues, postage dues and more all 
neatly mounted in a Scott Specialty album with many extra pages for the plethora of imperforate sets. Begins with (Scott numbers) 
7-9 as is everything they are mint, From about 1888 to the 1960’s it is very complete and missing some but most of the key stamps 
are present and from the 1930’s and up we note a significant number of imperf sets. The Semi-Postals are very complete with all of 
the key sets plus added attractions such as B35-B51 imperf pairs $400, B295 imperf souvenir sheet $220, and much more. Airmails 
are comprehensive with all of the better sets and extras such as C45-C52 Imperf $250., C81 &C81a $565., C166 perf & imperf 
souvenir sheet $192, Postage Dues, Official stamps, Newspapers and an outstanding section of Occupation stamps beginning with 
the Arad issue includes 1N1-1N17, 1N18-1N41, 1NB1-1NB3, 1NE1, 1NJ1-1NJ10 plus IN24a, 1n32a and 1N34a with a Scott of 
$1102., followed by the Debrecen issue both the First and Second with many scarce stamps. Next up is a solid section of First 
and Second Transylvania issues and the Baranya, Banat, Baeska and Western Hungary issues. Certainly one of the finer mint 
collections we have offered. Please view it online or in-person to fully appreciate. Condition is well above the norm, F.-V.F. with 
few, if any, faults. Well worth an extra bid. (photo on web site) ...................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Hungary
2482   Hungary, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1871-1946, In three large stockbooks with mint generally on the left 

and used copies to the right, all with notated Scott number. Begins with a nice offering of Franz Josefs and leaps into multiple pages 
of the Crown of St. Stephen. Many higher value items in generous duplication including an entire volume covering the French, 
Romanian & Serbian occupation, as well as the issues of Western Hungary. Perfect for the reseller, not only for its organization, 
but also for its genuineness as it was compiled by one of the foremost experts of Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine, entire 
lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Hungary
2483   Hungary, Strong Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1983, In two binders with the majority of stamps hinged on album pages but 

most mint in mounts; of the many better items are the following: used #6, 7-12, B94, C157, C166, and mint 465, 486, 528, B17, 
B94, B97, B109, C1-2, C33-34, C157, CB1C (tête-bêche souvenir sheet) and both the perforated & imperforate souvenir sheets 
of 1189, 1202a, 1416, 1461a, C260, C275, C312. Excellent varieties of the St. Stephen’s Crown issue, very good coverage of 
the French, Romanian & Serbian occupation, and a section on Western Hungary (Nyugat-Magyarország) as listed in the Michel 
catalogue. Also includes some covers, postal stationery, full sheets, imperf sets, tête-bêche pairs, revenues, etc. Condition does 
vary early on, but generally Fine to Very Fine, additional scans & video viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Iceland

Worldwide A-Z Iceland
2484   Iceland Collection, 1873-2005, substantial collection in two Lindner “T” hingeless albums (1995/2005 issues in mounts on Scott 

or Minkus pages), 19th century mixed mint and used, 20th century sets, singles, souvenir sheets and later booklets nearly complete 
mint with many never hinged (virtually all never hinged after 1957), replete with premium as #1-3 unused, 5 unused, 7 mint, 8 
unused, 10-12 used, 14 used, 15 unused, 18 used (2 shades), 19-20 part o.g., 21-26 mint, 34-44B mint, 67 mint, 71-125 mint, 127 
mint, 128 never hinged, 138 never hinged, 140 mint, 144-148 mint, 150 mint, 152-166 mint, 170-175 mint, 176-184 mint, C1-
C11 mint, O3 unused, O4-O9 mint or unused, O12-O19 mint, O31-O39 mint, O45-O49 mint, O50a mint, O53-O67+CO1 never 
hinged (5k corner perforation fault), etc.; few regums or dubious cancels in classic period as often, generally fresh and F-VF, ex 
Csolkovits. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Iceland
2485   Iceland, Very Advanced Mint and Used Collection with Key Stamps, 1873-1980.  An exceptional collection of many hundreds 

of mint & used stamps, missing very few, all housed in a lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase, Comprehensive early issues 
include: Scott I, 4-7 used with Sismondo certificate for 4, also present are 10-18 used, mint noted 7, 8 N.H., 12-15, 19-20 you will 
note that the collector often has both a mint & used copy plus some varieties, 140-143 mint is noteworthy, 144-148 mint, C4-C8 
mint, 152-166 mint, C12-C14 the scarce “Hopflug” set mint. Quite complete from 1935-1980 often with mint & used, Back of 
the book contains a very good section of Official stamp with many scarce items. Condition on the later issues is mainly F.-V.F. 
and when mint o.g. or N.H. As expected the early issues are mixed with some faults. Overall a superior collection well worth 
consideration. Owner’s 2019 Scott is well in excess of $30,000. (photo on web site) .................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Israel

Worldwide A-Z Israel
2486   Israel, A Massive Comprehensive Mainly Mint Stock, 1948-2020.  A turnkey inventory of well over 4000 “102” sales cards 

packed with many more thousands of tabs, singles, sets, booklets and more often with multiple sets per card, modest duplication. 
Begins with J.N.F. issues listed in Bale and then from Scott 1 and up, Contains some scarce early used tabs but the vast majority of 
this huge stock is F.-V.F. and N.H., We note all of the hard to find issues of the 1990’s and 2000’s are here. The face value is huge 
and our estimate is only a fraction of that value. The sales cards are Scott numbered and ready for instant resale. Spend some time 
to view as it is housed in six long boxes, Quality is F.-V.F. or better with very few faults. High Scott value. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Israel
2487   Israel, Sumptuous MNH Collection with Tabs, 1948-2015, Stunningly beautiful set of eleven, like new, hingeless Marini albums 

with an equally attractive collection of Israel with tabs and very nearly complete. There’s #1-6, 10-14, 15, 16, 17-25, 27, 28-30, 
33-34, 35-36, 37, 46-47, 48-50, 55, C1-6, C9-17, J1-5 (the only stamps without tabs), J6-11, etc. Come to think it, maybe it would 
have been easier to tell you what’s not here! And apart from the standard catalogue numbers, you’ll also find phosphor varieties, 
complete booklets, miniature sheets, Framas, exhibition labels, and other curiosities, like a souvenir booklet commemorating the 
1948 IMABA exhibition in Basel and containing the first six denominations from the coin series in blocks of four. In addition, a pile 
of postal mint sets and a binder with an International Reply Coupon collection, as well as Postal Savings stamps and other material 
related to Israel, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 69.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Italian Area

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
2488   Italy & Colonies, Proofs, Essays and Specimens, 1800-1980.  Beautiful collection including Annulato perforations etc. in album, 

containing a lot of special material, including many signed stamps and certificates such as (Sassone no’s): Italy 64A*, 131- 134* 
imperforated (all signed Diena), 197(*) imperforated with certificate, 282-290(*) imperforated with Saggio overprint, A24(*) 
imperforated with Saggio overprint, 303-314(*) imperforated with Saggio overprint, 600* * with Saggio overprint, etc. etc. Very 
nice collection! Ex. collection Conti!! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
2489   Italian Area, A Premium Assortment of Key Stamps Mint and Used, 1863-1951.  A wonderful group of Italy & colonies a 

few early issues used but dozens of scarce mint sets and singles all still on H.R. Harmer lot sheets with descriptions and catalogue 
values, a turnkey group, also C62b noted are San Marino C626 Imperf Souvenir sheet N.H. $450, and Vatican Archangel airmails 
C16-C17 N.H. $602, The Italy begins with (Scott numbers unless noted): 24//33 Eight margin imperf plate proofs in issued colors, 
34b mint with certificate Scott $1750, 49 used $2650, 57 used (2) $2150, 87d used $950., 133 var. mint N.H. $360, 133 var. block 
of four (3) stamps N.H. grey color $1225, 189a Manzoni imperf pair mint $580, 165-170 Manzoni set well centered $958, 248-
256 plus C23-C26 N.H. $835, 290-305 N.H. $465, 324-328 + C622-C65 N.H. $625, 477 N.H. $400, C3-C9 N.H. $385., C27 mint 
$450., C48-C49 N.H. $575, Occupation issues Sassone S1-S2 N.H. €650 + 52 N.H. 400 euros, Sassone 55 N.H. €1000, Social 
Republic 1943 Mazzini/Garibaldi Essay full sheet of five different color blocks also 1944 Black Turin overprint Propaganda issues 
each signed with certificate, Cyrenaica 25a overprint omitted $4000, Cyrenaica 19a Mint $360, Eritrea J3a mint $950, Ethiopia N1-
N7 N.H. $300, Ionian Islands NCII + NCII variety mint $4800, +Libya Scott numbers 15 N.H. $675, 21 variety unlisted, 31d mint 
$625, 31 N.H. $850, 31 var. $850, + 47a//58a mint $1820, E12 N.H. $600, Sasono 1-8 mint $260, Somalia 138-155 mint $1223. A 
superb high quality group with only key sets & singles all Fine to Very Fine with a couple of minor flaws. Well worth viewing and 
great for online sales. Scott value is over $37,000 plus the uncounted not listed in Scott or Sassone. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
2490   Italian Area, A Collectors Accumulation of Better Stamps and Covers.  An old-time collector purchased this hoard of material 

decades ago, comprised of dozens of singles, sets, and covers mounted on cards and placed on Vario black pages is a valuable lot of 
mint & used in no specific order. Please check out the scans to fully appreciate the value here. We note singles in the Italian States 
up to $6250 in Scott and a set of 1943 “G.N.R.” overprints for which the collector has a Sassone value of €8250 and much more is 
here. A few 19th century covers are noted, scarce advertising stamps used of 1924 have a Scott value of $1711. Italy 201-210 used 
at $1173. This holding has mixed condition especially the 19th century and later is mainly F.-V.F. High catalog value. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
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2491   Italy & Colonies, Collection, 1880-2014.  Very well filled, mint never hinged, mint hinged and used duplicates of the famous 
Conti collection, including many better stamps such as (Sassone no’s): Italy pubs 19 (thin spot, cat. € 1800), Somalia postage dues 
23 -32* (no. 23 canceled, no. 29 missing, cat. € 2700), Levant Constantinople postage dues 1-3, China Pechino 8* (toning, € 550), 
China Tientsin postage dues 8* (€ 900), Aegean Islands 19*, Tripolitania postal receipt 1-6* (no. 2 and 3 are missing) etc. on stock 
sheets in album. Beautiful sorting lot, enormous catalogue value! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.7 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
2492   Italian Area, Mint & Used Collections of Italian States, San Marino, Vatican, Colonies & Occupied Territories, 1851-1980s, 

In four binders with stamps both hinged and in mounts on album pages, a very good overview of Italian philately outside of Italy 
itself. We will show you a large portion of this collection online, but here are some of the highlights: in addition to the States and the 
Aegean Islands, we have Castellorizo (1923-30) with used #79, Cyrenaica (1923-50) with used 11-14, and mint C6-11, C12-17, 
Dalmatia (1919-22) with mint 1-8, E2, J1-4, and used J3, Eritrea (1892-1936) with used 6, 126, J6a, J7, and mint 65-68, B1-3, 
Fiume (1918-24) with mint 27-40, 43, 172-81, E2-3, E12-13, and used 41-43 (43 on piece), Italian Colonies (1932-34) with used 
C1-6, C28, and mint C18-19, Italian East Africa (1938-41) with used 16-17, C9, San Marino (1877-1977) with mint 1-3, 29-31, 
139-42, 239, E1, E19, and used 4, Trieste Zone A (1945-54) with used 12-14, 28-29, E2-4, EY3, Tripolitania (1923-34) with mint 
C11-13, Vatican City (1929-80s) with used 28-31, 47-52, and mint 41-45, 129, B1-4, C16, E1-2, E12, E12a. Condition varies, but 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
2493   Italy & Colonies, Collection, Swedish UPU Archive, 1874-1905.  Folder with 4 sheets with stamps affixed, classic (better) 

stamps from the famous Swedish UPU archive. Unique! Ex. Collection Conti, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Italian Colonies

Worldwide A-Z Italian Colonies
2494   Italian Colonies Collection, two Scott albums for “C-T” countries (separate pages for mint and used), Eritrea on Scott pages in 

a binder, also a Palo hingeless album for Aegean Isl which is complete mint for the various islands including the general issues, 
Rhodes, the early overprinted definitives, Ferucci and Garibaldi sets, airmails, etc. with many NH (some bit of gum toning as 
often), Cyrenaica 17-64 mint, B1-33 mint, C1-19 mint, CB1-10 mint, Eritrea 31 used, 49-74 mint (65-68 NH), 99-101 mint, 102-
04 NH, 109-80 mint, B1-37 mint (some NH), CB1-10 NH, E1-3 mint, J15-27 mint, Ethiopia assorted 1940s/70s mint and used sets 
including airmails, N1-7 mint, Fiume 1918/23 collection of mint and used with some typical dubious cancels and/or overprints, 
Italian Colonies 23-41 mint, C13-19 NH, C20-27 mint, C28 NH, C29-35 mint, Italian East Africa C1-17 mint, Libya 64A-94 
mint, some additional 1950s/70s mint sets, B1-54 mint (some sets NH), CE1-2 mint, E1-11 mint (most NH), J9 used, Oltre Giuba 
18-20 mint, J1-10 NH, Saseno 1-8 mint, Somalia 1-7 mint, 51-69 mint, 93-137 mint, 156-69 mint, useful group of 1950/73 mint 
sets including airmails, B1-51 mint, C1-16 mint, CB1-10 mint, J1-7 mint, J12-19 mint including J17a, J21-41 mint, Tripolitania 
17-78 mint, B1-36 mint, B54-58 NH, C16-32 mint, CB1-10 mint, etc., usual mixed condition in earlier issues and some of the used 
with the oft-found dubious cancels, generally fresh and F-VF, a desirable collection with significant catalog value, ex Csolkovits. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 23.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Italian East Africa

Worldwide A-Z Italian East Africa
2495   Italian East Africa, Complete, MNH and Mint Hinged Stamp Collection, 1938-1942.  On album pages in folder, including the 

good definitive set, airmail, military stamps 1(*) and 2**. Ex collection Conti. Sassone catalogue value over 4100 euros, generally 
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Italy

Worldwide A-Z Italy
2496   Italy, Super Collection of Private Issues, 1945-1946.  On album pages in folder, in which (Sassone no’s): 1-2(*) (without gum, 

as issued, both signed), 3-7**, 3-7** in horizontal pairs, 3- 7(*) in blocks of 4, 8-12** (2x), 8-12** in complete sheets of 40, 13-
15(*) (3x), idem on cover, 13-15** in minisheets etc. Catalogue value over 55,000 euros! Ex. collection Conti., generally Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.7 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
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2497   Italy Collection, 1862/2004, in seven mostly Lighthouse or Scott albums and including issues for the various States, Italian 
Social Rep, Occupations, Aegean Isl, Foreign Offices, AMG, Trieste-A, etc., Italy with separate sets of pages to the early 2000s 
for mint and used including back of the book issues with each set being very well filled, related areas often with parallel sets of 
pages for mint and used, the used (including related areas) includes “back of the book” issues and with some dubious cancels as 
usual for the period, better throughout including 19th century mint assortment though good number unused or regummed as often, 
115-18 mint, 165-70 mint, 280-344 mint, 349-412 mint (some NH), 510-37 mint (some NH), 540-667 mint (some NH), highly 
complete 1945/94 used/ cto including airmails, mint highly complete 1960/2004 with majority NH, B17-46 mint (some NH), 
C1-23 mint, C28-49 mint (C34, 48-49 NH), C56-105 mint (less C69), E11 NH, J2 unused (faults), Trieste-A regular and air mail 
issues complete mint (less #195) with many present both mint and used, Castellorizo 60-64 NH, 75-79 NH, 80-89 mint, Offices 
in China Peking E2 mint, Tientsin E2 mint, Offices in Turkey Constantinople 7-8 used, Aegean Isl 19-30 used, C26-27 used, 
C39-43 used, Calino 17-26 used, Lero 17-26 used, Patmo 17-26 used, Stampalia 17-26 used, etc., usual mixed condition especially 
in the pre-1920s issues, generally F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 40.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Italy
2498   Italy, Free Frank Stamps, Complete Specialty Collection, 1924.  Over complete, mint hinged (partly without gum) collection 

on album pages in folder, in which (Michel no’s): 15 proofs (stamps without inscription), 1-4*, 8-12* (11 and 12 without gum), 
13-16* (16 without gum), 50-57* (56 and 57 without gum), 58-65* (64 and 65 without gum) etc. Ex. collection Conti, generally 
Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Italy
2499   Italian Territories, Mint Collection, 1918-1946.  Beautiful, mainly MNH and mint hinged stamp collection on album pages in 

folder, in which many better stamps such as (Sassone no’s): Udine 1C (tête-bêche, certificate Raybaudi), Austrian occupation 20-
33*, 20-33(*) with inverted overprint, 20-33* with red overprint, 1-33* imperforate with red overprint, 20-32* imperforate with 
inverted overprint, espresso 1-2**, 1-2* imperforated, Giornali 1-4** with red inverted overprint (not in catalogue), Tangeri S1 
imperforated without gum (certificate), etc. Very nice collection, high catalogue value! Ex. collection Conti, generally Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.7 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
2500   Italy, Molto Bene Mint & Used Collection, 1862-2002, A total of four binders and a cover album with many stamps doubly 

collected both mint & used and either hinged or in mounts on album pages. Extremely well-filled up to 1990 and many better sets 
& singles throughout, among which you will find mint #19-20, 57, 60, 62-63, 72, 116, 119-22, 140-42, 162-64, 165-68, 248-56, 
258-64, 268-79, 280-89, 290-305, 324-28, 331-41, 349-54, 367-76, 377-86, 400-09, 506, 518, 538-39, B1-3, B17-19, C1-2, C3-9, 
C28-34, C42-47, C73-78, C79-83, C95-99, C127-28, E1, E9, P1, and used 20, 24-33, 37-44, 52-56, 58-63, 65-66, 114, 119-21, 
141-42, 162-64, 201-08, 258-64, 290-304, 331-41, 518, 539, 572-73, 574-76, 579-80, 582-83, B23, B31, C1-2 (C1 also on first 
flight postcard from Torino to Rome), C66-72, C127-28, E7, J2, J3-20, J21-24, J25-27, Q3-6, Q11. Also includes Offices Abroad 
and many extras, like revenues and poster stamps, a stockbook filled with a few thousand very useful duplicates, various covers, 
and perfins for which the collector had an obvious affinity and you will find them throughout, overall Fine to Very Fine, take a 
look at the many scans & video by following the links. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
2501   Italy, 2004, 45c Venus of Urbina, Missing Denomination (Scott 2447), complete sheet of 100, neatly folded in half, rare color-

missing (black) error, catalog value of €450 per stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs. 
Sassone 2370Aa; €45,000 ($50,440). (photo on web site) ............................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Italy
2502   Italy, Nice Collection of Perfins, 1890-1965.  In special album & catalogue. Many stamps (well over 1000). selsom scene and desirable 

area, Ex. collection Conti, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

Offices in turkish empire
Worldwide A-Z Italy

2503   Italian Offices in the Turkish Empire, Virtually Complte Mint Collection, 1874-1923.  Except for 1 stamp (Sassone 
Constantinople no. 7, cat. € 65,000) complete, MNH and mint hinged stamp collection on album pages in binder, including 
many good stamps such as (Sassone no’s): general issues 1-7* (cat. € 7000), 10-11* (€ 13.550), La Canea 3-13 (€ 1700), 4b** 
(double overprint in block of 4, € 2200), Albania1-3* with overprint Ultramar (from UPU archive Portugal), Durazzo 1-8*, Scutari 
1-8*, Valona 1-8*, Constantinople 6* (certificate, €30,000), 13* (€2750), 13 on piece (certificate), 14* (€ 14,000), postage dues 
1-6 (certificate, € 7,000), Janina 1-8*, Jerusalem 1-8*, etc. Amazing collection, amazing catalogue value! Ex. collection Conti! 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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italian Social Republic
Worldwide A-Z Italy

2504   Italian Social Republic, Fantastic, MNH and Mint Hinged Collection, 1943-1945.  In homemade album, full of expensive 
stamps such as (Sassone no’s): GNR Verona overprints 470-489* (no. 481 missing, highest values signed), 476a** (inverted 
overprint, certificate), 486a** (inverted overprint, certificate), 470A-484A**/* (overprints in wrong color, various stamps signed), 
GNR Brescia 482/I* (signed), 484/I* (signed), 485/ I** (signed), 486/I* (signed), 490a** (inverted overprint, certificate), 492BA** 
(certificate), 494B** (certificate), F491** (certificate Raybaudi), PUBS 13- 24*, 13-24/II* (Brescia, highest values ??signed), 13-
24/III*, P1-P4** (certificate), parcel post stamps 36-47* etc. Very nice collection, enormous catalog value! Ex. collection Conti, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.3 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

WWi Occupations: Venezia Giulia
Worldwide A-Z Italy

2505   Italian Occupation of Venezia-Giulia, Collection, 1918-1919.  Over complete, mainly mint hinged collection on album pages in 
folder, full of better stamps such as (Sassone no’s): Venezia Giulia 1-17* (no. 15 and 17 with certificate), 19-29*, S1* with Saggio 
overprint, postage dues 1-7*, Trentino 1-17*, 19-27*, postage dues 1-9*, etc. Also very many varieties present, including inverted 
and double overprints, missing letters in overprint, etc. Huge catalogue value! Ex. Collection Conti, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

WWi Occupations: Merano
Worldwide A-Z Italy

2506   Merano, Small Mint and Used Locals Collection, 1918.  On album pages in folder, fully imaged for your viewing pleasure, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

italian Occupation of the aegean islands
Worldwide A-Z Italy

2507   Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, Magnificent MNH and Mint Hinged Collection, 1912-1941, in the main numbers 
almost complete, in Schaubek album, packed with better stamps such as (Sassone no’s): general issues 1-2*, 37-43*, 65-74*, 
75- 79*, 118-125*, 126-131, 132-133*, 132-133 on 1st day folder, special delivery 3-4*, airmail 14-20**, 22-27*, 28-29*, 28a* 
(Ciuffo plate error, € 1250), 25a (Ciuffo plate error, signed Bolaffi, € 5000), 31** in imperforate pair with specimen print (signed), 
34-37*, 56-59*, etc. Huge catalogue value! Ex. collection Conti! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

WWii Occupations: albania
Worldwide A-Z Italy

2508   Italian Occupation of Albania, Complete Mint Collection, 1939-1943.  Complete, MNH and mint hinged stamp collection on 
album pages in folder, including all good stamps such as (Sassone no’s): 1-11**, 12-14* (certificate Bolaffi), 16-29*, 30-36 *, 
airmail 4*, 5-11*, postage dues 1-5 etc. Ex. collection Conti. (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Post-WWii Foreign Occupations
Worldwide A-Z Italy

2509   A.M.G. Extensive Specialized Collection, 1943-1954, massive 11 volume collection on Bush pages filled to an exquisite level of 
completion, with the various AMG Austria, Germany and Italy issues, with particularly strong section of the better Trieste Zone 
A issues. Stamps include many of the varieties, multiple overprint varieties, imprint blocks, plate varieties, commercial covers, 
revenues, etcetera. Many of the better items have the accompanying small Bush embossed certificates. Collection starts with two 
albums of France, Naples and V.G. with AMG France: numeral issues, a couple deluxe proofs for the liberation of Paris by the 
Americans, a couple errors and usages on cover, AMG Italy (Naples): with normal set and various double printing errors as well 
as plate flaws, Sassone 11d double overprint, one inverted, AMG Venezia Giulia: with various shades and gums of the early 
issues, stationary, inverted / shifted / double overprint varieties, deluxe proof of proposed (but not accepted) American and French 
friendship stamp issue, Sicily numerals with various ink and gum varieties along with several usages on cover, Bari Wolf Issue: 
pages upon pages of various perforations, color missing, partial perforations missing, imperforates, double printing, printing on both 
sides, ‘Campione per Affrancare’ overprints, two pages of industrial - commercial tax stamps, fiscal stamps, weight and measure, 
as well as a scarce V.G. usage on registered cover, AMG Austria: post horn issue with mint set, 20 groschen specimen block of 
10, Porto overprints and several covers with a few censored, some registered etiquettes, etcetera, AMG Germany: numeral issues 
along with the various plate varieties, two albums of AMG numeral inscription blocks of various denominations and one album 
of cover usages, an album with half containing American and Soviet zone stationary and the other half containing 25 prepaid post 
WWII Germany marking (Gebühr bezahlt) covers, Trieste Zone A (A.M.G. F.T.T.): mostly complete album containing the normal 
issues, with many gutter pairs, some plate proofs, specimens, paper varieties, etcetera, with: 1-14, 18-29, 36 plate proof, 41, 42-
44, 58-69 singles and gutter pairs, 72-73 gutter pairs, 74-75 gutter pairs, 81 with Saggio (Specimen) overprint, 83 plate proof, 88 
gutter pair, 90-108 set with watermark, perforation, shade and gutter pair varieties, some Natale Teiestino gutter overprints on 7 
lower denominations including 10L green omitted and 50c shifted overprint into stamp, 109-10, 126 Saggio (Specimen) overprint, 
126-27 gutter pairs, 157A (2 double overprint singles), 178-80 gutter pairs, 181 gutter pair, 184-85 Saggio (Specimen), 196-97 
gutter pairs, C1-6, C7-12, C13-16, C20-26, C23-25 gutter pairs, C26, E1-4, E6 gutter pair, E7 gutter pair and some of the rare 
paper varieties, EY4-5 gutter pairs, J1-6, J7-15, J20 unwatermarked used, J16-29 singles and gutter pairs, Q1-12, Q13-26 with 
varieties, QY1-4, a highly complete album containing the various revenue issues, with administrative, hand overprints, fiscal 
stamps with some gutter pairs, revenues (prior to the industrial / commerce tax stamps), industrial / commercial tax stamps (some 
values are used, mint and with mint gutter strips), plating of industry and commerce fiscal stamps Lire 100, letter of exchange 
stamps, Military Permit Travel Stamps, Gratis, Dollar values, Mark values, Mark surcharges, stock transfer, motor vehicle, weight 
and measure, tax paid and perfins, one album containing a few commercial covers and a strong run of postal stationary, final two 
albums wrap up everything with all of the various varieties from the previous albums, there are gutter pairs, specimens, corner 
inscription blocks, overprint varieties, commercial covers, etcetera. In addition, there is a stock book and some loose items in a 
large glassine which are assumed to be duplicates. This is by far the strongest AMG collection we have encountered, so if you are 
looking to fill in some parts of your collection, this is your chance. Overall condition appears very attractive, Fine to Very Fine 
overall. Shipping charges apply - weight 65.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
2510   Italy - Foreign Occupations, Key Collection, 1939-1947.  Beautiful special collection of Venezia Giulia 1939-1947 in special 

album, in which very many better stamps such as (Sassone no’s): Trieste 12* (with watermark, signed), Fiume 21**, 14-19aa* (all 
5 with inverted overprint), 21 **, 60A-60B** (imperforate, non emis), postage due 1-5**, 1-5/II*, 6A**, 6A/III-7A/III*, Istra 28a 
on piece (inverted overprint, signed), 33**, 34**, 37-40**, Trieste Zone A many inverted and double overprints, including airmail 
6b* (inverted overprint, signed), 6d* (double overprint, of which 1x inverted, signed), 8b* (inverted overprint, signed), espresse 
2a** (inverted overprint, signed), etc. Beautiful collection, very high catalogue value! Ex. collection Conti!! generally Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Japan

Worldwide A-Z Japan
2511   Japan, Marvelous Picture Post Card Collection, approximately 600 in total, some early but mostly from the 1930s and mostly 

propaganda for civilian consumption of various sorts, such as direct messages for consumers, images of military strength (especially 
air force and naval), expositions (many industrial or military), an impressive group related to the 1930s invasion of China as well as 
the initial stages of Japanese expansion during WWII, a fascinating group of cartoon/comic cards lampooning the military and the 
enemy, etc.; a number are franked and tied by commemorative cancels; graphically gorgeous and displaying the best of Japanese 
design of the time; Very Fine overall, must be examined. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Japan
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2512   Japan, A Worthwhile Accumulation of Better 19th and 20th Century Mint and Used.  Several hundred stamps featuring 19th 
century first issue and up with modest duplication all used plus some 20th century including Scott 154 mint $800., 167-170 mint 
$88, 198-201 mint $150. The condition is up and down with some faults noted and a few questionable stamps, but much value is 
here especially at the modest estimate. Much F.-V.F. especially in the 20th century. A great lot for online sales. View online or in 
person, you will be rewarded. Very high Scott value. (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Japan
2513   Japan, Lovely All Mint Collection, 1946-79, A clean and highly complete mint collection in three White Ace albums with all 

stamps in mounts and almost all never-hinged. Better sets & singles include #362-74, 367a, 378a, 385a, 388, 392b, 407, 415, 422-
23, 425-34, 439-42, 437-38, 448b, 456, 479, 480-97, 508a, 509-15, 517a, 519, 519a, 523-40, 575a, 580a, C9-13, the New Year 
Lottery sheets as footnoted in Scott, such as 498, 522, 551, 576, 594, and all the National Parks issues with accompanying folders, 
for example, 453a, 463a, 504a, 545a, 564a, 572a. Owner calculated 2020 Scott value at $7,460, Fine to Very Fine, a video flip of 
the first volume is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Japan
2514   Japan Collection, 1871/2007, An assortment of collections in four volumes - Minkus (2) and two binders with an assortment of 

different album and stock pages, classic to modern period including S/S, booklets, prefecture issues, etc., 19th century mostly used 
and many appear genuine though more than a few forgeries noticed as is usual for this period, mixed mint and used 1900s/30s 
(often parallel) and then mostly mint and highly complete thereafter (numerous S/S and mini-sheets) with large majority NH, also 
note a couple sales pages of revenues, numerous highlights including 190-93 mint, 198-201 mint, 223-26 NH, 259a complete 
booklet, 276-79 mint, 280-323 mint (some Parks sets NH), 422 NH, 479 mint and used, 505-08 mint, C3-7 mint, C9-24 used, 
C39-43 NH, one binder of S/S with very nice selection of mint 1930s/50s National Parks S/S (some of the earlier sheets trimmed 
and/or small faults), 378a mint, 385a mint, 1940s Exhibition S/S mint, 456-57 mint, 479a NH (natural gum creases), 1950s New 
Year sheets mint, 521c mint, 580a NH, etc., also note some Offices in China mostly used and a starter collection of mostly mint 
Manchukuo (32-35 NH), usual mixed condition with most fresh and F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Japan
2515   Japan, Appealing Collection and Stock Offering, 1883-1974, wide-ranging and clean assortment of material, the centerpiece of 

which is a slipcased two-volume White Ace collection (all stamps mounted), with an additional binder of pages, a small notebook 
of reference material, a group of roller-cancelled sheets or part-sheets, and more material on stockpages or in glassines; much 
better (mint, unless noted) such as #148-151, 167-170, 179-187, 190-193, 198-201, 257-275, National Parks sheets (incomplete, 
including #283a, 293a, 318a, 323a), 351-361, 369-372, 385a, 423, 456 (never hinged, a few light gum creases), 479, 480-497 never 
hinged, 517a, 519a, 498 and 522 lottery sheets, and much more; all appear fresh and clean, though the occasional fault is probably 
present; a stunning start to a collection, or stellar stock to enrich your next bourse offering, generally Very Fine, see a sampling 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Japan
2516   Japan, Substantial Mint & Used Collection, 1871-2013, Two binders of a mixed mint & used collection with many stamps 

doubly collected; a high level of completeness with the vast majority hinged on album pages. Plenty of better sets & singles 
including the following: mint #87-88, 102-03, 109-10, 150-51, 200-01, 283a, 285-88 (blocks of four), 288a, 323a, 367a, 371, 
407-10, 421a, 422, 439-41, 448b, 453a, 463a, 473a, 479, 504a, 517a, 519a, 521c, 545a, 564a, 572a, 575a, 582a, B11, C3-7, and 
used 421a, 479, 517, C19, etc. In addition, another binder with revenues, specimen overprints, and used prefecture issues from the 
1990s. Condition does vary early on, but overall Fine to Very Fine, scans & video viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
16.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Japan
2517   Japan, Full Sheet Collection with High Face Value, Nearly 200 full sheets, mostly from the 1980s in sheets of 20 and the vast 

majority denominated 50-60 yen. Owner’s total count of yen is ¥219,000, Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 
8.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Japan
2518   Japan, To and From Russia with Love Picture Post Card Compilation, ca. 1909-29, an unusual holding mostly comprising 

correspondence from Russia to Japan, featuring ten picture post cards from Russia with scenes from Petrograd, Ural, Moscow, St. 
Petersburg and Riga, plus Monkey with “Vodka” bottle and a hand-tinted real photo New Year’s card, plus two picture post cards 
bearing the rare Russian “Otd. Doct. Vysoch. Kon.” receiving postmark of St. Petersburg (“Department of High Foreign 
Officials”, roughly; reserved for royalty and high officials’ mail), one from France (in Japanese) to Japanese Ambassador Baron 
Motono, one from Switzerland (in French) to the ambassador’s wife; also included are two unmailed Nagasaki picture post cards, a 
cover from Japan to Russia and a picture post card (Sumo wrestler) to England, plus a Japanese Collector’s Sheet of stamps; most 
Russia-to-Japan items with Imperial Coat-of-Arms frankings, though one with a Soviet 7k Peasant, most written in Japanese; an 
interesting window for the linguist and historian into post-Russo-Japanese War relations; Fine-Very Fine, fully imaged online, well 
worth a look. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $500 - 750
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Korea

Worldwide A-Z Korea
2519   Korea, Fabulous Mint Collection, 1884-1974, in a slipcased binder, all mounted on homemade pages, with typed details on the 

issues of the Kingdom and post-war issues identified by Scott number, a highly complete all-mint collection of singles; full Mon 
and Poon issues, Tai Han overprints, First and Second Provisionals, Small Chons and Falcons, followed by US Administration 
issues, definitives, commemoratives, Semi-Postals and Airs; includes most of the various printings, overprints, Participating 
Countries singles (including both versions of Italy), and much, much more besides; remarkably fresh throughout, all appearing 
sound though expect an occasional fault; fill in the souvenir sheets and a handful or two of individual stamps, and you’ll have the 
country complete for the period, Very Fine overall, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Korea
2520   Korea, Splendid Stock Supply, 1884-1981, arranged and displayed in a stockbook and binder, in glassines, etc.; stockbook 

and binder of pages offer a broad range of issues from Kingdom to South Korea, with additional South Korea material in a file 
box and large glassine envelope filled with individual glassines identified by issue name and/or Scott number; nine sheet files 
of full sheets from the mid- to late 1960s to 1970; 16 block file books offering souvenir sheets (eight between #286//605, five 
“from 1968 Olympics”, three with larger souvenir sheets, including Fine Arts and Traditional Costumes issues); note also several 
Ministry of Communications binders/albums, #353b-355b (“POSTAG” error sheets), Apollo stamps and souvenir sheet, and more 
besides, including a couple covers; generally fresh and sound, though expect the occasional flaw, Very Fine on the whole, an 
excellent opportunity for the savvy dealer; inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 25.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Latvia

Worldwide A-Z Latvia
2521   Latvia, The Ultimate Specialized Collection Has it All, 1918-1940.  A major and important specialized advanced collection 

neatly arranged with descriptions in English on black Hagner pages and covering many hundreds of scarce and rare items in 
virtually all areas of the philately of Latvia. It begins with the first issue of 1918 and we note: perforation varieties, part perf., 
archival paper varieties, imperf pairs and strips with imperf between, double perforation, shades, proofs, printed on both sides, 
gutter pairs, tête-bêche multiples, 1919 Independence issue, “Polar Bear Ligat” and “Schleicher + Schull” watermarks, multiples 
on wove and banknotes, part perf and imperf, varieties, “Warrior Slaying Dragon”, part perf, imperf, Latgale Liberation, National 
Assembly, various surcharges, with many varieties, imperf pairs, extensive showing of regular issues, with multiples, archival 
imperfs, cancels, shades and varieties, different watermark some inverted, Semi-Postals perf and imperf sets, including 1925 Liban 
(B24-B28 Var.) Air Post with two sets of C9-C13, plus varieties imperf. between, Air Post Semi-Postals unused and used perf and 
imperf sets plus varieties, German Occupation overprints including Libau singles, Bermondt-Avalav, 1940 Russian Occupation, 
1941-1945 German Occupation, more multiples and much, much more. Whether you are a dealer or collector this is an outstanding 
collection for resale or to build an instant Gold medal worthy holding. Condition is excellent throughout with few faults and L.H. 
and a decent amount of N.H. on the mint. Well worth the time to view carefully. (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Liberia

Worldwide A-Z Liberia
2522   Liberia Mammals set, 2017 (Scott 3188-3190), ten complete sets of sheets of 50 ($430 per set), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  

Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs. Scott $215,000. (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Worldwide A-Z Liberia

2523   Liberia Collection, 1860-1997, an extensive collection of many hundreds on mostly Scott pages in a thick Scott album, featuring 
mixed mint and used/CTO through the 1940s and mostly mint to the end with good number never hinged; handful of some of the 
better earlier sets and singles and the highly complete more modern period featuring colorful Topicals, souvenir sheets, errors and 
varieties, proofs, etc.; flipping through the pages we note some 1860s “Liberia” issue forgeries, #47-49 mint, 221 mint, 248-288 
mint, 313-327+C65 mint, 1953 Birds errors assortment mint, C3A-C3C imperforate pairs never hinged, C50 used, C67a never 
hinged, F6-F9 mint, F20-F29 used, F30-F34 mint, O85 mint, etc.; usual mixed condition with majority fresh and F-VF, plenty of 
retail value, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Libya

Worldwide A-Z Libya
2524   Libya, Fantastic Top Collection, 1912-1942.  On album pages, including all key stamps, various perforations, varieties, back of 

the book such as (Sassone no’s): 1-12*, 3 with double overprint, 4* in block of 4 with left stamps without overprint (certificate), 
8* with inverted overprint, 21l** (vertical pair, horizontally imperforate), 24l** (vertical pair, horizontally imperforate), 22-25* 
with inverted center, 32(*), 21 -32*, 35* with inverted overprint, 52*, 65g** (left imperforate, signed Diena), 81-86*, 87-93*, 95-
102**, 108-117*, 108-117** imperforate, 118-124*, 125-131*, airmail 4-7** imperforate in blocks of 4, 8-13*, 14-18*, special 
delivery 7(*) imperforate (certificate), postage dues 1-10*, 3* with double overprint, 11*, 12-24*, parcel post 1-13*, 14-24*, etc. 
Huge catalogue value! Ex. collection Conti, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Libya
2525   Libya, 1924, 25c Diana of Ephesos, dark blue & blue, unwatermarked (Scott 53), a beautiful complete sheet of 100, o.g., never 

hinged; folded in quarters but perfs appear to be fully intact, a few other minor flaws, Fine to Very Fine overall. Sassone 49af, 49; 
approximately €15,720 ($17,620). Scott $10,500.. .......................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Eight of the stamps in the right column clearly show the “Letters” watermark (“Ministro Delle Fin…”) which is listed in Sassone 
and has a slight premium (2x normal)

Fezzan-Ghadames
Worldwide A-Z Libya

2526   Fezzan/Ghadanes, Fantastic, Mint and Used Collection, 1914-1951.  On album pages in folder, in which very many better stamps 
such as (Sassone no’s): Italian stamp from 1901 with cancel Fezzan 1914 on piece (extremely rare, with certificate Raybaudi), 
French occupation 1 ** (signed), 2*, 3(*), 4** (certificate), 5** (signed), 6* (signed), 7*, 12 on piece, airmail 1** (signed), 1 on 
piece (signed Diena), 2** (signed), military zone 1-15*, 1-15** imperforate (no. 5 missing), Fezzan 27-27** imperforate, 29-
40** imperforate, A3 -4** imperforate, airmail 1-2* imperforate, Ghadames 41-48*, airmail 5-6*, A6/1A** (100 lire imperforate, 
different colors, cat. 12,000), A6/1G** (100 lire imperforate, different colors, cat. 12,000), etc. Ex. collection Conti. Catalogue 
value over 41,500 euros! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.5 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Liechtenstein

Worldwide A-Z Liechtenstein
2527   Liechtenstein, Wonderful High End Only Mainly Mint Inventory, 1912-1975, A spectacular holding of the key sets and singles 

mainly mint with some better used, many dozens of desirable issues neatly mounted with Scott numbers on black sales cards, light 
duplication. Highlights include: Scott 1-3 (5) mint (1) N.H. $1962., 3ab mint $350., 18+57 proofs, 61a (3) mint) $82., 74-80 mint 
$155., 108-110 N.H. $840., 110 N.H. $200., 94-107 mint $682., 136-150 N.H. $97., 227-235 (4) N.H. (1) mint $211., 238 used 
$95., 239 (17) N.H. $476., 243-245 (3) used $180., 247-258 (2) N.H.$220., 259-260(3) used $442., 261-263 (1) N.H. + 1 L.H. 
$110., 264 (6) used $900., 274-276 (4) N.H. $260., 277-280 (20) N.H. + (5) used $1055., 284-286 (4) N.H. $150., 293-296 (12) 
N.H. $240.,297-300 (6) N.H. $135., 308-311 (4) $130., 323-331 (12) N.H. $114., 332-334 (15) N.H. $210., 353-355 (10) N.H. 
$325., 356 (2) N.H. $110., B1-B3 (2) N.H. + (1) mint $490., B7-B10 mint $88., C1-C6 mint $175., C7-C8 mint $210., C15-C16 
(3) N.H. + (1) mint $550., C24-C33 (4) used $120., J13-J20 (3) N.H. $195., A great lot for online sales of only key stamps, 
No waste with this lot, all is F.-V.F. or better with few if any faults. Scott is in excess of $11,500. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Liechtenstein
2528   Liechtenstein, Partly Doubled Collection of Mint & Used, 1912-2002, In two binders with all stamps in mounts, an impressive 

collection, portions of which were doubly collected with both mint & used occupying the mount. Better used include #1-3, 54-69, 
74-77, 82-84, 93, 94-103, 107, 108-09, 116-26, 136-50, 158-59, 163-65, 243-45, 246, 260, 356. As for mint, there’s 1-3, 68, 121-
29, 151, 171, B11-13, C5, C9-12, etc. Also, some full sheets, unused postal cards and some very nice covers, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, much of this is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Mexico

Worldwide A-Z Mexico
2529   Delightful Mexico Collection, 1856/1940, extensive and mostly mint collection on pages and including strong airmail and official 

section issues, numerous complete sets with the high values almost too numerous to mention but here’s a list of the mint singles 
with 2010 MEPSI certificate – 256, 303, 380 without gum, 516, 539, 620, 624 NH, 627b, 705 NH, 706, C61, C93A NH, O118, 
O154, O164, O191-95, considerable number of other premium sets and singles highlighted by 96 mint, 262 unused, 273 mint, 275 
unused, 286-89 mint, 294-320 mint, 322-26 mint, 347-53 with coupon mint (20c without gum), 370-85 mint, 394-419 mint, 421 
mint (1982 MEPSI cert), 482-99 mint, 515-58 mint (538 APS cert), 608-17 mint, 647-87 mint, 698-706 mint (5P NH), the popular 
1938-40 commems/ airmail sets mint, C1-53 mint, C54-61 mint, CO3-9 mint, CO30 NH (signed Sanabria), O66 mint, O75-85 
mint, O113-19 mint, O168-76 mint, etc., far better condition than generally encountered, generally fresh and F-VF, a very desirable 
collection deserving of a careful and thorough viewing; 2023 Scott $25,000+. (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Mexico
2530   Mexico Collection, 1856-2002, wide-ranging collection in three Scott volumes which include good number of sales circuit pages 

filled with used 19th century issues, mixed mint, unused and used through the 1930s and mostly mint to the end with majority 
never hinged after the 1970s, note numerous instances of mint and used each in earlier period plus a handful of covers, some 
varieties, later souvenir and mini-sheets, useful Back-of-the-Book with Airmails, Officials, etc.; highlights include #4-5 used, 10 
used, 43-45 used, assorted mostly used Hidalgos, Numerals, and Mulitas including some high values, 352a-353a mint, assortment 
of Revolution period mint and used (some dubious overprints as usual), 632-675 mint, 705 never hinged, mostly complete mint 
1939-98 including Airmails, #C1-C53 mint, E1 mint, G1-G28A mint, strong Officials, etc.; a few forgeries/minor faults in classic 
period but overall F-VF and ideal for expansion, sampling imaged online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Mexico
2531   Mexico, An Outstanding Holding of Better Sets & Singles Mint & Used, 1856-1964.  A select inventory of many dozens of 

mainly mint sets and singles neatly mounted on black sales cards with Scott numbers ready for resale. Highlights include Scott 4 
used $110., 96 mint $140., 284 mint $550., 294-330 mint $152., 434-438 mint $66., 582-585 mint $652., 740-745 (5) mint $345., 
774-776 + C123-C125 N.H. $150., 792-795 + C143-C147 N.H. $55., 801-804 + C148-C152 (5) N.H. $258., 801-804 (7) used 
$123., 806-811 + C153-C157 mint $68., 813-818 + C158-162 (5) N.H. $324., 820-824 + C163-C166 N.H.$69., 828-829 (2) mint 
$353., 913-918 + C253-C256 (7) N.H. $154., 951 (15) N.H. $1500., 952 (10) N.H. $350., 1752-1757 (1) N.H. $200., C85-C90 
(2) N.H. $260., C103-C107 (1) N.H. + (1) mint $282., C123-C125 (8) N.H. $480., C143-C147 (5) used $103., C265-C268 (4) 
N.H. $109., C268//C298 N.H. $953. A superb group without any “duds”. Please view carefully to fully appreciate. Condition is 
exceptional all F.-V.F. or better with few if any faults. (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Moldova

Worldwide A-Z Moldova
2532   Moldova, A Mountain of Marketable Mint, 1991-2002, arranged on a variety of pages and bundled by year in pochettes, with 

a few later issues as well; all Post Office fresh and apparently sound, with material that will appeal to a broad audience: country 
collectors, Topicalists, Europa collectors (note even a booklet or two), etc.; stamps often as multiples or full sheets, with souvenir 
and miniature sheets included also, the earlies featuring imperforates and overprints; an attractive holding sure to repay discerning 
dealer, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Montenegro

Worldwide A-Z Montenegro
2533   Montenegro, “The Black Mountain” Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1874-1944, In one very large stockbook and about 

100 other stockcards, mint & used Montenegro stock rarely seen in this quantity. And it’s not just the amount but the many scarcer 
items which can be found throughout beginning with the Nicholas Heads of 1874 with early, middle and late printings, as well 
as perf varieties. The overprint of the 1902 issue sees four different types; in addition, approximately 45 se-tenant pairs of Type 
I & II priced in Michel at €100 each. Also includes Austrian, German and Italian occupation. Perfect for the reseller, not only for 
its organization and neatness, but also for its genuineness as it was compiled by one of the foremost experts of Eastern Europe, 
generally Fine to Very Fine, this lot may be viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
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Netherlands

Worldwide A-Z Netherlands
2534   Netherlands, Old-Time Superior Mint & Used Inventory, 1852-2013.  A comprehensive original mint and used stock of over 

1400 singles and sets all carefully mounted and Scott numbered on 102 sales cards ready for online or show sales including many 
better singles and sets up to over $200. Each, some modest duplication. We note the following Scott numbers: 1 used (2) $70., 2 
used (7) $192., 3 used (9) $1170., 4 used (7) $112., 6 used $100., 11 used (2) $220., 18 mint $210., 20 used (2) $155., 22 used (2) 
$140., 23-33 used (2) sets $460., 32-33 used $145., 40-50 (2) used sets $274., 278//281 used $294., 286-300 mint (4 sets) $240., 
306-318 $103., B16-B20 used (5) $108., B62-B65 mint (2) $108. There is much mint as the years progress and a significant amount 
of N.H., some faults in the early 19th century issues with the 20th century mainly F-V.F. or better and few faults. A very worthwhile 
inventory housed in two boxes. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Netherlands & Colonies

Worldwide A-Z Netherlands & Colonies
2535   Netherlands and Colonies Collection, 2 albums/ binders for Netherlands 1852/2004 issues with separate pages for mint and used 

to 1990s plus 3 albums for the colonies, brimming with better issues including Netherlands strong 19th century with 1-11 used, 
23-33 used, 54 used, 90-100 used, mostly complete mint and/or used from about 1940s/70s including charity issues with some 
of the mint NH, lightly to moderately filled for 1980s/2000s issues, B5-53 used, J1-12 used, Aruba assortment of 1986/2002 
NH sets, Netherlands Antilles to 1990s on pages with a separate set of pages for mint and used issues, 1-3 mint, 13-17 mint, 
useful assortment of 1940s/90s mint sets including airmails with some NH, Netherlands Indies 2 used (faulty), 3-16 used (less 
#6), 23-62 used, 186-88 mint, C1-18 mint, O1-20 mint, Surinam 1873/1975 on Davo hingeless pages and later issues mostly on 
Scott pages, better include 142-63 mint, 184-207 mint, B1-33 mint, C15-25 mint, mostly complete mint 1948/1979 with most 
NH after 1960, also with some 1980s mint (mix of hinged and NH) and used sets and singles, etc. plus a bit of Netherlands New 
Guinea, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 33.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Nicaragua

Worldwide A-Z Nicaragua
2536   Nicaragua, Bountiful Mint & Used Stock, 1862-1943, In ten binders with all stamps arranged on manila stocksheets and mint 

generally on the left and used copies to the right, most with notated Scott number. Begins with a seemingly inexhaustible amount 
from the gorgeous first & second definitive series, both perfed and rouletted, as well as reprints. Ample quantities throughout and 
an amazing offering of back-of-the-book, which take up half of these binders! One strictly for Airmail, another for postage dues 
and postal tax stamps, two volumes for officials and an entire binder of telegraph stamps. Rarely seen in this quantity, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, first & last binder video flipped as reference. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Nicaragua
2537   Nicaragua, Eye-Opening Collection of Mint & Used, 1862-1999, The heart of this collection is in a massive Scott Specialty 

album, overall a mostly mint collection with stamps both hinged and in black mounts. A high level of completion well into the 
1980s with many varieties too, whether that be watermark, paper, or overprint & surcharge variants. Better mint include #1-2, 
3-7, 8-12, 98F-98H, C67-71, C72-76, and many more including strong B-O-B, and that goes for not only airmail and officials, 
but also postal tax and both the Zelaya and Cabo Gracias a Dios issues. There’s also a stockbook filled with mint sets & souvenir 
sheets, mostly from the 1990s and numerous covers throughout the collection, such as cacheted FDCs of the entire 1950 UPU set 
of souvenir sheets (18 total) as footnoted in Scott. We don’t see many great Nicaragua collections, but this one certainly qualifies! 
generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images viewable online, ex Csolkovits. (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Nicaragua
2538   Nicaragua Collection, 1862/1940, set of pages well-filled with nearly all mint sets and singles including airmails and officials 

along with some of the more difficult to obtain early 20th century overprints and surcharges (despite their modest catalog value), 
highlights include 1 mint, 5 mint (2), 98I unused, 131-33 mint (2P NH), 134-51 mint (few without gum), 193-208 mint, 236 
without gum, 289B-D mint, 392 without gum (signed Champion), 341B mint, 345 mint (APS cert), 428B mint, 440-52 mint, 
525-35 mint, C9-12 mint, C14-17 mint, C20-62 mint, C65-66 mint, C112-20 mint, C135 mint (signed Sanabria), CO1-36 mint, 
O221-32 mint, O238-44 mint, O344-55 mint, 1L109-23 mint, etc., including the ever-present 1890s Seebecks, some earlier with 
minor gum disturbances, generally F-VF, a marvelous collection of this area; 2023 Scott $5,100+. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Norway

Worldwide A-Z Norway
2539   Norway, A Comprehensive Mint & Used Dealer’s Stock, 1855-2012.  A well-organized inventory of about 1500 sets and singles 

all mounted on 102 size sale cards with Scott numbers noted housed in two long boxes. The 19th century is primarily used and 
begins with Scott 1 and we note numerous singles and sets throughout in the $20 - $100 plus range. The 20th century is mainly 
mint with much N.H. as this was often formed with new issues from the 1940’s and up. Well worth viewing and perfect for online 
sales. Condition is mainly F.-V.F. with some faults on the early issues. (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Norway
2540   Norway, Virtually Complete Collection of Mint & Used, 1855-2020, In a Scott Specialty album with all stamps in black mounts, 

a mostly used collection until 1983; from then on virtually complete mint until 2016. Here are just some of the better sets & singles 
in this collection: used #1, 2-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-21, 22-34, 35-45, 59-60, 65-66, 67, and mint 61, 68, 218, B1-3 with a lot of face 
in the modern era. An outstanding collection, and you can view part of it online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 15 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Nossi-Bé

Worldwide A-Z Nossi-Bé
2541   Nossi-Bé, Small Dealer’s Stock, 1890-94, presented on two stockpages, with stamps ranging #11//44 and J1//J16 (complete 

inventory included and viewable online), all in useful quantities of 18 or fewer (most single-digit duplication if any); includes 
better used #31 and J1-J5 and used #11, 18, J13, J15 and J16; an attractive holding of overprinted Colonies and country-
inscribed Navigation & Commerce issues, Fine to Very Fine with better, see it all online. Scott $5,834. (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Oltre Giuba

Worldwide A-Z Oltre Giuba
2542   Oltre Juba, Complete Mint Hinged Collection, 1925-1926.  On Scott album pages in folder in good quality, including all good 

stamps such as (Sassone no’s): 1-15*, 21-23* (perforation 13½ cat. 19,300!), 42-44 *, postage dues 1-10*, postal receipt stamps 
1-6, parcel post 1-13*6* with double overprint, etc. Catalogue value over 26,500 euros! Ex. collection Conti., generally Fine to 
Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Panama

Worldwide A-Z Panama
2543   Panama, “Panamania!” Mostly Mint Collection, 1878-1997, In two volumes with the vast majority in mounts on pages, a 

superior collection beginning with an excellent array of overprinted Colombian stamps including inverted and shifted overprints. 
Other better mint include #5-7, 218-19, 220-31, 403A-03L, including many blocks, overall Fine to Very Fine, video flips accessible 
online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Panama
2544   Panama Mint Collection, 1878/1940, extensive collection put together with an eye towards condition on a set of pages, numerous 

premium sets and singles including airmails highlighted by 1-3, 5-7, 112-15, 151-54, 156, 161, 214-55, 278-330, C16A (APS cert), 
C18A, C19 (signed Friedl), F6-7, F9-11, F23, F25, H18, I5, etc., some earlier issues unused or with typical disturbed/ tropicalized 
gum but overall F-VF; 2023 Scott $2,900+. (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Paraguay

Worldwide A-Z Paraguay
2545   Paraguay, “Corazón de América” Mostly Mint Collection, 1870-2000, In four volumes with stamps both hinged and in mounts, 

a wonderful collection with a very high level of completion, and not only from what is listed in Scott, but a multitude of souvenir 
sheets and imperforate items as listed in Michel, such as perf & imperf #616a, 727a, 743a, 751a, 759a, 798a, 841a and many, many 
more, as well as specimens and some covers. Overall, a massive amount of stamps with extremely high catalogue value, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, many video flips accessible online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Paraguay
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2546   Paraguay, Bountiful Mint & Used Stock, 1870-1970, In six binders with all stamps arranged on manila stocksheets and mint 
generally on the left and used copies to the right, most with notated Scott number. Good proportion of duplication throughout 
including B-O-B, especially Airmails and Officials. Additionally, you will find many imperfs, some in pairs, as well as reprints and 
other items of interest, generally Fine to Very Fine, entire lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Persia

Worldwide A-Z Persia
2547   Persia, An Old-Time High-End Collection with Key Sets and Singles, 1876-1937.  A wonderful comprehensive collection 

of several hundred mint and used singles & sets all mounted on quadrille pages and formed by a very knowledgeable collector 
decades ago, Please check the scans or better yet view this lot in person to appreciate how many hundred dollar and up singles & 
sets that we could not fit in this description. The collection begins with very strong 19th Century starting with the 1876 Shah issue, 
The 1881-1882 issue is loaded with better mint & used as is the 1885-1891 section, 1899 overprints are here in profusion and add 
up to significant dollars along with the scarce 1902 issues, between Scott 235//363. A few noteworthy sets include: Scott 501-515 
used $1295, 543-549 mint $920, 560-577 mint $176, 610-616 mint $450, 617-621 mint $600, 642-662 used $196, 695 mint $190, 
703-705 used $96, the very rare 707-722 mint $3850, C1-C16 mint $1005, C62-C67 used $400, Q19-Q35 mint $193. Just a few 
of the many better items catalogue close to $10,000. and this is but a fraction of the total Scott value. A perfect lot to sell online, 
condition is a bit mixed, certainly a few need expertization and that has been taken into account, much is also F.-V.F. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Peru

Worldwide A-Z Peru
2548   Peru Collection, 1860/1940, extensive and mostly mint collection on set of pages with just a handful of empty spaces, better sets 

and singles throughout and including 13 mint, 15 used, 21-29 mint, 37 mint, 129-40 mint, 159 mint, 168-76 mint, 193C mint, 209-19 
mint, 234-50 mint, 258-60 mint, complete mint sets of the popular 1930s commems and airmails with 375-84 NH, C1-5 mint, E1-3 
mint, J7-9 mint, J35 mint (APS cert, couple light creases), N14 unused, Q1-9 unused. RA1-12 mint, etc., some classic period minor 
flaws or some gum disturbance but mostly fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate; 2023 Scott $6,250+. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Peru
2549   Peru, Extremely Well-Filled Mostly Mint Collection, 1857-2006, In one binder, as well as loose album pages, with stamps both 

hinged and in mounts, a very high level of completion with strong representation of the classics. There are definitely forgeries 
in the mix, but we will scan those pages for your scrutiny. Some higher value items include mint #134-40, 222-31, 264-67, 310, 
324-31, 332-38, 356-73, C3, C6-12, C81a, and used C1, C36-39, C61, E1, etc. Also includes provisional issues and those issued 
under Chilean occupation, overall Fine to Very Fine, most of this collection is viewable online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 9.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Poland

Worldwide A-Z Poland
2550   Poland, Exceptional High-End Mint & Used Inventory, 1919-1969.  A wonderful holding of mainly dozens of key sets, singles 

and souvenir sheets neatly mounted with Scott or Michel numbers on black display cards. Highlights include: Scott 27-29 (6) mint 
sets + (15) used sets at a total of $466. 41 mint $500., 72-76 (3) N.H. $130., 255a mint $40., 278 N.H. $70, 279 (20) N.H.$160., 
306-307 (6) N.H. $180., 369 (12) N,H, $144., 457-459 overprint (17) N.H. sets $400., 935-946 (12 sets) N.H. $267., B11-B14 (1) 
N.H. plus (1) o.g. $221., B15//B25 N.H. $100., B28 (4) N.H. + (3) L.H. $153., B31 (1) N.H. + (1) used $185., B40 imperf (7) N.H. 
$630., B106 (10) N.H. $275., B107 (3) N.H. $150., C1-C9 (6) L.H. + (1) used $219., C4-C9 (3) N.H. $260., C10 (4) N.H.$190., 
C12 (6) N.H. $150., C26A-C26C (1) N.H. $67., C34 (3) N.H. $120., Offices abroad: iK11A-1K13 used $111., 1K24(3) N.H. $420., 
1K25-1K27 (2) N.H. $220., 2K1-2K12 mint $1170., 3K1-3K8 (13) N.H. $455., 3K9-3K16 (4) N.H. $90., N30-N55 mint $57., 
N01-N015 (1) N.H. $75., plus more. A great lot for online sales, quality is excellent F.-V.F. or better with few faults. Well worth 
viewing. High catalogue value. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Poland
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2551   Poland, Abundant Mint Stock, 1944-80s, In three large stockbooks, virtually all stamps with designated Scott number and ready 
to go for the dealer of Polish philately, generally Fine to Very Fine, first stockbook video flipped as reference. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 13.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Poland
2552   Poland, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1918-39, In one giant stockbook with mint generally on the left and 

used to the right, each row with the designated Scott number. Strong right out of the gates with the overprinted stamps of Warsaw, 
Germany and Austria. Plentiful quantities throughout with strong B-O-B including Offices in the Turkish Empire, the Exile 
Government in Great Britain, and Generalgouvernement. Also private charity seals, locals, revenues, etc. Perfect for the reseller, 
not only for its organization and neatness, but also for its genuineness as it was compiled by one of the foremost experts of Eastern 
Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine, entire lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Poland
2553   Poland, Attractive Russian Administration Period Collection, neatly arranged in a binder of stockpages, a wide-ranging offering 

of mostly covers from the pre-WWI period; begins with a page of stamps off- or on-piece with various numeral, geometric or target 
cancels, followed by approximately 110 covers beginning with a 10k black postal entire with watermark displaced sent Rzhitsa 
to Warsaw, a Registered cover sent to Passau, Germany, with vertical strip of three Russia #60a (10k Coat-of-Arms with inverted 
background), a stampless money letter, plus a wide array of single and mixed franking covers and picture post cards (including 
a hand-tinted real photo) with Coat-of-Arms and Romanov adhesives, postal stationery, postal forms, etc.; some advertising, 
censored, Registered, a postage due postcard, etc., etc.; nice mix of domestic and foreign uses along with incoming mail from 
Russia; condition varies as to be expected, but an appealing lot, Fine to Very Fine with better, fully imaged online. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Portugal

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
2554   Portugal, Splendid Balance of a Major Specialized Collection, 1853-84, with much cancellation interest, replete with entires, 

envelopes, and fronts displaying an outstanding array of frankings with mixed frankings, unusual usages, destinations and rates, 
including Queen Maria II 5r used, 25r used (37, with 13 covers) including 1853 entire letter from Lisbon to Lagoa bearing 25r pair, 
1853 entire letter to Vianna bearing 25r canceled by “Valladares” framed handstamp; 50r used and 50r single franking used on 
1854 entire from Lisbon to Fayal (on Horta Island in the Azores); 1855 King Pedro V 25r used (24, with 6 entires), 50r unused (2, 
one with 1986 NFACP certificate) and used (29, with two covers and a front) including 50r pair on 1860 entire letter from Lisbon 
to Regoa and 50r with 25r on 1857 front from Porto to Lisbon, and 100r used (5), 1856 with curled hair 5r shades unused (6, one 
with 1986 NFCAP certificate) and used (52, with two newspapers, envelope), including 1860 front from Lisbon to St. Petersburg, 
Russia bearing three examples of 5r used with 25r, and 25r blue Dies I and II unused (2) and used (65, with 16 covers) including 
1857 entire from Porto to Regoa bearing 25r strip of three (1997 A.P.S. certificate), and 1857 entire letter from Lisbon to Coimbra 
bearing 25r vertical strip of four and single, 1858 25r rose unused and used (43, with 14 covers) including 25r block of eight 
canceled “95” (Pombal) and 25r strip of four + pair canceled by “Barquinha” straight-line handstamp on piece, 1862-64 5r shades 
unused (4) and used (19, with three covers) including 1863 envelope from Lisbon to St. Sebastian bearing 5r pair with 25r, and 
1866 envelope from Porto to France bearing on reverse 5r block of four with large sheet margin at right + 5r marginal single + 25r 
canceled by “2” in circle of dots, 10r unused (2) and used (16, with six covers and a wrapper front) including 1865 envelope from 
Lisbon to London bearing 10r with 5r and 25r, and 1865 entire from Lisbon to Madrid bearing 10r pair with 50r, 25r unused (2) 
and used (16, with seven covers), 50r unused (3) and used (10, with two covers), and 100r unused (3, one with ISPP certificate) 
and used (17, with six covers) including 100r single franking on 1866 entire from Lisbon to Porto (four times domestic rate), 1865 
entires (2) from Lisbon to France and Italy respectively each bearing 50r and 100r, 1866 entire from Lisbon to Italy bearing 100r 
vertical pair and single, 1867 entire from Lisbon to Rio de Janeiro bearing 100r strip of three, and 1867 envelope from Lisbon to 
Berlin bearing 100r with 1866-67 imperforate. 50r, 1866-67 curved label imperforate. with 10r used (4), 20r pair used, and 25r 
(close margins) with 1862-64 10r on 1867 entire from Lisbon to Madrid, and 1867-70 perf. 12½ includes 25r specialized with 
unused (15, with two pairs), cancellations and covers, and 1870-84 curved label issue unused and used, faults as to be expected, 
among the covers where there are some stamps encountered touched or cut into, however there are many of excellent quality with 
a multitude of elusive and desirable frankings, and the loose stamps are four margined of great visual appeal throughout. An ideal 
opportunity for the student and specialist, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Worldwide A-Z Portugal & Colonies
2555   Portugal and Colonies Collection, to 1990s issues with huge majority of the value in well-filled two Scott Portugal and Colonies 

albums containing issues to the 1970s, additional 1980s/90s mostly mint (some NH) in three additional albums with 1873/98 
Portugal mostly hinged (some NH) in two Lighthouse albums plus a binder of misc pages with some better NH Macao 1980s/90s 
sets and S/S and finally a small sales book of Cape Verde issues, in the two Scott albums are scores of better sets, singles and S/S 
highlighted by Portugal extensive 19th century used (handful of mint or unused), 132-46 used, 185-98 mint, 217 part o.g., 377-
97 mint, 422-52 mint, 534-54 used, assorted 1940s S/S NH (e.g. 657a), mixed mint and used for 1930s/50s (some NH sets) and 
then mostly mint 1960/72 with some NH, C1-10 used, Angola nearly complete mint and/or used 1870/1978 with handful of later 
issues and including 159F-H mint, 243-73 mint, Angra mostly complete mint and/or used, Azores 1868/1932 with 65-77 mint, 
91-92 used, 238-99 mint, Cape Verde 1877/1990s with 24-35 mint, 59-79 mint, 215-33 NH, 234-54 mint, mostly complete mint 
1948/85 with many NH, Funchal mostly complete mint and/or used 1892/1905, Inhambane mostly complete mint and/or used 
1902/17, Kionga 1-4 unused, 2-4 used, Lourenco Marques mostly complete mint and/or used 1894/1921 including 13-21 mint, 
29 used, 30-52 mint, 53-56 used, B1-12 mint, Macao good deal complete mint and/or used 1884/1969 with some later NH and 
better as 1-15 mint and used (mixed perfs), 16-28 unused, 35-74 mint or unused, 161 mint (2), 162-63 unused, 239-51 mint, C1-15 
mint and used, Madeira 1871/1929 including 29 used, 45-65 mint and used, Mozambique 1877/1990 mostly complete mint and/
or used with 10 mint and used (2 each), 251-69 NH and used, 289-92 mint, RA1-47 mint, Mozambique Co. 1892/1941 nearly 
complete mint and/or used, note 194-200 strips of four NH (2), B1-6 NH, B7 used, Portuguese Congo mostly complete mint and/
or used 1894-1915, Portuguese Guinea mostly complete mint and/or used to 1881/1970 including 17 mint, 32-155 mint, 179I-M 
mint, 214-50 NH, Portuguese India to early 1960s with some 19th century mint or used including some 1881/82 surcharges, also 
407-10 NH, 424-38 mint, St Thomas & Prince mostly complete mint and/or used 1869/1977 with 283-319 NH, 320-22 mint, 
C2-9 NH, Tete complete mint, Timor 1885/1973 good deal complete mint and/or used, note 158-70 mint, 182A-G mint, 223-39 
mint (most NH), Zambezia complete mint and/or used, etc., also note numerous errors and varieties sprinkled throughout, usual 
mixed condition with most F-VF, a lifetime’s effort well worth continuation, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 42.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide A-Z Portugal & Colonies
2556   Portugal & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection with Exceptional Macao, 1862-1938, An old-time homemade album with a mix 

of mint & used throughout. Portugal itself is a fine collection, but the true value in this lot is its colonies, especially Macao with 
paper, perf & color varieties, numerous bisects and unused #162-63 (163 with both wove & laid paper). Condition will vary, but 
on the whole Fine to Very Fine, you may view this collection by following the link below. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Portugal & Colonies
2557   Portugal & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1853-1979, In a total of four binders, one for Portugal and the other three for the 

colonies, an excellent overview of Portuguese philately; a mix of mint & used with the majority of stamps hinged on album pages. 
Among the many better sets & singles for Portugal (1853-1977) are used #7-8, 9-11, 16, 20-24, 32, 37-46, 50-51, 68-78, 189, and 
mint 147-54, 206, 397, 422-36, 437-52, 594a, 602a, 614a, 641a, 662-69, 674a, 818-21, etc. Colonies are also well-filled across 
the many common design types, such as the King Carlos issue, Ceres, Vasco da Gama and others. Angola (1870-1970), Azores 
(1868-1930), Cape Verde (1877-1974), Macao (1884-1972), Mozambique (1877-1979), Mozambique Company (1892-1941), 
Nyassa (1898-1924), Portuguese India (1882-1959), St. Thomas & Prince Islands (1869-1970s), Timor (1885-1973) and many 
others, overall Fine to Very Fine, most of this collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Romania

Worldwide A-Z Romania
2558   Romania, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1864-1947, In three large stockbooks with mint generally on the left 

and used copies to the right, all with notated Scott number. Abundant Coat of Arms issue followed by seemingly endless Carol 
Heads, and highly specialized too with paper, plate & watermark varieties. Perfect for the reseller, not only for its organization and 
neatness, but also for its genuineness as it was compiled by one of the foremost experts of Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, entire lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Romania
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2559   Romania, Enormous Mostly Mint Specialist’s Holding, 1872-1990, In six jam-packed red boxes, incredible stock featuring 
many complete sets cataloging between $50-$300, and not just one or two but as many as a dozen or more. Grab a calculator and 
start adding up some of these fantastic sets: mint #158-65 (7), 166-72 (7), 186-95 (14), 196-206 (10) including six sets (5 mint, 1 
CTO) with SE overprint, 230-39 (19), 384-88 (13), 389-95 (9), 396-99 (7), 417-19 (8), 947-61, 1082-93 (6), B1-4 (7), B5-8 (8), 
B9-12 (12), B44-49 (7), B289a (4), B292-303 (5), B314-17 (9), C43-44 (3), and used 53-59 (14), 66-72 (6), 166-72 (6), 196-206 
(10), etc. A lot of MNH and blocks too, as well as extensive B-O-B and Austrian, Bulgarian and German Occupation including 
some Michel-only listed material. The only downside is that it was stored in red boxes; so handy to store duplicates, whether you’re 
a collector or dealer, but when it comes time to sell, it’s nearly impossible to get a true value of the inventory, and because most of 
it is obscured in glassines, it’s difficult to photograph. For this reason, we urge you to inspect these lots personally to get a better 
assessment. This is an ex-George McNamara holding, who was one of the foremost experts on Eastern Europe, generally Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Romania
2560   Romania, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1862-1955, In six stockbooks and stacks of other stockpages, massive 

stock of mint & used, much of it with designated Scott number. Begins with a few Moldavia-Walachia Coat of Arms and then leads 
into abundant Carol Heads. One volume in particular has an outstanding offering of the 1872 issue with both the Paris & Bucharest 
prints; although not separated out, obvious color varieties are present. Given the paper, watermark and perforation varieties of the 
subsequent definitive series, there is still much left to explore for the specialist. Also includes Austrian, Bulgarian and German 
occupation. Perfect for the reseller, not only for its organization and neatness, but also for its genuineness as it was compiled by one 
of the foremost experts of Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine, some video flips viewable online but we highly recommend 
viewing this lot on-site. Shipping charges apply - weight 32 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Romania
2561   Romania, Bountiful Mint & Used Stock, 1948-80s, Eight large stockbooks filled with many thousands. Three of them are all 

mint, the other five all used and designated with Scott catalogue number, a perfect example of old-school dealer stock! generally 
Fine to Very Fine, first stockbook video flipped as reference. Shipping charges apply - weight 36.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Romania
2562   Romania, Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding on Stockcards, 1866-1945, Begins with a multitude of Carol Heads organized 

by type and continues to deliver better material and copious amounts up to the end of WWII. Viewing this lot should be done in 
person, as the stockcards are protected in #4-size glassines and do not photograph well. In addition, many of these glassines have 
two or more stockcards per envelope. In any case, perfect for the reseller, not only for its organization and neatness, but also for its 
genuineness as it was compiled by one of the foremost experts of Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Romania
2563   Romania, Collection of Proofs & Essays, 1872-1927, Scarce proofs & essays on stockcards, over 150 stamps in total, some in 

pairs, generally Fine to Very Fine, entirely viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Russia

Worldwide A-Z Russia
2564   Russia, The “This Is Not Turkmenistan” Complete Sheets Collection, 1909-17, but in quantities that would go some way to 

covering the country; a stellar, one-of-a-kind holding that will never be seen again; ranging from #74//138b, with sheet size ranging 
from 40 to 100, in quantities from 12 to 1400 (!); note plate number, printings (including #87a First Printing with “Kred. Tip.” 
imprint), re-engraved clichés, #131 uncut double sheet with gutter, etc., etc.; accompanied by full inventory (viewable online); 
valued by Zverev, who prices full sheets; a massive end-of-the-line holding of nearly 741,000 stamps in 7,789 sheets—a stock to 
satisfy all your Russophile customers, and to lure in new collectors, Very Fine overall. Zverev $878,710. (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $40,000 - 50,000

This lot represents the final offering of this material, purchased directly from the Russian government in the early 1990s, and  
comprising their complete stock of these Imperial issues.
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2565   Russia, Mostly Mint & Highly Complete Collection, 1858-2002, Overall, a mostly mint collection with most stamps in mounts, 
and yes, a very high level of completion. Russia occupies three binders with an additional volume for former Soviet Republics 
including very good collections of the Baltics from 1918-40. Here are just some of the better Russia: used #7-9, 25a, 488, 540-
45, 546-50, 559-68, 596, 970, 1360a, 1518-25, C53-57, and mint 470-71, 478, 693-97, 698-705, 857-58, 859, 860-66, 867-72, 
1081a-82a, 1083a, 1280-83, 1284-88, 1325, 1327a, 1403, 1427-28, 1442, 1541, 1605-09, B56b, C12-13, C50-52, C69-75, C75a. A 
sensational lot with a stockbook of very useful duplicates, overall Fine to Very Fine, additional pix & video online, ex Csolkovits. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 36.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
2566   Russia, 1912, Coat of Arms with Thunderbolts and Varnish, 25k dull green & dark violet, First Printing (Scott 83), 100 

never hinged complete sheets of 100 (in three mint sheet files), each fresh with full margins and the identifying top and bottom 
selvage watermark and the dark violet “Kred. Typ. 1908.” (Кред. Тип 1908.”) imprint in bottom selvage; sound and Post Office 
fresh, each valued in Zverev at $250, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs. Michel 73 II A c. 
Zverev $25,000. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
2567   Russia, Dealer’s Complete Year Set Stock, 1966, all the stamps and souvenir sheets for the year (#3147-3294) in quantity, 

the stamps mostly in large blocks or complete sheets; all apparently Post Office fresh (some sheets with selvage faults of no 
consequence), with much to offer in terms of Topicals: Soccer (1966 World Cup), Hockey, Literature, Archaeology, Literature, 
Space and more; a great opportunity for the savvy dealer, with massive catalogue value and resale potential, Very Fine.  Shipping 
charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs. Scott $15,000 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
2568   Russia, Extensive Postal History Collection, 1848-1930, a diverse and appealing holding comprising a total of 234 covers 

from the pre-philatelic to the early Soviet period of Russian philately; begins with 11 stampless covers including four straightline 
handstamp postmarks, an 1859 Odessa-to-Constantinople cover, and six money letters from Odessa, then moves on with seven 
1k black entires, extensive single-, mixed- and uprated-use Coats-of-Arms, an attractive array of kopek-value Romanovs, and 
extensive Imperial postal stationery, with domestic and foreign destinations, Registered covers, Mourning covers, even Russia 
used in Finland; a section of eight Schlisselburg Jail (1 cover, 7 postal cards, each with censor’s handstamp); and rounded out by 39 
Soviet propaganda covers or postal cards; generally fresh, Fine to Very Fine, well worth review; see it all online. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
2569   Russia, Majority Never Hinged Stock Offering, 1858-1960, neatly presented in a 30-page (60-side) stockbook, starting with a 

used #1 and continuing to the mid-Soviet period; all but a handful of items are mint, the vast majority of which are never hinged; 
note Coat-of-Arms multiples, marginals and gutters, Romanovs, early Soviet overprints, perforated and imperforate issues, robust 
and useful quantities of Soviet issues, Semi-Postals, and better Airs such as #C23 block of 4, C58 strip of 3, strips of four of #C59 
and C62, and never hinged #C60 block of 6; wonderfully bright and all apparently sound, ready for packaging and selling, Very 
Fine overall, see the entire lot online. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
2570   Russia, Extensive and Valuable Dealer’s Stock, 1865-1995, in two filled-to-the-limit 3-inch binders, with material running from 

#27 to modern, with Semi-Postals and Airs included; vast majority mint never hinged, with most in multiples, blocks or part- or 
full sheets, offering useful quantities for the busy dealer; note gutter pairs and strips, constant plate varieties, a few Scott-unlisted 
errors, shades, color shifts, and more besides; sound and fresh throughout; worth much more than our conservative estimate, Very 
Fine overall, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
2571   Russia, Stupendous Stock of Imperforate Issues, 1917-91, arranged on stockpages in a red binder, many, many hundreds (if 

not thousands) of imperfs from all periods of Russian philately; begins with Imperial Coat-of-Arms issues and RSFSR items, the 
bulk of the holding not surprisingly from the Soviet era, with a handful of post-1991 Russian issues included as well; note singles, 
blocks, panes and full sheets, the Imperial with and without lozenges, the Soviets including overprinted issues, Semi-Postals 
and Airs along with several souvenir sheets plus some large blocks/part-sheets cancelled; generally fresh and sound, though in a 
holding this size expect the occasional flaw, generally Very Fine, fully imaged online for your review. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Russia
2572   Russia, Sheetfuls of Varieties, 1909-17, neatly presented in two oversized folio sheet files, 32 Coat-of-Arms sheets ranging from 

2k to 7R values, plus 16 uncut 1R #131 (all sheets of 100 in panes of 25 or 50), offering the specialist a myriad of printing and 
perforating varieties; we note margin watermark shifted into stamps, misplaced perforations, offsets and chalk networks on reverse, 
shifted chalk networks on face, foldovers, shifted centers, misplaced frames, plus the most striking pre-printing paper crinkle 
you’re likely to find; generally sound, though #131 sheets extend beyond the top of the file, so some selvage creases or wrinkles, 
Very Fine, an alluring specialist holding; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.5 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Russia
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2573   Russia, Scarce Almost All Used Locals, 1920-22, Small collection of about 60 local issues dating from right before the formation 
of the Soviet Union. Many scarce items as listed in the Michel Russland-Spezial catalogue, such as used Armavir #1-2, Pavlovsk 3 
(pair), Rogachev 3-7, Kiev 2 I (pair on piece) and many more, most of them signed, generally Fine to Very Fine, entirely viewable 
online. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Russia
2574   Russia, “Pick a Number” Cancel Collection, 1858-1902, lovely study comprising over 1500 off-cover stamps and 130 covers or 

postal stationery items, all bearing a delightful range of grid or geometric Numeral cancels; selected with an eye to quality, most 
strikes clear and maximal, with numerous identified, including items from Estonia and Livonia; stamps include #2 (55 plus 2 on 
cover) along with a range of later Coat-of-Arms Issues between 2k and 7k; covers and stationery include domestic and foreign uses, 
a local St. Petersburg 1895 use with “Packet” seal, and a 1902 item to Paris with French Dues applied; fresh and sound; a wonderful 
start to an attractive collection, Fine to Very Fine with better. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,000

Salvador

Worldwide A-Z Salvador
2575   Salvador, Bountiful Mint & Used Stock, 1867-1935, In five binders with all stamps on manila stocksheets, a good mix of mint 

& used with more than adequate duplication beginning with the Izalco issue and subsequent “Contrasellos” on through the Coat 
of Arms of 1879 with many better items to be found throughout, generally Fine to Very Fine, entire lot viewable online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Salvador
2576   Salvador, Extremely Well-Filled Mostly Mint Collection, 1867-2006, A collection of high completion with stamps both hinged 

and in mounts and housed in a Scott Specialty album. Very strong classics, from the iconic Volcano of Izalco to the many beautifully 
engraved stamps of the Hamilton & American Bank Note Companies. Some higher value items include mint #402-11, 474-81, 588 
(also on cover), 718a-18f, C1-6, C36-40, C41-45, C69-70, C83a, C192a-92f, C122-24, F1, O129-40, etc. Not to be missed! overall 
Fine to Very Fine, a good portion of this lot is viewable online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ...........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Serbia

Worldwide A-Z Serbia
2577   Serbia, The Ultimate Collection of Stamps, Proofs, Varieties & Covers plus Much More, 1866-1943.  One of the finest 

collections of this area that we have ever offered is neatly housed in 4 volumes formed by a serious philatelist over many decades 
is replete with scarce and rare items seldom offered. It begins with the 1866-1903 period with stamps, covers, shade varieties, 
interesting cancels all in depth. We note the 1866 Vienna Printing 10p mint $1600. plus the 20p mint $1350. And much more 
all in Volume 1. The second volume contains an outstanding collection of Postal Cards and Telegraph receipts. Volume 3 is 
noteworthy for issues from 1905-1920 and loaded with Proofs, Imperfs, Postage Dues, Revenues, 23 covers, part perfs, and many 
other varieties, simply a very worthwhile assortment. Volume 4 is extremely interesting and contains a plethora of different issues 
including the “Postes Serbes” overprints of 1917 complete with the three high-values N.H., much is also used many with varieties 
and virtually all are expertised by E.Diena and others. Also included is an apparently complete section of German World War II 
occupation issues. Condition is exceptional with most at least Fine to Very Fine and very few faults. A portion of the collection has 
a catalogue value of well over $30,000., however this doesn’t include the additional many covers, unlisted items and proofs which 
add a significant amount to the retail or wholesale value. (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Worldwide A-Z Somalia
2578   Italian Somaliland, Super Mint & Used Collection, 1902-1960.  Fantastic, MNH, mint hinged and used, largely double collection 

in 2 blank albums, packed with rare and better stamps such as (Sassone no’s): 1-7**, 1-7, 8-9** (!), 9, 17-18** in blocks of 4, 
19-22*, 19-22, 24-29** (25 and 26 hinged), 24-29, 34-44**, 34-44, 45 -48*, 45-48, 49-54**, 49-54, 55-60* (Manzoni), 67** 
(perforation 11), 70-72** (perforation 13½), 70-72, 73- 80*. 73-80, 92-104*, 92-104, 105-108, 109-111, 112-115, 116-118*, 116-
118, 119-122, 123-129, 139*, 139, 140-143 *, 144-148* with overprint Saggio, 144-148, 149-157, 158-164, 167-184*, 167-184, 
185-192*, 185-192, 199-212*, 199-212, 213 -230* (with certificate, without no. 229), airmail 7-16*, 17-26*, airmail service 1** 
(Servizio di Stato, with certificate), express 8** (perforation 14), parcel post 10- 14** (certificate), 15-20*, 21-29*, 43-49**, 50-
53**, 50-53 (certificate), 54-65** (without no. 58, with certificate), postage dues 12-22**, 41-51**, etc. Also Oltre Giuba present 
with, among others, 1-15*, 1-15, 24-28, 29-35, postage dues 1-10* etc. Gigantic catalogue value! Ex. collection Conti! generally 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Spain

Worldwide A-Z Spain
2579   Spain, Strong Mint and Used Collection, Rich in Classics, With Some Rarities, 1850-1947.  Hinged or in mounts on Scott 

album pages. Later issues are mainly mint, with a nice range of issues including back-of-the-book, locals and Revolutionary 
issues. There are many expensive issues here (the first page alone catalogs over $4,000), including #9 (mint no gum, 4 margins, 
c.v. $2500) and #CB18a (mint NH, c.v. $4,250, not signed), and many (mostly early) issues cataloging $150 or more. Mostly clean 
with only a few faults noted, the early classics are nearly all decent salable examples, imperfs usually with 4 margins (especially 
on the more expensive ones), generally Fine to Very Fine. A sampling has been imaged. Scott $12,500+. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Spain & Colonies

Worldwide A-Z Spain & Colonies
2580   Spain & Colonies, “Viva España” Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1999, An extremely well-filled collection of Spain in two 

binders with a fairly even mix of mint & used and in some cases both mint & used for the same stamp; the majority of stamps are 
hinged on albums pages but some mint in mounts. In addition to a decent selection of QI2 Heads, better sets & singles include used 
#84, 179, 633, C124, C144-45, and mint 432, 433-48, 435 (imperf pair), 585c, 634, 877a-78a, B1-8, B10, B19-31, B60-63, C6-
10, E1-3, etc. Also included in this lot is a binder of mint & used Spanish Colonies including Cape Juby, Fernando Po, Ifni, Rio 
Muni, Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco, Spanish Sahara among others, and another binder of very interesting miscellanea 
with such items as revenues, Cinderella labels, Spanish Civil War issues, Red Cross seals, telegraph stamps, etc. Condition varies, 
but overall Fine to Very Fine, additional scans & video viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.8 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Spain & Colonies
2581   Spain and Colonies Collection, three Scott Specialty albums with Spain to 2004 and the colonies to 1960s/70s except for Spanish 

Andorra to 2007, Spain and each colony mostly complete mint after 1950s with a good percentage being NH, better sets, singles 
and S/S with nice section of classic period used as 1 used (7, mix of types) plus an array of singles with some duplication showing 
different shades and cancels (includes some punch, pen and rollers), 222-29 mint, 345-70 mint, 781-91 NH, 983a-86a NH, B1-
13 mint, B74-105 mint, C1-11 mint, C18-57 mint, C62-87 mint, assortment of mint and used 1936/38 Revolution period issues, 
Span Morocco B1-13+EB1 mint, etc., classic period usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 25.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

St. Pierre & Miquelon

Worldwide A-Z St. Pierre & Miquelon
2582   St. Pierre & Miquelon Collection, 1885-2003, mostly mint on a variety of different pages in a Davo binder, numerous highlights 

with #1 mint, 2 unused and used, 4 mint, 6 used, 18 used, 19-22 mint, 28 mint, 29 used, 30 mint and used, 34 mint, 44-45 used, 
52-55 mint, 75-76 mint, 77-78 unused, 79-109 mint, 121-135 mint, 160-206B mint, 217-218 mint, 219-221 mint, 249-253 mint, 
256-259 mint, mostly complete mint 1942 on including Airmails with some (and most after 1988) never hinged, B1-B14 mint 
(B10 thin), C1-C38 mint, J28-J31 mint, etc.; some pre-1920s mint unused or without gum, generally F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Sweden

Worldwide A-Z Sweden
2583   Sweden, Valuable Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1973, One collection in two very different volumes. The first is a mostly used 

collection up to 1918 in a beautiful hingeless Palo album; the second is an ugly binder with most stamps both mint & used hinged 
onto pages. In either case though, we are talking about a very valuable collection with powerful classics, such as used #1-5, 7-12, 
14-15, 17-27, 37, 37a, 197-210, 213-26, LX1-2, and unused 6, 13, 13b, 16, 30, 49, 65, 197-212, 213-18, B11 including many 
varieties with notated Facit numbers, as well as stunning and very welcome duplication, such as nine copies of #2, seven copies of 
#7, and eight copies of #12. Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, the classic section of this collection is entirely 
viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide A-Z Sweden
2584   Sweden, “Splendid Sverige” Mint & Used Collection, 1855-2007, In two binders with most mint in mounts and used hinged 

on album pages, an excellent Swedish collection with much of it doubly collected and featuring many better sets & singles, such 
as used #2, 6-12, 19-27, 40-49, 197-210, 212, 213-26, J1, J3, J6, J9, J11, O1-4, O8-11, O12-25, and mint 228, 248-62, etc. Also, 
many Facit-listed variants, perfins, numerous coils in pairs, many with line or control number, and as you would expect with 
Sweden, a multitude of complete booklets and panes. In addition, some locals, revenues and Cinderella labels, over 150 covers, 
from 19th-century postal stationery to modern maxis, and a stockbook of a couple thousand mint & used duplicates. Condition 
varies early on, but overall Fine to Very Fine, scans & video available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Sweden
2585   Sweden, Lovely Mint & Used Collection, 1855-2006, In a Scott Specialty album with all stamps in black mounts, a mostly 

used collection until 1980; from then on virtually complete mint until 2004 (pages up until 2020). Some terrific stamps, like the 
8 skilling from 1855 and the 1 riksdaler in both perfs. By the numbers, we have used #2, 4, 6-12, 17-21, 24-27, 37, 197-212, and 
mint 213-28 with a lot of face in the modern era. A fantastic collection, and you can view most of it online, generally Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Switzerland

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
2586   Switzerland, Stellar Collection of Mostly Used Classics, 1850-1907, In one binder, an excellent offering for the Swiss collector, 

with a number of certs and a few others that should get one! Those with certificates include used #1, 5, 11, 17 and many other tough 
stamps mixed in with some forgeries; Rayons, Strubels, Sitting & Standing Helvetias, they’re all here including some on cover. 
Some variance in condition, but generally Fine to Very Fine, collection entirely viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
2587   Switzerland, Solid Swiss Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2004, In two binders, mostly hinged but some stamps in mounts, a 

very well-filled collection throughout and very often both a mint & used copy alongside one another. Strong classics, from a few 
Rayons to a very nice selection of standing & sitting Helvetias. You can check out the scans, but here are some of the better by the 
numbers: used #7-8, 10, 100, 181-85, 243-46, 301, 305, B7-9, B10-11, B12-14, B15-17, B18-20, B21-24, B25-28, B81-84, J1-9, 
and mint 75, 206, 293-305, B132, B297, C2. In addition to subvarieties listed in Scott, like tête-bêche pairs, booklets and grilled 
gum varieties, this particular collector was obviously thinking outside the box by adding perfins, gutter pairs, Zusammendrucke, 
such as MiNr. WZd11, blocks of four, telegraph stamps, revenues, even some Soldatenmarken. Also included in this lot is a cover 
album with FDCs, for example B154-57 & B162-65, some postal stationery and more. Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Tibet

Worldwide A-Z Tibet
2588   Tibet, Advanced Exhibition Worthy Collection of Mint & Used Stamps, Proofs, Covers and Sheets, 1912-1981.  A neatly 

displayed and written up collection on 17 pages beginning with the 1912 First Issue Scott # 1-5 mint followed by a page with #2-5 
used, A full mint sheet of 12 of Scott # 1 plus a die proof sheet of #1 in yellow are noteworthy. A cover with #1a is also present. 
Well done forgeries of #1-6 are noted as such. Included also are mint sheets of six of #7 & #8, Used #9-3 grace another page plus 
a mint block of 9 of #11 and a mint sheet of 12 of #12, multiple covers follows as well as more mint & used stamps, a Lhasa field 
post office cancel and three covers mailed during post liberation period after 1950 round out this exceptional collection. Condition 
is well above the norm with few faults, perfect for expansion or to offer online with its many scarce items. Scott value of the stamps 
only without any premiums for multiples and not counting any covers is in excess of $10,400. Completely scanned online. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide A-Z Turkey
2589   Turkey, Delightful Collection of Mint and Used Classics, 1863-1914, hinged on a variety of album pages with additional 

material on stockpages, an attractive holding of Ottoman stamps; nice #1-7 used (each with full band), nice overprinted Doluz 
issues, including unused #13 (signed “AK”) and 19 (signed A. Brun), solid holding of privately produced surcharged bisects (see 
note in Scott), Newspaper and Military stamps, Dues, used British Offices in the Turkish Empire, and a wonderful array of various 
Locals including Constantinople, Kustendjie and Czernawoda, Morton’s Letter Post, and Journal Stamps, a variety of cancel types 
and locales, etc.; as a bonus, three pages of Tunisia, including “T”-perfined Dues mint and used and including several inverted; 
condition varies, and we note a couple reference items (including a Spiro 20pi), but plenty that’s ready for collection or stock, Fine 
to Very Fine, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)...............  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Turkey
2590   Turkey, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1863-1984, In three large stockbooks with mint generally on the left and 

used copies to the right, all with notated Scott number. Some Tughras and an exceptional array from the Duloz & Empire issues, 
as well as very strong B-O-B. Perfect for the reseller, not only for its organization and neatness, but also for its genuineness as it 
was compiled by one of the foremost experts of this area, generally Fine to Very Fine, two stockbooks viewable online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 19 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Turkey
2591   Turkey, Appealing Mint & Used Collection, 1863-2000, A very well-filled collection in two binders with a fairly even mix of 

mint & used mostly hinged on album pages. Good representation of the Duloz issue on through to the Republic. Better items 
scattered throughout, as well as strong postage dues, officials and other back-of-the-book including a few pages of revenues & 
local posts, as well as about 20 covers. Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, additional scans & video viewable online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 7.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ukraine

Worldwide A-Z Ukraine
2592   Ukraine, Excellent Stock of Regional Trident Overprints, 1918-20, housed in three binders, hundreds of stamps in total 

composed of singles, blocks, gutter blocks and part- or complete sheets, presenting Tridents from Poltava, Odessa, Kharkiv, 
Yekaterinoslav, and Podolia; large portion signed by UPV, with a couple well-marked reference items included as well; many 
varieties, types and subtypes present, including a full sheet of #9h (Odessa Type I) with offset on gum of each stamp, a full sheet of 
#21o (Podolia Ia) with overprint doubled on positions 35 & 59, misplaced overprints, etc.; an attractive holding, Fine to Very Fine 
with better, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Uruguay

Worldwide A-Z Uruguay
2593   Uruguay Collection, 1856/1940, nearly all mint sets, singles, S/S, etc. including airmails and officials on pages with few empty 

spaces, better throughout with 1 unused, 2 unused (APS cert), 3 unused (APS cert), 5 unused (signed Richter), 6 unused (signed 
Senf, Schlesinger), 6b unused (APS cert), 7-8 used, 9-12 unused, 15 unused, 17 mint, 24-28 mint, 39-43A mint, 74-97 mint, 106-29 
mint, 199-210 mint, 267-78 mint, 282-98 mint, 330a-332a NH, 386-90, 388-90 panes of ten NH, 394-409 mint, 410a-413a, 447-52 
sheets of six NH, C1-105 mint (C9 used as always), C61a-62a NH, strong officials unused or mint, Q1-50 mint, etc., some early 
mint without gum, better condition than usually seen with majority fresh and F-VF, a pleasure to view; 2023 Scott $8,500+. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Uruguay
2594   Uruguay, “Here Comes the Sun” Mostly Mint Collection, 1856-1990s, In two volumes with stamps both hinged and in mounts, 

an exceptional collection with terrific classics including many varieties, such as imperfs and inverted overprints. You’ll also find 
an excellent offering of miniature sheets, like #303-04 (sheets of 10), 330-32 (sheets of 4), 410-13 (sheets of 4), 447-52 (sheets of 
6), and other better mint, such as 33, 108-29, 267-78, 282-84, 379, 381, 383, 386-87, 388-90, 394-409, 414-18, 430-40, 474-83C, 
494-504, 605-21, 771A (with Lufthansa overprint as footnoted in Scott), 882, C1-3, C7-8, C27-60A, C61-62, C93-105, C129-36, 
C145-64. Other strong B-O-B too, especially officials, and covers interspersed throughout, for example, two attractive covers from 
the 1860s both addressed to Buenos Aires, #13 (pair) and #16 (with certificate), overall Fine to Very Fine, scans & video flips 
accessible online, ex Csolkovits. (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Venezuela

Worldwide A-Z Venezuela
2595   Venezuela, “The Simon Bolivar” Collection of Mostly Mint, 1859-1998, In two volumes with stamps both hinged and in 

mounts, a mostly mint collection with a high level of completion. Excellent classics from the Coat of Arms on through the various 
Bolivar issues. Strong in the modern too with many miniature sheets from the 1980’s & 90’s. Better mint sets & singles include 
#137-41, 142-47, 257, 267-68, 299-304, 311-17, 383, 384-87, 388, 397-400, 996-1000, C63, 108-13, C127-35, C143-62, C164-80, 
C256-71, C293-301, C337, C347-55, C356-64, C383-91, C392-400, C401-09, C410-18, C419-27, C428-36, C437-45, C446-54, 
C473-81, C482-90, C491-99, C500-08, C509-17, C545-53, and souvenir sheets similar to C952-53 as footnoted in Scott. Some 
better used too, like 324, 341, 485-91, 499-505, C41-46, C66-78, C374-82, etc, overall Fine to Very Fine, scans & video flips 
accessible online, ex Csolkovits. (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Venezuela
2596   Venezuela Collection, 1859/1940, an exemplary nearly all mint collection on pages with an especially nice mint airmail section 

along with the better sets of the 1930s, premium include 1 mint, 2 mint (Club Filatelico de Caracas cert), 4-6 mint, 7-9 unused, 
10-14 mint (1r unused; Club Filatelico de Caracas cert for the set), 16-21 mint (1c unused), 39 mint (Club Filatelico de Caracas 
cert), 45 mint (Club Filatelico de Caracas cert), 47 mint, 68-73 mint, 142-47 mint, 158 mint, 256-68 mint, 293-304 mint, 321-24 
mint, 335-42 mint, 350-56 NH, C1-142 mint, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, excellent foundation collection; 2023 Scott $6,300+. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Viet nam, north
Worldwide A-Z Viet Nam

2597   Viet Nam (North), The Ultimate Mint & Used Inventory, 1945-1990’s.  A vast inventory of many thousands of mint & used 
sets, singles, Imperfs, and souvenir sheets all identified by Scott numbers housed in two stockbooks, a counter book and two boxes 
packed with glassines brimming with issues from ILI. The Viet Minh issues to Scott 1 and up, the Democratic republic issues 
through the 1990’s. Heavy especially in the better early issues in mint including a number of blocks of four plus C.T.O. in usable 
quantities of up to about a max of 20 of a set. An instant comprehensive stock for the buyer and perfect for online sales. Highlights 
are numerous and include 1L14 Block of four $320., 1L62 block of four $160., 1-3 in perf blocks $300., 17-19 (8) sets x $257. 
= $1800., 32-35 (1) set plus extras = $300., 50 (s) sets x $75. = $375., 61-63 (10) sets plus extras $500., 67-68 (21) sets x $30. 
= $630., 71 *18) = $144., 72-75 (10) sets plus extras = $250., 119-120 (4) sets x $60. = $240., 121a souvenir sheet (13) x $70. = 
$910., 129-130 (7) sets plus extras = $200., 141a (12) x $15.= $180., 160-161 perf (12) = $231., 160-161 imperf (10) x $27. = $270. 
All of these highlights are mint and only cover a small portion of this inventory with many more issues having both the mint & 
used sets. Condition is excellent and Fine to Very Fine throughout with few faults. Scott value is enormous with just the highlights 
up to 1961 at close to $10,000. And this is a small portion of one box. Well worth viewing to fully appreciate. (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Yugoslavia

Worldwide A-Z Yugoslavia
2598   Yugoslavia, An Extensive Specialized Mainly Mint Collection, 1918-1993.  Many hundreds of mint & used stamps with many 

varieties, inverted overprints, blocks of four and larger and much more all neatly housed in three volumes. Volume 1 begins with 
the 1920 period plus some back-of-the-book issues up to 1993. Volume 2 has Postage Dues and they look complete including 
some blocks. Also noteworthy are the Italian Occupation issues of World War II which are extensive including blocks, varieties 
and inverted overprints with most expertized by Bolaffi, A. Diena and others. The final Volume 3 contains extensive overprints 
on Bosnia issues as well as Croatia and Slovenia with some blocks, varieties and more throughout this volume. An extremely 
interesting collection perfect to break down for online sales or to augment your collection. Condition is mainly Fine to Very Fine 
with few faults. High retail value. (photo on web site) .................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Yugoslavia
2599   Yugoslavia, Substantial Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding, 1919-90, Nine stockbooks / binders with stockpages with a fairly 

even mix of mint & used; many better sets & singles, such as mint #22-26, 41-52, 61-62, and C33 & C33a both mint & used. One 
entire stockbook of early Slovenia, another on Croatia and two specifically for Yugoslavian B-O-B. Also, some out-of-the-ordinary 
items, like numerous imperf pairs of the first definitive series and a block of four of the 1928 airmail essay (Sanabria #EAPP). 
Perfect for the reseller, not only for its organization, but also for its genuineness as it was compiled by one of the foremost experts 
of Eastern Europe. You can view more than half of this lot right now by following the links below, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 25.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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africa
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2600   Africa, “The Dark Continent” Mint & Used Country Collections, 1860-1990s, Five countries, diverse as the continent itself, 
from Egyptian classics to modern Liberian souvenir sheets; each country in its own binder with most stamps hinged on pages but 
still many mint in mounts. Leading the way is Egypt (1866-1990s) with a high-level of completion, but also well-filled collections 
of Ethiopia (1894-1978), Liberia (1860-1980s), Libya (1912-77) and Somalia (1903-75). Many better items throughout, such 
as Egypt mint #105-07, 172-76, C1-2, C3-4, E1-4, N1-19, N20-38, N39-56, NC1-12, NC13-24, NC25-30, and used 177-90, 
Ethiopia mint N1-7, Libya mint 24-26, and Somalia used 1, 5, 12-14, and mint Q62, overall Fine to Very Fine, most of this lot is 
viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

asia
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2601   Asia Country Collections Group, from east to west and countries in between in 14 albums and binders with issues from the 
particular country’s classic periods through to the early 2000s, pre-1940s issues mixed mint and used while later sets and singles 
will be mostly mint with some NH after the 1960s, collections of Bangladesh, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Laos, Maldive Isl, 
Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Vietnam, note some better items as Hong Kong some 19th century used 
with Treaty Port cancels, 36-39 mint, 147-50 mint, 168-83 mint (UPU set NH), 185-92 mint, 214-17 NH, 225-33 NH, 249-50 NH, 
253-58 NH, 1970/2007 mostly complete with majority NH and including assorted S/S, booklets, later mini-sheets, etc., Korea 
1952/96 sets and singles mostly complete mint and including some post-1990s booklets, 1959/74 S/S mostly complete NH, Laos 
1956/74 mostly complete mint, Maldive Isl mostly complete mint 1951/81, Nepal 72-83 mint, 104-17 mint, mostly complete 
mint 1962/89, Pakistan 1-19 mint, 24-43 mint, mostly complete mint 1949/81, O1-34 mint (less O4A), Bahawalpur 2-15 mint, 
Philippines Spanish and US administration plus Republic period to 1990s, Sri Lanka 1978/83 mint assortment with numerous 
S/S, Thailand 1-4 mint, 5 used, 28 mint, etc., usual mixed condition in earlier issues with most F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 81 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2602   Asia, “The Far East” Mint & Used Country Collections, 1874-1999, In eleven binders with the majority of stamps hinged on 

album pages but some mint in mounts; a very good overview of this particular region with many better stamps found throughout. 
Here are the countries represented in this lot along with some of the better items: Bhutan (1962-76), Indonesia (1950-77) with 
mint #59, 61, 65b, 65c, 119, Korea (1884-1980) with mint 47, 95-97, 107, 286a, 301a, 304a, 353b-55b, 433a, 439a-43a, 579a, 
728a, and used 227-28, 355a, Laos (1951-77), Mongolia (1926-70s) with mint 74, 83, 90, North & South Vietnam (1946-80), 
Philippines (1874-1951) and Thailand (1883-1999) with used 155, 204, 250-54, and mint 1-5, 118, 295, 321-29. Best if viewed 
in person, but we are providing numerous video flips for your reference, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
30.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2603   Asia, Enchanting 20th Century Accumulation, mint and used with some 19th century sprinkled in, on dealer stockpages in 33 

counter books including China, Japan, Philippines, and much Southeast Asia, virtually all books have an adding machine tape 
taped inside the front cover, few faults to be expected, Fine to Very Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value approximately 
$5,200; this grouping has been off the market for nearly 20 years. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Southeast asia
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2604   Cambodia and Laos, Key Sets in Full Sheets, 1951-1960.  A superb holding of better sets in full sheets. Cambodia includes Scott 
1-17 (25 sets) x $81.75 = $2043., 18-37 (25) x $17. = $850., B5-B9 (25) x $10. = $250., C1-C9 (50) x $47.50 = $2375., C10-C14 
(25) x $28.10 = $702., Ji-J5 (50) x $4.95 = $247., plus others with Scott in excess of $10,000. Laos includes 30-33 plus C22 & C23 
(150) x $13.95 = $2092., 34-36 plus C24-C26 (25) x $14.75 = $368., 37-40 (25) x $8.15 = $203., C1-C4 (50) x $12.25 = $612., 
C27-C30 (25) x $7.25 = $181., Ji-J7 (100) x $5.55 = $585. Laos plus extras is over $4500. Quality is perfect throughout and all are 
N.H. A few extra large sheets have been folded. A great lot for online sales of the popular Asian countries. Scott is over $14,500. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Middle east
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2605   Middle East Region Country Collections, nine albums or binders with collections of 13 different countries generally from their 
beginnings to late 1990s/early 2000s period, majority mint with much NH and occasionally both mint and used present, among the 
many highlights we note Abu Dhabi 1964/72 issues mostly complete mint, Dubai mostly complete mint 1963/66, Egypt 15 mint, 
105-13 mint, 168-76 mint, 343-60 NH, N20-38 mint, N53-56 mint, Iran 1870s/20s assortment with some reprints and forgeries 
as usual, 786-94 mint, selection of 1950s/60s mint and used sets including charity issues and airmails (some later NH), Iraq 1-12 
mint, 14-26 mint, 28-42 mint, 44-60 mint, 77-78 used, highly complete mint 1941/82 including airmails with many NH, also 
includes assorted NH sets to 2002, Israel Scott album of 1950s/80s mint singles (some later tabs) and S/S, 1989/99 NH tab singles 
and S/S in hingeless album, Jordan 1946/78 mint sets assortment with some premium and NH including airmails, Kuwait 1945/74 
mint and used sets and singles with some NH, includes some later mint or used issues, Lebanon to 1990s with numerous mint 
sets and S/S including airmails, 45-48 mint, 108-13 mint, B1-12 mint, C1-28 mint, C144a mint, airmails mostly complete mint 
1949/75, J1-36 mint, Oman mostly complete mint 1944/81 with many NH, also includes some later mint/ used sets, Palestine 79 
used, Qatar 1957/94 group of mint sets and S/S with some NH with strength in 1960s issues, Saudi Arabia 187-91 mint, United 
Arab Emirates assorted 1975/92 mint sets and some S/S, etc., usual mixed condition in the early issues, generally F-VF, desirable 
collection from this interesting region, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 55.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2606   Middle East, “The Cradle of Civilization” Mint & Used Country Collections, 1876-1978, In a dozen binders with the majority 

of stamps hinged on album pages but most mint in mounts; a very good survey of this particular part of the world with the 
frontrunner being Persia; a valuable collection with a high level of completeness. Other countries represented in this lot with 
stamps until the late 1970s, and some beyond, include Afghanistan, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the 
Trucial States, the United Arab Emirates and Yemen. Better sets & singles to be found throughout, such as Iraq mint #77-78, 
110-29, Jordan mint J59-63 (plate# blocks of 12), Kuwait used 763, and mint 81A, Persia mint 793, 868, 871-75, 882, 941-46, 
962, 990-92, 997, B16, and used 902, 908, C67, Qatar mint 99G-99L, Saudi Arabia used L1-3, L14-15, C1-6, and mint L13, 69, 
71, 187-90, 254a, Yemen mint full sheets of 56, 96-97 (unlisted souvenir sheet), C3, and Israel mint w/tabs 23-25, and used w/tabs 
31-32 cancelled in UPU souvenir folder, C9-17, as well as forerunners on cover and revenues, overall Fine to Very Fine, a portion 
of this collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2607   Middle East, Extensive and Organized Accumulation, Mostly 20th Century mint and used stamps from 15 countries, on dealer 

stockpages in counter books including Afghanistan, Ajman, Fujeira, Persia and Iraq, virtually all books have an adding machine 
tape taped inside the front cover, few faults to be expected, Fine to Very Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value approxiately 
$14,250; this grouping has been off the market for nearly 20 years, see the Persia book online (cat $8,800). Shipping charges apply 
- weight 28.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2608   Middle East, Mint Collection with Mostly Unlisted Material, 1925-66, Here’s a lot where most every item you pick up is not 

in the catalogue, like numerous Palestine varieties, imperf corner blocks of Lebanon #C335-36 and dozens of souvenir sheets of 
C353-54 on card stock, Jordanian overprint varieties, and trial color proofs of Saudi Arabia LJ40-43. Some items you will find 
in the catalogue, but not necessarily Scott, such as inverted, double and other overprint variants of Syria listed in Yvert & Tellier or 
17 provisional airmails of Yemen from 1966 as listed in Michel. A treasure trove for the connoisseur, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2609   Europe Country Collections Group, mostly mint collections of Austria, Belgium (and colonies), Gibraltar, Liechtenstein, 
Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Switzerland, and some 1956/74 mostly mint Europa topicals housed in 24 mostly Lighthouse 
hingeless or Scott albums, from the classic periods generally through the early 2000s, leafing through note Austria extensive 
used 19th century with some type, shade and perf varieties, strong 1900/30s mixed mint and used (good number mint and used 
each), B50-105 mint, B138-41 NH, mostly complete mint 1945/2014 and predominantly NH after 1960, wide-ranging “back of 
the book” issues with military, occupations, Foreign Offices, Lombardy-Venetia, Serbia and Bosnia & Herzegovina, Belgium 19th 
century mostly complete used, mixed mint and used 1900s/20s and mostly mint thereafter with good deal of completion 1945/99 
and predominantly NH beginning around the mid-1960s, note 171 mint (stamps NH), 212-15 mint, 221a mint (2 including one 
NH in a S/S with faulty margins), B48-105 mint, B123-24 mint, B156-78 mint, useful parcel post, Belgian Congo 30 mint, B26-31 
mint, Gibraltar 3 used, 19 mint, 21 mint, 54 used, 59 mint, 73 used, 87-89 mint, 96-99 NH, 107-18 mint with some perf varieties, 
121-22 NH, 132-45 mint, 147-60 NH, highly complete 1963/87 with most NH, Liechtenstein separate albums for mint and used 
with 1-114 mint, B1-13 mint, C1-37 mint, O1-70 mint, highly complete mint 1937/99 with majority NH 1953/79, Luxembourg 
1-2 used, 27 mint, 60a mint (stamps NH), 75-83 mint, 217 NH, B1-65 mint, B65A-Q mint, B67-72 NH, nice section of German 
Occupation period, highly complete mint after 1945/2004 with majority NH after 1948 (including 1856-57 Europa), also includes 
two volumes of 1852/2002 used/ cto with some dubious early cancels as often, Malta 6 unused, 7 mint and used, 39 mint, 162-63 
used, 191-205 mint (5sh used), 223-24 NH, 220-22 used, Monaco 4-10 used, 17 mint, 28 mint, 129-30 mint, B19-35 mint, highly 
complete mint 1940/2004 (including 1955/57 Bird airmails with perf varieties) with majority NH after 1980, Switzerland to early 
2000s in moderately filled separate volumes for mint and used/ cto, note B1-88 used, J1-9 used, J20 used, 1O1-16 mint, 2O1-41 
used, 2O56 used, 3O1-37 used, etc., classic period usual mixed condition, generally fresh and F-VF, ex Csolkovits. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 138 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2610   Europe, A Plethora of Countries, Mint & Used in Two Well Filled Albums, 1841-1950.  Two thick Schaubek albums contain a 

wealth of mint & used sets, singles, souvenir sheets from over 40 countries. Easily broken down for sales by country. The collection 
was put together by a serious philatelist who was quality conscious and also acquired many better sets. For instance in Sweden 
we note both 1924 U.P.U. sets Scott 197-211 N.H. $1250 and 213-227 N.H. $1500 are present. While primarily a carefully hinged 
collection, key N.H. sets are also found throughout. Countries included are: Albania, Armenia, Bavaria, Belgium with a number of 
key sets into several hundred dollars each, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Danzig, Germany, Slovakia, Croatia, Germany plus Colonies, Saar, 
excellent Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Fiume, France with strong mint 20th century better sets & singles, French Andorra, Great 
Britain, nice section of Iceland, Italy plus Offices and Colonies, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Monaco, Austria, Poland, Portugal, 
Romania, Russia, San Marino, Sweden, Spain, Serbia, Yugoslavia, Turkey, Hungary and more. Take a look at the online scans or in 
person to fully appreciate. Condition is uniformly nice and Fine to Very Fine with only a few faults. Very high Scott value. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2611   Europe, Mint & Used Collections of San Marino, Vatican, Yugoslavia & Others, 1871-1999, Two San Marino collections, 

one used and the other mint, both running into the late 1980’s, and both with a staggering lineup of premium material. For mint, 
we have #1, 7, 23, 29-31, 89-92, 111-14, 132, 147, 155-58, 239 (perf & imperf), 272-76, B12-17, C1-9, C62b (sheetlet), E1, J16, 
J19-32 and six denominations of the 1947 Roosevelt issue in imperf blocks with “Saggio” overprint. And if you thought that was 
impressive, wait until you see the used, where you’ll find many tough stamps, like #1-24, 25-28, 40-72, 75, 90-92, 114, 115-33, 
134-38, 139-42, 143-50, 151-54, 155-60, 169-80, 239 (imperf), 291-93, 308-19, B1-2, B3-11, B12-17, C1-10, C11-16, C62a 
(sheetlet), C63-71, C77, C78, C80-81, C82-87, C90, C91, C117, J1-9. Extensive Vatican City as well, again with separate mint 
& used collections into the 1990s. The mint is housed in two hingeless SAFE albums and better include 35, 41-46, 47-54, 55-60, 
149-53, 155a, 173, C16, C22-23, E1-2, E11-12, J1-6; as for used, there’s 19-33, 37, 41-46, 51, 149-53, C18-19, J5-6. In addition, 
two stockbooks of Vatican blocks and hundreds of covers, mostly FDCs. Also, an album of mostly mint Montenegro from 1893-
1944, a massive one volume of mint & used Yugoslavia & Area from 1919-90s, and a beautifully laid out and highly informative 
homemade collection on quadrille pages called The Lost Territories of the Kingdom of Hungary 1871-1920 featuring the stamps 
and covers of Hungary & Austria cancelled in Croatia, Slovenia, Transylvania, Trieste and other areas. Hats off to whoever put 
this together! overall Fine to Very Fine, a good portion of this lot is viewable online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 
60.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2612   Europe, Mostly Mint Premium Material from Both East & West, 1850-1956, Hundreds of stockcards with mostly older 

material in both sets & singles; Germany mint #683, Netherlands used 133-34, Sweden mint 72, 229, and used 197-209, 213-
25, Switzerland mint 145, and used 305 are just a handful of the many better items. Also, items you don’t see everyday, like 
Dutch syncopated-perf sets and imperf pairs from the German Bizone issue of 1948, generally Fine to Very Fine, additional 
images viewable online but should be reviewed in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
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2613   Europe, Collection of Specialized Collections, 1850’s-1990’s, a total of 21 albums, mostly in Scott specialty albums, unless 
noted otherwise, containing the occasional better set, with plenty of sets in the $10-$20 range which quickly adds up in value, 
plus the following better sets or areas, with Austria, 1850 imperf coat of arms set, Belgium a few early imperf Leopold, coat of 
arms and Leopold issue with tabs, Croatia in specialized Domovina album 1941-45 mostly complete with regular issues, 30//47 
fourteen values in tete beche pairs, B28 pane of 8, B29a-30a, B31 perf and imperf souvenir sheets, B52-55 panes of 9 and set of 
progressive color proofs, B60-62 panes of 20, B65-68 panes of 8, B70-72 panes of 16 set and B77-80 panes of 8, Czechoslovakia 
strong specialized collection of early Hradcany issue with various perforations of each of the issues, nearly complete Safe album 
of German occupation of Czechoslovakia, France from 1850’s-1994 in five Kabe albums with slipcases, used, containing nice 
early Napoleon perf and imperf issues including Scott 37, some early Ceres, 329 B18-19, B285-90 and C15, Germany (in four 
Scott albums, plus, a few better embossed Imperial Eagles, some nice late 1940’s commemoratives, 1951 post horn set, B104, some 
early 1950’s semi postal commemoratives, Graf Zeppelin set, some Berlin overprints, States and Plebicites with decent sections 
of Baden, Bavaria, Wurttemburg, Danzig, DDR is strong in five nearly complete Lindner hingeless albums, containing nearly 
complete Soviet Zone, 1950 Portraits, 1951 Mao set, 1953 portraits, 1953 Marx and Engels set and perforated and imperforate 
souvenir sheets, 1955 Engels souvenir sheet, B21aGreece 1896 Olympics to 40L, mint 1935 airmail set, Italy 24-33, 37-44, 
Valevole per le stampe surcharge set, 1891 Humbert I set, 1923 Pictorial lower values, Ferrucci set, Garibaldi high values, mint 
Soccer set, Italian Colonies with decent Fiume and occasional colonies sets, Netherlands Colonies, scatterings from various 
countries with a section of Netherlands Indies, Portugal, first page with some early scattered imperf Monarchs, mint second 
Independence set, a few slightly better commemorative sets from 1930’s and 40’s, Portuguese Colonies with smatterings of sets 
here and there, stronger areas of Mozambique, Mozambique company and Nyassa Vatican City in vintage Lindner album 1929-
1970, mostly mint, with 1-13, 29-31, 41-46, 47-54, 149-53 and E1-2, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
155 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2614   Europe, Key Stamps, 1840-1950.  Two stockbooks with MNH, mint hinged and used key stamps, from Belgium, the Netherlands, 

France, Portugal, Italy, Poland, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Vatican, Switzerland, etc. Catalog value 35,000 euros! generally Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Western europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2615   Europe (Western), Huge Catalog Value Stamp Accumulation, 19th & 20th Century mint and used stamps, on dealer stockpages 
in 48 counter books comprising Austria, Belgium & Colonies (cat $3,500 in 7 books), Denmark, Finland, France and Colonies, 
Greece, Italy with States and related (cat $16,550 in 5 books), Monaco, Netherlands and related, San Marino, Sweden and Spain 
and Switzerland (cat $30,500 in two books), virtually all of which have an adding machine tape taped inside the front cover, 19th 
Century in mixed condition, Fine to Very Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value exceeds $67,000; this grouping has been off 
the market for nearly 20 years, see 7 books (cat $58,250) online. Shipping charges apply - weight 57 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2616   Europe (Western), Collections of Austria, Belgium and Germany, 1850-2013, with Austria carefully mounted into two Scott 

specialty albums, with 1867-72 issue up to 50kr, 1883 coat of arms to 50dr, a few slightly better late 1949’s to early 1950’s 
commemorative sets and strong modern postage section that appears mostly complete from the 1960’s to 2013, Belgium in four 
Scott specialty albums, with complete imperf Leopold issues, 13-16 used, 74 used, B107-13, B179, B199, B521-22, B544-46, 
B662a, Q374-77, Q388-406, Q438-59 and strong modern postage section that appears mostly complete from 1960’s to 2011, 
Germany in 4 Scott specialty albums, with used: 1, some 1948 Berlin overprints, mint: 29, Olympic, horse and Hitler souvenir 
sheets, Berlin freedom bells sets and modern mint mostly complete from 1960-2012 with strong section of new issues, some mixed 
condition among early issues, modern stamps are generally fresh and sound adding up to substantial face value, o.g., much never 
hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 60 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2617   Europe (Western), “The A.M.G. - O.M.G. Collection” of Highly Specialized Allied Military Government, 1943-54, “Oh my 

God” were my exact words when I began leafing through this massive one volume of the Allied Military Government in Europe. 
This collection goes way beyond the Scott listings and actually includes the catalogue published by Joe Bush. Covering Austria, 
Germany, Italy and Trieste (Zone A), the album looks complete not only for the standard issues, but perf, paper, gum, watermark 
and overprint varieties, and also includes numerous plate blocks, postal cards, gutter pairs, along with some covers. Stamps appear 
to be almost entirely mint; additional postal stationery and revenues in both mint & used condition. A truly great collection in every 
respect and you may view it by following the link below, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Benelux
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2618   Benelux, Mint & Used Collections of Luxembourg & Netherlands with Colonies, 1852-2006, A total of four binders with some 
stamps doubly collected both mint & used and either hinged or in mounts on album pages. Belgium is absent from this particular 
Benelux lot, but good representation of Luxembourg and Netherlands, both extremely well-filled into the 1990s. Better include 
Luxembourg used #1-2, 11-12, and mint O72-73, O75-79 and gutter pairs of B40-44. Netherlands used 1-3, 4-6, 7-11, 19-22, 
23-33, 40-54, 90-98, and many added syncopated perfs, perfins, and mint booklets. In addition, the Dutch colonies of Netherlands 
Antilles (1873-1980s), Netherlands Indies (1864-1949), Netherlands New Guinea / West Irian (1950-63) and Surinam (1873-
1977). Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Scandinavia
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2619   Scandinavia Collection, 10 volumes of country collections of the region with Denmark including DWI, Faroes, Finland including 
Aland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden, in assorted albums and stock books with issues from the classic periods generally to the early 
2000s, mostly mint with good number NH, highlights include Aland mostly complete NH 1984/2004, Danish West Indies 1 used, 
5-8 used (includes 6e), Denmark strong 19th century used, 65-69 used, 82 mint, highly complete 1930s/90s with many mint and 
used each, J1-38 used, P1-20 used, Faroe Isl 2-6 NH, highly complete 1974/2004 including booklets, Finland to 1988 with many 
post-1930s issues mint and used/ cto each plus “Serpentines” used assortment, 17-30 used, 75 mint, nice 1930s/50s semi-postals 
with many mint and used each, C1 NH, Greenland 1-9 NH, essentially complete NH 1950/2004, Q1 NH, Q4b NH, Q7-8 NH, Q8a 
NH, Q9-11 NH, Norway 7-10 used, useful section of mostly used 1870s/1920s numerals, 104-10 mint, mostly complete mint after 
1942 (many present both mint and used) and many NH, B1-8 used, Sweden extensive used 1850s/1930s, 197-212 used, 213-28 
mint and used, mostly complete mint 1940/83 (some mint and used each) including numerous booklets and NH after about 1967, 
B11 mint, B12-21 mint, J2-11 used, J18-22 used, LX1-2 used, O1-55 used, a second volume with 1980s/2000s mint and used, 
etc., 19th century issues usual mixed condition and a few dubious classic period cancels as usual, generally F-VF, ex Csolkovits. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 58.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2620   Scandinavia, A High End Collectors Mint and Used Accumulation, 19th and 20th Century.  Several hundred better mint & 

used singles, sets and souvenir sheets from Iceland, Norway, Denmark, Greenland and Sweden all mounted on Vario pages plus 
a few nice worldwide better items, An accumulation which boasts mainly key stamps in great condition formed by an old-time 
collector decades ago and still on his original black cards or glassines with multiples of better sets up to 3 to 5 of each, too many 
keys to enumerate each one so please check out the scans. The 19th century stamps look exceptional as do the 20th century items. 
A great lot without any dogs only nice clean singles & sets. Individual sets up to $800+ each with much in the $100-$500 range. 
Although we didn’t update many of the old Scott values and educated guess would be around $20,000. In Scott. Mainly F.-V.F. 
with few faults and lots of potential for the online seller. (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2621   Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collections of Finland, Iceland & Norway, 1854-2006, In three binders with stamps both hinged 

and in mounts on album pages. Good representation of all three countries with the following highlights: Finland (1866-2006) with 
used #6-10, 17, 153-54, B2-4, B5-7, and mint Q10-13, Iceland (1873-2001) with used 10, 15, 17-18, 28-29, 91, 121, 130-37, 150, 
B6 (also on cover), C3, C15-20, O4, O8, and mint 2, 15-16, 44A, 95-97, 152-57, B5, C3, C4-8, CO1, O6, Norway (1854-2006) 
with used 1, 2-5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 16-19, 21, 22-34, 59, 65, 67, and mint 60, 104-10, B1-3, B24. In addition, some Åland (1984-
2000) and two cover albums. Condition varies noticeably early on, but overall Fine to Very Fine, many additional images viewable 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2622   Scandinavia Collection 1850’s-1990’s, in five Scott specialty albums and Greenland in Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase, 

with strong early issues as well as strong modern mint issues up to the early 1990’s, with Faroe Islands complete mint 1940 
surcharge set, mostly complete from 1975-1990, Greenland, Thule set, 1945 pictorial set, 1945 pictorial overprint set, mostly 
complete to 1993, Iceland with high level of completion from 1907-1990, with decent early numerals including elusive 16s 
yellow, Christian XI complete to 2kr, several I GILDI overprints, Frederik VIII and Christian IX to 2kr, complete embossed 
Sigurdsson, embossed Frederik VIII to 2dr, second Frederik VIII and Christian IX set, good surcharges, Christian X set, several 
lower denominations of 1930 pictorial set, Christian X redrawn to 2kr, Geyser set, 1939 pictorial set, semi postal souvenir sheets, 
early plane and Zeppelin overprints, 1930 pictorial set, good officials from early 1876 numerals to Christian X issues, a couple 
Parliament Millenary overprints, Norway, first imperf coat of arms, Oscar I set, first coat of arms (only missing 2s), second coat 
of arms complete, strong early post horns, Polar Bear set, mostly complete V overprints, North Cape semi postal set, 1955 mint 
official set, Sweden, good coat of arms with 1858 coat of arms set complete, Lion and Arms mostly complete, good numerals, 
1924 UPU to 1kr and Carrier set to 1kr and 5kr, semi postals, nearly complete surcharges, first postage due set mostly complete, 
second postage due set complete and mostly complete officials, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
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2623   Scandinavia, “Magnetic North” Mint & Used Country Collections, 1851-1993, It’s no mystery why so many collectors are 
drawn to the beauty of Scandinavian stamps, and here we have a clean and very-presentable collection in two Scott Specialty 
albums, mostly hinged but still many stamps in mounts. Very well-filled collections of all areas including better sets & singles 
of Denmark (1851-1993) with used #2, 3-6, 11-12, 16-20, 27, 31-34, 41-52, 69, 80, 110, 135, B2, C3, O2-3, P1-10, Q5, Danish 
West Indies (1855-1917) with used 2, 9-11, 14, 18a (on piece), 25, 40, J3, and mint 3-4, 13, 20, 39, 48, Faroe Islands (1984-93), 
Greenland (1938-93), Finland (1860-1993) with 5, 7-10, 17-19, 23, Åland (1984-88), Iceland (1876-1974) with used 10, 78, 
150, O4-6, and mint 15-18, B5, C3 (strip of 6), Norway (1855-1989) with used 1, 2-5, 9-10, 11-15, 16-21, 22-34, 59, 61, B1-3, 
and mint 60, B24 and Sweden (1855-1989) with used 2, 6-12, 13-14, 20-27, 40-49, 200-06, 208, 217-19, 221-24, B13-20, J2-3, 
J6, J8-9, O1-11, O16, and mint 209, 220, 223, 226, J4, J10, J12-22, LX1 (no gum). As a bonus, over 40 annual mint sets from 
these countries, mostly Denmark & Norway. As expected, condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images 
available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Central europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2624   Europe (Central), Mostly Mint Austria, Switzerland & Liechtenstein Collections, 1850-1967, A Scott Specialty album 
for Central Europe with stamps both hinged and in black mounts; upon opening the album, I was at first disappointed because 
for some odd reason, there are no stamps for Switzerland between the 1880s until 1938. But it’s a good thing I kept paging, 
because there is a lot of terrific material here! Beginning with Switzerland, we have a very good selection of both Standing & 
Sitting Helvetias, many key souvenir sheets, and a complete Pax set with all of the high values as never-hinged corner margin 
examples. Liechtenstein is lacking but Austria makes up for it with a very well-filled collection and many better, like used #1, 
6-8, 12-16, 18, 33, and mint B100-05, B121, B131, B138-41, C32-46, etc. Have a look by clicking on the links below. Condition 
does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

eastern europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2625   Europe (Eastern), “Behind the Curtain” Mint & Used Country Collections, 1858-2010, Over 20 countries, some dead, but 
mostly alive and well! In eleven binders with the majority of stamps hinged on album pages but much mint in either mounts or on 
stockpages. Here are most of the countries represented in this lot along with some of the better items: Albania (1913-74), Armenia 
(1919-94), Azerbaijan (1919-95), Bosnia & Herzegovina (1879-1918), Bulgaria (1879-1980s), Croatia (1941-45) with mint 
1-8, B11-12, B18 (perf & imperf), B31 (perf & imperf), and full panes of B16-17, B52-55, B60-62, Estonia (1918-2010) with mint 
#123, B39a, B44a, Georgia (1919-23), Karelia (1922-43), Latvia (1918-94) with mint C11, Lithuania (1918-91), Montenegro 
(1874-1944) with used 3NB7-10, 3NCB4-6, Poland (1918-69) with used 15, and mint 30-40, 45, 830, B31, B106, C34, Romania 
(1864-1969) with mint 24, and used 33-36, 40-42, 44-45, 52, 53-59, 70-72, 94-100, Russia (1858-1969) with used 857-58, 860-
66, 1083a, 1360a, C58-67, and mint 555-58, 854-55, 1230-33, 1282-83, 1303, 1411-14, 1605-09, 1767a, Serbia (1866-1943) with 
used 2N1-15, 2N16-30, Tannu Tuva (1926-36), Ukraine (1918-92), Yugoslavia (1918-77) with mint 82-86, C33, C33a, 1K11, 
and used C33a, Trieste (Zone B) 3a. Best if viewed in person, but we are providing numerous video flips for your reference, 
overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 58.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2626   Europe (Eastern): Hungary, Albania, Bulgaria, Romania & Yugoslavia, 1865-1970.  Five countries with several thousand 

mint & used sets, singles and souvenir sheets all neatly mounted in three Scott specialized albums. Extensive Hungary with many 
better items throughout with Scott values to $750 each. Highlights include: Scott 1-12 used $1674., plus very complete regular 
issues mixed mint and used with 486 + 528 mint $172., great Semi-Postals B1-B52 mixed mint & used $175., B69a-B253 less 
B207 + mint + used, $149., C1-C65 mainly used $440 C95 mint $95., C96-C276 less C252 including souvenir sheets mainly used, 
CB1D mint $120. CB2 mint $120., CB13-CB14 mint $150, CB1-CB31 mixed mint + used, postage dues J1//J245 comprehensive 
mixed mint + used, Officials complete used, Newspapers P1-P10, strong showing of occupation issues 1N7-1N9 used $87., 2N5 
mint $65., 2N6-2N60 mixed mint + used $5200., 2NB1-2NB3, 2NJ2//2NJ16 mainly used $750., 3N1-3N33 mainly mint $67., 
5N1-5N23 + 5NB1-5NB9 mint + used + postage dues $300, 6N1-6N50 + 6NB1-6NB15 + 6NJ1- 6NJ9 mint + used $560, plus 
West Hungary Provisional issues. A great lot to breakdown for online sales. Just the highlights have a Scott value of well over 
$10,000 for Hungary alone. Albania includes Scott 41-42 mint $100, 54-68 used $119, 241-248 mint $81, airmails and much 
more. Bulgaria highlights are Scott 1-18 m + u $1862., 21 used $100., 22 mint $500., 74-76 mint $86., the scarce 237-250 mint 
$491., 267-278 mint $360., C1-C14 mint $134, J1//J23 m + u $272. Romania is fairly complete from 1865 up to 1970 mainly 
used with some mint such as Scott 158-165 at $115., 166-172 used $214., 196-206 m + u $166, plus Semi-postal and Airmails. 
Yugoslavia has C33 + C33a N.H. $350 and C43 used $175, and much more. Condition is generally very nice F. -V.F. with only a 
few faults mainly in the early issues. Well worth viewing to fully appreciate. Very high Scott value. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
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2627   Europe (Eastern), Mostly Mint & Highly Complete Collections of Hungary, Poland & Romania, 1858-2002, Six Scott 
Specialty albums with stamps both hinged and in mounts, Hungary (1871-2001) occupies three of them and features many better 
items, such as used #1-4, 7-12, and mint 486, 528, 855b, 1202a, B94, B97, B108-09, souvenir sheets of B198A-98D & CB1-1C as 
footnoted in Scott, C24-25, C66, C80, C157, C166, CB1D, CB2, and numerous imperf varieties, like 906-10, 929-32, 1336, C87-
90, C209, C336. Scores of sheetlets as well, such as the following: 1392-99, 1461, B202, C67, etc. Poland (1918-2002) consists 
of two volumes with such premium material as mint 15, 27a-29a (inverted overprints), 412a, B29-29C, B31, C34, and used 77-78 
each on separate piece. Romania (1858-1952) rounds this one out and again many better items, like used 18, 33-36, 43-45, 47, 52, 
53-59, and mint 22-23, 27, 35. As a bonus, two additional volumes with over 250 Hungarian FDCs, mostly from the 70’s & 80’s. 
Both scans & video online, so be sure you check it out! overall Fine to Very Fine, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 
52.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2628   Europe (Eastern), “Bulky Balkans” Mint & Used Specialist’s Holding of Albania & Serbia, 1869-1950s, Two very large 

stockbooks bursting at the seams with Albania (1913-50s) and Serbia (1869-1920). Notated with Scott number and for the most 
part neatly arranged with many 1000’s of stamps, even higher value items in duplication. Albania begins with an entire page of 
handstamps on laid paper and leads into an excellent selection of the Skanderbeg issue; Serbia is no less impressive leading off with 
an entire page of the first definitives of Prince Michael. Despite being two countries with a proliferation of forgeries, these stamps 
are genuine as the collection was compiled by one of the foremost experts of Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine, entire 
lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2629   Europe (Eastern), Extensive and Valuable Stamp Accumulation, 19th & 20th Century mint and used stamps, on dealer 

stockpages in 52 counter books comprising Albania (cat $600 in 2 books), Bulgaria (cat $235 in 1 book), Czechoslovakia (cat 
$1,525 in 5 books), Hungary (cat $850 in 5 books), Poland (cat $725 in 3 books), Romania (cat $1,425 in 10 books), and Russia 
(cat $7,000 in 25 books), virtually all of which have an adding machine tape taped inside the front cover, some faults, Fine to Very 
Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value approximately $12,500; this grouping has been off the market for nearly 20 years, see 
4 books online. Shipping charges apply - weight 61 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Latin america
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2630   Latin America, High End, Mainly Key Sets, Mint and Used.  An assortment of a couple of hundred better mint & used singles 
and sets valued into the hundreds of dollars each both mint and used some 19th century but the majority is 20th century with the 
value adding up with the $50. to $300. items, all mounted on sales cards or sheets with Scott numbers ready for resale, includes 
both South America and Central America with strong Mexico, Cuba, Nicaragua, Brazil, Ecuador, Bolivia and much more. Put 
together with an eye to go into the stamp business which didn’t happen so this is unpicked with all of goodies present. A few faulty 
but mainly nice and F.-V.F. Don’t miss this one! (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
2631   Central and South American, The Caliente Mint and Used Accumulation, 19th and 20th Century mint and used stamps from 

13 countries, on dealer stockpages in 34 counter books including Argentina (cat approximately $600 in 3 books), Brazil (cat 
$2,300+ in 6 books), Cuba (cat approximately $1,800 in 5 books), Chile (cat $600 in 4 books), Dominican Republic (cat $500 in 
2 books), Guatemala ($475 in 1 book), Haiti (cat $600 in 2 books), Mexico (cat approximately $2,500 in 4 books), Nicaragua (cat 
$500 in 2 books), most books have an adding machine tape taped inside the front cover, few faults to be expected, Fine to Very 
Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value approxiately $11,000; this grouping has been off the market for nearly 20 years, see 
4 books online. Shipping charges apply - weight 38.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Caribbean
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2632   Caribbean, Mint & Used Collections of Cuba & Dominican Republic, 1855-2009, Five binders total, but if you had to pick 
one, it would be a bulging Scott Specialty album housing exhaustive collections of both Cuba (1855-1975) and the Dominican 
Republic (1870-1974). This particular volume is mostly mint with stamps both hinged and in mounts; numerous imperforates can 
be found for both countries, as well as covers interspersed throughout. Cuba begins with an excellent offering of classics, from 
Queen Isabella on through the numerous King Adolfo issues. Even here you will find imperfs, as well as higher value items not 
placed in use, like #71, 89, 95. In addition, many blocks, gutter pairs and postal stationery. Other better items include mint 239a 
(inverted center), 261, 264-73, 340-54, 652a-62a, C16-17, C31, C32 (inscription block of 14), C49a, C49b, C50a, C50b, C75-
78, C120-21, C126a, C136-46, C211, E1, J1, and used 130a (bisect on piece), C17, E1. As for the Dominican Republic, a lot of 
premium material here too, such as used 321-22, and mint 88-95, 100-10A, 144a-50a (center inverted), 120-41, 326-28, 407, and 
a number of items merely footnoted in Scott, for example, souvenir sheets of 479-83 (perf & imperf) and a larger sheet of C86a 
in folder. As a bonus, a ton of more Cuba with a nearly complete collection from 1960-2009; this 3-volume set from Mystic is 
mostly mint until the mid-90’s, then entirely CTOs. There’s also a separate binder with telegraph stamps, revenues, FDCs and 
numerous TB seals. And despite the comprehensiveness of this collection, there is still room for expansion! overall Fine to Very 
Fine, scans & video flips accessible online, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 26 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Central america
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2633   Central America & Latin Caribbean, Mint & Used Country Collections, 1855-2005, A total of 13 binders with the vast 
majority of stamps hinged on album pages; overall, a mix of mint & used with many doubly collected. Mexico (1856-2005) is 
the largest collection among the group occupying two volumes along with a stockbook of a few thousand mostly used duplicates. 
Other countries represented in this lot include Cuba (1855-1960s), Costa Rica (1863-1976), Dominican Republic (1879-
1977), Guatemala (1871-1977), Haiti (1881-1988), Honduras (1865-1977), Nicaragua (1862-1990), Panama (1887-1979), 
and Salvador (1867-1976). Very nice selection of classics pretty much across the board along with well-filled modern era and 
numerous souvenir sheets. Throw in a few dozen covers, extensive Mexican revenues and a Salvadorian cut square collection, 
there’s plenty of excitement here for the Latin American collector. Condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, scans & 
video viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 53 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

South america
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

2634   South America, Mint & Used Country Collections, 1858-1993, Seven countries, each in their own binder with the majority of 
stamps hinged on album pages and for the most part densely populated; a fairly even mix of mint & used with many stamps featuring 
both along with a handful of covers for each country. Countries represented in this lot include Bolivia (1867-1993), Colombia 
(1864-1977), Ecuador (1865-1986), Paraguay (1870-1990s), Peru (1858-1977), Uruguay (1858-1977) and Venezuela (1859-
1977). No matter which country, you are bound to find better items, whether that be in the Bolivian classics, Paraguayan airmails 
or the half-dozen or so pages of Colombian SCADTA Consular stamps. This lot would be best reviewed in person, but we are 
providing multiple scans & videos as reference, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 39.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

WORLDWiDe

General Collections

Worldwide General Collections
2635   Worldwide, Very High End Quality Holding of Mint and Used, 1850-1950.  Five stock books packed with high quality mint & 

used singles, sets, souvenir sheets, proofs and wonderful postal history, Worldwide in scope and hundreds of pieces in total, France 
is a favorite country with a superb showing of quality mainly four margined primarily mint stamps including 1862 Re-issues, 
Empire and Bordeaux singles some high catalogue blocks are also noteworthy, covers include better frankings and have a Yvert 
value of €7000 plus alone. French Colonies are outstanding with strong Diego-Suarez at $1575, Syria with covers and better sets 
& singles is well over $5000., Somali Coast $1630., French Colonies $4200. Additional better colonies well over $3000, Italian 
States are all four margins $5000, Belgium first issues $1542, Netherlands a nice o.g. four margin Scott plus a black proof of #1, 
Lebanon, quality Germany States, British Commonwealth includes Barbados quality imperfs, Mauritius, Ceylon, Cape of Good 
Hope, Queensland, and more totaling thousands of dollars in Scott. A very nice section of 19th century Venezuela is noted. A few 
quality Swiss stamps, a few modern issues of the world. However the real value is in the exceptional 19th century and the France 
alone has a huge catalogue value whether in Scott or Yvert. The majority of the holding is mint with o.g. and N.H. present. The 
Quality is exceptional but we did see a few stamps of mixed condition and a couple of forgeries. There is also a section of Japanese 
Occupation issues of Malacca which the collector has a catalogue value of over $12,000. which needs expertization. Altogether 
a great lot with huge resale value. There is much that we have not described so please view the scans or better yet in person, o.g., 
some never hinged / some hinged. (photo on web site) ............................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Worldwide General Collections

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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2636   Worldwide, “Red Light Special” Mostly Mint Holdings, 1850-2000, Sorry, I meant “Red Box”, but at least I got your attention! 
Yes, the good ol’ red box, 43 of them mostly filled to capacity, and one larger black box; about 27 of these contain the so-called 
“107” cards and the remainder glassines, but I wouldn’t refer to this simply as stock for two reasons - duplication is on the mild side 
and there are tons of higher value items throughout. Compiled by one of the foremost experts of Eastern Europe, you will indeed 
find enormous amounts of Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, etc., but it really doesn’t matter 
what area you’re looking for, it’s virtually all here, whether that be the British Commonwealth, Scandinavia, Latin America, 
Asia and so on. Other specific countries with larger concentrations include Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Surinam, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, etc. And if you’re curious about individual items, 
here are just a few I encountered while skimming through - Bosnia & Herzegovina used #65-85, Canada mint 111, France mint 
B12-19, and used C17, N3, Great Britain used 26, 60, 73, 96, 104, 108, 179-80, 222-23, Liechtenstein mint 1-3, Lombardy-
Venetia used 19, Luxembourg mint 19a, Monaco mint 15, 17, 20, Sweden used 2, Switzerland used 50, and many more. Also, a 
plethora of mint blocks, booklets and smaller-sized souvenir sheets, as well as seldom-seen items, like imperforate varieties of the 
Austrian Occupation of Serbia (1N1-18), a mint set of Italian money order stamps from 1924 (Sassone #1-6, signed), numerous 
test stamps from Switzerland, the franchise stamp of the Netherlands both mint & used (Michel #1) including the never-issued 
design (Michel #I), and plenty more. Give us a call today for an appointment to view this lot on-site, overall Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 185 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Worldwide General Collections
2637   Worldwide Large Collection, 1840-1940, neatly mounted in 34 Palo (Davo) clean hingeless albums, plus a Safe album for Danzig 

and Scott Specialty album for Turkey, collected over many years with attention spread evenly all over the world. There is a total 
count of approximately 17,700 stamps. When you see the catalog value of this collection, we are already into our estimate range, 
but when you factor in these better albums, the upside becomes apparent. An ideal buyer of this lot would be someone looking 
to upgrade their classic albums to these lovely premium albums for a decent price. This collector spent a long time carefully 
cataloging everything and was careful not to include reprints or suspicious stamps as well as and did not count most of the sets or 
singles that were under $10 Scott value. Most stamps appear sound and there is only a little duplication, as the collector preferred to 
collect both mint and used., generally Fine to Very Fine appearance, An inventory list is available upon request.  Shipping charges 
apply - weight 165 lbs. 2015 Scott $76,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Worldwide General Collections
2638   Worldwide, “I’ve Got Those Scott Album Blues” Humongous Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2000, In sixteen massive volumes 

of the Scott Internationals, a lifetime collection of tens of thousands of stamps. A mix of mint & used hinged on pages with most 
countries maxing out in the early 1970s but some continuing further. And it appeared that it may just be about quantity as I started 
flipping through, but it then became apparent that the collector had his/her favorites, that is, a preference for collecting certain 
countries. Pockets of better material, such as Canada used #4, 14-15, 17, 21, 24-25, 27, 30, 34-40, 46-47, 50, 54, 56-57, 73, 74-84, 
89-95, 96-100, 149-59, and mint 58-59, 101, Cape of Good Hope used 3-6, Great Britain used 1, 3-4, 45, 49, 67, 111-21, 127-40, 
180, Newfoundland mint 15A, etc. If you’re guessing there is stronger British Commonwealth, you would be correct. But the 
French are not too shabby either, nor are the Portuguese. Actually, very well-filled throughout with impressive Latin America 
too, as well as Eastern Europe, especially Russia. A perfect collection to build upon, generally Fine to Very Fine, a couple of 
volumes flipped which are very representative of the rest of the collection, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 168.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide General Collections
2639   Worldwide, Mostly Used Country Collections on Old Album Pages, 1843-1984, Mostly older material as the bulk of the 

collection stems from pages taken from a 1901 edition of a Scott International; exceptional material can be found throughout, 
especially in the following countries: Barbados, Belgium & Belgian Congo, Brazil, Ceylon, Chile, Cuba, Finland, Greece, 
Madagascar, Natal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, St. Helena, Straits Settlements, and the Virgin Islands. 
Also includes a collection of mint/used Italy on quadrille pages from 1862-1984, a British QV collection of perfins in alphabetical 
order by company, and an entire binder filled with 100’s of Parma forgeries including those from Fournier and Spiro, some in 
complete sheets of 25. Be sure to check the many online scans but to get the full picture, we recommend viewing this lot on-site, 
overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 34.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide General Collections
2640   Worldwide, Classic Stamps, 1850-1930.  MNH, mint hinged and used lot from various countries in 4 stockbooks, in which 

much better material of Italy and territories/colonies, Luxembourg 1st issues multiple and good part service stamps, Portugal 
and colonies, San Marino, Balkan, Eastern Europe, Levant, Germany and colonies, the Netherlands and colonies, etc. etc. 
Gigantic catalogue value! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.5 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide General Collections
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2641   Worldwide, Wildlife Conservation Stamps, 1985-2009, extraordinary collection neatly mounted on stock pages in four 
overstuffed blue binders, comprises singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, booklets and panes, varieties and errors, and ephemera of all 
kinds, items from Alberta Canada 1989-2007, Australia 1989-96 including numerous rare varieties and formats, Argentina 1994-
96, Belgium 1999, Bhutan 1989-96, Canada 1985-2008, Costa Rica 1992-93, Croatia 1997, Denmark 1995-97, Hungary 2002-03, 
Ireland 1997-99, Israel 1989-98, Iceland 1991-95, Italy 1999, Mexico 1984-97, New Zealand 1994-2009, Quebec Canada 1988-
2006, USSR-Russia 1989-2004, Spain 1996, Sweden 1996-99, United Kingdom 1991-2007 and Venezuela 1993-96, o.g., never 
hinged, incredibly extensive and varied collection, contains numerous rare and valuable items, beautiful to behold, would form 
the basis for an exceptional worldwide wildlife collection, or could be broken down as significant inventory for valuable resale, 
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 22 lbs. Scott $25,270 owner’s value. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide General Collections
2642   Massive Worldwide Consignment Balance from the Amazing Lippman Collection, including Worldwide stamp collections, a 

massive group of Israel first day covers including premium early issues and postal stationery, Australia modern stamps (postage; 
good themes), Canada stamps and covers, nice German and related collection (imaged online), Great Britain stamps (used classics 
and modern gutter pairs) and covers, Latin America, Netherlands and Suriname, Spain, thematics include collection of aviation plus 
parachuting & skydiving, QEII Coronation complete (all imaged online), also includes many thousands of worldwide commercial 
and first day covers and a bag of kiloware, usual mixed condition with much sound, overall, mint used covers, Fine to Very Fine, 
ex-Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 300 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
2643   Worldwide, “What’s Inside the Box?” Huge Mint & Used Holdings in Glassines, Very good question indeed! Even thumbing 

through it’s hard to ascertain its contents, as the vast majority is on stockcards which in turn are enclosed in a #4-size glassine 
and most of these have two or three per envelope. What I can tell you is that there are 21 boxes in total, each about the size of a 
standard shoebox and completely packed. Consisting of mostly older material, you will find higher concentrations of Australia, 
Belgium, Chile, China, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany & States, Indonesia, Italy, Liechtenstein, Mexico, Netherlands, 
Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland, among others. There’s an online video to give you an idea what the collection looks like, but 
we highly recommend viewing this lot in person for a better assessment, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 88 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
2644   Worldwide, High End Souvenir Sheets, 1921-1964.  A wonderful holding of mainly better souvenir sheets of the World primarily 

mint with some scarce used and altogether dozens of souvenir sheets of the world. Highlights include, Scott numbers: Belgium, 
some multiples, 170a used, 171 unused, 221, B106 (2 N.H.), B145a, Germany Iposta (4 sheets with 1 N.H.), B68 Ostropa used, 
also better D.D.R., Berlin 9NB3a used, French Zone, France a nice showing 226, 241a-b, 329, Switzerland NABA, semi-postals 
B105 etc, Hungary UPU, Roosevelt, Poland B31, Vatican City 155a plus on cover and many more often 2-4 of each, L.H. or N.H. 
and a few used. Mainly F.-V.F. with a few minor faults. Well worth viewing to fully appreciate, perfect for online sales. High resale 
value. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
2645   Worldwide, Baker’s Dozen of Scott Blues & Much More, 1840-1992, Thirteen of the Scott Internationals, mostly very well 

filled with a mix of mint & used and some overlap in the date ranges. Think there might be nothing of value here? Think again. 
Just a quick flip through turned up used Great Britain #1, 27, 96, 108, Netherlands 33, Poland B29, Switzerland 100 (pair), 
Vatican 29-31, etc. Stronger France, Germany and select British Commonwealth too. And if you can’t find it here, there’s a 
good chance it’s somewhere else as there are over 50 albums/binders in this particular lot. Some single country albums too, like two 
Scott Nationals with a mostly mint U.S. collection from 1879-1984, and separate albums for Canada, Hong Kong, and Persia. A 
number of vintage albums from the 19th century, such as two Gibbons’ Imperial Postage Stamp Albums from 1885 & 1898 and 
a Lincoln Stamp Album from the 1890s. You can view flips of three albums online but we do suggest reviewing this lot in person, 
overall Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
2646   Worldwide Group of Specialty Collections, 1929-2008, British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation, mint, only appears to be 

missing Australia, Great Britain collection carefully mounted in Scott Specialty album, with high level of completion from 1964 
to early 1990’s, Israel 1948-2005 without tabs among the early issues in three Scott specialty albums and a White Ace album, 
mostly complete, with a short gap from late 1970’s to 1990, includes a few early forerunners and a presumed set of earlier revenues, 
Scott 1-9, 16 and J1-5, United Nations 1951-2002, mostly complete in seven albums of mostly White Ace pages, Vatican City 
mint collection in two albums of White Ace pages which appears mostly complete to 2008 including the better issues to 1950’s 
including 35-40 Provisionals and the 1952 mail coach sheetlet, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 92 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide General Collections
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2647   Worldwide, Mostly British & French Colonies Premium Material, 1860-1982, Approximately 175 items consisting of almost 
all mint sets & singles ranging from $10 to many $100s. Some of the best include mint Antigua #15, Bermuda 20, 121Ac, British 
Guiana 109, 154, British Honduras 23, 57, Cook Islands 14, Cyprus 4, 28-37, Gibraltar 46, 75, Great Britain 121, Lebanon 
C49-56, Monaco 159, Montserrat 4, New Zealand 184a, North Borneo 193-207, Samoa 179, St. Christopher 16, 18-22, St. 
Vincent 48, Tobago 12, and used New Brunswick 1, Tobago 1. Please note when viewing the scans that some items have been 
misidentified; nevertheless, a powerful lot with extremely high catalogue value. Condition does vary, but overall Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide General Collections
2648   Worldwide, Better Issues, 1870-1950.  Album with better MNH, mint hinged and used stamps of various countries, including 

Italy, Germany, Belgium and Belgian Congo, France, French colonies, Monaco, etc. Very high catalogue value! generally Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide General Collections
2649   Massive Worldwide Stamp Accumulation, many thousands of stamps including complete sets, mostly 1930’s-60’s with some 

later and some 19th Century, strength in Austria, Cuba, Germany, Great Britain and Colonies including QEII and KGVI Coronation 
and Peace issues, Laos, Togo, Vatican City, few thematic sections including Space and Cars, and much more, on well over 1,000 
black 8.5 x 11 inch stockpages, the space group contains some canceled to order, almost everything else 20th Century is presumably 
Never Hinged but surely some are hinged, overall, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, used, Very Fine, see everything online, 
ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 88 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
2650   Worldwide, Bring a Hand Truck, 1851-2018, many thousands of worldwide stamps contained in a stack of albums and binders; 

5 vol Scott International is old school with a nicely populated collection hinged in place; Scott International Junior (blue) is 
in excellent condition and has room for the stamps from an ancient album with pages disintegrating and missing its cover; Harris 
Citation (3 volumes) is in good condition with hundreds of stamps and ready for expansion; Isle of Man (1973-1991) complete 
in a Lindner hingeless album is magnificent; Minkus Worldwide and a pair of stockbooks (as well as a folder of album pages 
containing a few hundred from China) complete the lot; ready for a dealer to parse or collector to dig in, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 113 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
2651   Worldwide, Densely Populated Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2000s, In seven worldwide albums, some Minkus, some Scott, an 

extremely well-filled collection with stamps mostly hinged but also some in mounts. A bit of overlap in year spans with pages up 
to 1986, but that didn’t stop the collector from mounting newer issues in whatever space was available, and stamps can be found 
well into the 2000s. No real weaknesses and many better items can be found; to quickly name a few: Canada used #15, 54, 66-72, 
99, 149-58, 162-77, China mint 131-33, Germany used B19a (on piece), B102-03, Great Britain used 1, 3, 96, 111-22, 127-34, 
136-38, 179-80, Japan mint 167-69, 223-26, Switzerland used 100, etc. As expected, condition will vary, but generally Fine to 
Very Fine, a quick flip of three volumes to get a taste. Shipping charges apply - weight 68.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
2652   Worldwide, Valuable Mint Collection, 1901-59, At the core of this collection is a 4-volume set of Scott Internationals, well-filled 

and particularly strong in Latin America and French Colonies. Many nice bonuses too, like an old, hingeless Lindner album with 
France (1937-49) and many better, like mint #342-47, 348, 414, B157a, C22 and a used PEXIP sheet (the only canceled item I 
saw), a notebook with German Zones hinged on pages with some better, such as Leipzig district overprints on 574-77 (MiNr. IIa-
IId, signed), a box filled with mostly mint British Commonwealth in glassines, and a stockbook of worldwide mint, again with 
many better, for example, Austria B269-71 and France 311-12 & B34, generally Fine to Very Fine, we recommend viewing this 
lot in person for full assessment. Shipping charges apply - weight 46.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
2653   Worldwide, Mountain of Mint & Used with Excellent Collections of British Europe & Romania, 1841-1990s, Tens of 

thousands of stamps in numerous stockbooks and boxes filled with glassines & “102” cards. There’s a couple of shoeboxes of 
unused U.S. postal stationery, cigar boxes of U.S. commemorative bundleware and a box of FDCs & commemorative panels. 
But it’s not just common material, as we also found some exceptional material, such as a mint & used collection of Romania 
(1862-1945) in a Scott album with an excellent selection of Prince Carol Heads and many other better, like mint #186-95, 230-38, 
384-88, 393-95, 396-99, B9-12, B26-30, B169. In another volume of Scott, Great Britain (1841-1963) with the following used as 
mounted: 4, 8-12, 15-17, 25-26, 27-28, 34, 37-40, 43-46, 48, 49-52, 57, 59-60, 61-62, 64-65, 66-68, 69-71, 73, 80-87, 90, 94-95, 
96, 98-107, 108-09, 120-22, 126, 140-41, 173-74, 179-81, 222-24, O6-7, and mint 127-38, 268, 286-89, 309-12, 317-33, J18-25, 
J34-38, J39-44, J45-54, J55-67; also very good Regionals & Offices in Morocco. This same album also houses Cyprus (1880-
1962) with mint 4, 108, 114-23, 125-35, 183-97, and used 8, 21-25, Gibraltar (1886-1968) with mint 5, 54, 56-57, 61, 73-75, 91, 
122, and used 18, 27-28, 143-45, and Malta (1863-1968) with mint 3, 6, 14, 18, 26-27, 41, 61, 64, 66-73, 91-92, and used 60, 145. 
And these two albums were found at the bottom of one of the boxes, so who knows what else is lurking in the confines of this lot, 
overall Fine to Very Fine, additional images of the Romanian & British collections online. Shipping charges apply - weight 220 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2654   Worldwide, A-Z Collection of Mint & Used Worldwide, 1841-1999, A gigantic A-Z collection organized in 21 3-ring binders 
with mint & used mixed throughout and most stamps hinged on pages which originated from a worldwide Harris album with many 
additional pages in page protectors. A little bit of everything, whether that be the British Commonwealth, Western Europe or 
Latin America. Extensive Japan, Russia and Trucial States; various covers including FDCs and the occasional picture postcard 
or piece of postal stationery. Interesting additional items, like foreign bank notes, Chinese lottery tickets or perf & imperf panes of 
Ryukyu Christmas seals. As a bonus, single country albums on Czechoslovakia (used 1953-90), Vatican City (mint 1969-83) and 
three binders filled with mint worldwide Disney, overall Fine to Very Fine, some video flips as to what to expect. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 136 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide General Collections
2655   Worldwide, Eclectic Mix of High Values, 1841-1970, interesting and unusual grouping of mostly better stamps and souvenir 

sheets, includes a nice group of early mostly used Great Britain including numerous high values, other highlights that we spoted 
Canada unused #47, 83 and 176, France #3 block of four, 226 sheet never hinged, three 329 souvenir sheets (two never hinged, 
one used), three 1100 sheets, three 2168var sheets with fluorescent paper, C15 slightly disturbed never hinged, Office in Canton 
2A used, Germany B33 never hinged, Korea 132-173 never hinged, and many more top items to be discovered, somewhat mixed 
condition but with loads of attractive and useful items, incredible break up value; some faults to be expected, generally Fine to Very 
Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
2656   Worldwide, “The Wide, Wide World of Stamps” Mint & Used Collection, 1854-1969, In eleven volumes of the Scott 

Blues, a very well-filled worldwide collection. A good chunk of Germany and the British Commonwealth had been previously 
pilfered, but what remains is still strong, especially French Colonies and Eastern Europe, generally Fine to Very Fine, a quick flip 
of three volumes to give you an idea on what to expect. Shipping charges apply - weight 98 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
2657   Worldwide, Mint & Used Souvenir Sheet Stash, 1936-2011, When Luxembourg issued what has been regarded as the world’s 

first souvenir sheet in 1923, stamp collectors have been entranced with these somewhat larger pieces of art. Here we have what 
must be a few thousand items; you will find some blocks and sheets as well as the occasional booklet and piece of postal stationery, 
but it’s mostly souvenir sheets from all around the world with a heavy emphasis on Eastern Europe in particular Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Russia. Some better include Belgium mint #B179, Germany B104, Mexico mint 896a, Poland 
used B29, B29C (2), Serbia 2NB28, Switzerland mint B297 (4) and 352a on cover, Yugoslavian Offices Abroad 1K11. Other 
items of note include Canada top margin block of twenty of C3, Netherlands sheetlets B144a-45a, deluxe sheets of Monaco 366-
70 and others, Sweden sheetlets of nine of 479-83 for Stockholmia ‘55, and Czechoslovakia souvenir sheets overprinted at the NY 
World’s Fair of 1939 in their original folders. A total of 13 binders and two large tubs, and a portion of this lot can be viewed online. 
Ideal for the reseller or collector but should be reviewed in person for proper assessment, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 72 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
2658   Worldwide Revenues Amassment, 9 albums and stock books of 1000s of 19th and 20th century revenues and includes fiscal 

uses of postage issues, assorted seals (including Christmas and TB), labels, cinderellas and ephemera, generally 19th/ early 20th 
century issues of Latin America, Mexico, Germany, GB and colonies, various European, etc., among the selections of revenues 
the collector has also added some “back of the book” and telegraph issues, postal stationery, note some useful Austria 19th 
century, Brazil including some documents, Ecuador, entire album of Germany, extensive GB including some issues stamps, covers, 
exhibition labels including some of the off-shore islands, etc., India, Mexico revenues on circuit pages plus some postal stationery, 
Salvador (note J17-24 imperf blocks of 10 mint), Russia, Uruguay, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, ideal to build on, ex 
Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 45.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
2659   Worldwide Collection 1850’s-1970’s, with worldwide distributed among 12 Scott International albums, with typical strengths 

among Western Europe as well as promising areas of British and French colonies, in addition, there is a decent amount of face value 
in the U.S. trust territories (Palau, Marshall Islands and Micronesia) with much face value of mounted mint issues up to 1988, 
plus there is a stronger Israel collection in three Scott specialty albums, from inception to 2014, so there this is a great chance to 
stock up or fill in those sections of modern Israel issues which are missing from many collections, o.g., post 1965 are generally 
never hinged, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 135 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
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2660   Worldwide, “Clearance Sale!” Mint & Used Global Collections, 1850-1990s, Isn’t it amazing how clearance signs attract 
attention? My wife is near-sighted yet she can clearly see a clearance sign from incredible distances! Here, we have 16 volumes 
from various publishers; a pair of Scott Internationals, a trio of Maury albums from around 1920s France, a couple of British-
made albums, two very large Master Global albums from Minkus, two Schaubek albums from 1922, and a mysterious album 
from Leipzig ca. 1900 which doubles as a catalogue. Also, single country mint/used collections of Austria (1867-1978), Mexico 
(1856-1980) and Spain (1850-1990s), plus Hungary, a holding of German States, US and worldwide covers, and more besides. All 
in all, tens of thousands of stamps with better France, Germany and others. Some stamps sticking to the page; but, overall Fine 
to Very Fine, some video flips online as a sneak peek. Shipping charges apply - weight 128 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
2661   Worldwide, Several Country Collections combined, 1879-1999, most value in very nice Vatican City collection in two neat 

White Ace albums, appears complete from 1929-1999, virtually all never hinged, including #35-40 LH, 41-46, 47-54, also with 
back of book and various booklets, extensive United Nations appears complete 1951-1999 in three white ace albums and additional 
pages, binders, and loose items, includes New York, Geneve, Vienna, and forces abroad, many extra sheets and panes included, 
also includes Germany and German Area, 1879-1945, mixed used and unused, on older Lighthouse pages with many complete 
set and singles, finally included is a stockbook filled with an ecclectic mix of mostly modern worldwide, appears never hinged, 
definate potential for value added, mostly pristine condition, some nice albums included, lots to discover, Very Fine and attractive. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 44.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
2662   Worldwide, Mint Sheet Holding Featuring Queen Elizabeth II, 1950’s-1980’s.  An eclectic desirable lot of many hundreds of 

mainly full mint sheets which total many thousands of mint N.H. sets. Early Q.E.II sets include Ghana Scott 5-13 (180 sets) x $8.85 
= $1593., plus 25-27 (120) x $7.75 = $930., also J16-J20 (60) x $10.60. = $636. We note additional full sheets of early Ghana issues 
followed by 21 different British Colonies sheets of 50 of the Freedom From Hunger issue of 1963 as well as French Colony Hunger 
issues in sheets of 25. Also present are Falkland Islands and Dependencies, Christmas Island, Hong Kong 404-407 (50) x $8.25 = 
$412, Canada with $100+ in face. A very strong section of dozens of sets of San Marino followed by Monaco with 356-362 (25+) 
x $20. = $500., 366-370 (59) x $8.55 = $504. A great lot for online sales, all housed in a thick sheet file plus a box. All F.-V.F. or 
better. High Scott Value. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
2663   Worldwide, Eclectic Mint & Used Stock, 19th & 20th Century.  A diverse range of countries is present with about 1800 sales 

cards containing mint and used singles & sets with some light duplication and values up to $220. are noted housed in three long 
boxes. Countries include: Armenia, Castellorizo, D.W.I., Georgia, German Offices in Morocco, Ifni, Italian Colonies, Karelia, 
Carpatho-Ukraine, Upper Silesia, Micronesia, Marshall Islands, Netherlands Antilles and New Guinea, Morocco, Oltre-Giuba, 
Slovakia, Niger, Palau and Spanish Morocco. A perfect lot for online sales with many $10 and up singles and sets, mainly F.-V.F. 
with some faults. High resale value. (photo on web site) .............................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
2664   Worldwide, Mint & Used Collections in Worldwide Albums, 1857-1976, Many tens of thousands of stamps in nine worldwide 

albums as big as a Manhattan phonebook; mostly hinged and a mix of mint & used throughout; a lot of Eastern Europe and 
British Commonwealth. In addition, single country albums of used United States, mint Israel with tabs along with a binder 
of souvenir sheets and gutter blocks, and another binder of nude topicals, generally Fine to Very Fine, best evaluated in person. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 122 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
2665   Worldwide, Country Collections in Albums & Stockbooks, 1870-1996, Australia (1914-95) in two hingeless Lighthouse albums, 

all mint and nearly complete from 1940 onwards, including A.A.T. (1957-87) and Cocos Islands (1963-90); also, Switzerland 
(1913-96) in a Scott Specialty album with all stamps in mounts and almost entirely mint, and 18 Lighthouse stockbooks comprised 
of various countries. I wouldn’t call it stock as there is hardly any duplication. Almost entirely mint here as well with stockbooks 
on Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Germany, Guatemala, Haiti, New Zealand, El Salvador, the United States, 
and others. A large amount of U.S. face with numerous PNC strips of five, the Legends of the West recalled sheet, and other better 
mint sets & singles, such as Belgium B169 (without cancel-like marking in margin), Canada 34-35, 51-54, 74-77, 85-86, 89-90, 
104-10, 112, 203, 302, C4, and about a dozen Wildlife Habitat Conservation stamps, Germany 94-95 (sheets of 20), 398-400, 
681, 686, B59-67, B316-17, B320-23, 6NB6a, 9N61-63, 10NB11, 16N9f, and two copies of Israel’s first souvenir sheet. A lot of 
never-hinged classics including almost everything I listed! overall Fine to Very Fine, a few video flips online to pique your interest. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 85 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2666   Worldwide Balance Accumulation, 1850’s-2000’s, as it comes across our desk, before repacking, we find 10 large boxes filled 
with approximately 40 albums and stock books, plus so much loose stamps in the form on packed glassines, cigar and small boxes, 
glassine file drawers, full of various worldwide stamps roughly sorted, with some larger sections of Great Britain, Canada and 
U.S. mint stamps which have the potential to add up to decent groups of postage, out of the many albums and stock books, there 
is a worldwide collection in 8 volumes of Minkus with pages up to the early 1970’s containing a moderate amount of stamps, 
there are a couple small plastic boxes, each containing approximately 400-500 British or U.S. first day covers, another two plastic 
boxes packed with glassines. Great unpicked lot, exactly as we received it from the collector, so there is a decent chance to 
find some hidden treasures, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 280 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
2667   Worldwide, Including Collections of Canada, Mexico & Japan, 1856-1990, Canada (1870-1989) and Mexico (1856-1950) in a 

Scott Specialty album; Canada is a mostly mint collection with better stamps, like mint #51-54, 85, 101-02, 149-54, 157, 162-74, 
176, C1-4, and some decent provinces too, like New Brunswick used 6, 9-10, and Nova Scotia used 2; also, a number of pages 
of revenues including Ontario and Quebec. Japan is in two volumes of Scott; light on the classics but an extremely well-filled 
CTO collection from 1964-89. And I thought there would be no individual items of high value until I hit the back-of-the-book 
and saw a mint C8! We’ll take it! Also, various mint sets from the Japanese postal service, a Scott worldwide album from 1946, 
numerous envelopes from a particular stamp dealer with state duck stamps, British postal strike covers along with the catalogue 
compiled by Gerald Rosen, Norwegian first day covers, some souvenir cards, U.S. first flight covers, etc, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, a few images online but we suggest reviewing on-site. Shipping charges apply - weight 28 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
2668   Worldwide Collection of Collections, 1850’s-2000, a total of 32 albums, mostly Scott specialty, with a few Safe or White 

Ace albums, consisting of Baltic States in Scott specialty album with fuller sections of Estonia and Lithuania, Scott specialty 
album with decent amount of Bosnia, Serbia and Montenegro, Czechoslovakia - 2 Lindner albums, Germany 90+ WWII 
era Feldpost covers and approximately 35 WWII allied occupation of Germany covers with several censors and some higher 
stamp denominations, Haiti pretty well represented collection on Minkus pages up to mid 1960’s, Hungary, three Scott specialty 
albums, with a decent level of completion up to the 1990’s with stronger section of the higher Scott value occupation of Debrecen, 
Transylvania and Baranya issues, Liberia Szyk issues on homemade pages 1950’s and 1960’s, containing progressive color proofs, 
deluxe proofs, specimens and mint sets, including progressive sheetlet color proofs of 1952 Jehudi Ashmun issue, Liechtenstein 
in Scott specialty album, with first mint semi postal set, Poland, two volumes of Scott Specialty albums, Romania, a few early 
Moldavia coat of arms, decent amount of Carol 1st earlier perforated issues, Russia, three Scott specialized volumes of Russia and 
Soviet republics to 1991, Switzerland - 2 Lindner albums, several early imperf coat of arms and several imperf seated Helvetia, 
244-46, PAX 2fr, 5fr, 10fr high values, semi postal sets complete from 1917-30’s, Turkey in Scott specialty album, starting with 
decent surcharged crescent moon issues, mostly complete 1876-90 Crescent moon issues, 1934 Izmir surcharge complete set, Six 
Scott specialty albums of South and Central America, some areas a bit sparce, but overall moderately filled and perfect to build 
upon if you need these albums to fill in your collection, UPU 1949 collection on White Ace pages honoring 75th anniversary of 
UPU, UPU 3 volume collection in White Ace albums of 1974 UPU Centenary issue, PhilaKorea ‘94 collection of sets, souvenir 
sheets and first day covers issued at the show, Danish Royal Family collection from mid 1990’s to 2000 containing philatelic covers 
with commemorative coins, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 185 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
2669   Worldwide, Delicious Brownie Albums, 1901-29, A mixed mint & used collection in two Scott International albums, the so-

called “Brownies”; well-filled throughout with one volume spanning 1901-20, the other 1921-29. Some better sets & singles 
include mint Azores #272-83, Belgium 172-84, China C6-10, Cook Islands 61-66, 76-77, France 220-25, Gold Coast 98-107, 
Iceland 144-48, Italy 91, 119-21, 124-25, 140-42, 166-68, B17-19, B20-25, Japan 110, 167-70, 190-93, Lebanon B1-12, Nauru 
1-13, New Guinea O7-9, New Zealand 179-81, E1, Papua 19-26, Somalia E1. Plenty of better used too, like Great Britain 137-
40, 173, 180, Iraq 11-13, Italy 201-03, Switzerland B7-9, B10-11, B12-14, B16-17, B21-24, B29-32, etc. As expected, condition 
will vary, but overall Fine to Very Fine, many additional photos and a quick flip of the first album to show volume. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
2670   Worldwide, “The Envelope Please!” Remainder Country Collections, Three boxes of large manila envelopes, mostly either 

with stocksheets or collections on pages. A bit of Latin America and Asia but mostly Europe & Colonies. Collections of Albania, 
Austria, Belgium, Egypt, Hungary, Norway, Poland, and Syria, among others. For this lot, personal inspection is an absolute 
must. Call us today to make an appointment, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 57.2 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
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2671   Worldwide Collection of Collections Balance, 1850’s-2000, a total of 75+ albums or stock books, with 3 Minkus Global 
albums, a beginner stamp album, country collections of: China, Egypt, Great Britain with a lot of Machins and 1970’s and 1980’s 
commemoratives, Hungary, U.S. commemorative panels, Ryukyus album of complete mint sheets from the 1960’s, groups of 
better sets or singles on stock cards in binders (adding up to hundreds of dollars of catalog value per binder, one was marked 
at nearly $1,000) with France, Mexico, Morocco, Philippines, Portugal, Russia, a couple binders of Spain, Turkey, Yugoslavia 
and four binders of miscellaneous worldwide, as well as 50+ stock books packed with various sets and singles, including some 
better areas that seem to be intended to integrate into a collection and occasional concentrations of U.S. face value postage from 
the 1980’s to early 1990’s, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 259 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
2672   Worldwide, Adventure Lot with Hidden Treasures, Looks can certainly be deceiving. Opening a box and spotting a Vatican 

album and some loose U.N. stamps, one might be tempted to shut it immediately and move on. But upon closer examination and 
digging a bit deeper, other items begin to surface. Dozens of souvenir sheets with many better, such as Belgium #662a, Cyprus 
226a, Serbia 2NB5-6 & 2NB27-28. There’s even a PEXIP sheet (France 329); it has tear but the stamps are untouched & NH. And 
that Vatican album I mentioned? Nearly complete to 1975 and after spot-checking the key values, seems entirely MNH. Better 
include 1-13, 19-34, 41-46, 47-54, 55-60, 61-67, 149-53, 155a, B1-4, C18-19, E11-12. A couple of worldwide albums too, one very 
well-filled. And there’s 1000’s of worldwide stamps in glassines mostly from the classic era. We normally cringe at bundleware, but 
in an envelope I found over thirty 5-shilling Seahorses! Other interesting items too, like a book from Japan but written in English 
entitled Japanese Postage Stamps in the Manufacture with three pages of gorgeous “trial stamps”. Definitely worth a look-see! 
generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
2673   Worldwide, Fun Lot with 1000’s of Cinderellas, A stockbook of mostly mint French Colonies including French Polynesia, 

F.S.A.T. & St. Pierre et Miquelon, another stockbook with mint & used Italian Colonies including Trieste (Zone A), others with 
various worldwide, like mint & used Indonesia and Thailand, two stockbooks loaded with thousands of mint United Nations 
stock including inscription blocks and a binder filled with higher value mini-sheets and aerogrammes, such as 11 unused copies of 
New York #UC15 or 10 examples of Vienna UC2. Also, exciting U.N. forerunners, like U.S. 907-08 on a special cacheted cover 
for first meeting of the U.N. Security Council on March 25, 1946 or two cacheted covers from 1946 of the opening of the U.N. post 
office in Lake Success, N.Y. And it’s not often we highlight Cinderellas, but here we have two large stockbooks packed with all 
kinds of eye candy, for example, Japanese poster stamps, worldwide Christmas seals, Swiss soldier stamps, philatelic show labels, 
U.N. gift stamps, airmail etiquettes, Latin American and other worldwide revenues, German railway stamps, and much more, 
overall Fine to Very Fine, much of this lot can be viewed online. Shipping charges apply - weight 31.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
2674   Worldwide, Caboose Holding of Collections, offered as received, the tail-end of a long-time collector’s holdings; comprises a 

mint and used 1886-1989 Greece and area collection (including Cyprus, Epirus and Crete), Spain loose and on 102 cards, a Costa 
Rica collection (mostly used), mostly used Argentina holding on stockpages, several US-USSR 1990 Marine Mammals joint issue 
items (Soviet folder with both sheets, Fleetwood joint First Day Covers), a fresh holding of Czech and Slovak miniature sheets, 
commemorative cards and postal stationery; even three Recalled Legends sheets in their original folders; no great rarities noted, 
but decent stock for the dealer, Fine to Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

 The following 19 lots were carefully curated and hand-picked from a binge-buying philatelic junkie who started this practice 
during the Depression era. He literally sifted through thousands upon thousands of collections and picked only those single 
items that had significant freshness of all attributes and often socked-on-the-nose cancels. These mouthwatering stamps 
have been placed into approachable units so that you can enjoy them without mortgaging the ranch. You will find multi-
hundred dollar and up items next to less significant items, which is why we have imaged each in their entirety. Enjoy this 
kaleidoscope and profit from the master’s labor of love.

Worldwide General Collections
2675   A Meaty Selection of Worldwide Stamps, 78 large stock cards filled with a wide range of mostly pre-1950s issues from Europe 

but with wide array of issues from other areas as well, also note quite a bit of “back of the book” stamps plus some Revenues and 
cinderellas/labels, includes nice group of 19th century used Austria with a variety of different town cancels, Bermuda George VI 
keyplates used selection, mint Italian airmails including 1934 rocket mail stamps used, Caroline Isl 4-6 used, 16-19 used, France 
226b mint, 348 NH, B27 mint, B38 mint, C31-32 NH, KUT 117 used (4), German CL4 used, classic GB used, etc., usual mixed 
condition, generally F-VF. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2676   Worldwide Cavalcade of Stamps, Neatly arranged in 64 large stock cards, mostly 19th-mid 20th century European issues 
but useful representation from USA, Asia, etc. plus some revenues as well, note some German Colonies and foreign offices, 
Switzerland “Tell” definitives, 181 mint, 184 mint, B206 NH, Germany B334-37 used, 9NB8-11 used, Liechtenstein 82-86 mint, 
264 mint, 356 NH single and used block, France 1860 cover to USA, Great Britain 1877 £1 Telegraph issue (SG L236) used, etc., 
usual mixed condition, generally F-VF. (photo on web site) ........................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

Worldwide General Collections
2677   An Olio of Worldwide Stamps, Primarily early to mid-20th century issues but with a good number of 19th century all nicely 

arranged in 76 large stock cards, includes some revenues and cinderellas/ labels amongst the 100s of stamps, a handful of better 
including some early Germany (including C30b mint, CL4 used, assorted colonies and Foreign Offices), France, and Italy, China 
80 used, Great Britain 1 used, etc., also note numerous fakes and forgeries (stamps and cancels), etc., usual mixed condition, most 
F-VF, inspection a must. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

Worldwide General Collections
2678   Amassment of 100s of Worldwide Stamps in 82 Stock Cards, Organized arrangement in large cards with good portion of 

the value being in France and French areas plus some additional mostly pre- WW II period Europe, Latin America and British 
Commonwealth, also note some revenues, cinderellas and seals, better issues sprinkled throughout including Austria 19th century 
used with variety of cancels, France 126 mint, 251 mint (2), 300a mint, B11 mint, B16-19 mint, B21-23 mint, B27 mint, B34-38 
mint, B66-67 mint, German New Guinea 19 mint, Germany B68a-d used, C35-37 used, 9NB4-5 used, Italy 1930s mint issues 
including airmails, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF. (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

Worldwide General Collections
2679   Trove of Worldwide Stamps in 59 Stock Cards, Heavy in European issues (especially mid-20th century Germany) and including 

19th century to about the 1950s in other areas, all neatly arranged on large cards and including Andorra (Fr) 8-20 mint (2), 
Belgium 1930s/40s mint semi-postals, Germany 670-85 mint, 714 block (2 stamps NH), B119 NH, B144-45 NH, B314-15 used, 
9N80 block NH, 9NB3a mint (2), 9NB4-5 blocks NH, 9NB8-11 blocks NH (3), East Germany B21a mint (3) and used (4), Great 
Britain 140 used (2), 175 used, Switzerland 304-05 used, etc. plus some useful Canada plus Spanish and Italian areas, assorted 
revenues and seals, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF. (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

Worldwide General Collections
2680   Stock Cards, Stock Cards, and More Stock Cards of Worldwide Stamps, 83 large cards with 100s of mostly 19th to mid-20th 

century stamps including some revenues and cinderellas/ labels, mostly European countries and colonies highlighted by German 
States and colonies plus a handful of 19th century Hamburg city locals, Liechtenstein 1920s/50s issues mint and used, Switzerland 
used airmails, useful Italy, 19th century used Canada, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

Worldwide General Collections
2681   Hefty Stack of Stock Cards Filled with Worldwide Stamps, 81 large cards filled with mostly 19th to mid-20th century European 

and British Commonwealth stamps including nice assortment of revenues and labels, note good number of premium as useful 
selection of German colonies and Foreign offices, Italy and colonies 1930s/50s issues including airmails, Greece 1950s mint sets, 
Austria C57-59 mint, Madagascar C54 mint (2 including one NH), Monaco C27-29 mint (2), China 1414-17 NH, Vatican City 
C18-23 mint, Tripolitania CB1-10 mint, Burundi 589-600 mint, FranceB285-90 mint (2), B294-99 mint (4), Falkland Isl 107-
20 mint, 128-42 mint, Korea C23-26 mint, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF. (photo on web site)  Estimate $5,000 - 7,000

Worldwide General Collections
2682   Balance of a Quality Worldwide Collection, Mostly 20th century sets, singles and some covers with many still in original auction 

lot cards and sales sheets with the balance in individual stock cards and a stock book, rife with better as Cameroun 55 bottom 
margin pair with “H 756 13” NH (APEX cert), Canada 42 mint, 44 mint, C4 NH (10), Germany 34 mint, 670-85 NH (all signed 
Schlegel), Newfoundland 104-14 mint, Russia C26+C28 on flown Zeppelin card, United States two stampless covers addressed 
to Chile with oval “Forwarded by Everett & Brown New York” handstamps and routed through Panama, 20 used (PSAG graded 
XF 90 cert), 247P1-250P1 +253P1-263P1 large die proofs, 564 plate block with large 6-pointed star XF and NH, J15 NH (2), 
R84a used (PF cert, small sealed tear), etc. plus a stock book filled with mint early to mid-20th century mostly NH Italy with some 
duplication and plenty of premium issues (owner cat for just this book over $15,000), generally F-VF, huge retail potential - view 
to appreciate. (photo on web site) .................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
2683   53 Stock Cards of Worldwide Stamps, Mostly pre-WW II era stamps neatly arranged on cards with majority European but also 

some better US including “back of the book” issues, flipping through the cards some better items stand out including used 19th 
century France (especially “Sage” issues), US 19th century Banknote issues used, 1950s/60s French colonies mint including 
airmails, Canada 159 mint, Germany early 1950s including charity issues, Italy 19th century used (some dubious cancels as 
usual), C42-47 mint, Egypt C3-4 mint, Finland C1 mint, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
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2684   A Smorgasbord of Worldwide Stamps, Served up in 63 large stock cards, primarily pre-1950s issues and including a good 
number of revenues, seals, cinderellas, reference forgeries, etc. along with some premium issues as some early Finland and 
Canadian Provinces, Canada 57 mint, 62 roller cancel, 158 mint, Switzerland C1-2 “mint” reference forgeries (2), Samoa 111 
“mint” reference forgery, Germany used in China including Boxer Rebellion period, 1930s Austria, etc., usual mixed condition, 
generally F-VF. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
2685   “Pot Luck” of Worldwide Stamps, 36 large stock cards filled with a neatly arranged assortment of predominantly pre-1950s 

European stamps and S/S, some better items noted during a perusal of the cards include Italy 69 block of 24 NH (gum toned 
as usual), Switzerland B105 NH, B143 mint, B144 used, B206 used, etc., also note some useful Switzerland airmails and 
pre-1920s used, Germany, USA, assorted revenues, etc., usual mixed condition, generally F-VF. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
2686   Worldwide Cornucopia, 43 large stock cards with 100s of mostly pre-1950s including some multiples, revenues, plenty of “back 

of the book”, some early 20th century labels and cinderellas, etc., mostly European highlighted by Belgium B143 mint, Germany 
B316-17 used, Liechtenstein 131 mint, 264 mint, 356 block NH, etc. plus some USA including Federal Duck stamps, usual 
mixed condition, generally F-VF. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
2687   A Heap of Stock Cards with 100s of Worldwide Stamps, 73 large cards with a mishmash of mostly European (and some related 

colonies) classic period through mid-20th century issues, good variety of countries, also note some revenues and cinderellas mixed 
throughout the cards, some useful Germany including airmails, Latin America, 19th century US, Switzerland 293-305 used, Italy 
54 mint (Raybaudi cert), etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF. (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
2688   Cache of 100s of Worldwide Stamps in 61 Stock Cards, 19th to mid-20th century issues neatly arranged in large cards with 

primary value in European issues with some additional British Commonwealth, Latin America, etc. plus a selection of revenues, 
cinderellas, seals, labels, etc., a handful of premium including Switzerland 303-04 used, GB 1 used, KE VII / KG V period mint or 
used, Hong Kong to 1930s used, Liechtenstein 264 NH, German area including airmails, etc., usual mixed condition, most F-VF. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
2689   A Medley of Worldwide Stamps, Neatly arranged on 80 large stock cards a featuring a wide range of 19th to mid-20th century 

issues including good number of “back of the book” as revenues plus some cinderellas and labels, most of the value in European 
countries and their colonies and in flipping through the cards we note Germany 3rd Reich era including some of the Flemish Legion 
issues, some Latin America, Poland 1K1-11 mint, US 19th century used, Switzerland WW II era military unit stamps, etc., usual 
mixed condition, most F-VF. (photo on web site) .........................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
2690   A Bevy of US and Worldwide Stamps, Arranged in 75 large stock cards, generally pre-1950s and including an array of USA 

116-17 used, 120 used, 218 used, 241 unused, 242 used, 277-78 used, 313 used, revenues and possessions, Russian “Wrangel” 
overprints including forgeries, useful selection of worldwide airmails including Germany rocket mail issues, Rhodesia 116 mint 
(shallow thins), Germany C36-37 used (3), C41 used, 1930s/40s Belgium, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
2691   A Hodge-Podge of Worldwide Stamps in 67 Stock Cards, 19th century to about the 1950s with most of the value in European 

issues and including many early 20th century seals, labels and cinderellas, also note some better from German area, Switzerland 
used classics plus B206 NH, Timor 1939 NY World’s Fair airmail overprint mint, US 548-50 blocks mint, 620-21 blocks 
mint, assorted Wines revenues, Italy mint 1930s issues, etc., usual mixed condition, most F-VF. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
2692   Stack of Stock Cards of Worldwide Stamps, varied assortment of classic period through the mid-20th century neatly arranged 

on 38 large cards, mostly European and colonies plus some revenues, cinderellas, seals, etc., note some better airmails, Greece 
535-38 mint, early Finland used, Switzerland 303-05 used, Germany inflation period used singles and multiples (some dubious 
cancels as usual), US “back of the book” including revenues, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
2693   Batch of Stock Cards Filled with Worldwide Stamps, 34 cards with a mixed assemblage of European, US, British Commonwealth, 

etc. stamps including some revenues and labels, best from German and French areas including colonies, Canada, Austria including 
19th century used with variety of cancels, couple of Mali gold foil issues, GB 1840 1d used, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly 
F-VF. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2694   Worldwide, Internationalist’s Delight Accumulation, Thousands of 19th 20th Century mint and used stamps on dealer stockpages 

in 95 counter books, this accumulation contains stamps from many different countries from around the world including Africa, 
British Commonwealth, Europe, South and Central America, 90% of the catalog value is in the 19 books imaged completely 
online, virtually all books have an adding machine tape taped inside the front cover, 19th Century in mixed condition, Fine to Very 
Fine, owner’s circa 2005 Scott catalog value exceeds $153,000; this grouping has been off the market for nearly 20 years. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 112 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2695   Worldwide, Exciting Mix of Mint & Used, 1852-1990s, Eight stockbooks, various collections on pages, some full sheets, and a 

lot of premium material in glassines and counter pages. There’s a stockbook of 100’s of used duplicates of China (1898-1940s), 
one with mostly used Latin America, and another with mint Canada; a collection of used Mexico on pages from 1856-99 and a 
specialized collection of Chilean postage dues including provisionals and inverted centers & imperf se-tenant pairs of the 1924 
issue. And here is just some of the better material I encountered: Canada mint #66-73, 74-84, 85, 89-95, 98-103, 135 (block), 195-
200, 245, 302, E3, Egypt mint 114, France mint 329 (2), 624a, Japan mint 283a in folder, 421a, 423, 457, 479, 517, 521, Nigeria 
used 11, Poland mint B31, Russia mint C75a, St. Pierre et Miquelon mint C25, St. Vincent used 9, San Marino mint complete 
sheet of 143, Saudi Arabia mint L64a, Switzerland mint B80, B130, and used B116, B131, B144, etc. Also a bit of material 
seldom seen, such as four United States essays from Dietz Printing and signed by the artist, color proof deluxe sheets of El 
Salvador 612 & C117, the German airmail provisional with “Gelber Hund” overprint on piece (MiNr. IV PF I), mint Tasmanian 
postal fiscals AR12 & AR22, and a used Lebanese souvenir sheet of 14 depicting 189-96 & C101-06 with blue inscriptions on card 
stock as footnoted in Scott, generally Fine to Very Fine, one should view this lot in person but we are providing numerous images 
online as reference. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2696   Worldwide Bulky Accumulation, 1850’s-1980’s, coming across our desks in four large boxes (before repacking), filled with 

ziplock bag’s full of stamps sorted by country including several bags of U.S. face value postage, ten albums or stockbooks filled 
with various issues, with some books containing nice complete sets and several books of random stamps thrown together on a page, 
there are several boxes of dealer counter cards and some sections of dealer tear sheets of larger items with some occasional slightly 
better $10 to $25 sets. There are some better sections of France and Swiss among these cards, so keep an eye open for those as well 
as other concentrations of value, condition is mixed as usual, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 87.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2697   Worldwide, Various Mint & Used Stocking Stuffers, Not sure what to get that someone special for Christmas? Well, this lot is 

loaded with various mint & used sets, singles and souvenir sheets; some newer issues but mostly older material. It appears that a lot 
of this hasn’t seen the light of day for 60, 70 or perhaps 80 years or more. Glassines and paper are yellowish and brittle, but many of 
the stamps have kept their vibrant color! There’s a mint sheet folder of Deutsches Reich definitives in full sheets, an old approval 
book of Reunion and another with French Morocco, a used collection of 19th century Barbados and other nice surprises. One 
particular notebook was filled with mint & used Denmark. A few good regular issues, like mint #67-69 & 132-33, but then came 
the back-of-the-book mint blocks of four of Q3-4, Q7 (2 stamps NH = CV $1,800), Q11 and mint singles of P4-5, P8-10, P13 (pair), 
P14-15, P17, as well as used blocks of four of Q4, Q7, Q11. One folder had mint Portugese souvenir sheets, namely 594a, 602a, 
674a, 701a. Another notebook had Norwegian Post Horns on pages with both mint & used 22-31 in duplication. Other random 
items include Bahamas mint 41-42, Bechuanaland Protectorate mint 79a (block of 4), Canada mint 50-61, 69, 71, 90A (pair), 
Leeward Islands mint 9-14, and used Poland B31, generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images available online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2698   Worldwide, Adventure Lot with a Whole Lotta Material, 1860s-2000s, Numerous mint sheets folders, twelve of them with 

mostly full sheets of Bulgaria, a box of mint & used Serbian postal stationery, an entire box filled with mint & used Transvaal in 
glassines and on “107” cards along with a stockbook packed with mint blocks, mint & used Bulgarian stock, a mint sheet folder 
with the 25th Anniversary of QEII’s Coronation Omnibus series in full sheets, various country collections on old album pages, a 
pile of Yugoslavian mini-sheets, a stockbook of Eastern European forgeries, a collection of mint & used Bavarian postal cards 
on album pages, two stockbooks of mint & used Danzig stock, stacks upon stacks of Mexican mint sheets, a large binder of Persia 
with both genuine & fakes including numerous articles on the subject of forgeries, and a whole lot more. We’re including a couple 
of video clips online in the hope that your curiosity will peak, because the person who makes the effort to view this lot on-site is the 
one who will most likely be taking this baby home come auction time, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
100 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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2699   Worldwide, Cart Full of Stamps (Cart not Included), 1856-2019, Harris New Statesman lightly populated, cute Nippon 8x8 
cloth covered album complete with Japanese stamps, slender stockbook of mint Berlin beginning in 1978, a few hundred Japanese 
mint and used postal cards, pack of 100 mint Japanese aerogrames, partial sheets of Luxembourg Europa issue, several sheets 
of Guernsey and Isle of Man, three Harris Liberty albums mosly used material, Scott Modern Postage Stamp Album with a few 
hundred stamps, Minkus United Nations plate blocks 1951-1969 virtually complete and a second binder 1970-1978, Minkus 
US plate blocks 1948-1960 and another 1960-1970, Postal Commemorative Society framed pages (5), Scott Minuteman started 
with common items, used booklet panes (1923-1968) on White Ace pages, UN mint collection nicely done on Minkus pages, 
sheets (some mosture damage) from several nations (Israel (5), United Nations, Canada (2), Cyprus, Great Britain, Gibraltar, 
Suriname, and Nigeria), King stockbook beautifully organized with hundreds of DDR, turn of the century German album with 1500 
illustrations (about a quarter full), King stockbook with several hundred mostly mint DDR; King stockbook with more than 1,000 
used German Empire, Inflation, Third Reich, and modern Germany as well as Belgium, Czech Republic, Great Britain, Hungary, 
Canada, Italy, and the Netherlands; 3 volume Scott International modestly populated, several thousand worldwide in glassines; 
Republic of the United States of Indonesia album published by Littleton Stamp Co, beautifully complete 1948-1949 issues plus 
Postage Due; several stockbooks filled with worldwide, Transworld Stamp Album (Grossman Stamp Co) very well endowed, 
several thousand more stamps (including a classic H E Harris orange bag), Leuchtturn hingeless UN album mint virtually complete 
to 1980, King stockbook with hundreds of mint UN, White Ace UN (FDCs, postal cards, entires, and aerogrammes), approx 50 UN 
emblem blocks, and about 40 UN stamp collecting folders with stamps; this massive collection will take some time sorting out, 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 280 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2700   Worldwide, Back-Burner Holding of Mint & Used, 1850s-1993, The collector of this lot spent a lifetime buying stamps at 

auction and from dealers; some of it made it into albums, but large portions didn’t and are still found on stock pages, approval 
pages, counter pages, in glassine files, and on old album pages from a variety of sources. There are some decent remainder 
collections, such as Portugal & Colonies (1853-1981), Iceland (1876-1961) in a hingeless Schaubek album, Latvia, Lithuania 
& Estonia (1918-40) on hingeless Ka-Be & Lighthouse pages, Greece (1861-1998) in two volumes of Scott, and Saudi Arabia 
(1917-92). Overall, strong Middle East, some China, a stockbook of Latin America, and more, generally Fine to Very Fine, five 
counter books flipped online to whet your appetite. (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2701   Worldwide, “Balancing Act” of Wide-Ranging Material, There’s a lot going on here in this balance lot of remainder collections 

and other curiosities. Various mint/used collections with a heavy emphasis on Latin America. Much Venezuela and Brazil, 
the latter with a sizeable collection of mint blocks from the 1940’s & 1950’s, as well as hundreds of photographic proofs. Also, 
Middle East and British Commonwealth with two large binders of various Omnibus series, such as QEII & Prince Philip’s 
Golden Wedding Anniversary, the Queen Mother Century, and QEII’s 75th Birthday. In addition, a tub of many hundreds of covers 
including a large quantity of used & unused postal stationery from around the world. And many items that are just downright 
interesting, like a stockbook of worldwide revenues, another with cut squares, a binder of numerous progressive color proofs from 
Fujeira, dozens of commemorative folders from the Colombian postal service, a large map of France from 1918, and a whole lot 
more. We are including some additional images, but a lot like this just has to be seen, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex Csolkovits. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 158 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2702   Fresh to the Market Accumulation of Classic Foreign Stamps, Thousands of mostly used, 1850’s to 1945, hinged on hundreds 

of 7 x 4 cards with stamps identified, strength in Europe especially Germany and Great Britain with good showings of South 
America and Persia, fresh colors as this accumulation has been off the market for decades, the mint are in crystal mounts indicating 
this was put together in the 1970’s or prior, some faults as always found on massive accumulations such as this one, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, see the entire lot online, ex Lippman. Shipping charges apply - weight 31 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2703   Worldwide, Largely Unchecked Balance Lot, About 15 albums with conventional collections, like a hingeless Lighthouse with 

complete mint U.N. to 1985 and a White Ace album with U.S. plate blocks, to the more unconventional, such as a JFK Memorial 
album with mint worldwide or a homemade worldwide collection on horse racing featuring a couple of plate blocks of U.S. #1528 
signed by the jockey, trainer and owner of Cannonade, the 1974 Kentucky Derby winner. Numerous shoeboxes filled with stamps 
either loose or in glassines; much Germany, 100’s of U.S. FDCs, and many miscellaneous items, like a stack of stock certificates 
or a collection of the State Flag issue of 1976 with each state on a separate cover and signed by the then-governor, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, on-site inspection an absolute must! Shipping charges apply - weight 229 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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2704   Worldwide Accumulation of Better Singles, 1850’s-1980’s, in order by Scott number on dealer tear pages in two stock books, 
with some notable items consisting of: Aden 16-27 mint (minus 23A), Austria C58, C59 (3 used), Bahamas 116-29 mint, 158-73 
mint, Barbuda 1083-90 NH, Bermuda 105-14 mint, 143-61 mint, Canada 17 (2 used), 19 used, 27 (2 used), 47 used, 94 used, 99 
no gum, 100 used, 101 used, 102 no gum, 158 (2 used), O16-27 mint, Canal Zone 120-35 no gum, Cayman Islands 100-11, PRC 
627 used, 1131-42 mint, France some better classic Napolean and Ceres issues, 83 used, 126 (4 used), 624 mint, B23 used, French 
Polynesia 199-202 mint, Greece 490-97 mint, C71-73 mint, Guinea 201-2, C24-26 mint, Hong Kong 218 mint, Ireland 149-50, 
Italy 400-7 mint, C1 mint, C64 (2 mint), C65 mint, C100-5 mint, C127-28 mint, J85 mint, Japan 479 mint, C10-11 mint, Korea 
652 mint, 653 (2 mint), Leeward Islands 60 mint, 115 mint, Mauritius 251-65 mint, Monaco 15 mint, Newfoundland 30 used, 
New Zealand 229-41 mint, Nicaragua 2020-27 mint, Pitcairn Islands 1-8 mint, Portugal 651a mint se-tenant block removed from 
sheet, 677-78, 681-82 mint as singles, 680-82 no gum singles, Somalia C13-16 mint, Somaliland Protectorate 96-107 mint, Yemen 
98-102 and 99a mint. Of course condition and centering are both mixed, as there are many classics here, this is balanced well by a 
decent amount of lovely and sound 20th century mint sets, generally Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs. 
Scott $15,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ............................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2705   Worldwide, Worthwhile Accumulation with U.S., China & More, 1855-1990s, A total of 22 stockbooks with worldwide mint & 

used; strong Asia, Middle East and French Colonies with better stamps among the mix, like U.S. mint #298 and PRC mint sets, 
such as 1222-27, 1354-56, 1389-98, 1840-43, etc. Also ten mint sets from the U.S.P.S. including other releases, five annual mint 
sets from the PRC, over 50 covers (mostly FDC) from Hong Kong, about 70 Thai FDCs, and 35 FDCs from around the world for 
the World Refugee Year of 1960, generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
74 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2706   Worldwide, Adventure Lot with Much Asia & Sports Thematics, 1909-2017, Wide-ranging with a box of material from China, 

Japan & Korea featuring such items as 70 vintage Japanese picture postcards from ca. 1909-10, annual mint sets from the 1970s, 
even some ephemera, like an artbook from Japanese master Hiroshige of The Fifty-three Stages of the Tokaido and a graduation 
tassel from Beijing Normal University. Other items include a highly complete U.S. mint collection from 1926-71 in a Minkus 
album, Presidential Inaugural covers in folders from 1985-2017, numerous stockbooks filled with worldwide souvenir sheets, a 
very well-filled Statesman album with mint & used from countries M-N, and various postal packs from the USPS, Royal Mail, La 
Poste and others. And sports is a recurring theme throughout this lot, mostly on baseball and the Olympic Games, and found as 
FDCs, postal stationery and souvenir sheets, generally Fine to Very Fine, a flip of one binder to emphasize the diversity of this lot. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 55.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2707   Worldwide, “Grab Bag” Accumulation of Mint, Used & Covers, 1860-2000s, Reaching into one of these boxes, you’re never 

quite sure what you are going to pull out. From a chaotic box of worldwide in glassines to more organized material, such as a red 
box of used Austrian commemoratives or an APS circuit book of mint Switzerland. There’s a box of Romanian covers, modern 
Finland on counter pages, remainder collections on album pages of Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Indonesia, Nicaragua, Turkey, 
a used U.S. collection in a Scott Minuteman album with pages up to 2012, a box of “107” cards with mint & used worldwide, and 
much more. How much more? Well, I guess you’re just going to have to stop by and have a look for yourself! overall Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 53.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2708   Worldwide, Mountainous Mint Hoard with Kennedy Collection, 1960s-2019, A box of all mint sets & singles from around 

the world and predominantly from the 1970s-90s, but a few even later, such as an imperforate proof from the Gibraltar Philatelic 
Bureau of the mini-sheet issued to commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon Landing. In addition, a very attractive 
worldwide collection in three volumes of the stamps of John F. Kennedy alphabetized by country, including a commemorative 
edition of LIFE magazine on the inauguration of the 35th president. $1,000’s of dollars in retail value and perfect for the reseller, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2709   Worldwide, Mint & Used Boxful with Very Strong Ireland, 1849-1980s, Stamps from around the world but a heavy dose of 

Ireland; a couple of collections on pages, but some of the best value is in the loose glassines and “102” cards. Plentiful overprints 
including many seahorses and better mint sets, many in duplication. But there is in fact a lot more than just Ireland. There’s a page 
of nearly complete Baden with used #1-4 (#1 with cert), 6-9, 10-14, 15-17, 19-23, numerous souvenir sheets, such as Belgium 
B605a (3), Cyprus 226a, Switzerland B131-32, B143-44, B178, and plenty of better sets & singles, like Canada mint 160 (coil 
pair), E2, French Southern & Antarctic Territory C1-2 (blocks of four), Great Britain used 173-74, 179-81, 222-24, Saar mint 
B9-15 & used B65-66, etc, overall Fine to Very Fine, some additional photos online but on-site inspection still recommended. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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2710   Worldwide, “Another Fine Mess” Mint & Used Accumulation, 1841-1980s, Three boxes of chaotic fun with tens of thousands 
of stamps, some on old album pages, in glassines, some former auction lots, stacks of approval books, counter book pages, many 
still on paper, or some just plain loose. This one is just begging to get organized and it’s guaranteed you will find items of value. 
From my very brief encounter with this lot, I turned up used Great Britain #139-40 & 179-80, an unused Canada #103 on a “102” 
card, and some loose pages of Mongolia from an ancient Ka-Be album with a set of six from 1934 with horizontal perforation 
across center as footnoted in Scott. Without a doubt though, this lot needs to be evaluated in person, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2711   Worldwide, Sensational Revenue Holding, 1807-2001, In binders, as well as on original documents, thousands of revenues 

from early 19th century revenue stamped paper from France to modern U.S. State Ducks. Much U.S., Brazil and Great Britain 
on documents, a binder of more unconventional U.S. revenues, such as Oleomargarine, Liquor Dealer and Snuff, as well 
as numerous state revenues, for example, Laundry stamps of North Carolina, Intangible Tax stamps of Indiana or Louisiana 
Insecticide Tax stamps. There’s a binder of British Commonwealth with Canadian Weights & Measures, Quebec Registration 
stamps, Law stamps from Ontario, Manitoba and other provinces, British Guiana Summary Jurisdiction stamps, Queensland 
Stamp Duty, Indian Court Fees and various revenues from the Feudal States. Another binder with large quantities of Austria, 
France, Germany & States, Italy, Switzerland, etc. A wise man once said that the only thing rarer than stamps like these is the 
person who will buy them. But isn’t that the allure of a lot like this? The chance to acquire a large amount of rarities without 
spending a fortune. Count me in! As with all holdings of this nature, condition will vary, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, a 
portion of this lot is viewable online. (photo on web site) ............................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
2712   Worldwide, Mostly Modern Mint & FDC Holdings of U.S., U.N. & Canada, Dozens of binders, albums, mint sheet folders 

and commemorative folios; largest portion is from the United States with probably around 1,000 FDCs and many better, such 
as 100 Civil War-themed Colorano silk cachets and Great Americans on U.S. Stamps, a collection by the Postal Commemorative 
Society with a 22kt gold replica on each cover. And say what you will about the PCS, but they have produced some very attractive 
products through the years, and you will find many more here, like a 2-volume set of worldwide full sheets on Norman Rockwell 
and nine Duck stamp folios. A ton more from the U.S.P.S. featuring dozens of annual mint sets, as well as many other publications 
from the 1970s-90s with accompanying stamps, for example, Wildlife America, Aviation Pioneers, the 1984 Olympic Games, 
Birds & Flowers of the 50 States, a binder of souvenir pages, and numerous thematic stamp albums and stamp collecting kits. 
Next up, as far as quantity, is the United Nations with multiple mint collections in six volumes with hundreds of souvenir cards, 
postal stationery, mini-sheets, FDCs and souvenir folders. Lots of Canada too, including around a dozen annual mint sets, about 
500 FDCs, and thousands of used modern issues in glassines. Other items of interest include a collection of Great Britain FDCs 
and a commemorative panel with mint PRC #1974-80, both by Fleetwood, a vintage book of the Royal Tour of 1953-54 featuring 
mint blocks of the countries visited by QEII & the Duke of Edinburgh, a commemorative album of PRC postal stationery of The 
Scenery of Guizhou, mint sheet folders of worldwide full & partial sheets, a White Ace album of QEII’s Silver Jubilee, around 200 
Japanese FDCs from 1954-70, and a whole lot more, generally Fine to Very Fine, stop by to get a closer look at this large and 
appealing lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 317 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Dealers Stock

Worldwide Dealers Stock
2713   Worldwide, Mint & Used Premium Material, 1849-1991, A dozen counter books filled with better sets & singles, some even in 

duplication. Mint highlights include Argentina #C20-24, Austria C54-60, Belgium 102, Bolivia C18, Central African Republic 
81-85, Chile 19, Cuba 22, 77, 89, Czechoslovakia C1-3, Ethiopia N1-7, Finland 19, France C34-36, French Polynesia 15, 
Germany 28, C35-37, Iceland 2, C9-11, O3, Israel with tabs 10-14, 25, 48-50, 55, Italian East Africa C18, Italy 66, 72, 78-79, 
81, C79-83, O8, Japan 87-90, 422, Liechtenstein 1-3, B7-10, Monaco 1-4, Panama C108c, Romania 204-05, St. Pierre et 
Miquelon C47-49, Spain C12-17, Switzerland 182, Vatican 19-34, 41-46, 47-54, C18-19, Yugoslavia 1LB1a-2a. As for used, 
there’s Austria 17-18, 33, Lombardy-Venetia 3, 12, 18, 24, Azores 53a, Belgian Congo 29-30, Belgium Q1-6, Denmark 5-6, 
14-15, 24, 27, 65-69, 82, France 39, 41-42, 48, B12-19, Germany 25, 27-28, Baden 14, 17, Bavaria 7-8, 13-14, Iceland 98, Italy 
72, 118, CE1-2, O6-7, Q1-5, Luxembourg 6, 23, Netherlands 1-3, 22, 33, Russia C15-19, Sweden 2, 7, 12, 14, 27, 216-22, O7, 
O10-11, Switzerland 8, 10, 12, 48, 58-59, B2-3, B4-6, Vatican 19-34, 41-46, 47-54, C16-17, C18-19, C20-21, etc. Perfect for the 
worldwide collector or eBay seller. Owner states catalogue value at over $73,000. Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very 
Fine, the entire collection is viewable online via video flips. (photo on web site) ...................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
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2714   Worldwide, Thousands of Souvenir Sheets Mostly in Packs of Ten, 1959-2014, Many thousands of souvenir sheets from over 
100 countries, mostly in packs of ten or twenty with a wide variety of Topicals. Some of the sheets with higher catalogue value 
include Bermuda #508 (10), Brazil #1308 (10), Burkina Faso #1129 (10), Cook Islands #1351-1354 mini-sheets (10), Costa 
Rica #C741a (10), Guinea #1466 (20), 1514 (20), 1585 (20); Korea #292a-294a (10), 296a-297a (10), 298-300a (20), 301a (10), 
310a (10), 325a-326a (20); Monaco #1681 (10), Namibia #1161-1164 mini-sheets (20), Nevis #618a (10), Niger #986b (20), 
Russia #5977d (10), St. Thomas & Prince Islands #1309 (20), Sierra Leone #1167 (20), Togo #C121a (10), Tonga #601 (10), 
1187a-1187b (10), 1196 (20), 1245 (20); Uganda #780a mini-sheet (10) and many others, including ten copies of the Baden-
Powell sheet of Paraguay #645 only footnoted in Scott, mostly Very Fine, owner’s CV exceeds $41,000. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 19.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide Dealers Stock
2715   Worldwide, In the Land of 100,000 Stamps, In 21 binders, over 600 manila stocksheets, the vast majority of them packed 

with both mint & used, as well as numerous souvenir sheets. And you are more than welcome to count them all up, but from my 
calculations, given there are on average 150-200 stamps or more per page, the total should be at least 100,000, probably more. 
And this lot is not simply about quantity; not only is it all alphabetical by country and neatly arranged on each page, but these 
are also not schlock-leftovers either. There is a plentitude of higher-value material throughout and duplication is on the very light 
side. Countries ranked according to sheer volume include Russia (25 pgs), Argentina (17 pgs), France (15 pgs), Czechoslovakia 
(14 pgs), Japan (14 pgs), Switzerland (14 pgs), Denmark (13 pgs), Finland (13 pgs), Hungary (13 pgs), Portugal (12 pgs), 
Ecuador (11 pgs), Norway (11 pgs), Spain (11 pgs), Persia (10 pgs), etc. As a bonus, as if a lot like this actually needs one, is a 
United Nations mint collection with all the fixins, that is all three offices, New York #38, complete set of the Flag mini-sheets, 
nearly 40 souvenir booklets and other high-value items into the 2000s, overall Fine to Very Fine, seven binders as video flips are 
viewable online for reference. Shipping charges apply - weight 118 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
2716   Worldwide, Mostly European Mint & Used Stock, 1852-2000s, Over 60 stockbooks / binders of stockpages with wide-

ranging material, from extensive 19th century to modern mint. Larger quantities of Eastern Europe, namely Albania, Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, as compiled by one of the foremost experts of this area. Also, 
much Austria, Belgium, France, Germany (East, West & Reich), Greece, Netherlands, Portugal, etc, overall Fine to Very 
Fine, numerous video flips online for your convenience. Shipping charges apply - weight 177 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
2717   Worldwide, Useful Stock of Better Sets, 1861-1954, dozens of useful premium sets on cards in a stockbook; France 329 MNH 

souvenir sheet, Newfoundland 131-144 MNH, Denmark C1-C5 MNH, Cyrenica C18-C19 used, Eritrea B25-B28 used on 
piece, Germany-Niesky Mi 1-2 MNH, Germany-Bezirk 27 DPO Chemnitz Mi 1Nd MNH, Germany-Bezirk DPO Chemnitz Mi 
11a-11d MNH, Germany-Bezirk 27 DPO Leipzig Mi 11a-11d, US 803-834 MNH, Germany-Meiben 27 used, Iceland 217-227 
MNH, Iceland C9-C11 used, Italy 117-118 used, Italy-Lisso 17-26 used, Italy-Nisird 17-26 used, Italy-Patmo 17-26 used, Italy-
Rhodes 45-54 used, Somalia B1-B4 used, Libya B38-B47 used, Iceland C15-C20 MNH, Singapore 89a MNH complete booklet, 
France C29-C32 MNH, Iceland 213-216 MNH, SAAR B5-B9 used, Germany Offices in China 46 used, Malaya 50-64 MNH, 
Monaco 60-92 MNH, New Zealand 130-139 used, Australia 394-417 MNH, Iceland 152-166 MNH, Iceland 209-213 MNH, 
Iceland 170-175 MNH, Iceland 229-231 MNH, Iceland 232-235 MNH, Italy B30-B33 used, Italy C35-C28 used, Confederate 
States of America 13 used on piece, and more; owners catalog $17,800; there is always a market for quality, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
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2718   Worldwide, Fastidious Dealer Stock,1856-2019, hundreds of mostly mint WW sets, singles, and souvenir sheets on “106” and 
larger cards; about 350 Wallis & Futuna cards with sets and singles, Aden 1-11 MNH, Antigua 241-257 used, Ascension Gibbon 
14a “broken mast” unused, Bahamas 110 MNH plate blocks (4), 113 used, Barbados 227 VLH, Belize 672-687 MNH, Bermuda 
74 used, British Antarctic 202-213 MNH, Canada 37b used, 73 used, 1818-1834 MNH, Cook Islands O70-O87 MNH, Cyprus 
134 used, 219-221 MNH, 229-231 MNH, Falkland Islands 94 MNH, Fiji 147-162 MNH, Gibraltar 128b used, 134 used, 
Gilbert & Ellice Islands 40-51 MNH, Great Britain 126 MNH (2), 138a MNH, 179 used, BK733 MNH, Grenada 106 used, 
Hong Kong 163b MNH block, 198 MLH, Ireland J1 MNH, Malta 191-205 MNH, New Zealand J22-J25 MLH, O79a used on 
piece, Norfolk Island 13-18 MNH, North Borneo 261-275 MNH, Papua New Guinea C5-C9 MNH, Qatar 232-237 MNH, St 
Helena 140-152 used, Samoa 265-274b MNH, Sierra Leone 41 VLH, Singapore 86b-95a MNH, 89a 2 panes MNH, 107-111 
used, 279a-281a used, Tonga 54-62 MNH, 1203-1215 MNH, O18-O25 MNH, O71-O77 MNH, Niuafoou 27-41 MNH, Trista da 
Cunna 28-41 MNH, Belgium Q437 MNH, Bulgaria 1024 MNH imperf, Republic of China 1745-1749 MNH, Croatia B7-B8 
MNH imperf blocks, Cyrenaica 59-64 and C24-C29 MNH, Danzig 232 used, Denmark 164-175 used, Eritrea 158-167 used, 
C7-C16 used, Fiume B12-B13 MNH, France B147a MNH, French Morocco 136B complete booklet, French Polynesia C21 
used, Germany 100c MNH booklet pane, 469 MNH, 582-583 used on card, B69-B76 MNH, B119 MNH, B141-B143 used, B146 
MNH pair, Germany-Niesky Mi 3 MNH, Germany-Bezirk 27 DPO Leipzig Mi IVa-IVd MNH, 111a-142 MNH, Greenland 35 
MNH, 136-141 MNH, Iceland 681 MNH, C3 used (2), C9-C11 MNH, C15-C20 used, Persia 94-100, Iraq O71 used, Italy 76-91 
used, 181a used, B1-B3 used, C1 MNH, C10-C11 MLH, J37-J44 used, Italy-Lisso 12-16 used (2), Italy-Rhodes J1-J9, Japan 59 
used, 407 MNH, Korea 7 Unused, 2 MNH, Luxembourg 329-331 MNH, C16-C20 MNH, Mexico E1 MNH, C123-125 MNH, 
Monaco C69-C72a MNH (2), Panama 403a-403l MNH, Russia 857-858 used, Ryukyu 58-62 MNH blocks (2), Salvador O90 
MNH, Somalia C1-C6 MNH, Switzerland 244-246 used, C15 used, Thailand 260-263 & 261a MNH, 308 MNH, Australia 
1389a-1389e MNH, Australia Antarctic L97a-L97c MNH, Bangladesh 68a MNH, Grenada 1999-2005 MNH, Hungary 3085a 
MNH, Penrhyn Island 165-172 MNH, Poland B107 MNH, Spain 285i (unlisted inverted overprint in alternate color), Niuafoou 
301-313 MNH, CE1-CE5 MNH, Zaire 861 MNH, Aitutaki 600-612 MNH, as well a used selection of Uruguay 13//23; Obviously 
too much to mention (and we listed just some that catalog over $50); some dealer is going to be very happy, Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 17.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
2719   Worldwide, Large Balance Lot of Mostly Eastern Europe, 1880-1993, Eleven red boxes, a few other boxes and a couple of 

binders; the remainder of the estate of one of the foremost experts on Eastern Europe. It should then be no surprise that the majority 
of this lot is comprised of that area. Extensive mint & used stock of Czechoslovakia (1918-85), Hungary (1916-76), Montenegro 
(1896-1944), Poland (1927-84), Russia (1933-93), Serbia (1880-1943), Turkey (1916-72), Yugoslavia (1918-65) and others. 
Many better sprinkled throughout, such as Montenegro used 3N1-9, Serbia mint #40-47 (3), 59-67, 87-97 (2), J1-5, 2N1-15 (10), 
2NC1-10 (6), 2NC11-15 (12), Yugoslavia used C33, C33a, and many others. And it’s not just about the Eastern Bloc, as I cracked 
open a red box of worldwide and thumbing through some Iceland, here’s what I found: used 86-91, 92-96, 99-107 (2), 108-28 (2), 
130-38 (2), and mint 152-62 (2), 193-94, and I’m sure there’s more where that came from. The only downside is that the majority 
are stored in glassine files; so handy to store duplicates, whether you’re a collector or dealer, but when it comes time to sell, it’s 
nearly impossible to get a true value of the inventory, and because most of it is obscured in glassines, it’s difficult to photograph. 
For this reason, we urge you to inspect these lots personally to get a better assessment, generally Fine to Very Fine, this is an ex-
George McNamara holding. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
2720   Worldwide, “Lucky Seven” Red Box Stock, 1858-2009, Ready for a game of “102” cards? We have seven red boxes filled with 

them containing thousands of mint & used worldwide stamps and blocks and you never know what you might find. Neatly arranged 
by country and catalogue number; larger quantities include Austria, France, Germany with States & Colonies, Iceland, Italy 
& Colonies, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands & Colonies, Norway, Portugal & Colonies, Spain, United Nations, overall Fine to 
Very Fine, and a fun lot to explore but should first be evaluated on-site. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Worldwide Postal History Collections
2721   Worldwide, Desirable Zeppelin Covers Collection, 1920s/30s, approximately. 90 flown covers/cards neatly mounted and 

annotated on pages with some “extras” in between the pages, also includes some airship/Zeppelin picture postcards, South 
American “Condor” flights, a handful of Zeppelin stamps, mixed franking, commercial mail (including some non-Zeppelin), USS 
Akron and Macon covers, etc., mostly LZ 127 “Graf Zeppelin” flights including plenty of better as Albania 1932 5th So America 
Flight, Argentina C20-29 mint singles, C20-24 set on Buenos Aires to USA, C25-29 set on Buenos Aires to Germany, Brazil 
4CL1 Rio to USA, 4CL1+4CL3 Rio to Friedrichshafen, 4CL3 Rio to USA, 4CL4 Rio to USA, 4CL5 Rio to USA (4), 4CL8 Rio to 
USA, 4CL9 Rio to USA, 4CL9 Rio to Germany, Germany C36 1931 Friedrichshafen to USA with Cape Verde drop, C38 (2)+C39 
to USA with “On Board” cancels, C43-45 set franking Friedrichshafen to USA, C43 Friedrichshafen to Chicago, Gibraltar 
1934 3rd So America Flight, Greece 1932 So America Flight postal card, Tripolitania 1932 6th So America Flight with two C15, 
USA C13 on picture post card Lakehurst to Germany, C13 Lakehurst to France, C14 on picture post card NY City round trip, C15 
Washington DC round trip FDC, C15 NY City round trip, etc., mostly Brazil, Germany, USA and Argentina covers with frankings 
of 9 additional countries, usual mixed condition with majority F-VF, well worth a close look, ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
2722   Worldwide, Postal History & Stamps, A Valuable Eclectic Estate/Accumulation, 1914-60.  A very unusual holding of over 

2500 covers and postcards plus a myriad of 19th and 20th century stamps all together two boxes ready to sort and sell, Many 
items are still on their original auction lot pages or in envelopes as purchased privately with at least several hundred as such with 
cost ranging from $20 to several hundred dollars each. World War I was a passion for the collector with a huge range of covers, 
censored mail, propaganda cards and much more most purchased individually from dealers in Great Britain, the Continent, and the 
U.S.A. We also note prisoner of war mail. Favorite countries include Germany, Austria, Great Britain and many more, some better 
postal stationery is present. We see stamps up to $350 each and we only viewed a small portion of this estate lot. Numerous items 
purchased at $50 to $150 each, packages of even new issues are to be found. Simply an extraordinary lot for potential “finds” and 
will be fun to view by any postal history enthusiast. A huge retail or auction value. Mainly F.-V.F. with a few faults. (photo on web 
site) ..............................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
2723   Worldwide, Vast Airmail Cover Lot, 1923-50, about 600 better envelopes and cards related to Airmail; 250 Contract Air Mail 

(CAM) covers, often with interesting frankings; 1919 Roessler envelope New Jersey to Princeton with 2¢ rate, several early 
Helicopter mail, Apollo 9 crew signed launch cover (postmark is backdated), 1935 Pan Am Clipper San Fran - Honolulu - San 
Fran on Secretary of the Interior envelope addressed to Hon Harold L Ickes, Scott # C18 on three covers (Miami, Akron, and 
Chicago), 2 Europa and 3 Bremen Catapult covers, 1929 Park City UT Crash cover, Air Express Springfield to Cleveland, 
Roessler 1931 twentieth anniversity of Airmail with scarce cachets in red and another in blue, Air Express Portland to Seattle, 
Air Express Springfield to Peoria with 5 autographs (including CAM 2 pilots Sloinger, Smith and Gurney), C6 on 1st coast to 
coast flight (SF to Phili), 15 Cobham overnight flight envelopes (9 New York, 2 Washington, and 4 Philadelphia), C5 on Raymond 
Barr Pittsburgh to Oakland, C1 and imperf pair of Harding memorial on Lindbergh Day Washington to New York flight, C1 pair 
on 1921 Registered commercial mail, fresh C4 on Phili to NY Sesquicentenial Route, C1 pair on 1921 Registered return receipt 
requested business mail from Hartford to Philadelphia, 1912 Roessler upraided U35 with advertising on the back mailed from 
Guam, one of 136 pieces carried on F C Chichester’s 1931 Australia-Philippines-Japan flight (Mati to Ormoc), 1924 Trans-Polar 
flight expedition card (US franking to Christina and Norse postage for return), 462d booklet pane with tab on first mail from 
McKeesport PA, C4 block on 1923 night test flight NY to LA, Roscoe Turner signed cover carried in Mac Robertson Air Race 
with British and Australian postage, emergency Airmail service from Gulkana to Chitina AK (Gillam Airways label on reverse), 
Airport Dedication Angola IN on Permit business mail with Postage Due, C12 plate block of 6 FDC with Special Delivery, 
1929 Rocky Ford Air Circus in CO paid with Kansas overprints, Garfield Perry multicolor cachet with Molley Pitcher overprint 
block transported by Cleveland & Columbus RPO, 1928 Radioletter from Wall Street to Fort Wayne, 11 examples of SS City 
of Los Angeles ship to shore, 3 Goodyear Puritan airship (carried), Akron training flight, Graf Zeppelin RTW Los Angeles to 
Friedrichshafen, 4 SS Leviathan ship to shore, airship Los Angeles (Feb 20, Apr 15 (12), and Apr 27 (3)), Airport Dedications, 
Air Races and Meets, and a small number of anniversary envelopes; about 200 Foreign Air Mail (FAM) covers with a concentration 
of far flug origins and destinations often missing from collections; well worth a peek, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
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2724   Worldwide, Better Airmail Stock, 1917-53, about 250 very clean premium covers; 1917 Italy Experimental Airmail with Scott 
# C1 (3), 1929 Galway to London, Registered Vaduz to Luzern, 1935 French rocket mail, Latvia overprint set on cover from Riga 
to Luzern, Bremen catapult mail, 1931 Malta to England, 1938 US Embasy Berlin to Maryland, 1931 Hurbert Wilkins sub to 
North Pole (3), 1938 Curacao to Paramaribo, 1937 Batavia to Den Haag, caligraphy address to Consulate General from Batavia 
to Sydney, 1948 uprated APO 660 from Japan, Belgian 1935 rocket mail, 1927 Luxembourg balloon mail, 1935 rocket mail from 
Holland, 1934 KLM envelopes Amsterdam to Curacau, 1932 Capetown to London and Victoria, 1933 Karachi to Calcutta, 1931 
Perth to Adelaide, 1932 Xmas Greetings by First All-Australian Air Mail to New Zealand, 1929 Dover to Natal, 1949 Ramalla to 
Cairo (AV2), 1919 Tunisia Airmail, 1928 Ile de France Ship to Shore 1931 Christmas Airmail Palmerston to Christchurch, 1935 
London to Budapest, Guernsey set on 1st mail to England, Registered Monte Carlo to Berlin, and much more, Fine to Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
2725   Worldwide, Enticing and Varied Postal History Holding, many hundreds of covers, most individually sleeved, with all but a 

handful from Eastern Europe and Western Europe and their Colonies; note a nice range of Omnibus issue First Day Covers from 
the British Empire, attractive France and Colonies frankings, a good mix of German and Italian covers, early Luxembourg Europa 
First Day Covers, colorful mixed frankings from Turkey, a newspaper from Austria with 1Kr stamp tied, attractive San Marino 
and Monaco (the latter including a Royal Wedding commemorative booklet with proofs and cover, the book signed by Rainier and 
Grace), stampless Russia, multiple frankings of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, USSR and Yugoslavia, a selection of postal stationery 
items, even an oversized 1935 cover from Poland to the US franked by four different blocks of four and cancelled “Gdynia-Port 
Polski” postmarks; generally fresh and sound, though expect travel wear and the occasional fault, Fine to Very Fine with much 
better, well worth the time to review. (photo on web site) ............................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
2726   Worldwide, Mish Mash of Postal History, 1842-2016, a few thousand envelopes and cards from every corner of the globe (do 

globes have corners?); although condition varies considerably, there are many choice covers (dozens have complete sets on them); 
extensive British and French colonies with wonderful frankings; at least a dozen stampless folded letters from Italy, Holland, and 
Great Britain; AMG cover to Displaced Persons Camp with 10 colors, Canadian F2 on cover to New York, 1862 SFL from Cuba 
to Spain, 1902 Barbados uprated postal entire to New York, wonderful Registered 1937 FDC from India (13 stamps) to France, 
illustrated #10 envelope from Togo carried by Tin Can Mail; includes Showgard album with Zeppelin covers including 1st flight 
of the Hindenburg, Century of Progress flight with Scott # C18 franking, USS Akron carried postal entire, Graf Zeppelin round the 
world flight cancelled in Los Angeles, and three (one Registered) Hindenburg covers addressed to the United States; cherry pick 
the valuable material or set them out at the stamp show for eager customers, Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 42 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
2727   Worldwide, Wide-Ranging Postal History with Extensive Czechoslovakia, 1830-1990s, From German stampless covers in 

the first half of the 19th century to New Zealand maxi-cards near the turn of the millennium; overall, mostly older material with 
well over 1,000 covers including some revenues on documents. Many FDCs, First Flights, and other special event covers, as well 
as both mint & used postal stationery. Nearly 400 pieces from Czechoslovakia alone with large quantities of Great Britain, 
Australia, Belgium, Vietnam, Argentina, Japan, Brazil and others. Many better stamps to be found, but also interesting covers 
in general, like the gorgeous and quite scarce (especially on cover) of one of the world’s first airmail etiquettes (France#2 in the 
Frank Muller catalogue), the entire first series of Bohemia & Moravia on a registered cover, or a scarce usage of the Czech 20h 
Scout stamp (#OL2) just four days after it was issued in Prague. This lot would be best evaluated in person, but a portion may be 
viewed online by following the link, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 54.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
2728   Worldwide, Truckload of Covers, 1890-2018, well in excess of 4,000 mostly First Day of Issue envelopes, many in albums and 

others in shoe boxes; 40 USPS exhibit cards in a binder (1976-1987); Postal Commemorative Society binders including 1943-
1950, 1972-1973, and First Day Lithographs; Westminster Collectors Society 1977 QEII; Heritage Collection of Postal History; 
binder of United Nations First Day Covers including postal stationery; World Federation of FDC Collectors; Fleetwood Flora & 
Fauna of the World and the Europa Collection; 3 volumes of Golden Replicas of US Stamps; Royal Houses of Europe; Stamps of 
All Countries; Official Government FDC Collection, and Royal Mail First Day Cover Collection, and many more; covers are in 
more than 45 binders (so you need to make some space); numerous clean sets that will show well, at least half are unaddressed; a 
bargain to be had, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 221 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
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2729   Worldwide, Wide-Ranging Accumulation, 1881-1958, thousands of classic to modern material in boxes and binders; about 120 
From Turkey, Palestine, Syria, and Egypt (unfortunately many stamps have been removed); modern Macau FDC (#467-468), 
Japan FDC (830-831), Netherlands 332-335 FDC, GDR 84 on cover, Guernsey N3 on cover, Germany postal card (Mi 83 used), 
Germany B199 on cover, Japan 202-204 on card, Norway Amundsen card (2), Germany 157a on cover, SAAR 230 FDC, Baden 
5N13 on cover, Poland General Government N103 on Express mail, German Occupied Jersey flown cover, Registered Germany 
N29 envelope, Germany O91 on Registered mail, 1932 French Mourning cover to Tahiti, 1874 Paris to Mexico with five #63s, 
turn of the century military card from Germany to China, Prison Mail from Ljubljana Croatia (1883), about 50 French Maxi type 
cards; Fleetwood binder containing 48 Flora & Fauna of the World; Berlin B292-293 with First Day Cancels, 1925 Paris Art Decor 
souvenir album, Iceland C9-C10 on Registered Zeppelin flight from Reykjavik to Lakehurst, Italy 574b on piece; USPS medium 
flat rate box with several hundred very clean WW marked $10-$40 each; USPS large flat rate box with generally toned, and a little 
ragged WWII Germany with lots of commercial mail with beautiful pictorial cancels, about 50 small envelopes from Hungary to 
New York Institute of Science, lots of military mail postcards sent by Feldpost; plus a few hundred more mostly commercial WW 
mail (lots of post-war Germany), and a few hundred old postcards; a good deal of value for the dealer willing to put in the time to 
organize it, Very Good to Excellent. Shipping charges apply - weight 65 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
2730   Worldwide, Mostly 19th Century Premium Covers, 1850-1930s, Around 70 pieces with many better stamps on cover, such as 

Canada #5, Russia #2, Russian envelope (H&G #12a), United States 15L18, U.S. Confederates 12, French Colonies 3-5 on 
one cover, St. Vincent 54, and numerous German States, like Baden 3, Saxony 8 (pair), Thurn & Taxis 20 and much more of 
interest. Also, a number of U.S. first flights and nautical covers, but the majority is 19th century, generally Fine to Very Fine, this 
lot can be viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide Postal History Collections
2731   Worldwide, Premium Airmail Plus Early Postal History Collection, 1920-40, 80+ mostly Airmail related covers in a 3 ring 

binder; Graf Zeppelin includes Netherland to Brazil, Brazil to Germany, Austria to United States, Lakehurst to Lakehurst RTW, 
Friedrichshafen to Ronne (On-Board), Friedrichshafen to Danzig (On-Board), Germany to US (4RM franking), Rio de Janeiro 
to New York, Germany to Brazil, Germany (1RM franking), and several others; Hindenburg including Stutgart and Olympic 
flights; Catapult Ship to Shore including US to Germany Europa, Germany to US Bremen, US Scott # 6 on Europa to Germany, 
and several others; WWI German Marine post, Panama Pacific pictorial cancel on well-centered 397, several mid 19th century 
European frankings on cover, 1931 Hungarian-American Ocean Flight postcard, 1913 1¢ Parcel Post franking on postcard, 
1916 business window envelope from GB to US with censor tape, 20 overprinted stamps in Lelpzig Registered Inflation Era 
mail, On-Board Germany DO-X cover to Berlin, 1932 von Gronau cover with stamps from the US, Germany, and Japan, 
Fred Bernet forgery of 1931 Wilkins North Pole sub adventure, 1935 First Flights San Francisco to Manila and Manila to San 
Francisco, and much more; significant value for the Aerophilatelist or reseller, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Topical Collections

Worldwide Topical Collections
2732   Worldwide, “It’s a Small World Afterall” Disney Stock Collection, hundreds upon hundreds upon hundreds of stamps, including 

full sheets, celebrating Walt’s creations; Maldives “Peter and the Wolf” and Goofy issues, Nevis Mickey and Minnie issues, St. 
Vincent & the Grenadines Mickey and Horace & Clarabelle, Sierra Leone “The Genie’s Christmas Carol”, St. Vincent “Beauty and 
the Beast”, some Palau souvenir sheets cancelled on album pages, and probably a couple issues we missed above; all Post Office 
fresh; expect the occasional small fault, but plenty of clean and bright material sure to make you Happy, o.g., never hinged, Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
2733   Worldwide, Air Travel Topical Collection, mounted in three Specialty albums on homemade pages, a bright and clean collection 

of anything aero-related; if the stamp had to do with flight—by balloon, zeppelin, plane, or rocket—it was of interest to the 
consignor; arranged alphabetically and running from Aitutaki to Zambia, there are many, many hundreds (if not thousands) of 
stamps here, with perforated and imperforate issues, souvenir and miniature sheets (some cancelled), some First Day Covers, 
stamps-on-stamps, etc.; no classics—these are all modern homages to flight—but a wealth of material if only to the sheer quantity; 
a valuable asset for the savvy Topical dealer; also includes a binder of literature (much print-outs of websites) related to the theme, 
Very Fine, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
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Worldwide: Topical Collections

2734   Worldwide, Disney Topical Collection, 1972/98, six Brookman albums well filled with the colorful NH sets, souvenir sheets 
and sheets from majority of the issuing countries, in particular Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Bhutan, Dominica, Gambia, 
Grenada including Grenadines, Guyana, Lesotho, Maldive Isl, Mongolia, Redonda, St Vincent including Grenadines, Sierra Leone, 
Tanzania, Turks & Caicos, Uganda, etc., virtually all PO fresh, NH and VF, huge new issue cost (inventory accompanies); as a 
bonus, “The Elvis Presley Stamp Collection”, a 3-volume set from Mystic filled with mint souvenir sheets from around the world, 
ex Csolkovits. Shipping charges apply - weight 47.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
2735   Worldwide, Cigar Topical Collection, early 20th century to 2000, consisting of about 40+ stock pages filled with stamps, 

souvenir sheets, covers, ephemera, labels, cigarette cards, etcetera, plus approximately 100 covers, with only the requirement to 
have a cigar theme, there seem to be a lot of Winston Churchill, Fidel Castro, Che Guevara, plenty of Cuba including Ediphil 
#438hi inverted surcharge (only an estimated 26-28 existing) with APS and BPP certificates, turn of the century European labels, 
etcetera, whether you collect this topic or not, you should take a look at our website for a video of the creativity the collector had 
when assembling his collection, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

 THE END OF THE SALE
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Bid Information
Please purchase on my behalf, the following lots in your auction sale, December 9-10, 2022 in Danbury, CT. I annex 
the highest price I will pay for each lot, it being understood that you will buy for me as much below such limit as possi-
ble.  
Please note that a premium of 20% will be added to the hammer price as part of the total purchase price.  
Your signature below indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions of this sale listed in this catalogue.

         SIGNATURE _____________________________________________DATE______________________________________________
The amount of your bids does not include a 20% premium to be added to the hammer price
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if necessary to win the lot (circle one)
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$_________________
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the hammer price of each lot



BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed 
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deter-
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw 
any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn 
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to 
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed 
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest 
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including 
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, 
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether 
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall 
be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer 
to the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened 
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids. 
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but 
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and 
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by 
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been 
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security 
interest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a 
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of 
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior 
to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as 
follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require, 
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal  or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be 
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. 
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) 
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment 
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed 
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the 
advised address shall constitute delivery.  This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
or credit card.  Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with 
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained 
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of 
$20.00 will be made for same.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents 
for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may 
be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per 
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid 
conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying 
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in 
its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by 
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and 
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and 
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including 
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all 
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot 
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty 
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris-
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property 
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a 
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with 
respect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it 
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing 
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting pur-
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment, 
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this para-
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its 
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank 
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card 
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made 
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of 
CT, COVID-19 compliant business.  As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV 

or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the auc-
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video 
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the 
sale date.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified 
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined 
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its 
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by 
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kelle-
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually ac-
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by 
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can-
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes 
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser 
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser 
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the 
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is 
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (un-
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: 
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; 
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots 
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized 
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the 
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds 
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a 
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is 
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp 
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or 
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society 
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other 
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), 
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be 
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned 
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to 
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being 
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation 
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall 
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes 
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut 
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration 
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitra-
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be 
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the 
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territori-
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without 
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation 
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such 
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such ju-
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that 
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt 
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to 
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not 
accepted.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the respon-
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of 
reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) 
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both 
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to 
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.

CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
 THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
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